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ADVERTISEMENT.

The scientific publications of the United States National Museum
consist of two series, the Proceedings and the Bulletins.

The Proceedings^ the first vohime of which was issued in 1878, are

intended primarily as a medium for the publication of original, and
usually brief, papers based on the collections of the National Museum,
presenting newly-acquired facts in zoology, geologj', and anthro-

pology, including descriptions of new forms of animals, and revisions

of limited groups. One or two volumes are issued annually and dis-

tributed to libraries and scientific organizations. A limited number
of copies of each paper, in pamphlet form, is distributed to specialists

and others interested in the difierent subjects as soon as printed.

The date of publication is recorded in the tables of contents of the

volumes.

The Bulletins^ the first of which was issued in 1875, consist of a

series of separate publications comprising chiefly monographs of

large zoological groups and other general systematic treatises (oc-

casionally in several volumes), faunal works, reports of expeditions,

and catalogues of type-specimens, special collections, etc. The ma-
jority of the volumes are octavos, but a quarto size has been adopted

in a few instances in which large plates were regarded as indis-

pensable.

Since 1902 a series of octavo volumes containing papers relating to

the botanical collections of the Museum, and knoAvn as the Contribu-

tions fro^n the National Herharium., has been published as bulletins.

The present work forms No. 107 of the Bulletin series.

William deC. Ravenel,

Adininistrative Assistant to the Secretary^

In charge of the United States National Museum.

Washixgtox. D. C.





INTRODUCTIOlN.

The monumental work undertaken and so abh' begun by Maj.

Charles E. Bendii'e has remained unfinished, and no additional

volumes have been published since his death. In 1910 the author

undertook to continue the work and began to gather material for

it with the cooperation of American ornithologists. The follow-

ing well-known ornithologists offered to help in gathering material

from their several sections of the country : Harold H. Bailey,

"Walter B. Barrows, Allan Brooks, Earle A. Brooks. William L.

Finley, Benjamin T. Gault, A Brazier Howell, Lynds Jones, Elmer
T. Judd, Charles R. Keyes, Arthur H. Norton, Putnam B. Pea-

body. T. Gilbert Pearson, Charles J. Pennock, Walter W. Perrett,

Samuel F. Rathbun, Thomas S. Roberts, Aretas A, Saunders, Wil-

liam E. Saunders, Witmer Stone, Myron H. Swenk, Charles W.
Townsend, Edward R. AYarren, and Arthur T. Wayne.
The Biological Survey of the Department of Agriculture, at

Washington, very kindly placed at my disposal its matchless biblio-

graphical index to published material on Xorth American birds,

and a mass of references were carefidly copied by Mr. Edward A.

Preble. With this and the author's private index as guides nearly

every publication of importance relating to North American birds

has been consulted.

While the scope of the work was originally intended to cover sub-

stantially the same ground covered by Maj. Bendire's work and
in practically the same manner, it has since seemed best to some-

what enlarge its scope and to cover more ground, w'ith the differ-

ent phases of the life histories arranged in a more definite and uni-

form sequence, so that the reader may more readily find the parts in

which he is interested.

The classification and nomenclature adopted by the American
Ornithologists' Union in its Check List have been strictly followed,

regardless of the author's views on the status of certain species and
subspecies; as this is not a work on systematic ornithology, it has

seemed best to merelj- refer to these views briefly in the text and not

attempt to discuss them fully.

The main breeding and winter ranges are as accurately outlined

as limited space will permit; the normal migrations are giA'en in

V



VI INTRODUCTION.

sufficient detail to indicate the usual movements of each species;

it is obviously impossible to give, in a general work of such large

scope, all records of occurrence and all dates and no pretense at

perfection in this direction is claimed. Many published records, im-

possible to either verify or disprove, have been accepted if they are

apparently within the known limits of ranges.

The nesting dates are the condensed results of a mass of records

accumulated from the data in over 60 of the largest egg collections

in the country, as well as from contributed field notes and from

many published sources. They indicate the dates on which eggs

have been actually found in one or more portions of the breeding

range of the species, showing the earlier and latest dates and the

limits between which at least half of the dates fall. The names of

colors, when in quotation marks, are taken from Ridgway's Color

Standards and Nomenclature (1912 edition) and the terms used to

designate the shapes of eggs, when in quotation marks, are taken

from Ridgway's Nomenclature of Colors (1886 edition). The heavy-

faced type in the measurements of eggs indicate the four extremes of

measurement.

After a few introductory remarks where these seem desirable, the

life history of each species is written in substantially the following

sequence: Spring migration, courtship, nesting habits, eggs, young,

sequence of plumages to maturity, seasonal molts, feeding habits,

flight, swimming and diving habits, vocal powers, behavior, ene-

mies, fall migration, and winter habits. An attempt has been made

to avoid repetition in dealing with subspecies.

Although preference has been given to original unpublished mate-

rial, so little of this has been received that it has seemed best to

quote freely from published material whenever the life history could

be improved by so doing. The author does not guarantee the correct-

ness of any statements quoted, but has selected only such as seem to be

reliable. Quotations from or references to published matter are in-

dicated by a date in parentheses after the author's name and the

reference may be found by turning to the bibliographical index at

the end of each part.

Acknowledgments are due to many who have helped to make the

work a success, by contributions and by sjnnpathetic encourage-

ment. Dr. Louis B. Bishop has contributed many hours of careful

work in collecting from published material and other sources a mass

of data needed for the distributional part of this work and has

helped to tabulate and arrange it. He has also been very helpful to

the author in his studies of plumages and has helped and encouraged

him in many ways. Dr. Charles W. Townsend has furnished a lot

of original contributions, has read over and corrected much of the

manuscript and has written the entire life histories of the puffin and
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the great auk, in this part, and a number of others to be published

in subsequent parts. Kev. F. C. R. Jourdain has sent ub a valuable

lot of egg measurements collected from eggs in the British Museum
and in other foreign collections. Mr. J. H. Fleming has carefully re-

vised and made valuable additions to the distributional part of the

work. Miss Marie H. Manseau rendered much valuable assistance

in the preliminary work of reading and indexing published matter

and in copying manuscript.

The following American collectors have sent measurements of eggs

in their collections : G. A. Abbott, R. M. Barnes, J. L. Childs, W. L.

Dawson, C. S. Day, D. R. Dickey, C. E. Doe, J. H. Flanagan, F. S.

Hersey, A. B. Howell, A. M. Ingersoll, Lieut. G. R. Meyer, J. P.

Norris, jr., L. G. Peyton, J. H. Riley, R. P. Sharpies, J. E. Thayer,

and F. C. Willard.

A great mass of nesting data has been contributed by practically

all of those in the foregoing list and the following : E. Arnold ; Egbert

Bagg; L. B. Bishop; B. S. Bowdish; J. H. Bowles; W. C. Bradbury;

A. W. Brockway; D. E. Brown; F. L. Burns; E. A. Butler; V.

Burtch; J. P. Callender; H. W. Carriger; W. L. Chambers; D. A.

Cohen; F. M. Dille; H. F. Duprey; O. Durfee; E. R. Ford; N. A.

Francis; B. T. Gault; Geological Survey of Canada; I. C. Hall;

H. S. Hathaway; R. G. Hazard; L. M. Huey; H. K. Job; E.

M. Kenworthy; C. R. Keyes; J. and J. W. Mailliard; T. E. Mc-
Mullen ; Museum of History, Science, and Art, Los Angeles, Califor-

nia; A. H. Norton; T. D. Perry; P. B. Philipp; E. F. Pope; A. E.

Price ; A. G. Prill ; Provincial Museum, Victoria, British Columbia

;

J. B. Purdy; S. F. Rathbun; M. S. Ray; R. B. Rockwell; G. R.

Rossignol, jr.; D. I. Shepardson; W. E. Snyder; F. Stephens; C. F.

Stone; W. S. Strode; C. S. Thompson; A. O. Treganza; J. G. Tyler;

Universit}^ of California ; A. Walker ; E. R. Warren ; A. T. Wayne

;

B. G. Willard; W. C. Wood; A. D. Dubois; I. E. Hess; A. R.

Hoare; A. W. Honywill, jr.; L. B. Potter; H. J. Rust; S. S. S.

Stansell; and J. Williams.

Contributions of notes on habits or distribution have been received

from the following: F. H. Allen, R. M. Anderson, B. W. Arnold,

R. M. Barnes, W. S. Brooks, E. S. Cameron, Frank S. Daggett,

W. L. Dawson, Elizabeth Dickens, A. C. Dyke, C. W. G. Eifrig,

W. O. Emerson, J. D. Figgins, W. L. Finley, G. L. Fordyce, C. A.

Gianini, Jos. Grinnell, R. C. Harlow, W. F. Henninger, A. B.

Howell, L. M. Huey, Lyncls Jones, L. S. Kohler, H. Lacey, W. deW.
Miller, P. B. Peabody, C. H. Pease, E. F. Pope, R. B. Rockwell, A. A.

Saunders, Mary C. Schanck, F. A. Shaw, F. Stephens, Cecile Swale,

M. H. Swenk, P. A. Taverner, W. E. C. Todd, C. W. Townsend, M. B.

Townsend, J. G. Tyler, W. L. Underwood, E. R. Warren, and L. E.

Wyman.
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The follo^Yin^ luivo contributed photooi-aphs: American Museum
of Natural History, R. M, Anderson, Bij-d-Lore, W. S. Brooks, E, S.

Cameron, The Condor, W. L. Dawson, D. R. Dickey. W. E. Ekblaw,

W. L. Finley, Francis Harper. H. K. Job, Lynds Jones, F. E. Klein-

schmidt, D.B. MacMiUan, C. F. Stone. J. E. Thayer, C. H. Towns-

end, and Alex. Walker. All such photographs which have been used

have been marked with the name of the photographer.

In the study of molts and plumages free access has been given to

the collections of the American Museum of Natural History, the Bio-

logical Survey, the California Academy of Sciences, the Museum of

Comparative Zoolog}', the United States National Museum, the Uni-

versity of California, and the private collections of Louis B. Bishop.

William Brewster. Jonathan Dwight. and John E. Thayer. Speci-

mens for study liaAe also been loaned by Louis B. Bishop, William

L. Finley, the Geological Survey of Canada, F. Seymour Hersey,

Lawrence M. Huey, and P. A. Taverner. The conclusions arrived

at regarding molts and plumages are based on a careful study of all

this material, but even that great mass of material proved lament-

ably insufficient in many cases to arrive at entirely satisfactory con-

clusions.

Mr. Charles E. Doe has kindly loaned us an egg of the w'hiskered

anklet, and Col. John E. Thayer an Q^rrr of the Kittlitz's murrelet for

use in making the illustrations.

We are also indebted to the officials of the following institutions

for a mass of data, taken from specimens in their collections, which

has been useful in w^orking out distributions and migrations: Bio-

logical Survey, California Academy of Sciences. Carnegie Museum,
Colorado Museum of Natural History, Geological Survey of Canada,

United States National Museum, and University of California.

With the consent of the American Museum of Natural Historf and
Mr. Donald B. MacMillan, Mr. W. Elmer Ekblaw has sent us a full

report of the ornithological results of the Crocker Land expedition.

This generous contribution has enabled us to publish much new and
interesting information regarding arctic bird life in advance of their

own plans for future publication. For this exceptional courtesy my
readers and I are very grateful. P^irthermore, the American Mu-
seum of Natural History has kindly placed at our disposal the entire

collection of bird photographs made b}^ members of this expedition,

from which we have selected what we wanted to use. I am therefore

indebted to them for the use of all photographs taken by Mr. Mac-
Millan and Mr. Ekblaw.

Much of the merit in the work is due to the untiring efforts of

the author's valued assistant, Mr, F. Seymour Hersey, who has spent

many months in the field, often in remote localities, gathering speci-

mens, photographs, and notes for use in this work. The distribu-
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tional part of the work was practically all done by him. with what
assistance Doctor Bishop and the author could give him. No one

who has not done work of this kind can appreciate the mass of detail

to be handled and the expert knowledge necessary to handle it

properly.

Finally, thanks are due to the author's devoted wife, Madeleine

V. Bent, for many weary hours of painstaking work in tj'pewriting,

reading, and correcting manuscript and in proof reading.

No one is so well aware of the many shortcomings and omissions

in this work as the author. Allowance must be made for the magni-

tude of the undertaking. If the reader fails to find mentioned in

these pages some things which he knows about the birds, he can blame

himself for not having sent them to

The Author.
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LIFE HISTORIES OF NORTH AMERICAN DIVING

BIRDS, ORDER PYGOPODES.

By Arthur Cleveland Bent,

of Taunton, Massachusetts.

Family COLYMBID^. Grebes.

jIICHMOPHORUS OCCIDENTALIS (Lawrence).

WESTERN GREBE.

HABITS.

Where the sweet waters of Bear Creek empty into Crane Lake

the bare shores of a somewhat alkaline lake are transformed into a

verdant slough of tall waving bulrushes surrounding a small grassy

island overgrown with scattering patches of wild rose bushes, a green

oasis of luxuriant vegetation in the waste of bare rolling plains of

southwestern Saskatchewan. Here is the gem of all that wonderful

bird countr}', the center of abundance of breeding wildfowl ; at least

such was the case in 1905 when we found 25 species of water birds

nesting in great profusion within an area less than a mile square,

as if all had been crowded together in the most favorable locality.

On the island we found 61 ducks' nests in a few hours' search, repre-

senting 8 species ; and in the slough surrounding it canvasbacks, red-

heads, and ruddy ducks were nesting among the bulrushes and cat-

tails. Numerous noisy shore birds were flying about, avocets, kill-

deers, long-billed curlews, and marbled godwits. Overhead were

floating the characteristic gulls of the region, California and ring-

billed gulls, common terns, and the beautiful rosy breasted Franklin's

gulls. But it was in the slough itself, amid the constant din of

countless yellow-headed blackbirds, that we found the subject of this

sketch with a few of its lesser brethren, the eared and the horned

grebes, seeking seclusion in the winding aisles of water among the

tallest bulrushes and cat-tails. I shall never forget the picture, as I

stood in water more than waist deep, of one of these beautiful " swan

grebes" sailing out from a dense wall of cat-tails, causing scarcely

a ripple as it glided along, the body submerged, the long wdiite neck
1
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sharply outlined against the green background, the glossy black

crown, the fiery red eyes, and the javelin-like beak. Who could help

admiring such a picture of aquatic grace, such specialized mastery of

its native element? Its delicately poised head was ever alert, its

keen red eyes were watching every motion and, as I moved one step

nearer, the graceful neck was arched, the javelin beak plunged down-

ward, and the slim body followed in a curve below the surface,

leaving scarcely any wake behind it. The Avater was clear and I Avas

near enough to follow its course as it sped away beneath the surface

a long slender pointed craft, propelled by two powerful paddles and

with wings tightly closed. The western grebe is certainly a water

nymph of the first class, built for speed and action, the most highly

specialized of all our diving birds.

Courtship.—The western grebes reach their breeding grounds in

the inland lakes during May, early in the month in North Dakota,

about May 8 to 12 in southern Canada, and before the end of the

month farther north. I have never witnessed their nuptial per-

formances, but Mr. William L. Finley has sent me the following

notes on the subject

:

The first action, which I have often noticed during the nesting season of the

grebe, is when the two hii-fls swim side by side. They throw the head and
necli baclc which gives one the impression at a distance that the birds are

preening their plumage. \Vhen I saw tlie action near at hand, I noticed that

eacli bird arched its neck continually, tlie bill turned straight down and the

blaclv crest spread. At the same time, both birds curved and swayed tlieir

neclis back in a rythmical manner, touching them against their bodies. It was
like a backward bow.

A second performance, the water glide of the grebe, was not as common
as the antics just mentioned. However, it seemed to be a climax to the per-

formance above. As the two birds swam side by side both suddenly stood

upright as if walking on the top of the water and rushed along, splashing

the surface for 20 or 30 feet, with wings tight 'to the body. Then they dropped
to their breasts in a graceful glide that carried them ali)ng for about 1.5

feet farther.

The third performance might well be termed purely a wedding dance. I

saw it three times within close range, and each time it was exactly the same.

As two birds were swinnning together, both dove. They rose to the top of

the water a few moments later, each holding a piece of moss or weed in

the bill. Instantly they faced each other and rose, treading water, A'sith

bodies half above the surface and necks stretched straight up. They treaded
around, breast to breast, until they made three or four circles, and then
dropped down to a normal attitude, at the same time flirting the moss out
of their mouths and swimming off in an unconcerned manner.
The first two performances are typical mating or courting antics, while

the last is the most significant wedding dance I have ever seen in bii'd life.

NeHt'imj.—The Crane Lake colony, referred to above, was a typical,

large colony of the plains or prairie region. I visited this colony
two years in succession and made several trips into the slough each
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For DESCRiPTlON SEE PAGE 233.
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season. It was almost impossible to count or even to estimate the

number of western grebes in this colony, for the nests were scat-

tered over a wide area among the reeds or bulrushes {Scirpus

lacusfris), and many of them were beyond our reach in water too

deep to wade; there were certainly hundreds, and perhaps over a thou-

sand of them. The nests were floating in water 2 feet deep or more

and consisted of compact masses of rubbish, dead and rotten reeds,

mixed with a few green flags, and plastered with soft slimy vege-

table substances. They were generally anchored to growing bul-

rushes in plain sight, but some were well concealed from view in

thick clumps. They were built up from 3 to 5 inches above the

water and measured from 18 to 25 inches in diameter, the inner

cavity being from 7 to 9 inches in diameter. We were surprised to

find the bodies of a large number of these grebes lying dead on or

near their nests, during both seasons, and were unable to account

for it; sometimes two bodies were found at one nest. Muskrats

were quite common in this slough, and a pair of minks had a den

on the island; perhaps the latter may have indulged in a midnight

massacre. In another deep-water slough, near Crane Lake, we
found a small colony of 12 or 15 pairs of western grebes nesting

among the cat-tail flags (Typha latifolia), where the nests were often

well concealed in thick clumps.

Although they were not so shy and retiring about their breeding

grounds as the other grebes, I was never able to surprise a western

grebe on its nest until one cold, rainy day when I waded into the

slough and saw the birds sliding off their nests all around me,

swimming away almost under my feet and bobbing up unexpectedly

near me; the sun came out soon afterwards and I longed for my
camera; I tried to repeat the experience later but never succeeded.

Apparently they sit more closely in wet weather, but under favor-

able circumstances do not find it necessary. Evidently both sexes

assist in incubation. They seldom, if ever, cover the eggs with the

nesting material as other grebes do. I once flushed a female ruddy
duck from a clump of bulrushes, but a careful search revealed

nothing but grebes' nests and later I took from a grebe's nest two
eggs of the western grebe and an egg of the ruddy duck. The
smaller grebes also occasionally lay an egg in a western grebe's

nest.

In North Dakota the western grebes breed abundantly in some
of the sweet-water lakes, generally in deep water and often among
the tall canes and wild rice which grows 8 or 10 feet high. The
extensive marshes of tall canes {Phragmites connmunis) bordering

the Waterhen River in Manitoba form a safe and almost inaccessi-

ble breeding resort for this species where large numbers find a con-

genial summer home. The water in these marshes is too deep to

55916—19—Bull. 107 2
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wade and the canes are so thick that it is ahnost impossible to push

a canoe through them. The few nests that we found were near the

edges of small ponds or channels and Avell concealed in the thick

growth: the nests were large and well-made structures of dry, dead

canes, l! or 3 feet in diameter and built up G or 7 inches above the

water.

The large grebe colonies of the Klamath Lake region in southern

Oregon and northern California have been described by several

well-known writers. The lakes in this region contain probably the

largest western grebe colonies in this country where thousands of

them breed in harmony with Caspian and Forster's terns, white

pelicans, and other water birds. This region has long been famous
as a profitable field for plume hunters, where they have reaped a

rich harvest, making $20 or $30 a day and during the height of the

breeding season killing several thousand birds a week. The breasts

of the western and other grebes were in great demand for the mil-

linery trade; for the paltry sum of 20 cents apiece they were
stripped off, dried, and shipped to New York. Such slaughter

could not have continued much longer without disastrous results.

Through the activities of the Audubon Societies, the attention of

President Roosevelt was called to the need of protection, and on
August 8, 1908, he set apart the Klamath Lake Eeservation, and on
August 18, 1908, the Lake Malheur Reservation, thus saving from
destruction the largest and most interesting wild-fowl nurseries

on the Pacific coast. Mr. W. L. Finley. (1907«) has enjoyed good
opportunities for studying the western grebes in these colonies and
writes thus interestingh^ of their habits

:

Lower Klamath I^ake is a body of water about 25 miles long by 10 or 12

miles wide. Aliont its sides are gi"eat marshes of tides. The whole border is

a veritable juiiiile, extending out for several miles from the main shore is an
almost endless area of floating tule islands, between which is a network of

channels. Here, where we found the nesting colony of western grebes, we
had good chances to study the habits of these birds.

About one of these islands we found the floating grebe nests every few feet

apart, and counted over 60 in a short distance. We rowed up to one end and
landed and then waded along just inside the thick growth of tules that grew
along the edge. From this place, partly concealed as we were, we could look

through the tules and see the grebes swinnning and diving near their nests.

Across the channel along the edge of the opposite island were many more grebe

nests, and some of the birds were sitting on their eggs.

The nests of the western grebes were, as a rule, built up of dry reeds highei*

out of the water than those of the eared grebe. I never saw a case where
this bird covered its eggs with reeds before leaving them. INIany times we saw
them sitting on their eggs during the day. In other cases, they seemed to leave

the eggs to be hatched out partly by the sun. The usual number of eggs we
found in a set were 3 and 4, although we often found 6 and 7. In several

cases, we found places among the dry tules where an extra large set of eggs

had been laid. We .saw 16 eggs in one set. but there had been no attempt at a

nest, and the eggs had never been incubated.
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Eggs.—The number of eggs to a set seems to ^'a^y greatly, though
3 or 4 seems to be the usual number, according to my experience; I

have frequently found 5 or even 6, and I have taken one set of 11, but

this was probably laid by 2 or 3 birds. Other writers report various

numbers from 5 to 10. Apparently there are certain nests in which
eggs are dumped indiscriminately by several birds, but never hatched.

Other marsh-nesting birds, such as terns, ducks, and coots, occasion-

ally drop their eggs in the grebes' nests.

The eggs of the western grebe are not handsome and not particu-

larly interesting. They vary in color from dull bluish white or

cream color to various shades of dirty buff or olive buff. They are

unspotted, but the accumulated dirt on the rough shells often gives

them a mottled effect, even after being washed. They are generally

more or less nest-stained and are often plastered with mud or cov-

ered with bits of nesting material. The shell surface is always dull

and lusterless and sometimes lumpy. In shape they vary from " ellip-

tical ovate " to "cylindrical ovate." The measurements of 53 eggs in

the United States National Museum average 58 by 37.5 millimeters

;

the eggs shoW'ing the four extremes measures 65 by 37.5, 61.5 by 40,

and 50 by 34 millimeters.

Young.—The period of incubation is about 23 days. In Saskatche-

wan I have found downy young, recently hatched, as early as June

8, but the majority of eggs do not hatch until the last of June or

early in July of that region. The young are graceful little fellows

with long necks and small heads ; they are quite precocious and they

can sM'im and dive soon after they are hatched. Mr. Finley (1907a)

writes in regard to them

:

On two or three different occasions, we watclied one of the little western

grebes cut his way out of the shell and liberate himself. The wall of his prison

is quite thick for a chick to penetrate, but after he gets his bill though in one

place, he goes at the task like clockwork and it only takes him about half an
hour after he has smelled the fresh air to liberate himself. After the first hole,

he turns himself a little and begins hammering in a new place and he keeps this

up till he has made a complete revolution in his shell, and the end or cap of

the egg, cut clear aroxuid, drops off. and the youngster soon kicks himself out

into the sunshine. It does not take his coat long to dry ; in fact, he often does

not give it a chance, for his first impulse seems to be to take to water and

ride on his mother's or father's back. The grebe chick never stays in the nest

longer than a few hours. A chick that is just hatched is clothed in the most

delicate coat of soft gray fur, lighter below and darker on top.

The first day, as I lay hidden in the tules waiting for a picture, I saw a pair

of grebes swimming along only 20 feet distant. I could catch glimpses of

them as they passed just beyond their nest. One of the birds carried a chick

on its back. The grebes have a way of taking their young with them, for the

little fellows lie on the back just under the wing coverts with only their heads

sticking out. At the slightest alarm the mother raises the feathers a trifle

and covers the chick completely. One can readily tell when a grebe has a
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chick on her back even if it is not visible, because she generally swims higher

in the water.

As I was lying low in the reeds, another pair of grebes swam past. The
back of the one bird was high out of the water. She was carrying two young,

but at the time neither was visible. But soon one of the youngsters got anxious

to crawl out on the hurricane deck, as it were. Each time his head appeared,

the mother would reach back and cover him up. Finally one of the little fel-

lows crawled clear out in full view and she let him sit there for a moment.
But I could see this was not the customary way of riding, for she soon raised

her wing and covered him. Occasionally she picked up bits of something from

the surface and reaching back fed her babies. A little later, while the father

was swimming near by, I saw one chick slip off the mother's back and go

paddling toward him. He seemed to lower his body slightly in the water and
the youngster floated aboard.

The old grebes dive and swim readily under water with the young on their

backs, but occasionally when they are frightened they lose their chicks. Sev-

eral times while we were rowing about the lake we came unexpectedly upon
old grebes carrying young. At such times, when the old birds are scared, it

seems very difficult for them to hold the chicks in place when they dive. In

most cases the young birds come to the top of the water after the mother dives.

When we approached the little fellows they tried to dive, but could not stay

under long or go very deep, so they were easily caught.

Plumages.—The downy young of the western grebe is entirely dif-

ferent from the young of any other American grebe; its plain, un-

spotted coat suggests a closer relationship with the loons than with

the other grebes. It is covered with short, thick down, as soft and
smooth as silk velvet. The upper parts are " light mouse gray " in

color, darkest on the back, lighter on the crown and shading off to

" pallid mouse gray " on the neck and sides and almost to pure white

on the bell}'; there is a triangular naked spot on the crown. The
young grebe retains its soft downy covering as it increases in size,

and it is nearly fully grown before its first real plumage is assumed.

There is no distinctive juvenal plumage, and the first winter plumage
is not strikingly different from that of the adult. The young bird

in the fall is dark gray or dusky instead of black on the crown and

hind neck; the line of demarcation is not so sharply drawn between

the dark crown and the white tliroat, and the feathers of the back

are edged with grayish white. A partial prenuptial molt in the

spring produces the black crown of the nuptial plumage and the

light edgings on the back disappear by wear. In this first nuptial

plumage adults and young are practically indistinguishable.

The seasonal changes of the adult are not conspicuous, for the fall

plumage is much like the nuptial plumage; the black of the crown is

duller and less clearly defined in the fall. There is a complete post-

nuptial molt in July and August, during which the wing quills are

all shed simultaneously and the bird becomes incapable of flight.

A partial prenuptial molt, involving mainly the head and neck,

produces the nuptial plumage.
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Food.—Very little seems to be known about the food of the west-

ern grebe, but it probably lives largely on fish and other aquatic

animals. Prof. Jolin Macoun (1909) mentions a specimen "that

had an amphibian {Amhlystoma navortium,) 10^ inches long in its

stomach." It has been known to feed on aquatic grasses, and on the

seacoast it pursues the schools of small herring. It has a peculiar

habit, which has never been satisfactorily explained, of filling its

stomach with great wads of its own body feathers. Dr. Frank M.
Chapman (1908) says on this subject:

Possibly the adults may swallow the feathers secured through their fre-

quent preening, but I am at loss to understand why chicks not more than

3 days old should have their stomachs tightly stuffed with a ball of their par-

ents feathers. In the stomach of one I found a compact wad of 238 feathers,

and in another there were no less than 331.

Behavior.—This grebe, like others of its family, experiences con-

siderable difficulty in rising from the water, but when once

under way it is a strong and rapid flyer. It is a curious looking

bird in flight, with its long neck and slender body stretched out in a

straight line, with big feet dragging behind and small wings vibrat-

ing at high speed. It could not be mistaken for anything else, for

it is in a class by itself. Col. N. S. Goss (1889) writes:

The birds ride the water lightly, and their silky plumage, slender build,

long-waving necks, and graceful carriage can but attract the attention of the

most indifferent of observers. Like all of the race they are expert swimmers
and divers, and can quietly sink out of sight in the water without an appar-

ent motion, but their ordinary manner of diving is to spring forward with

a stroke of their feet, almost clearing the water and disappearing about 3

feet from the starting point. They are at home on the waves, and it is almost

impossible to force the birds to take wing, but when in the air they fly with

great rapidity, with neck and feet stretched out to their full extent, and in

alighting, often do not attempt to slacken their speed, but strike the water

with partially closed wings with a force that carries them on the surface

from 20 to 40 feet.

It has always been difficult for me to separate the notes of the

western grebe from the grand chorus of sounds in a thickly popu-

lated slough, teeming with yellow-headed blackbirds, coots, and

other water birds, but as nearly as I could learn, it has two dis-

tinct notes, a shrill piping whistle, suggesting the whistling alarm

note of the osprey, and a short, rolling croak in a subdued tone.

Doctor Chapman (1908) says:

The swan grebe's voice is a loud, double-toned, whistled c-r-r-ee-er-r-r-ce,

which can be heard distinctly when the bird is beyond reach of the eye in

the open waters of the lake, and even a poor imitation of this far-reaching

call brings the lakes of the prairie or plain more clearly before me than the

memorv of the note of any other of their bird inhabitants.
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Mr. AV. L. Dawson (1909) describes it as " a voice, high and broken,

like nothing else perhaps so much as the creak of a neglected pulley

block." He says that the notes of the two sexes are different.

Winter.—During the latter part of September the western grebes

migrate to the Pacific coast, where they spend the winter in large

numbers, from Puget Sound to Lower California and Mexico, both

on the seacoast and in the larger lakes. They often gather into large

flocks, sometimes numbering several thousands, and wander about,

following the movements of the fish on which they feed and which

they are expert in catching.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Western North America, particularly the prairie

regions. East to central Manitoba (Lake Winnipegosis, Lake Mani-

toba, and Shoal Lake), east central North Dakota (Devil's Lake

region), central eastern South Dakota (Hamlin County), and Ne-

braska (Garden County). South to northern AVyoming (Lake De

Swet), central Utah (Utah Lake), and southern California (Mystic

Lake, Riverside County). AVest to central western California (Lake

Merced, San Francisco County), central Oregon (Klamath Lakes).

and central western British Columbia. North to central British

Columbia (Stuart Lake, Cariboo district), northern Alberta (near

Edmonton), and north central Saskatchewan (Quill Lake). Noted

in summer, but not found breeding, in Arizona (near Yuma) and

southern California (Santa Barbara and San Diego),

Winter range.—West and south of the Rocky Mountains, mainly

on the Pacific coast. East to central British Columbia (Okanagan

Lake), western Washington (Olympia), western Nevada (Pyramid

Lake), southwestern Arizona (Gila River), and northern Mexico

(Chihuahua). South to southern Mexico (Pueblo and Jalisco).

West to the Pacific coast of Mexico and the United States. North

to southern British Columbia (Vancouver Island) and northern

Washington (Puget Sound region).

Spring migration.—Northward along the Pacific coast starting in

April. Lower California: Colnett Bay, April 7-8. California:

Santa Cruz Island, April 2i to May 2 ; Salton Sea, April 19. Wash-

ington, Steilacoom, April 21; Lake Chelan, May 11; Columbia River,

May 19. British Columbia : Elko, Bayne Lake. May 2 ; Stuart Lake,

May 6: Vancouver Island. April 24 to May G.

Northeastward across the Rocky Mountains early in May. Nevada

:

AVashoe Lake, May. Montana : Great Falls, May 9. Alberta : Banff,

May 8. Saskatchewan : Indian head, Ma}^ 12 to 30.

Fall migmtion.—Southwestward across the Rocky Mountains.

AA^yoming : Douglas, October 13. Colorado : Vicinity of Denver, Octo-

ber 25 to November 28. Arizona: Gila River, November.
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Southward along the Pacific coast: British Columbia: Van-

couver Island, September 28; Sumas, November "2. Washington:

Cape Disappointment, September; Puget Sound, October 10 to 12.

Oregon: Near Corvallis, October 24. California: Mono Lake, Sep-

tember 2 to 21 ; Monterey, arrives September 25. Mexico : Jalisco, La
Barca, October 2.

Casual records.—Kansas : Lawrence, November 3. Minnesota

:

May. Iowa : Blackhawk County, spring. Wisconsin : Lake Kosh-

konong. January 4. Indiana : Indianapalis. September. Ohio : Near

Youngstown, October 28 to 30. Ontario: Lake Huron at vSarnia.

Other Ontario and Quebec records are JiolhoelU. Alaska : Near

Dixon Entrance, May 28. Yukon Territory : Teslin Lake. Octo-

ber 21.

^

Egg dates.—North Dakota : 46 records, May 18 to July 9 ; 23 rec-

ords. Ma}' 28 to June 10. Manitoba and Saskatchewan : 13 records,

June 7 to 26; 7 records, June 8 to 16. Oregon and Washington:

11 records. May 20 to July 2; six records, May 30 to June 12. Utah:

8 records, May 20 to June 15 ; 4 records, May 22 to 25. California : 6

records, May 20 to June 23 ; 3 records, June 1 to 8.

COLYMBUS HOLB(ELLI (Reinhardt).

HOLBCELL'S GREBE.

iiABrrs.

The extensive, deep-water marshes about the southern end of

Lake Winnipegosis, intersected by numerous sluggish streams ox-

dotted with man}^ small, shallow ponds, all of which are full of

fish or other forms of aquatic life, furnish ideal breeding grounds

for this and other water fowl. The banks of the Waterhen River,

which flows northward from Lake Winnipegosis into Waterhen
Lake, are broadly lined with man}^ miles of tall golden canes swarm-

ing Avith bird life of various kinds; countless yellow-beaded black-

birds are busy with their nesting in the densest canes or clinging to

the tops of the swaying stalks and pouring out their ceaseless chatter;

Franklin's gulls or black terns are flying overhead with gentle notes

of protest ; various species of ducks are swimming in the creeks and
pond holes; and the graceful western grebes glide in and out among
the canes where their nests are hidden. Here the shy Holboell's

grebe breeds in abundance, probably more abundantly than anywhere
else throughout its extensive range; though it is so seldom seen

that one does not realize how common it is until a systematic search

is made for nests. Waterhen River and the lake into which it flows

are said to have been so naiped on accolmt of the abundance there of

this species, although the name " waterhen," or " poule d'eau," is

applied to any of the grebes or coots.
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Nesting.—Throughout the month of June, 1913, we found a great

many nests of this grebe in various localities in this region. Al-

though it frequented the vicinity of the same swamps, in which the

western grebes and homed grebes were breeding, we did not find any

nests of Holboell's grebe actually in the canes {Phragmites com-

munis). All of the nests we found were in more open situations

and were more or less widely scattered. On June 7 we found, what

might almost be called a colony, seven nests, in an extensive tract of

short, dead, broken-down flags and reeds which ' extended out into

the lake for a hundred yards or more near the entrance to the river.

As the water was 3 or 4 feet deep, I had to work from a canoe and

experienced some difficulty in photographing the nests ; for, with the

tripod standing in the water, the camera was but little above the

surface. Even in such an open situation the nests were surprisingly

inconspicuous and it required the practised eye of my guide to locate

most of them. They were generally placed where the broken-down

reeds (Scirpus lacustris) were thickest and often where they were

so matted together that it was difficult to push a canoe through them.

They were low, flat, carelessly built structures, raised but slightly

above the surface, in which the eggs were wet and almost awash,

and were made of dead and rotten reeds and flags, water mosses,

algae and other drift rubbish. The eggs were usually wholly or

partially covered with the nesting material. During several visits

to this locality I saw but one Holboell's grebe near its nest and only

occasionally in the distance; though I lay in wait for them for a

long time at some little distance in the canes.

It is certainly one of the shyest of the water birds. Its hearing

must be very acute; for only rarely could I surprise one in the

marshes, when it would disappear instantly. What few birds I saw

were generally swimming at a distance, singly or in pairs, often far

out on the lake, where they always dove long before I could get

within gunshot range. Only once did I succeed in surprising one

on its nest and get a fleeting glimpse. Mr. Herbert K. Job had
located a nest in a little cove on a nearby pond; we approached it

cautiously, paddling silently around a little point and into the cove

;

we were just in time to see the grebe stand up in the nest, hastily

attempt to cover the eggs, glide off into the water, and disappear in

the reeds so quickly that we could hardly realize what had happened.

This was a larger, better built, and probably a more typical nest than

those described above; it was floating in water about 3 feet deep

and anchored near the edge of growing flags {Typha latifolia) and
reeds {Scirpus lacustns) ; it measured 24 inches in diameter, the

inner cavity was 6 inches across and slightly hollowed, and the rim
was built up 2 or 3 inches above the water ; it was made principally

of dead reeds and flags, with a few green stems of the same, matted
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together with a mass of algae and water mosses; it was lined with

well-rotted flags.

Throughout the greater portion of its breeding range the Hol-

boell's grebe is a widely scattered, solitary species. It breeds to some

extent in the sloughs and marshes of the northern plains and prairie

regions, but is more universally common in the marshy lakes and
ponds in the timbered regions of northern Canada, where one or two
pairs only are usually found in each of the smaller lakes.

Dr. Joseph Grinnell (1900) found this grebe breeding quite com-
monly in the delta of the Kowak River, Alaska, in June, 1899, where
nearly every pond or lake was the home of a single pair. He de-

scribes what might be considered its courtship performance as fol-

lows:

We had just moored our steamer to the river bank and I was pushing my
way among the willows back toward a strip of spruces wlieu I was startled

by a series of most lugubrious cries from directly in front of us.

After a moment's hesitation I concluded it must be some species of loon,

although I had never heard such a note before. Advancing as quietly as possi-

ble I came upon a small lake which was almost surrounded by spruces and
margined on my side with willows. I could see nothing on the surface for

some minutes. A loon would surely have shown himself during that time.

Suddenly the curious cries broke forth again, and there within 20 yards of me,

in a thin patch of grass growing near the shore, were two grebes resting on

the water. They both took part in the " song," though the voice of one was
notably weaker than that of the other. One of the birds would start with a

long wail and then the other would chime in with a similar note, both winding

up with a series of quavering cries very much like the repeated whinnies of a

horse. During these vocal demonstrations the neck would be thrown forward
and the head and bill tilted upward at an angle of 45°. During the performance

the birds were nearly facing each other, but at the conclusion one, presumably

the male, would slowly swim around the other. A slight movement on my part

spoiled this interesting scene, for both birds instantly disappeared beneath the

water, leaving scarcely a ripple. Finally I barely discerned the head and neck

of one near a snag in the dark reflection of the opposite shore.

He says of its nest:

The nest consisted of a floating mass of sodden marsh grass, a foot in diam-

eter. It was anchored among standing grass in about 2 feet of water. It was
20 feet from the shore on one side and about the same distance from the edge

of the ice, which still existed in a large floe in the center of the lake. The top

of this raft of dead grass presented a saucer-shaped depression, which was 2

inches above the surface of the surrounding water. The eggs lay wholly un-

covered and could be plainly seen from shore.

Mr. P. M. Silloway (1902) found a small colony of Holboell's

grebes in Swan Lake, Montana, where he located five pairs of the

birds and collected seven sets of eggs on dates ranging from June 4

to 20, 1902. The nests were located in an extensive growth of buck

brush and reeds which lined the margin of the lake and covered a

marshy area of about a square mile. Most of the nests were placed
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among the reeds and made of the usual materials. Two of the nests

were among the back brush, where the water was over 2 feet deep; in

one "the material was piled upon coarse twigs of buck brush, appar-

ently brought up from the bottom " ; the other " was made on de-

pressed branches of the bushes, a large, strong mass of decayed reeds

with some new nuiterial intermingled in the top."

Mr. Edmonde S. Currier (1904) refers to a colony of from G to

10 pairs which he found breeding in Leech Lake, Minnesota, in 1902

and 1903.

One nest wns liijili and dry on a muskrat house—a hollow in the side of the

house, and about 10 inches above the water. The niuskrat house was in a

patch of tall canes, .^jrowing in deep, open water, forming a small island. The

other nests were similar in situation, style of architecture, and n\aterial used.

They varietl only in size, and this depended upon the time the birds had been

laying. Nests containing only one egg were simply irregular piles or rafts of

floating flags soft and rotting, with the egg often awash and covered with

foam. In more advanced sets the nests formed quite a mass of material, with

a deep cup above water line. No birds were seen on the nests, or leaving them,

but in 1902 I saw one swimming away from a patch of canes in open water

that contained a nest.

Eggs.—The HolboelFs grebe raises only one brood during the sea-

son, but if the nest is robbed a second set of eggs is promptly laid.

The set generally consists of four or five eggs; sometimes three are

considered enough; six eggs are occasionally laid and rarely seven

or even eight. The eggs resemUe closely those of other grebes in

general appearance and vary greatly in size, so that it is not always

easy to identify them. In shape they vary from nearly " ovate " to

"elliptical oval,'" " elongate ovate " or to nearly " fusiform."'

The color of the clean, freshly-laid egg varies from pale bluish

white to " cartridge buff," but the color, which is never quite pure,

soon becomes partly or wholly obscured by muddy, dirty, nest-

stains and the Qgg is often plastered over with mud and bits of nest

material, giving it a dark mottled appearance. Much of this can be

washed off, but the stains seem to be indelible.

The measurements of 60 eggs, in the United States National

Museum, average 53.7 by 34.5 millimeters; the eggs showing the four

extremes measure 64.5 by 37.5, 49 by 33, and 50.5 by 30 millimeters.

Young.—The period of incubation proved to be 22 or 23 days for

eggs of this species which we hatched out in our incubators.

The young are very precocious and can dive and swim instinctively

soon after they have hatched. As soon as they are able to feed and to

swim about they may be seen riding in safety on their mother's back

as she swims about the lake, clinging to her plumage when she dives

and c(miing to the surface Avith her, as if nothing had happened.

It is said that the mother bird turns her head and feeds the vouno-
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while riding on her back. Then soon learn to dive and to feed them-

selves on small fish, insects, aquatic worms, and vegetable matter.

Plumages.—The downy young show considerable variation in

color patterns, but in a general way they may be described as prac-

tically black above when first hatched, fading to blackish brown or

seal brown as the chick increases in size ; this color includes the sides

and crissum, leaving only the belly pure white; the head and neck

are broadly and clearly striped, longitudinally, with black and

white ; the chin and throat are often spotted w ith black but are some-

times clear Avhite, There is usually a distinct white V on the top of

the head, starting on the forehead, above a superciliary black stripe

which usually includes the eyes, and terminating in broad white

stripes in the sides of the neck; there is also a median white stripe

or spot on the crown and the back is, more or less distinctly, marked

with four long stripes of dull white or grayish. The lighter

stripes, especially on the head and neck are often tinged with buft'y

pink. This downy covering is worn until the young bird is more

than two-thirds grown, the colors becoming duller above and grayer

below. The first real plumage is acquired early in September, dark

aboA'e and white below, as in the adult, but signs of youth are re-

tained in the head and neck, both of which are more or less striped

with black and white on the sides; the neck is also more or less

rufous. I have a specimen in this plumage taken November 15, but

I have other specimens taken in November and December, appar-

ently young birds, which have lost all traces of the stripes and the

rufous neck. The stripes always disappear during the fall or early

winter, but the reddish neck is often retained until the young bird

acquires its first nuptial plumage. This closely resembles the adult

nuptial plumage but the colors are duller and not so pure; the chin

and throat are whiter, the red of the neck is mottled with dusky, the

crown is browner, fading gradually into the mottled cheeks; the

sharply defined color pattern of the head, so conspicuous in the

adult, is very much obscured in the young birds. At the first post-

nuptial moult, when the bird is a little more than a year old, I

think that old and young birds become indistinguishable, although

I am not sure that another year is not required to accomplish this.

The postnuptial or summer moult is complete and is prolonged

through August and September. The adult fall plumage is charac-

terized mainly by the absence of red which entirely disappears from

the neck and breast and is replaced by a white breast and a dusky

neck; the pale gray of the chin, throat, and cheeks is sharply defined

against the dusky neck, as it is against the red neck in the spring;

young birds have no such sharp line of demarcation ; the crown is also

darker than in young birds. I have seen one specimen. No. 15904
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in the collection of Dr. Jonathan Dwight, in nearly full nuptial

plumage, collected November 25, but I can only regard this as an

exceptional case of retarded or suspended moult. A partial prenup-

tial moult occurs early in the spring involving mainly the plumage

of the head and neck and producing the clearly defined black crown,

gray cheeks, chin and throat and the brilliant red neck and breast of

the nuptial plumage. I have seen specimens in which this moult was

complete before the end of February and others in full winter

plumage in March ; I think the moult usually occurs in April.

Food.—Holboell's grebe feeds to some extent on small fish or min-

nows which it obtains by diving, but its food consists largely of other

things and it can live perfectly well in lakes where there are no fish

at all. In the lakes of Manitoba it lives largely on crawfish, ambly-

stomae, and aquatic insects; its bill of fare also includes various

aquatic worms, insects, and their larvae, small crustaceans, fresh

water mollusks, tadpoles, and some vegetable substances. An adult

bird caught on the ice near my home was fed on small live shiners

wdiich it ate readily. Mr. Robert J. Sim (1904), who made a care-

ful study of a captive HolboeH's grebe, gives the following account

of its feeding habits

:

On the second day I placed a 4-inch wild fish (shiner?) in a dish filled with

water. This was set on the floor in front of the bird. He gave the fish a slight

poke whereupon it swam around violently. Making a quick thrust he caught

it, grasping it crosswise with the bill—not impaling it. The fish then went

through a course of pinching from head to tail, being hitched along from side

to side in the bill. It was then turned about and gulped down head first. Later

in the day three out of four strips of raw whitefish were eaten, each about the

size of a man's finger. These the grebe bruised and shook until small fragments

flew several feet around. At this time of the year live food was scarce, but

we succeeded in finding a few small aquatic animals. By the 27th of February

the grebe had eaten—all voluntarily—the following: 10 live goldfish (2 to 5

inches long), 2 pieces raw steak (taken from water), 1 4-inch wild fish, 2 large

tadpoles, and 7 medium sized dragon-fly larvse.

In swallowing the large goldfishes the bird's jaws seemed to be distended

laterally, and he gulped so violently that the back of his head struck his back

with a hollow " tanking " sound. This operation apparently jarred the fish

past the sticking point. When very hungry the grebe swallowed the fishes alive.

Of the crawfishes offered him only the small or soft ones were eaten, and no

great relish was shown. Earthworms, when their season came, were eaten

with avidity, but raw beefsteak (lean) was the principal article of diet with

the bird during his stay with us.

The stomach of this bird is sometimes wholly or partially filled

with feathers.

Behavior.—In flight Holboell's grebe is easily recognized in an}-

plumage; its size is distinctive, being halfway between a loon and

one of the smaller grebes; in the full nuptial plumage the red neck

and gray cheeks are conspicuous if the bird is near enough to see
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them, or at a greater distance the pure white under parts and white

wing patches show up in marked contrast to the black upper parts

;

young birds in the autumn can be recognized by their size, shape,

and white wing patches, as the horned grebes are much smaller and

the loons have no white in the wings. Its general appearance is de-

cidedly loonlike, with its long neck stretched out in front and its

large feet held together straight out behind to serve as a rudder for

a tailless bird. It can not rise off the ground or ice at all and is

frequently caught in consequence. It can rise readily from the water,

like a duck, but not without considerable pattering along the sur-

face, beating it with wings and feet. When well under way its

flight is swift, strong, direct, and well sustained. Wlien migrating

along the Atlantic coast I have always seen it flying singly and not

more than a few feet above the water.

It is a strong and rapid swimmer and like all of its tribe a splen-

did diver. It usually prefers to escape by swimming rapidly away
if the enemy is not too near, but, in the latter case, it dives like a

flash, so quickly that it is useless to try to shoot one if it is watching.

When undisturbed and not hurried it makes a graceful curving

plunge, leaving the water entirely and going straight down with its

wings closed; probably it can dive to a greater depth in this way
than in any other. It can also sink gradually downw^ard until only

its head is above water or go swimming off among the reeds with

only its bill and eyes showing. When really alarmed it goes under

water with astonishing rapidity, so quickly that we can not see how
it is done, but it is probably accomplished by a sudden kick and
forward dive.

Mr. Aretas A. Saunders writes me that he watched a pair of these

birds

—

diving and evidently feeding under w^ater. I timed them to see liow long they

stayed under, and, after several observations of both birds, found the time

to be almost uniformly 55 seconds in every case. The time was so exact that

I could tell when a bird dove just when to expect it to reappear,

Mr. Sim (1904), in describing the habits of his captive bird, says:

In ordinary swimming the feet struck out alternately. The tarsi extended

downward and outward. In diving the bird was not observed to spring for-

ward in tlie common grebe manner, but rather let himself down very quickly

as though draw'ing his head back through a hole. When it was below the

surface I could scarcely realize that the creature before me was a bird, so

slender was he and so swiftly did he dart about and shoot through the tangle

of aquatic vegetation. It was amazing. The wings were entirely covered by

the feathers and the feet struck out simultaneously at the sides, far astern.

Their movements could scarcely be followed.
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Mr. Alvin R. Ctilin (1912), who had an excellent opportunity to

study this species at close range through an opening in the ice of

Cayuga Lake, describes its movements under Avater as follows:

The water was clear, and the bird could be seen plainly, shooting and zig-

zagging about, midway between the surface and the bottom. While swimming
under water, the neck is extended to its utmost, and both legs and wings are

used. With neck outstretched, the bird offers the least possible resistance to

the watei", there being a smooth and gradual transition from the tip of the

slendei" bill to the middle of the back, the widest part of the body. The speed

which is developed under water is marvelous, at times it being almost impos-

sible to follow its movements, which were so rapid that the bird appeared more
like a large, gray fish darting about. When coming to the surface the bill and

head appeared slowly, when a glimpse of the observer caused it to dive again.

In diving, even though the body was under water, the bill went down first, so

that it really dove instead of sinking quietly.

On its breeding grounds Holboell's grebe is often seen swimming
about in pairs in marshy ponds or on the lakes. When undisturbed

it swims quite buo^^antly with its head drawn down on its folded

neck, much as a duck swims, occasionally rolling over on its side to

wash and preen its plumage or pointing its bill up in the air to give its

loud weird call. But on the slightest scent of danger it sinks until

its tail is below the surface, its back is awash, and its head is stretched

up to watch and listen as it swims rapidly awa}'. Should a human
being approach within a hundred yards of the shy creature, it is

gone for good ; if on a large lake, it swims quickly away under water

and appears again only in the dim distance ; if near a marsh, it seeks

shelter in the reeds and does not show itself again. Human intimacy

is not encouraged by this vanishing water sprite.

One beautiful moonlight night in June, as we lay at anchor near

some Manitoba marshes, I had a good chance to study the love song

of this interesting bird. The night was calm and the mosquitoes

made sleep impossible, as we lay rolled in our blankets on the deck

of our little boat, listening to the varied voices of the marsh. The
activities of life in the marshes do not wholly cease at sundown;

birds are very active and noisy during the hours of twilight or all

night long when there is bright moonlight; even on dark nights

hardly an hour passes without some vocal signs of life. This night

seemed particularly favorable, quiet and cool after a long hot day.

The Franklin's gulls and black terns Avhich were feeding over the

marshes in the cool of the evening kept up their restless beating long

after it seemed possible for them to see their insect prey. The chat-

tering of bronzed grackles and Brewer's and red-winged blackbirds,

as well as the rhythmic chants of the yellowheads quieted down at

dusk; but their notes were frequently heard all through the night

as the birds awoke to change their positions on their insecure roosts

in the reeds. The long rolling diminuendo call of the sora rails and
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the horse gutteral croaks and grunts of the coots, with many varia-

tions, furnished the necessary accompaniment to the chorus. But
the real striking features of the concert, the solo parts, were the

weird cries of the Holbcell's grebes, heard only at infrequent inter-

vals. The performance begins with a series of loonlike wailing

cries, loud and piercing at first, and then runs off into a series of

short, plaintive, vibrating wails, " ah-ooo^ ah-ooo^ ah-ooo^ ah-ah-ah-

ah-ahr sometimes it ends in a more staccato, chattering trill and

might be indicated thus: "^ ivhaaa, whaaa, whaaa^ whaaa^ whaaa,

chitter-r-r-r-r-r-r.''' There is considerable variation in the length

and form of the song in different individuals. The love song of the

Holbcell's grebe may be heard at any time during the day or night,

but it is indulged in more freely in the early morning and toward

the dusk of evening.

Mrs. Lizzie T. Burt described the notes of an adult bird, which

was captured on the ice near my home on February 14, 1913, as loud

trumpetings, suggesting the cries of the loon and resembling the

sound made by what is known as a Gabriel's horn on an automobile.

This grebe has several other notes, one of which is aptly described by
Mr. Silloway (1902), as follows:

It is a coarse, prolonged nasal quonk, the nasal quality bein^ most pro-

nounced, tlie intonation being very suggestive of the braying of a donkey.

Indeed, the natives call this grebe the " jacli driver," and anyone familiar

with the nasal volume of tone produced by (7. holboelli will readily admit the

appropriateness of the popular name.

Mr. W. L. Dawson (1909) refers to its notes as follows:

Owing to the furtive habits of the various swamp dwellers, it is often diffi-

cult to distinguish notes, but I liave attributed a harshly i-aucous cawack,

awicack can uivrrack heard in .Tune upon the Peud d'Oreille River to this

species. It is generally similar to the yark of the horned grebe but has several

times the volume.

Mr. Allan Brooks (1903) says that in British Columbia, where

both species are abundant, the Holbcell's grebe " wages incessant

war upon " the horned grebe, "" the large birds diving and coming

up beneath the smaller ones time and again to the terror of the poor

little fellows, who often desert their nests in consequence." It must

be a formidable foe with such a sharp and powerful beak. When
once it has passed the downy young stage it must be well able to

defend itself and escape from its enemies.

Fall.—During the migrations I have always found this grebe to

be a solitary species, but, according to others, it seems to be more

or less gregarious at times. Mr. John Macoun (1909) speaks of

" large flocks seen on Prince Edward Island, August 7, 1888." On
the Pacific coast it more often congregates in flocks on the migra-

tions and during the winter, though I doubt if it actually flies in
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flocks. In its winter quarters on the coast of Washington Mr. W. L.

Dawson (1909) associates this species with the "characteristic bird

popuhition which stretches along at just ajittle more than gunshot

range from shore," when he finds it " almost invariably numbered
with this shifting, distrustful company of sea fowl, pigeon guille-

mots, buffleheads, mergansers, and scoters."

Winter.—All through the fall, winter, and spring these grebes are

fairly common on the New England coast, where they may be seen

riding the "Waves just off shore, feeding in the shoals just beyond the

breakers, in company with loons, horned grebes, golden-ej^es, scoters,

and red-breasted mergansers. It is interesting to watch them with a

powerful glass as they dive through the breakers, where their move-
ments can sometimes be plainly seen through the face of an incom-

ing wave.

As Holbcell's grebe is inclined to winter somewhat in large inland

lakes, it is sometimes caught by the freezing of lakes which are

usually open. Mr. Alvin E. Cahn (1912) has published the following

acount of his experience with it on Cayuga Lake, New York, in Feb-

ruary, 1912:

The freezing of Cayuga Lake offered a rare opportunity for a study of this

most interesting and apparently little known bird. Until the present time,

the Holboell's grebe has been considered only a rare visitant at the southern end

of the lake, one or two being recorded almost every winter. It has proved,

however, to be the predominant grebe during this winter, 28 individuals having

been taken. The reason of its unprecedented abundance here is undoubtedly

to be found in the six weeks of extremely cold weather, and the consequent

closure of waters in other regions. The sudden closing of the lake's surface in

one night left these birds in an absolutely helpless condition, since open water

is a necessity for taking llight in this group of birds, Holboell's grebe being no

exception to the rule. As a result, 11 beautiful specimens were picked up alive

from the ice in perfectly good physical condition. If approached while sitting

on the ice, these birds made no attempt to escape. Tliey would strike at the

outstretched hand, and would emit calls very loonlike in general quality. Once

the bird alights upon the ice, it is unable to take flight, and must await starva-

tion or other tragic end. At best, all it can do is to flap its wings and possibly

scrape along over the ice a few feet. The position of the legs, together with the

smooth surface of the ice, rendered these efforts at locomotion entirely futile.

A bird (referred to above) was caught on the ice near Taunton,

Massachusetts, on February 14, 1913; it would undoubtedly have

starved to death, as it was unable to rise off the ice. On December

27, 1909, a bird was brought to me which was caught in a yard in

the city of Taunton, having been bewildered by a thick snowstorm

and become exhausted. There are numerous other similar records.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Northern North America and northeastern

Asia. East to northern Ungava and Hudson Strait. South to
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southern Labrador, southwestern New Brunswick (St. Croix Eiver

and St. Andrews), probably parts of Quebec and Ontario, central

western Minnesota (Grant County) and North Dakota (Turtle

Mountains and Sweetwater Lake). West to northwestern Montana
(Swan Lake), central northern Washington (Okanagan and Chelan

Counties) and northwestern Alaska (Selawik Lake, coast of Nor-

ton Sound and Yukon Eiver). North to northeastern Siberia

(Saghalin Island and Marcova and Gichiga, Anadj^r District),

Yukon Territory (Forty Mile) and northern Mackenzie (Fort

Anderson, Nahanni Eiver, and Peel Eiver).

Occasional in summer south of its breeding range. New Jersey

(Englewood, June), New Hampshire (Kingston and Newton, birds

seen from May 15 to August 5, with young Julj^ 2 to August 1) and

Washington (Bellingham Bay). Maine breeding records are con-

sidered erroneous and Labrador nestings are open to doubt.

Winter range.—Mainly on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. From
eastern Maine (Washington County) and west central New York
(Cayuga Lake) south to North Carolina; casually to Georgia (St.

Marys) and Tennessee (Eeelfoot Lake). From southern British

Columbia (Okanagan Lake and Vancouver Island, A^ictoria) and

western Washington (Puget Sound region) south to southern Cali-

fornia (Santa Barbara). Also on the Great Lakes: Lake Ontario

(Toronto), Lake Erie (Near Ashtabula, Ohio), Niagara Falls and

Lake Michigan (near Chicago, Illinois). Wintering records from

the interior are few and unsatisfactory. Eecorded in winter from

the Pribilof Islands (St. Paul), Aleutian Islands (Unalaska), Ko-

diak Island, and Japan.

Spnng migration.—Along the Atlantic slope the birds start

northward in April. Pennsylvania : Warren, April 18. New York

:

April 21 to May 30. Connecticut: Long Island Sound, May 3

(latest). Ehode Island: May 2 (latest). Massachusetts: May 24

(latest). Maine: April 24. Hudson Strait: June 20 (arriving).

On the Pacific coast and through the interior late in April or

early in May. British Columbia: Douglass, April 20 to May 10.

Southeastern Alaska: Forrester Island, May 3 to 10; Kuiu Island,

April 25 to May 6; Admiralty Island, May 7; Heceta Island, May
24. Western Alaska: Bristol Bay, May 30. Indiana: Park Side,

April 29. Michigan: Greenville, March 12. Ontario: Toronto,

April 24 to May 1; Lake Nipissing, May 10. Alberta: Edmonton,

May 10; Lily Lake, May 13 and 14. Mackenzie: Fort Providence,

May 25.

Fall migration.—Southward along both coasts and through the

interior. Mackenzie: Blackwater Eiver, October 8. Northwestern

Alaska: St. Michael, September 22 to October; Kuskokwim Eiver,

October 10; Nushagak, October 12. Commander Islands: Novem-

55916—19—Bull. 107 3
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ber 24. Central Alaska : Fairbanks, October 7. Southeastern

Alaska: Silver Bay, September 21; Sitka, October. Yukon Terri-

tory : Teslin Lake, September 28. British Columbia : Yellowhead

Lake, August 28 to September 2; Sumas, October 12. California:

Lake Tahoe, September 6. Alberta : Athabaska Landing, Septem-

ber 15; Edmonton, October 16. Maine: Umbagog, October 24.

Ontario : Ottawa River, October 16 to November 25 ; Toronto, Octo-

ber 21 to 31. Montana: Lubec, September 25 to 27; Gallatin County,

October 17.

Casual records.—The type was taken in Greenland, where the

species occurs casually.

Egg dates.—North Dakota and Minnesota : 23 records. May 23 to

July 16 ; 12 records. May 31 to June 13. Manitoba : 17 records. May
27 to August 1; 8 records, June 2 to 11. British Columbia and
Washington: 9 records. May 13 to July 1; 5 records. May 29 to

June 13. Alberta: 8 records. May 24 to June 21; 4 records, June

3 to 17.

COLYMBUS AURITUS (Linnaeus.)

HOBNED GREBE.

HABITS.

A long drive over the prairies of North Dakota brought us to the

home of our host and guide, Mr. Alfred Eastgate, in a picturesque

spot by the side of a little pond surrounded by trees and shrubbery.

It had been an eventful day. May 30, 1901, my introduction to the

fascinating bird life of the western prairies. Everything was new,

strange, and interesting, possessing that peculiar charm which a

naturalist experiences only on his first day in an entirely new region.

We had stopped several times to explore the timber belts, teeming

with small birds, and to examine nests of goldeneyes and ferruginous

roughlegs. I had made the acquaintance of at least a dozen new
birds and had learned to see other familiar species in a new light

as I met them in their summer homes on the prairies and in the

sloughs. In the little pond by the house were a pair of beautiful

horned grebes, resplendent with their full nuptial plumage and their

great fluffy heads; with them were two pairs of blue-winged teal, a

pair of shovelers, and several lesser scaup ducks; a noisy pair of

killdeers were running along the shore and several ring-billed gulls

and black terns were flying overhead. The grebes had recently ar-

rived on their breeding grounds and were busy with their courtships

and preparations for nest building; their weird and striking notes

were heard frequently all through the evening and it was a fitting

ending to such a delightful day to be lulled to sleep by the love song

of the horned grebe.

Nesting.—This pair built their nest in this little pond, but we
went away before the eggs were laid and we did not find any more
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nests of this species that season, although they are not uncommon
in that region. The horned grebe is nowhere abundant, but it is

widely and evenly distributed all through the northern prairie re-

gions. In Saskatchewan I recorded it as uncommon in 1905 and
rare in 1906, though we found a few nests each season. I found
two nests on June 7, 1905, in the Crane Lake slough within a short

distance of the western grebe colony. The first nest was well con-

cealed in the middle of a clump of tall reeds {/Scirpits lacustris) and
was floating in water about knee-deep. It was made of wet rotten

reeds and rubbish and measured 10 inches in diameter outside and
7 inches inside ; it contained five eggs, which were only about 2 inches

above the water. The second nest Avas in a more open situation but
was similarly constructed; it contained nine eggs and was some-
what larger than the first nest, measuring 13 by 12 inches in outside

diameter.

In the Magdalen Islands, in 1901. we found a few pairs of horned
grebes nesting in the small ponds near East Point, where, even as

late as June 22, the sets were incomplete or perfectly fresh. A nest,

found wth one Q,gg in it on the 18th, now held three fresh eggs;

probably more would have been laid as the eggs were covered

and the bird was not incubating; this would seem to indicate that an

Qgg is laid every other day. The nest was a floating mass of dead

and green flags, mostly the latter, mixed with soft aquatic mosses and
algae ; I could pass my hands completely under it and lift it without

materially disturbing its floating capacity; it was partially secured

from drifting by being anchored to the dead stalks of a scanty, open

growth of flags {Typha latifolia)^ in water about 18 inches deep.

It was in perfectly plain sight, and even conspicuous at a long dis-

tance, as were all of the nests of this species in that locality, for the

broken-down flags of last year's growth, offered little concealment;

later in the season the new growth of flags would probably have

hidden it. This nest measured 14 inches in outside diameter, but the

inner cavity was only about 4 inches in diameter. The grebes were

very tame and swam slowly away, watching us intently within gun-

shot range. I have always found this species very bold and con-

spicuous, in marked contrast to the pied-billed grebe, which is very

seldom seen near its nest. I was much impressed with the striking

beauty of a handsome male that we shot; it had the most beautiful

eye that I have ever seen in any bird, brilliant scarlet, finely veined

and penciled, with an irregular ring of yellow around the pupil,

gleaming like fire in its setting of soft velvety plumage.

The nests are made of whatever soft vegetable substances are

easily available, mixed with mud, and are usually more conspicuous

than those of the pied-billed grebe. The grebes themselves are gen-

erally much more in evidence than the dabchicks, making identifi-
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cation much easier. The horned grebe covers its eggs when it leaves

them, but incubates regularly ; it is not particularly shy and has been

photographed on its nest; it is not easily driven from the vicinity

of its nest, and will soon return to it if given a good chance.

Eggs.—The eggs of the horned grebe are absolutely indistinguish-

able from those of either the eared or the pied-billed grebes. In shape

they vary from " elliptical ovate " to " elliptical oval." The shell is

fairly smooth with very little luster. The ground color is dull

bluish white or pale olive white, which is generally more or less, and

often wholly, concealed by a deposit of mud and dirt or by nest

stains which will not disappear with washing. The set usually con-

sists of 4 or 5 eggs, but sometimes 3 eggs are incubated and some-

times as many as 9 or 10 are found in a nest; perhaps these large

sets are laid by more than one bird. If only one brood is raised in

a season, there is a great variation in the dates, but Dr. P. L. Hatch

(1892) has suggested that as the young "have been seen swimming
with the parent as early as the first week in May, and at the ten-

derest age as late as the 3d of August," there may be two broods

raised occasionally. The measurements of 45 eggs, in the United

States National Museum and the author's collections, average 44

by 30 millimeters ; the eggs showing the four extremes measure 47.5

by 29.5, 46 by 31.5, 40 by 29 and 43 by 28 millimeters.

Plumages.—The downy young is almost black above, striped and

spotted with grayish white; there is a median white stripe on the

occiput and a white V on the forehead, extending down the sides of

the neck in broad irregular stripes; the sides of the head, neck, and

throat are white tinged with " salmon buff" and spotted with dusky;

the under parts are white and the sides dusky. The young can swim

and dive like experts soon after they are hatched. They develop

rapidly and soon acquire the juvenal or first plumage, which is worn

through the late summer and into the fall; it is similar to the first

winter plumage, but is characterized by the dusky stripes and spots

on the sides of the head and throat. These dusky markings disappear

during the fall and the young birds become similar to the adults.

Young birds in the first winter can be distinguished by the light

edgings of the feathers of the backs, by the lighter and browner

plumage in the crowms, and by the smaller or lighter colored bills;

adults have clear black crowns, the cheeks are usually purer white,

the plumage of the heads is more fluffy, and the bills are larger and

blacker. The prenuptial molt apparently includes the entire head

and body plumage, and young birds are indistinguishable from adults

after the first spring. The spring molt usually occurs in April,

sometimes a little earlier or later, but it is usually completed before

the middle of May. Birds in full nuptial plumage have been taken
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as far south as South Carolina and they are not uncommon on the

Massachusetts coast; but even here most of the birds migrate north

before the molt is complete. The complete postnuptial molt occurs in

the later summer and early fall, but is often not completed before

October or later.

Food.—One of the horned grebe's favorite articles of food is small

fish, which it is quite expert at chasing and catching, as it darts about

swiftly and skillfully under water, catching them unawares and pur-

suing them at full speed. While living on the coast in winter it feeds

on shrimps, minute crustaceans, and salt water minnows. On inland

waters it eats a large proportion of animal food, such as small frogs,

tadpoles, aquatic lizards, leeches, beetles, and other insects. It also

feeds to some extent on grasses and other vegetable matter. Audubon
(1840) speaks of having found large quantities of grass seeds in the

stomach of this grebe. Mr. W. L. McAtee (1912) has made an ex-

haustive report on the food of this species, as follows:

The most remarkable point about the food habits of grebes is that the stom-

achs almost invariably contain a considerable mass of feathers. Feathers are

fed to the young, and there is no question that they play some essential though

unknown part in the digestive economy. As they are finely ground in the giz-

zards it is probable that finally they are digested and the available nutriment

assimilated. Feathers constituted practically 66 per cent of the contents of the

57 horned grebe stomachs examined. However, it is not likely that they furnish

a very large percentage of the nourishment needed by the birds. As the nutri-

tive value of the feathers is unknown, this part of the stomach contents is ig-

nored. The other items of food are assigned 100 per cent, and the percentages

are given on that basis. Various beetles, chiefly aquatic, compose 23.3 per cent

of the food ; other insects (including aquatic bugs, caddis and chironomid larvae,

dragon-fly nymphs, etc.), nearly 12 per cent; fishes, 27.8 per cent; crawfish,

20.7 per cent ; and other Crustacea, 13.8 per cent. A little other animal matter

is taken, including snails and spiders, and a small quantity of vegetable food

was found in two stomachs.

Behavior.—The flight of the horned grebe is strong, direct, and

well-sustained; it looks, when on the wing, much like a miniature

loon. Its neck and its legs are stretched out to their full extent, fore

and aft, and its wings vibrate very rapidly. In winter it is difiicult

to distinguish from the eared grebe, but it can be easily distinguished

from the pied-billed grebe by the absence of brown in its plumage

and by its white secondaries, which are very conspicuous in flight.

Its wings are small in proportion to its weight, so that it experiences

some difficulty in rising from the w^ater or from the ground ; in rising

it has to run along the surface for a long distance, beating the water

with both wings and feet; but, when well under way, it attains very

good speed. When migrating it usually travels singly or in small

scattered flocks. Along the New England coast we frequently see

horned grebes migrating, with the scoters in October, a mile or two

offshore; often several are in sight at one time, but I have never seen
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them in anything approaching a flock. Throughout the interior,

where they are more numerous, they seem to fly in flocks. Audubon
(1840) mentions a flock of 30 which alighted near him in a pond, and
states that they migrate in flocks, flying high in the air and following

the courses of streams.

The horned grebe swims buoyantly and rapidly, using its feet alter-

nately ; it also has the power of sinking below the surface and swim-

ming with its body partially or wholly submerged and with only its

bill protruding. Coues (1877) and some other observers seem to think

that this is accomplished by so regulating its respiratory processes

that its body is increased or decreased in bulk; he cites the following

instance to illustrate it:

Once holding a wounded grebe in my hand, I observed its whole body to swell

with a labored inspiration. As the air permeated the interior, a sort of ripple

or wave passed gradually along, puffing out the belly and raising the plumage
as it advanced. With the expiration the reverse change occurred from the op-

posite direction, and the bird visibly shrunk in dimensions, the skin fitting

tightly and the feathers lying close.

I have always supposed that grebes and some other water birds

had the power of regulating their displacement, and consequently

their floating and sinking ability, by their control of their plumage,

compressing the feathers of the body to reduce the displacement and
expanding them to increase it; the above incident, cited by Coues,

seems to be open to this interpretation as well as any other.

This grebe is just as good a diver as the rest of its tribe. Mr. E.

Howard Eaton (1910) .says:

I have often seen it remain under water for three minutes and cover a

distance of at least 30 rods at one drive.

Dr. Charles W. Townsend (1905) has well described its diving

power, as follows:

The diving of this grebe is often a beautiful piece of work. The bird springs

vigorously upward and forward, the bill cleaves the water on the downward

curve just as the feet leave it, while the whole body describes an arc. The

wings are closely applied to the sides, and do not flop out as in the Alcidae,

where they are used for flight under water. In the grebes the feet are the

propelling power in the forceful initial spring and in the movements below

the water. That the wings are kept close to the sides under water I have been

able to observe when the grebes were borne up in the advancing rollers on

Ipswich Beach. The clear water before the waves broke revealed the diving

birds. The full beginning of the dive, as described above, is often curtailed in

all degrees, so that the head is below water before the feet emerge, or the jump

is lost entirely, and the bird disappears suddenly with a vigorous kick, or

mysteriously and quietly sinks in the water. The duration under water de-

pends somewhat on its depth as well as on the abundance of food there. Thus

a grebe close to the rocks stayed under from 30 to 35 seconds, while the same

bird a short distance out was under water from 45 to 50 seconds each time.

They often remain below the surface longer than this.
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The love song of the horned grebe is a wonderful combination of

weird, loud, striking notes, difficult to describe, but, when once heard,

it will never be forgotten; it consists of a series of croaking and
chattering notes, followed by several prolonged piercing shrieks;

it seems remarkable that such a volume of sound can come from so

small a bird. At other times it is usually silent. Prof. Lynds Jones

(1909) says:

When the numbers are so great that large companies are found there is a

perpetual conversational undertone decidedly pleasing in quality, accompanied

by a sort of play among the birds.

Mr. W. Leon Dawson (1909) says that

—

they raise a curious far-sounding note of complaint, keogh keogh, with a nasal

twang or more sharply, keark keark, or even yark yark.

Winter.—In its winter haunts on our coasts the homed grebe is

commonly seen singly, or in small flocks, just outside the breakers

along the beaches or near the roclc\^ shores, diving for its food,

playing about in the waves, or riding buoyantly over them ; occasion-

ally one is seen asleep with its bill tucked under its scapulars. Often

it is more gregarious, particularly on inland lakes, where sometimes

as many as 150 to 200 are seen in a flock. When alarmed the whole

flock suddenly disappears, all diving in unison. They are said to

hunt in flocks, at times, after the manner of mergansers, chasing

schools of small fry which are more easily caught in this way.

Individuals which linger too far north are sometimes caught by the

freezing of lakes and perish for lack of food.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Northern parts of the northern hemisphere. In

North America east to southwestern Ungava, eastern Quebec (Mag-

dalen Islands), southwestern New Brunswick (Milltown) and east-

ern Maine (Washington County). South to southern Ontario (St.

Clair Flats formerly), southern Wisconsin (Lake Koshkonong) and

northern Nebraska (Cherry County). West to southern British Co-

lumbia (Ashcroft, Okanagan and Kamloops) and northwestern

Alaska (lower Yukon and Norton Sound). North to central Alaska

(Yukon River at Nulato and Fort Yukon), Yukon Territory (near

Herschel Island) and northern Mackenzie (60 miles southeast of

Fort Anderson and Athabaska-Macl^enzie region, north nearly to

border of forest) and Keewatin (Fort Churchill). Recorded during

summer south of the normal breeding range in Massachusetts, Con-

necticut (Melrose, July 26; Litchfield County, supposed to have bred

in 1906) and Indiana (Sheffield). Michigan breeding records doubt-

ful. In the Old World the species breeds in Iceland, northern Scot-
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land, northern Europe (south to Denmark and Gottland Island in

the Baltic Sea) and throughout Siberia.

Winter range.—In North America mainly within the United States

and principally on the seacoast. From central New York (Tioga
County) and coast of Maine, south to Florida (Lake Wimlico and
Amelia Island). West along the Gulf coast to Louisiana. From
southern British Columbia (Okanagan Lake and Vancouver Island)

and northwestern Washington (Bellingham Bay) to southern Cal-

ifornia (along the coast and casually inland). Has been recorded

as wintering in the Pribilof and Aleutian Islands (Unalaska) and
southeastern Alaska (Sitka). In the interior winter records are

mostly from the region of the great Lakes ; Ohio, northern Indiana,

Illinois (Lake Michigan), southern Ontario (Lake Ontario) and
Michigan.

Outside of North America the species winters in central and
southern Europe south to the northern coast of Africa and the Azores.

In Asia south on the coast of China and Japan to the Tropic of

Cancer.

Spn7ig wAgration.—Northward along the Atlantic slope, during

April and early May. South Carolina : Second week in April. Dis-

trict of Columbia : Washington, April IT. New Jersey : April 1-4 to

23 (latest May 3). New York: Arriving March 20 to April 10, de-

parting middle of May. Connecticut: Long Island Sound, May 3

(latest). Massachusetts: May 6 (latest). Maine: Leave late in

April.

Northward along the Pacific coast and through the Rocky Moun-
tain region. California : Santa Cruz Island, April. Oregon : Netarts

Bay, March 9 to 21. British Columbia : Elk River, April 22. Wy-
oming: May 15. Alberta: Lily Lake, May 13; Athabaska Landing,

May 12. Athabaska River: Fort McMurray, May 14. Yukon Ter-

ritory: Fort Reliance, May 14; Forty Mile, May 20. Southern

Alaska: Kuiu Island, April 28 (arriving) ; Prince of Wales Island,

May 10-14. Alaska: Lower Yukon at Nulato, last of May.
Northward through the interior. Kansas : April 15 to 30. Iowa

:

April 19. Illinois: Chicago, April 12 to 27. Ohio: Cedar Point,

March 25 to April 21 ; Waverly, April 20 to 28. Michigan : April 12

to 23. Minnesota : April 23.

Fall migration.—Southward along both coasts and through the

interior. Ungava : Koksoak J^iver, September 15. Maine : Arrive

September. Massachusetts : October 1 (earliest). Connecticut: Sep-

tember 12 (earliest). New York: Arrive October 10. New Jersey:

October to November. Virginia: Dismal Swamp, October 9. South

Carolina: October 25 (earliest). Florida: Hillsboro County, Octo-

ber 28. Ohio: Waverly, September 17 to October 24; Oberlin. ar-
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rives October 1 to 15, departs November 25. Iowa : November 11

(latest). Kansas: September. Northern Alaska: Norton Sound,
leave the middle of October. Southeastern Alaska : Valdez Narrows,

September 18; Admiralty Island, September 24. Mackenzie: Mac-
kenzie River, October 8. Yukon Territory: Forty Mile, September

20 ; Teslin Lake, October 17. Washington : Blaine, October. Oregon

:

Netarts Baj', September 9. Idaho: Saw-tooth Lake, September 25

to October 4. California : Mono Lake, September 2 to 21 ; San
Benito County, October 14.

Casual records.—Has been recorded from Greenland, Herschel

Island River, Yukon Territory, the Bermuda Islands, and the Com-
mander Islands.

Egg dates.—North Dakota: 14 records, April 6 to July 7; 8

records, June 4 to 25. Manitoba and Saskatchewan: 11 records, May
31 to July 7 ; 6 records, June 3 to 10. Alberta and British Columbia

:

9 records. May 20 to July 7; 5 records, June 4 to 17. Ontario and

Quebec: 9 records. May 28 to June 27; 5 records, June 4 to 21.

Nebraska : 2 records, June 29 and August 12.

COLYMBUS NIGRICOLLIS CALIFORNICUS (Heeimann).

AMERICAN EARED GREBE.

HABITS.

The little eared gi'ebe is widely and evenly distributed throughout

western North America; from the Great Plains west to the Pacific

coast and in most of the inland marshy lakes it is an abundant spe-

cies. It seems to me that the name American should be retained, as

our bird is well established as, at least subspecifically, distinct from

the European eared grebe.

Courtship.—During the spring migration in May the birds are

busy with their courtships. Mr. Aretas A. Saunders writes to me
that all the birds he saw on the spring migration in Montana were

in pairs and that they are evidently mated when they arrive on their

breeding grounds. Mr. W. L. Dawson (1909) has gracefully de-

scribed their activity at this season as follows

:

It has been a blazing day, for June, even in the Big Bend country, but now

the sun has sunk behind the Cascades and the earth has already begun to

exhale the fresh odors of recovering darkness. Most birds have properly

tucked head under wing, and even the nighthawks are less feverish in their

exertions ; but not so with the eared grebes. It is the magic hour of courtship,

and near and far from the open water or its weedy margins sounds the mellow

poo-eep poo-eep of these idyllic swains. The sound is given deliberately with a

gently rising inflection, but seems to vanish into silence at the end with a sort

of saber-like flourish. Now and again some Romeo, more ardent than his

mates, bursts into an excited hicko rick up, liicko rick up, hicko rick up. The
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birds spread freely all over tlie lake irrespective of their nesting haunts, and
so numerous are they that at times they maintain a chorus of the volume and
persistency of that furnished by a first-class frog pond in March.

Nesting.—In the shallow, marshy lakes of the western plains the

eared grebe breeds in extensive colonies, populous thickly settled

communities, which my companion, Mr. Herbert K. Job, used to call

"cities of the submerged tenth." None of the other small grebes

breeds in such large or such densely populated colonies, in which it

is often impossible to pole a canoe, or even to wade, without over-

turning the nests. Often times there are only narrow lanes of

water, through which the inhabitants may come and go to their

respective domiciles; yet they never seem to quarrel in the narrow
streets or experience any difficulty in finding their own homes. When
disturbed, by human intrusion, they slip off their nests into the

water, often without diving and swim out into the lake, where they

gather in a large flock and quietly watch proceedings. The}'' are

always in evidence about their nesting colonies and are not nearly

as shy as the pied-billed grebes. The pied-billed grebe nests in small

scattered colonies and the horned grebe usually singly or in widely

separated nesting sites. Neither of them ever nests, so far as I know,

in dense colonies like the eared grebe. Moreover the nests of the

eared grebe are almost always in open situations, whereas the nests

of the other two species are usually more or less concealed in some
kind of vegetation. The nests of the eared grebe are also smaller

and less elaborately built than those of the pied-billed or the horned

grebes. Mr. B. F. Goss (1883) gives us a very good illustration of

this, as follows:

The eared grebe breeds in communities. The first colony that I found was in

a small lake in northern Dakota. The nests were built on floating debris about

15 rods from shore, where the water was perhaps 3 feet deep. Old flag leaves,

rushes, reeds, etc., had been driven by the wind into the point of a bay, forming

a mass 2 or 3 inches deep and several square rods in extent. This mass was

firm enough to hold up the birds in most places, but was full of holes where they

could dive through. There were at at least 25 nests on an area of 10 by 20

feet. They were made of partly decayed moss and reeds brought up from the

bottom, and were small, not more than a handful of material to a nest.

Mr. A. W. Anthony (1896) describes a colony in southern Cali-

fornia as follows:

Halfway down the lake the marsh grass was found to extend in a broad

band entirely across from shore to shore, and the water was of a uniform depth

of about 18 inches. Forcing the boat into the grass, which reached a foot or

more above the watei', we found a number of small circular openings 100 feet

or more in diameter, each fairly covered with nests of the eared grebe. As we
came upon the first colony, dozens of grebes, all in beautiful nesting plumage,

were seen on their rafts of floating grass, each frantically endeavoring to

reach enough moss to cover her eggs before diving out of sight to appear
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Again out in the open water. And numerous chicks just from the egg dove

hastily out of sight and escaped in the thick grass. So close together were the

nests that often three or four sets could be taken without moving the boat.

IMost of the eggs were so far advanced in incubation that they were not taken,

but by selecting the cleanest sets and testing them by putting them in the water

we secured about 75 sets, about 60 of which were saved in fair condition.

The sets ranged from 1 to 5 (mostly 3) while those found at the other end

of the lake were from 6 to 10. The nests exhibited surprising regularity and

not a little ability on the part of the architects. The rafts all consisted of a

number of stems of the long marsh grass, laid in the form of a triangle, with

the ends crossed to keep them from floating apart. A second triangle was
laid across the first so as to make a sis, or often a five, pointed star, between

the points of which several stems of grass were left growing acting as a

mooring, and so preventing the nest from floating away. In the center an

open space was left, in and over which was built the nest itself, which was a

mass of mud and moss brought up from the bottom (apparently). A hollow

in the center which contained the eggs usually also contained an inch of water,

as the nests were almost submerged.

Mr. Eobert B. Rockwell (1910) says of the nesting habits of the

eared grebe in Colorado

;

The eared grebes' nests were easily distinguishable by the flimsy and ap-

parently careless manner in which they were constructed, being very slight,

straggling platforms of large, rank, green dock stems, cat-tails stalks, rushes,

weeds, and grass, usually floating in comparatively open water, or in very

sparse growths of cat-tails, with no apparent attempt at concealment. The

nests were very flat, the nest cavity often being actually below water level,

and the eggs in most cases being wet. How these eggs with damp shells retained

enough heat either from the parent or from the sun's rays to hatch them, is a

problem which I have been unable to solve. And as a matter of fact quite a

perceptible per cent of old nests examined contained addled eggs.

On June 12, 1905, while exploring an extensive breeding colony of

Franklin's gulls in a marshy lake, near Crane Lake, Saskatchewan,

I found a large number of eared grebes scattered about among the

gulls' nests and well concealed in the thick growth of bulrushes

{Scirpus lacustris) with which that end of the lake was thickly over-

grown. The nests were the usual small floating masses of rotten

reeds, water mosses and other vegetable rubbish, with which some of

the eggs were wholh'^ or partially covered ; the nests measured from

12 to 14 inches in diameter externally and 5 to 6 inches internally ; the

eggs were not more than 2 to 3 inches above the water, usually less.

Dr. T. S. Roberts (1900) relates a similar experience:

This colony of Franklin's gulls has as associates and intimate neighbors

many coots, pied-billed grebes, black terns, a few Forster's terns, and, most

notable of all, because so unexpected in this place, a colony of American eared

grebes (Colym'bus nigricoUis califoniictis). There were a hundred or more

of these latter birds and they had established themselves in the very midst of

the gull colony. Their nests, which were the very poorest structures that

could be called by such a name, were disposed in two or three principal groups,
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were close together, and were intimately mingled with the gulls' nests. Per-

haps because they had drifted, some of them rested directly against gulls' nests,

but they had not been abandoned. The uests were partially submerged plat-

forms of green vegetation pulled up from the bottom and were without even

as much form and stability as is usually possessed by the rude structure of

the pied-billed. The eggs were half under water, and it seemed a marvel how
they stayed on the loose platforms at all. They were only imperfectly covered.

These grebes, unlike their pied-billed relatives, stayed close by their nests and

for the most part on them. When driven off they all swam rapidly away in

a body and circled around at a safe distance, only to return immediately as

soon as the coast was clear. In clambering up onto these frail nests they

tipped and nearly sank the whole affair, but it nevertheless afforded sufficient

support for them to lie for hours basking in the sun, often on one side, with

the head held awkwardly up, and one leg waving clear of the water—a curious

attitude, which it took us some little time to make out in detail with the

aid of our glasses.

Eggs.—The American eared grebe lays from 3 to 9 eggs and raises

but one brood in a season; the usual set consists of 4 or 5 eggs and

the larger numbers are proportionately rare or perhaps the work of

more than one bird. The eggs are absolutely indistinguishable from

those of either the horned grebe or the pied-billed grebe ; there is no

constant difference in size, shape, or color. The shape is usually

" ovate " or " elliptical ovate," but some eggs are more elongated to

" elongate ovate " or nearly "fusiform." The ground color, when
first laid, is bluish or greenish white, but it soon becomes permanently

stained, from contact with the nest, until the eggs show a variety

of shades of buff or brown colors, which will not wash off. The
eggs are often more or less covered with mud or bits of vegetable

matter, which can be removed by washing. The measurements of

55 eggs, in the United States National Museum, average 43.5 by 30

millimeters ; the eggs showing the four extremes measures 47 by 30.5

45.5 by 32, 39 by 29, and 43 by 37.5 millimeters.

Morris (1903) gives the period of incubation as about three weeks

for the European bird and Yarrell (1871) says that both sexes incu-

bate; probably either of these statements would apply equally well

to the American bird. Much discussion has arisen over the question

whether grebes incubate their eggs or leave them to hatch from the

heat generated by decaying vegetation in the nest or by the warmth

of the sun's rays. It seems hardly likely that sufficient heat could

come from the decaying vegetation in the nest, as the nests are always

wet and the water in which they are built is usually cold during the

nesting season; I have never been able to detect any appreciable

warmth in the nesting material and have often noticed that the eggs

were warm on top, as if they had recently been left by a sitting bird,

and cold on the under side where they came in contact with the

wet nest; the reverse Avould be true, if the nest supplied the heat.

Grebes, particularly of this species, have frequently been seen incu-
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bating by many observers. I believe that they all incubate regularly,

particularly at night and during inclement weather. The eggs are

covered with the nesting material purely for concealment. I have

no doubt that on bright, warm days the eggs are frequently left for

long periods, when the heat of the sun helps to continue the hatching

process; perhaps on very hot days the covering of w^et rubbish may
protect the eggs against too intense heat. There are numerous cases

on record where eggs have been killed by too much heat, during a pro-

tracted hot spell. Mr. William G. Smith reported, in his notes sent

to Major Bendire, two such cases in Colorado, where the thermom-
eter registered 108 in the shade during the nesting season ; the nests

which were in open situations suffered most severely; he said that

during the heat of the day the birds did not seem to be able to sit

on their nests in the hot sun and practically all of the eggs were

destroyed.

Young.—Mr. Eobert B. Rockwell (1910) gives us the following

good account of the behavior of young grebes

:

A baby grebe half the size of a chick can swim as fast as a man can wade
througli the water comfortably, and the distance they can swim under water at

this tender age is surprising. They hide very effectively by diving and coming
up to the surface under tiny bits of floating moss or rubbish, where they lie

perfectly still with only the tips of their tiny bills exposed above the water.

Their feet are abnormally large, which probably accounts for their remarkable

swimming ability, and when quiet in the water the feet and head float on the

surface, the rest of the body being submerged. The only note of the young
grebe is very similar to the " cheep " of the domestic chick, first heard when the

egg is pipt—very weak and tiny at first, but growing in strength and power as

the bird becomes larger, until by the time the young are three-fourths grown the

note is quite loud and clear.

The young birds have a peculiar habit of riding on the back of the parent

birds. This is apparently done for the purpose of imaginary protection to the

young, as we only observed it when broods of young were surprised close to the

shore, and were seeking safety in the middle of the lakes. At such times the

parent would swim close alongside the young bird and by raising the fore

part of the body out of the water would submerge the posterior portion, upon
which the youngsters would scramble with alacrity. The wings of the parent

were then raised something after the fashion of a brooding hen, and often

several babies would be cuddled comfortably beneath them. It was quite comical

to see a well-laden parent bird attempt to take on an additional chick, as this

often precipitated the entire brood into the water, and this was always the

signal for a wild scramble back on "board ship," during which rather strenuous

performance the doting parent was the victim of an animated mauling. This

additional weight on the parent's back did not seem to affect their swimming
powers, and the speed with which a mother grebe carrying a half a dozen

babies could leave danger behind was surprising.

Plumages.—The downy young is glossy black on the back with a

few brownish or grayish longitudinal stripes anteriorly ; the head is

dusky, more or less striped or spotted with whitish ; the under parts
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are while, becoming dusky on the sides and tinged with pinkish buff

on the breast and throat. The young birds are nearly fully grown
before the first winter plumage is acquired, which appears first on
the breast and last on the neck and rump. Young birds in the fall

look very much like the horned grebe in corresponding plumage, but

they are somewhat smaller, with smaller and slenderer heads and
necks, and the shape of the bills is different and characteristic of the

species. The first winter plumage of the eared grebe, dark above
and white below, is similar to the adult winter plumage, but the

black of the back is "browner and the colors of the head are duller

and less distinctly outlined ; the bill is also smaller and not so clearly

defined in shape. A first prenuptial molt takes place in April and
May, Avhich involves nearly all, if not all, the contour feathers and
produces a plumage closely resembling that of the adult. At the

first post-nuptial molt, the following summer, the plumage is com-

pletely rencAved and young birds become indistinguishable from
adults at an age of 14 and 15 months.

Adults have two molts, a partial prenuptial molt, involving the

head and neck and, at least part, if not all of the body plumage,

which begins in December, and a complete post-nuptial molt in

August and September. Thus it will be seen that the winter plum-

age, or perhaps it should be called the fall plumage, is worn but

three or four months in the fall. Individuals vary greatly in the

times at which this plumage is acquired and replaced. Adults in the

fall have white throats, have less brown in the sides and have only

traces of the yellowish brown ear tufts; but they can be recognized

by the size and shape of the bills and by the darker backs and heads

;

many birds also have more or less black in the throats during the

fall. The prenuptial molt into the adult spring plumage is some-

times prolonged into May but is usually completed by May 1.

Food.—The food of the eared grebe consists principally of water

insects and their larvae, beetles, tadpoles, very small frogs and

shrimps, all of which it obtains by diving ; it also feeds to some ex-

tent on various water plants; and feathers, presumably from its own

body are often found in its stomach. Dr. T. S. Eoberts (1900) says:

The stomachs and gullets of several birds collected by the writer and kindly

examined by Professor Beal, of the Biological Survey at Washington, con-

tained a mass of insect debris to the exclusion of all else. One stomach alone

furnished some 15 different species, among them several varieties injurious to

the interests of man. The chief part of the food, however, during the time

of our visit to the colony, and that on which the young were largely fed, was

the nymphs of dragon flies which were then to be found in immense numbers

in the meadows near by. The writer counted no less than 327 of these insects

in a single stomach.

Behavior.—The eared grebe is seldom seen in flight, except on

migrations, for the bird seems reluctant to leave the water and pre-
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fers to escape by diving or merely swimming away at a moderate

speed, for it is not a shy species. It can, however, rise from the water

readily and fly quite swiftly. It swims easily and glides through the

water very smoothly, with scarcely a ripple. It can wholly or par-

tially submerge its body while swimming or it can dive like a flash.

When diving in deep water it often leaps into the air and plunges

straight down, as if to gain impetus in this way. It dives with its

wings closed and probably swims under water with only its feet in

use. It is less inclined to remain under water or skulk in the reeds

than the other small grebes, but prefers to come to the surface and

watch proceedings from a distance. In its spring plumage it can

easily be recognized by the slender shape of its head and neck, held

straight up, and by the long pointed crest, which is usually erected;

the effect is entirely different from that produced by the round,

fluffy head of the horned grebe or the smooth head of the pied-billed

grebe. Young birds in the fall might be recognized by the small

slender heads and necks, but this is not a very conspicuous char-

acter.

In addition to the love notes, mentioned under the courtship per-

formances, the eared grebe frequently indulges in a series of rasp-

ing, shrill calls and piercing cries. Yarrell (1871) says of the Euro-

pean bird:

The note of this species is a soft whistling Mb, bib, and during the breeding

season like bide loide wide wide wide uttered quickly.

Mr. Aretas A. Saunders writes to me in regard to its vocal powers

:

I have had a considerable acquaintance with this species in the past year but

have seldom heard a sound from it. Once, however, I observed a large flock of

fall migrants of this species on Rock Creek Lake, Powell County, Montana, and

these birds kept up a continual noise all the time. The note from a single

bird is a short, harsh, high-pitched call that sounds like wa-a-a. The sound

produced by the entire flock somewhat resembled the honking of a flock of snow

geese. This flock numbered about 175 birds. They kept in a body in the middle

of the lake and were not feeding. Why they kept up the continual clatter was
a mystery to me, and rather remarkable because the species is usually so silent.

This species, as well as the western grebe, has suffered seriously

from market hunting for the millinery trade, notably in the lake

regions of Oregon and California, where thousands were shot every

week during the breeding season ; they were tame and easily killed.

The breasts were stripped off, dried, and shipped to New York,

where they were much in demand for ladies' hats, capes, and muffs.

The hunters realized about 20 cents for each skin, which brought

them in a handsome income. Fortunately this practice has been

stopped, in that locality at least, by the establishment of protected

reservations. There have been times in the past when the eggs of the

eared 'grebe were used largely for food. Its habit of nesting in
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large, densely populated colonies made it an easy matter to gather
the eggs in large quantities, which were salted down in barrels of

brine for future use, but this custom does not seem to prevail to.

any extent to-day. These two destructive agencies undoubtedly re-

duced the abundance of the species considerably, but it is probably
holding its own again now or perhaps even increasing where it is

protected.

Fall.—The fall migration starts late in August and proceeds

slowly. Throughout the northern portion of their breeding range

the birds linger until driven out of the lakes by freezing; but from
the southern portions of its breeding range the species never wholly

disappears, although the individuals seen in winter were probably

not bred in that vicinity. There is a coastwise movement as well as

a southward migration in the fall; the species winters abundantly

along the southern half of the California coast, as well as farther

south, and in the lakes of the interior.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Western North America. East to central Mani-
toba (Shoal Lake and Red River), southwestern Minnesota (Heron
Lake), northern Iowa (Eagle Lake, Hancock County, and Clear

Lake, Cerro Cordo County), and eastern Nebraska (West Point and
Omaha). South to southern Texas (Lavaca and Bexar Counties),

northern New Mexico (San Miguel and Rio Arriba Counties),

northern Arizona (Stoneman's and Mormon Lakes and near Flag-

staff), and southern California (Escondido, San Diego County).

West to the Sierras of California (also Bear Lake, San Bernardino

Mountains, and Elizabeth Lake, Los Angeles County), probably

eastern Oregon and eastern Washington (east of Cascade Mountains)

and south central British Columbia (Kamloops). North to south-

ern Mackenzie (Great Slave Lake).

Winter range.—Southward mainly west of the Roclry Mountains,

particularly along the Pacific coast. East to Nevada (Carson City)

and Texas (San Antonio). South to Guatemala (Lake Duenas).

West to the Pacific coast; western Mexico (Guaymas), Lower Cali-

fornia (off La Paz and Magdalena Bay) and California (entire

coast). North to Washington (Nisqually Flats).

Sj)ring migration.—Northeastward starting in April. Lower Cali-

fornia : Colnett Bay, April 8 ; San Quentin Bay, May 9. Colorado

:

Barr Lake, April 14. Wyoming: Lake Como, May 4. Nebraska:

End of April. Kansas : Last of April to middle of May. Missouri

:

April 9 to May 3 (formerly). Montana: Teton County, May 1.

Fall migration.—Southwestward across the Rocky Mountains.

Montana: Custer and Davenport Counties, October 2. Idaho:

Coeur d'Alene Lakes, October 9. Colorado: El Paso County,
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October 27. Wyoming: November 10. Missouri: September 22 to

November 2 (formerly). Kansas: September to November. North-

ern Arizona: September. Oregon: Fort Klamath, November 7.

Lower California: San Jose del Cabo, October 18. Jalisco: Ocot-

lan, September 28.

Casual records.—Indiana: May 19 and November 5. AVisconsin:

Several spring specimens. Illinois : Lake Michigan, winter ( ? )

.

Michigan records are discredited.

Egg dates.—North Dakota and South Dakota: 41 records, April

29 to July 23 ; 21 records, June 4 to 27. Colorado : 19 records. May
10 to July 20; 10 records, May 28 to July 6. California : 14 records,

April 22 to August 2; 7 records, June 8 to 19. Saskatchewan: 9

records, June 10 to 26 ; 5 records, June 13 to 22. Oregon and Wash-

ington : 9 records. May 3 to July 5 ; 5 records, June 1 to 12. Utah

:

3 records, April 22, June 20 and July 2.

COLYMBUS DOMINICUS BRACHYPTERUS Chapman.

MEXICAN GREBE.

HABITS.

As this little tropical species, the smallest of the grebes, is the

only one of the North American grebes that I am not familiar with

in life, I must draw wholly from the observations of others for an

account of its life history. Unfortunately, published notes on its

habits are very scantj?^, so the story will be short and incomplete.

Prior to 1899 the San Domingo grebe {Golymlms dominicus) stood

on our Check List, as found in the West Indies, southern Texas,

Mexico, and Lower California, as well as in tropical South America.

But Frank M. Chapman (18996) discovered certain geographical

varieties of the species worthy of recognition in nomenclature and

separated it into three subspecies. His description separates the

Mexican form, which also ranges into Texas and Lower California,

from the West Indian bird under the name of hrachypteriis^ having

a much shorter wing and a smaller bill. This seems to be a well-

marked subspecies in which the characters are constant.

Mr. Vernon Bailey (1902) observes:

These tiny grebes are as common in tlie ponds of soxitliern Texas as the dab-

cliick in the North. In open water they bob on the little waves, and in quiet

pools where the willows overhang the banks swim and dive among the sedges

and pink water lilies. When not seeking food below the surface of the water

they usually keep close to some cover, and in the middle of the day if not

hidden in the sedges are found sitting close under the shore grass or in the

shade of a bush or low-hanging tree.

Nesting.—Mr. Frank B. Armstrong, who has collected many sets

of eggs of this grebe near Brownsville, Texas, wrote to Major Ben-

55916—19—Bull. 107 4
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dire in 1891 about its nesting habits. The nests are placed in the

middle of a secluded pond, floating in three feet of water and exposed
to the full rays of the sun. He says that the birds cover the eggs
when they leave the nest to protect them from the excessive heat of

the sun, and states that both sexes help in the incubation. I have
two sets of Mexican grebe's eggs in my collection taken by Mr. Arm-
strong near Brownsville, Texas; one set of three fresh eggs was col-

lected on April 8, 1898, from a nest in a creek; and one of four

fresh eggs was taken on April 23, 1900, from a nest in a pond; the

nests were made of rushes, trash, and dead vegetable matter.

Although the bird found in the West Indies is now considered

subspecifically distinct, its habits are probably similar, and, as we
have so litle to draw from on this species, I shall quote from what
Mr. Philip H. Gosse (1847) has to say about it in Jamaica. He
writes of its nesting habits

:

Early in August I found near the edge of Mount Edgecombe pond a nest

of this grebe—a round heap of pond weed and rotten leaves, flattened at the

top, and slightly hollowed ; it was about 15 inches wide and 6 or 8 inches

thick. The top was damp, but not wet, and very warm from exposure to the

sun's rays. We drew it on shore, for it was entangled among the branches

of a fallen tree, but not attached to them, and presently found on the matted
weed just below the surface, in the place where we had dragged it, a large

white egg, excessively begrimed with dirt, doubtless from lying on the decaying

leaves. On being cleansed I found it covered with a chalky coat, easily

scratched off.

A few weeks after I again visited this pond. On approaching before sunrise

(for I had traveled by the brilliant starlight of the tropical heavens) I saw a

grebe sitting on a new nest, in the same spot as I had found the former one.

This nest was composed of similar materials and contained four eggs. Early
in December we found another nest with the young just peeping from the egg.

It is probable, therefore, that several broods are reared in a season."

The Mexican grebe has recently been found breeding in Bexar
County, Texas, by Messrs. Roy W. Quillin and Ridley Holleman

(1916), who say:

About 10 miles south of San Antonio there is a large marshy lake which cov-

ers something like a thousand or twelve hundred acres. Being the only body of

water of this size in this part of Texas, and having exceptional surroundings,

it is the mecca of the water birds of this county. Practically the entire lake is

surrounded by a barrier of cat-tail reeds, tules, and marsh grass, which in some
portions is one hundred or more yards in width.

While searching for nests of the American eared grebe in a secluded inlet of

this lake we located our first nest with eggs of the San Domingo grebe ( Colym-

hus dominicus brachypterus). Both cat-tails and tules were growing at this

point, but not so thickly as they are generally found. In one of the small patches

of open water which break the monotony of these reed jungles the nest was
anchored. In general appearance the nests examined by us average somewhat
smaller than nests of the American eared grebe, this being especially true of

the hollow in which the eggs are deposited. The nests were composed of de-

cayed reeds of every description, heaped into a cone-shaped mass measuring from
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4 to 6 inches in height and from 14 to 24 inches in diameter at the base, tapering

to 6 or S inches at the top, and they were liberally plastered with mud, especially

the depression which held the eggs. The area of this depression, the depth of

which is about 1 inch, is determined by the number of eggs in the clutch, as they

fit snugly into it.

Of five nests located from June 25 to July 9 two contained 4 eggs and three

3 eggs. All these sets were from slight to heavily incubated. The eggs were
badly stained, and the majority retained a rich brown cast even after the most
vigorous scrubbing. In all cases the eggs were covered by a thin layer of damp,
decayed reeds.

We were unable to flush the bird from any of these nests and were able to

identify them only by patient and lengthy waiting. These grebes are very hard
to see on this lake, as they keep close to the reeds, and if found a short dis-

tance from them they immediately slip under the water and disappear. How-
ever, they were seen feeding in the company of American eared grebes, Florida

gallinules, and American coots.

Eggs.—The breeding season for the Mexican grebe is so prolonged,

from April to December, that it seems likely that two or three broods

may be raised in a season. This habit is decidedly exceptional

among water birds, although there is some evidence to indicate that

the pied-billed grebe may raise two broods in a season. The Mexi-

can grebe lays from three to six eggs, usually four or five. In shape

the eggs vary from " elliptical oval " to " oval," with a tendency to

become " fusiform " or more or less bluntly pointed at both ends.

The shell is fairly smooth and quite glossy. The color is said to be

bluish white or dull buffy white, but all that I have seen are so badly

nest stained that the original color is no longer visible. The eggs

in my collection vary from " cinnamon buff " to " cream buff," with

numerous darker stains and specks of dirt. The measurements of

49 eggs in the United States National Museum and the author's

collections average 33.9 by 23.4 millimeters; the eggs showing the

four extremes measure 38 by 24, 35 by 25, 30 by 22.5, and 32.5 by 23
millimeters.

Plumages.—The downy young when first hatched is "blackish

brown " above, which fades to " olive brown " in older birds ; there

are three narrow, broken, longitudinal white stripes on each side of

the back, which disappear in older birds; the head and neck are

broadly and irregularly striped with black and white; the crown is

mostl}'' black with a triangular or V-shaped rufous patch in the cen-

ter ; the belly is white. This downy covering is not replaced by the

first real plumage until the young bird is fully grown, when the first

winter plumage is acquired. Young birds can then be distinguished

by their smaller bills ; the head is leaden gray, with a darker crown

and a whitish throat ; the neck and chest are brownish or dusky and

the sides are dusky. During the following spring, when the young

bird is nearly a year old, it assumes a plumage which is practically

adult. I have seen young birds undergoing this molt in May.
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The adult nuptial plumage, characterized by the slate-gray head
and neck, with the clear black crown and throat, is often worn until

October; and the time of the postnuptial molt varies greatly in

different individuals. This molt is probably complete, though I have
not been able to trace it fully. Sooner or later a winter plumage is

acquired, which is not very different from the nuptial plumage,
except that the lower parts are purer white and there is more or less

white in the chin and throat; perhaps these are sometimes wholly

white, but more often the black predominates. This adult winter

plumage, which is very different from the first winter, is apparently

worn from October to March, when a limited prenuptial molt pro-

duces the spring plumage.

Food.—Nothing seems to have been published on the food of this

species except the following unsatisfactory note by Mr. Gosse (1847) :

The gizzards of all that I obtained were filled with a finely comminuted sub-

stance, rather dry, of an unctuous appearance, and mingled with short silky

filaments. A close examination with a lens failed to determine its nature ; but

I believe it to have been principally vegetable.

Behavior.—The same writer tells of their behavior

:

The ponds of the cattle pens are the favorite resorts of this little grebe. I

have been most familiar with it at the pond of Moxmt Edgecumbe, which,

though not more than an acre or two in extent, used to be speckled with a good

number of these miniature ducks, their little black heads and the tops of their

backs alone being visible above the surface. On the slightest alarm they dive

with the quickness of thought, and so vigilant is their eye and so rapid their

motion that, ordinarily, the fowling piece is discharged at them in vain. It is

commonly said of some birds that they dive at the flash of the pan ; but

though I always used percussion locks I could never succeed in hitting one until

I formed a screen of bushes, behind which I might fire in concealment. I then

found no difficulty. Hence, I infer that their quick eye detects and takes alarm

at the small but sudden motion of the falling hammer. They remain long and

swim far under water, coming up where quite unlocked for. Some that I have

had an opportunity of observing when swimming a little beneath the surface

shot along with expanded wings, almost with the celerity of a fish. They do

not always dive, however, when frightened ; sometimes they sink deeper than

before, and swim away almost submerged. When not alarmed they call and

answer each othei*, Avith a loud clang, like the note of a trumpet.

Winter.—The Mexican grebe seems to be a resident throughout

the year in the regions which it inhabits. Its short wings hardly

enable it to rise above the surface of the ponds in which it lives, so

that it is incapable of, or poorly equipped for, long migratory flights.

It seems to be perfectly content to spend its life in the waters of its

birth, where it is perfectly at home. Its plumage is so thoroughly

impregnated Avith oil and its breathing apparatus is so specialized

that it moves about in the bottom of the pond as freely as on land,

living an amphibious life of ease and comfort and interested only

in its waterv surroundings.
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DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Mexico and Central America from Panama
north to the Rio Grande region of southern Texas. Occurs in the

cape region of Lower California and has been attributed (probably

erroneously) to the '" Valley of the Colorado." Apparently resident

and breeding throughout its range. Eggs have recently been taken

in Bexar County, Texas (10 miles south of San Antonio). Replaced

by closely allied forms in South America and the Greater Antilles.

Egg dates.—Texas: 39 records, March 3 to September 6; 20

records, June 3 to August 5.

PODILYMBUS PODICEPS (Linnaeus).

PIED-BILLED GREBE.

HABITS.

This widely distributed and Avell-known bird, the little " dabchick,"

is practically resident, or nearly so, throughout the southern por-

tion of its range, though probabl}^ there is a general movement south-

ward in winter and the summer residents are therefore not the same

individuals that are seen in that region in winter. The dates given

below show that this grebe is an early migrant, pushing northward

soon after the ice has left our northern ponds and streams. Its

favorite haunts when migrating are small sheltered ponds and slug-

gish streams where it can paddle about in comfort and seek shelter,

when danger threatens, among the bushes, reeds or grasses which line

the shores or where it may hide under the protecting vegetation of

overhanging banks. In such situations it seems to vanish mysteri-

ously, skulking in some sheltered nook, with only its bill above water,

well deserving its common name of " water witch."

Courtship.—Audubon's (1840) spirited drawing of the "pied-

billed dabchick," as he calls it, shows this bird in the midst of active

courtship, which is a lively performance; the ardent suitor rushes

about in the most excited manner, splashing along over the surface

of the water or repeatedly diving below it and coming up again near

his intended mate and voicing his admiration in a variety of soft

cooing notes.

Nesting.—As soon as their love affairs are settled the grebes begin

to search for a suitable nesting site. This is generally well chosen

and the nest more successfully concealed than is the case with the

other grebes. The nature of the nesting site varies considerably in

different localities.

Mr. William BreAvster (1906) describes a former nesting site of

the pied-billed grebe in Massachusetts as follows

:

On June 13, 1891, Mr. Walter Faxon found a number of pied-billed grebes

breeding at Great Meadow. There can be little doubt that they had been es-
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tablished there for sometime previous to this, for the shallow brush-grown

reservoir which they inhabited had then been in existence for nearly 20 years.

On the occasion just mentioned, Mr. Faxon saw or heard at least six or eight

different birds, one of which was accompanied by chicks only a few days old,

and on April 27, 1892, he discovered a nest containing five fresh eggs.

During the following eight years Great Meadow was frequently visited by

our local ornithologists, and the manners and customs of the grebes were

closely studied. One or two birds often appeared in the pond as soon as it

was free from ice—this sometimes happening before the close of March—and

by the middle of April the full colony was usually reestablished. It was dif-

ficult to judge as to how many members it contained, for they were given to

haunting the flooded thickets, and we seldom saw more than three or four of

them on any one occasion ; but at times, especially in the early morning and

late afternoon when the weather was clear and calm their loud cuckoo-like

calls and odd whinnying outcries would come in quick succession from so

many different parts of the pond that one might have thought there were

scores of birds. Probably the total number of pairs did not ever exceed a dozen,

while during some seasons there were apparently not more than five or six.

They built their interesting floating nests in water a foot or more in depth,

anchoring them to the stems of the sweet gale and button bushes, and laying

from five to eight eggs, which usually were covered by the bird whenever she

left them. Although a few sets of eggs were taken by collectors, the grebes

reared a fair number of young every season, and without doubt they would
have continued to resort to Great Meadow for an indefinite period had not the

reservoir been abandoned, and its waters almost completely drained in the

autumn of 1901 ; since then the bids have ceased, of course, to frequent the

place.

The pied-billed grebe is not easily driven from its favorite nesting

hauntiS by the encroachments of civilization and is occasionally

found nesting in suitable localities in thickly settled regions or near

our large cities. A striking instance of this is shown in Mr. Clinton

G. Abbott's (1907) account of the nesting of this species in the Hack-

ensack Meadows, near New York City, in 1906, where an extensive

cat-tail swamp offered a congenial home for grebes and gallinules.

Mr. Arthur T. Wayne (1910) says of its breeding habits in South

Carolina

:

This is an abundant permanent resident, breeding in fresh-water ponds or

large rice-field reservoirs, where the water is generally from 4 to 10 feet deep.

The birds are mated by the last of February, and the nests, which are com-

menced about the middle of March, are composed of decayed vegetable matter

anchored to buttonwood bushes or reeds.

In the North Dakota sloughs, in 1901, we found the pied-billed

grebe nesting abundantly, in company with canvasbacks, redheads,

ruddy ducks, and coots, and examined a large number of nests, which

may be considered as fairly typical of its normal nesting habits

throughout the greater portion of its breeding range. The depth of

water in which the nest is located varies greatly, but most of the nests

are placed in water not over 3 feet deep. The nests are usually an-

chored to, or built up around or among, dead or growing reeds or
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rushes. Sometimes they are well concealed in thick clumps of reeds,

but usually they can be easily seen, although not so conspicuous as

those of the horned or eared grebes. The nests are generally scat-

tered and only a few pairs of birds were found in each slough. When
located in deep water the nest is. strictly a floating affair, but otherwise

it is more often partially connected with the bottom. A large amount
of material is collected and piled up into bulky mass, mostly below

the surface of the water, often large enough to fill a bushel basket;

on top of this, above the water, a smaller and neater nest is built.

The material consists of whatever the bird can conveniently find ii^

the vicinity in the way of decayed vegetable matter, dead reeds, flags,

rushes, or grasses ; sometimes fresh, green flags are mixed in with the

rubbish and often the whole structure is plastered together with a

quantity of the soft, green vegetable scum which grows in stagnant

water. This wet and slimy structure is built up but a few inches

above the water, usually from 2 to 4 inches, and measures about a

foot in diameter ; the nest cavity is but slightly hollowed and the eggs

are partially buried in the soft material.

Eggs.—The pied-billed grebe lays from 3 to 10 eggs, but the ex-

tremes are rare and the set usually consists of from 5 to 7 eggs. In

shape the eggs are " elliptical ovate " or " elliptical oval," sometimes

almost " fusiform." The shell is generally smooth, Avith a slight lus-

ter, but sometimes dotted with small excrescences or lumps. The color

of the clean, freshly laid o.^^ is dull bluish white or pale olive white,

but it soon becomes stained or clouded with various buffy shades ; some

sets are uniformly stained as dark as " wood-brown " or " Isabella

color;" generally more or less mud and bits of nesting material sticks

to the <^gg^ giving it a mottled appearance. The measurements of 48

eggs in the United States National Museum collection average 43.4 by
30 millimeters ; the eggs showing the four extremes measure 47 by 30,

44 by 33, 39 by 29.5, and 44 by 28 millimeters.

Mr. C. H. Pease made some interesting observations on the nesting

operations of this species at Canaan, Connecticut, during May and

June, 1913. He sent the results of his observations to Dr. Louis B.

Bishop, who has given them to me. On May 22 he found the nest

completed and the first egg laid ; on May 28 the eighth and last <6g^

was laid, one having been laid each day. The first two eggs hatched

on June 15, one in the forenoon and one in the afternoon; and the

last ^gg hatched at 9.15 in the morning of June 21 ; the record shows

that the period of incubation, in this case, was from 23 to 24 days. On
June 22, the day after the last ^g'g hatched, only one young bird was

left in the nest. On July 3 he saw the whole family of eight, " half

grown in less than two weeks."

Both sexes incubate. So far as I know, only one brood is raised in a

season ; but there are some very early and very late dates for nesting
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"which may indicate two broods. The question of whether this grebe

regularly incubates its eggs or leaves them to be hatched by the

warmth of decaying vegetation has provoked considerable discus-

sion. Like all the smaller grebes, it frequently covers its eggs, with

the soft material of which the nest is composed, when it leaves its

nest; but this is not always done and often, when the bird is surprised

and forced to leave in a hurry, it does not have time to do so. The
pied-billed grebe is seldom seen sitting on its nest. I have exam-
ined a great many nests and have attempted to approach cautiously

enough to catch a glimpse of the incubating bird, but have never

been able to see one on its nest ; some other observers have been more
fortunate. I believe that it incubates regularly during the greater

part of the time. It is one of the shyest of the grebes ; it slips away
from its nest on the slightest alarm and keeps out of sight. I have

watched for an hour or more within sight of half a dozen nests and
not caught a glimpse of a single grebe, although they were un-

doubtedly watching me all the time.

Young.—The young are very precocious and leave the nest soon

after they are hatched; usually some of the young are swimming
about before the last of the eggs have hatched. They are expert

swimmers and divers, by instinct, though they can not remain under

water more than a few seconds. I have taken recently hatched chicks

out of a nest, which were too young to have been taught by their

parents, and seen them dive and swim away or hide among the reeds

with only their little bills protruding above the surface. Sometimes

the parent bird carries them on her back where they cling tenaciously

while she dives and brings them up again, none the worse for their

ducking. They are truly little " water witches " by inheritance. Rev.

Manley B. Townsend writes me that, on June 24, 1910,. he saw an

adult, with young, chasing a muskrat on the surface of a slough in

Nebraska, and raises the question whether these animals, which are

generally considered to be strictly vegetarian in their habits, kill

young grebes. Undoubtedly many are killed by pickerel or other

large fishes and by snapping turtles or large frogs.

Dr. Arthur A. Allen (1914) has written a very interesting ac-

count of his studies into the family affairs of the pied-billed grebe,

illustrating it with some remarkable photographs of this shy bird. It

is well worth reading or quoting in full, but space will permit only

the following extract:

I was first directed to the spot by a friend who said that " coots " were nest-

ing there. I was not a little surprised, therefore, when, after wading for a

short distance along the edge of the pond, my attention was attracted by a

splash in the water ahead, accompanied by a startled note like the syllable

keck, and a few seconds later a grebe bobbed into sight. Instead of imme-

diately sinking again, as one learns to expect of a grebe, it rose up on its legs
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and began beating upon the water with its wings. Such behavior bespoke

something very unusual happening in the near-by nest. I looked just in time

to see the last of the striped young scramble from it and disappear beneath
the water. Then ensued a series of maneuvers on the part of the bird which
were evidently intended to distract my attention. The customary silence, ease,

and grace of diving were entirely abandoned. Each appearance above the

water was announced by a shake of the body, followed by a beating of the

wings on the surface, and a flip of the :^€'as it again dove, which sometimes

sprayed water for more than a yard. This performance took place within 10

or 15 feet of me, and sometimes the bird swam in even closer. At such times

it rested rather high on the water, holding its tail, if we may speak of it as

such, erect, and nervously flashing the light areas on the flanks, as do the galli-

nules.

Meanwhile the young birds had made their way toward the center of the

pond. The largest could not have been more than a few days old, and yet,

when I tried to catch them, they showed all the ingenuity of the old birds,

diving, doubling, swimming with just the bill showing, or lying concealed in

a bunch of water weeds, with only the nostrils above the surface. Had the

water been less clear I probably should have been unable to catch any of them

;

but, as it was, I could follow them as they escaped in various directions. They
were even conspicuous when attempting to hide. I was reminded of the old

story of the ostrich which buried its head in the sand to escape detection ; for,

in spite of the fact that only the bill was exposed above the water, the entire

body was nearly as conspicuous as though floating on the surface. In diving,

as in floating, the wings of the young projected nearly at right angles from
their bodies, even more so than in other precocial birds.

The largest of the young had already reached the open water beyond my
depth, and when I returned to the shore the old grebe swam toward it, changing

her alarm not of keck, keck to a softer cup, cup, as though calling to it.

Swimming beyond it, she turned her tail toward it and slightly raised her

wings. This was the signal for the young one to crawl upon her back, which
it repeatedly attempted to do until its mother, disgusted with such clumsiness,

clapped her wing on its neck and started off at a great rate for the other end
of the pond. When far enough away she checked her speed and gave it an-

other chance. Then with her wobbly passenger she continued to the end of

the pond, where she was joined by her mate. Here they sported about for

some time, the young bird plunging from the back of one and swimming across

to the ether, all seemingly forgetful of the rest of the family. Finally they

disappeared into the rushes, and I continued my course around the pond.

PluTTUiges.—The downy young is prettily and quite strikingly

marked with black and white; it is mainly glossy black above, with

longitudinal stripes of grayish white on the neck and back; the

crown is black, more or less variegated with " walnut brown " or
" burnt umber," sometimes in the form of a central patch, and with

two broad superciliary stripes of white meeting on the forehead and
two white stripes above them; the sides of the neck and throat are

variegated with black and white and the sides of the body are more
or less washed with dusky ; the under parts are grayish white, light-

est on the belly. The bird is fully half grown before the real plum-

age appears, which shows first on the breast and then in the wings

;

it is nearly full-grown before the down entirelj^ disappears. The
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large series of siDecimens in the United States National Museum
collection seems to indicate that the full adult plumage is acquired

during the first year. Many young birds retain the black and white

stripes on the head until late in October, though some have com-

pletely changed before that time into the brown plumage of the first

winter, in which the bright russet color of the neck, breast, and flanks

is conspicuous. The black throat of the adult and the black band
on the bill are acquired just prior to the breeding season. Some
adults show traces of the black throat in the fall or have it well

developed, but partially concealed by the whitish tips of the feathers.

Food.—The pied-billed grebe feeds largely on animal matter such

as small fish, snails, small frogs, tadpoles, aquatic worms, leeches and
water insects ; it also eats the seeds and soft parts of aquatic plants

to some extent. Balls of its own feathers often occur in its stomach.

Although this grebe is more essentially a fresh water bird than the

other species, Audubon (1840) states that when its favorite ponds
and streams are frozen over, it may occasionallj'^ be seen in bays and
estuaries searching for shrimps and fry.

Behavior.—This species is less often seen in flight than the other

grebes, for it seems to prefer to escape by diving or skulking, but

it is well capable of rapid flight, when necessary, in sp^e of its small

wings. When rising from the water it runs along the surface for

a long distance, beating the water with its broad paddles until it can

rise into the air, when it flies swiftly aAvay in a straight line, moving
its wings very quickly and with its neck and feet outstretched. When
migrating it often flies high in the air. It seems to be incapable of

rising from the ground and its movements on dry land are so awk-

ward that it spends very little time out of the water; although it

sometimes crawls out onto lily pads or marshy shores to sun itself

or preen its feathers. The water is its natural element, where it is

completely at home. I can remember distinctly how much ammuni-
tion I wasted in my old muzzle-loading gun, when I was a boy, in

vain attempts to bag the elusive " hell-diver," as we used to call it.

My attempts were seldom successful and I used to think that it dove

at the flash of the gun; with a modern gun and nitro powder the

results might have been different. Anything which even looked like

a duck was considered legitimate game in those days and the silky

grebes' breasts were proudly presented to my girl friends. The pied-

billed grebe is no less expert than others of its tribe in diving ; ordi-

narily, in a hurried dive, it plunges forward and disappears like a

flash, swimming away for a long distance under water, to appear sud-

denly at some unexpected spot or perhaps to vanish and keep out of

sight; it also has the power so to contract its displacement that it

can swim along with only its head and neck above water, or it can
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gradually sink down backward, like a disappearing frog, without

making a ripple. I have always supposed that the grebes do not use

their wings under water, but Audubon (1840) had a good chance

to study them in captivity and says

:

We placed them in a large tub of water, where we could see all their sub-

aqueous movements. They swam round the sides of the tub in the manner of

the puffin, moving their wings in accordance with their feet, and continued so

a much longer time than one could suppose it possible for them to remain under

water, coming up to breathe, and plunging again with astonishing celerity.

Except during the breeding season this grebe does tiot associate

much with other species ; it is usually seen singly, in pairs, or in very

small parties. Dr. Frank M. Chapman's (1912) experience shows

that it is not always so solitary ; he says

:

On Heron Lake, Minnesota, in early October, I have seen pied-billed grebes,

in close-massed flocks, containing a hundred or more birds, cruising about

in open water.

Prof. Lynds Jones writes me that

:

On small bodies of water they mix somewhat with the other water birds,

more from necessity than from choice. Threatened danger will almost always
result in the separation of the grebes from the ducks with which they may be
associated.

Rev. W. F. Henninger reports that he has seen them associated

with blue-winged teal and black duck and playfully chasing around
with them.

The vocal powers of the pied-billed grebe are limited to a few
notes, heard mainly in the breeding season, for at other times it is

generally a silent bird. Dr. Chapman (1908) describes its love

notes as follows

:

Its notes, as I have heard them in the Montezuma marshes, are very loud

and sonorous with a cuckoo-like quality, and may be written cow-cow-coio-coio-

cow-cow-cotv-cotv-coiv-cow-uh, cow-uh, cow-uh-cow-uh. These notes vary in

number, and are sometimes followed by prolonged wailing coics or uhs, almost
human in their expressiveness of pain and fear. This is apparently the love

song of the male, in which his mate sometimes joins with a cick-cuk-cuk,

followed by a slower ugh, ugh, iigh.

Mr. W. L. Dawson (1909) designates the notes as "an odd bub-

bling giggle, heggy, keggy, keggy, keggy, keggy, keggy, keggy, etc.,

rendered with great rapidity " ; he also refers to a single excited aow,

uttered from time to time. Mr. E. E. Thompson (1890) describes a

peculiar call note " pr-r-r-r-r- tow tow tow tow tow " which he as-

cribed to this species in Manitoba.

The pied-billed grebe may be distinguished in the field from other

grebes by the absence of white in the wings, by the general brownish
tinge, and by the short, thick, henlike bill.
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Kev. C. W. G. Eifrig has sent me the following account of an in'-

ciclent, which well illustrates the ability of this species to conceal

itself

:

It had been very dry for a long time. The sloughs were dry or nearly so.

While walking through one, I saw a grebe in the fringe between the plant

growth of the center and the outer shore where there was hardly enough.

cover for a grasshopper to hide. Nor could it find cover in the center, for

that is where I came from. It could not dive, because the water was only

3 or 4 inches deep. So being forced to adopt desperate means, it tlu-ew itself

over a tussock in the shallow water, where at once it became invisible at a
distance of ip to 15 feet. And the tussock was only as large as 2 or 3 hands.

Its neck was lying across, the body pressed against the side as closely as-

posible and so its colors harmonized exactly with the blackish brown of the-

tussock.

Two somewhat similar incidents are related by Mr. Delos E.
Culver (1914) which show that these and similar hiding poses are:

probably frequently used by j^ied-billed grebes.

Fall.—On the fall migration these grebes proceed slowly through
September and October, lingering on the inland ponds and smalt

streams in family parties, in pairs or even singly, sojourning regu-

larly in certain favorite spots, but working gradually coastwise.

They show a decided preference for fresh water at all seasons, but

as the ponds and streams become frozen, they are forced to resort to

the open tidal creeks and estuaries. In such places they spend the

winter on our southern Atlantic and Gulf coasts and as far north as-

Washington on the Pacific coast. They also winter to some extent

in the rivers and open lakes of the interior, particularly in the;

Southern States and Mexico.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Nearly entire North and South America in suit-

able localities. In North America east to Quebec, New Brunswick.^

and the Atlantic Coast States. South to Gulf States and Mexico.

West to the Pacific coast. North to Vancouver Island, central Brit-

ish Columbia (Cariboo district), southern Mackenzie (Great Slave-

Lake and valley of the Mackenzie River), and Ontario (Sudbury,.

Parry Sound district, and Ottawa).

Actual nesting records for Central and South America are not

numerous, but the species is resident south to Argentine Republic

and Chile. The bird breeding in the West Indies has been separated

as Podihjmhus 'podwefs antillaruni Bangs, but its validity has been

questioned.

Winter range.—Birds breeding in the northern United States and

southern Canada winter in the southern United States and Mexico.

From New York and New Jersey (occasionally), Virginia (Ashland,.

Hanover County), and District of Columbia (Potomac River) south-
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ward and from the Gulf States west to Texas (McLennan County)
and Arizona (Colorado River). On the Pacific coast from Van-
couver Island (Barkley Sound) southward. The species is largely

resident south of the United States.

Spring migration.—Northward beginning in March. New Jersey

:

March 15 to April 20. New York: March 23 to April 15. Massa-
chusetts: March 1 (earliest). Maine: April to May 19. Missouri:

During March. Ohio: April 1 to 10, earliest March IG. Illinois:

March 23 to April 15. Wisconsin: April 13. Michigan: March 12

to 28. Nebraska: Middle of April. Colorado: Boulder County,

April 7. Wyoming : May 5. Montana : May 23.

Fall migration.—Southward starting in September. Nova Scotia:

Halifax County, November 5 (latest). Ontario: Ottawa, November
7 (latest). Maine: September 1 to November 13. Massachusetts:

December 10 (latest). New York: September 15 to November 1.

Michigan: October to November. Wisconsin: October 20. Ohio:

September 1 to October 25, latest November 4. Saskatchewan : Dirt

Hills, October. Colorado, Boulder County, October 16.

Casual records.—Recorded from Cape Horn and Straits of Ma-
gellan, Hudson Bay (York Factory), and Bermuda (perhaps regu-

lar in winter).

Egg dates.—Michigan and Wisconsin: 33 records, May 14 to

August 10 ; 17 records. May 30 to June 9. Illinois : 27 records, May
10 to July 8 ; 14 records. May 26 to June 10. California : 26 records,

April 23 to August 6 ; 13 records. May 22 to June 15. North Dakota

:

18 records, May 19 to June 23 ; 9 records, May 29 to June 8. Colo-

rado: 12 records. May 10 to July 6; 6 records. May 18 to June 9.

British Columbia and Washington: 11 records, April 4 to June 3;

6 records, April 13 to May 27. New York and New Jersey : 8 records.

May 15 to August 8 ; 4 records, June 3 to 17. Texas : 4 records, June

2 and 28 ; August 23 and 25. South Carolina : 4 records, April 11,

18, and 30, and May 1.

Family GAVIID^. Loons.

GAVIA IMMER (Briinnich).

LOON.

HABITS.

Among the picturesque lakes of the wilder, wooded portions of the

Northern States and Canada—where dark firs and spruces mingled

with graceful white birches, cast their reflections in the still, clear

waters—sportsmen and appreciative nature lovers have found at-

tractive summer resorts. Here, far from the cares of the busy world,

one finds true recreation in his pursuit of speckled trout, real rest
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in his camp among the fragrant balsams, and genuine joy in his com-
munion with nature in her wildest solitudes. The woodland lakes

would be solitudes, indeed, did they lack the finishing touch to make
the picture complete, the tinge of wildness which adds color to the

scene, the weird and mournful cry of the loon, as he calls to his mate

or greets some new arrival. Who has ever paddled a canoe, or cast

a fly, or pitched a tent in the north woods and has not stopped to

listen to this wail of the wilderness ? And what would the wilderness

be without it ?

Spring.—Loons love solitude and return each year to their chosen

lake soon after the ice goes out in the spring. This usually occurs

late in April in Maine and correspondingly later farther north. We
saw them migrating in large numbers along the south coast of Lab-

rador between May 23 and June 3, 1909 ; they were in loose detached

flocks in which the individuals were widely scattered. The spring

flight on the Massachusetts coast is prolonged through April and

May, the heaviest flight occurring about the middle of May. The
migration is mainly along the coast, a short distance off the shore,

though they fly across Cape Cod at its narrowest part, from Buz-

zards Bay into Cape Cod Bay.

The loons are apparently paired when they arrive on their breed-

ing grounds and I believe they are usually mated for life. They show

strong attachment to their old home and return year after year to

the same spot to nest, even if they have been repeatedly disturbed.

Apparently they do not desert a locality until one or both of the pair

are killed. Loons are nowhere really abundant, but they are evenly

distributed over a wide breeding range, are universally known, and

are so conspicuous that they seem to be commoner than they actually

are. Nearly every suitable lake within the breeding range of the

species has its pair of loons, or has had it, and many large lakes sup-

port two or more pairs. The breeding range of this species is becom-

ing more and more restricted as the country becomes cleared and set-

tled ; the loons are being gradually killed off or driven away. A pair

of loons nested in Quittacus Pond, Lakeville, Massachusetts, about 1-i

miles from my home, in 1872, but the eggs were taken and both birds

were shot; none have nested in this section of the State since. The
same story is true of many another New England lake where the in-

satiable desire to kill has forever extirpated an exceedingly interest-

ing bird.

Nesting.—The description of three nests which I have examined

will serve to illustrate the ordinary nesting habits of this loon. The
first nest was found on June 16, 1899, near Brooksville, Maine; it

was located in the water near the marshy and reedy shores of a se-

cluded little cove on a large pond. Tlie loon was incubating and we
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saw her slide off into the water with a big splash, going directly under

and swimming away almost under our boat, the ripples on the surface

and a row of bubbles marking her course ; when she reached the en-

trance to the cove, about 15 yards past us, she came to the surface and

flapped along, rapidly disappearing around a point and leaving a

foaming wake behind her. The nest was a large circular mass of wet,

soggy, half-rotten reeds and other vegetable matter heaped up in the

shallow water near the edge of the growing reeds ; it measured about

2 feet in diameter, was only slightly hollowed in the center, and was

built up about 6 inches above the water. It contained two nearly

fresh eggs, which were lying parallel to each other and about 2 inches

apart.

The second nest, found on June 6, 1900, was on a little rocky islet,

only about 10 yards long, in Cathance Lake, Washington County,

Maine. The nest was only about 2 feet from the water, with a well-

worn pathway down which the bird could slide into the water. It

was well concealed under some alders, little maples, and other under-

brush, and was a wet mass of green mosses, mixed with a few twigs,

built on the rocks with one small rock left bare near the middle of

the nest. It measured about 25 inches in outside and 16 inches in

inside diameter. The inner cavity was about 3 inches deep and the

outer rim was built up about 4 inches, so that the moss was only about

an inch thick in the center of the nest. The two fresh eggs were

lying in the center of the nest about an inch apart. We did not see

the loon leave the nest, but we saw the pair swimming about in the

lake and heard their weird cry.

The third nest was found, on June 23, 1912, on the shore of a

heaviW wooded island in Sandy Lake, Newfoundland. It was placed

just above an open sandy beach, among some small scattered under-

brush, 30 feet from the shore. The lake had been very much higher

a few weeks previously and probably, at the time the nest was built,

it was near the edge of the water. Another nest, in the same gen-

eral region, was similarly located, probably for the same reason.

The birds in both cases had worn a pathway to the water, where the

prints of their feet were plainly visible in the sand. The nest was

merely a slight hollow in the bare ground with a wide rim of dry

grass, bits of sticks and rubbish around it. This loon did not leave

the nest until I was within 50 feet of it; but she made good speed,

scrambling down to the lake, half running, half flying, and flapping

away over the surface until she reached water deep enough for div-

ing. The two eggs in the nest were heavily incubated ; one of them

was nearly ready to hatch and the other was addled, as is often the

case.
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Loons are reported by many observers as nesting on miiskrat

houses. I have never seen such a nest, but suppose they must select

the old, abandoned houses or else build up piles of rubbish them-

selves which look like muskrat houses. I believe that they prefer

to occupy the same nest every year and they probably add to it a

little each year.

Eggs.—This loon lays normally two cgss, one of which is often

infertile; sometimes only one ^gg is laid and occasionally three are

found in a nest. Audubon was quite confident that three eggs was
the usual number and many other writers have referred to it. I

have never found a set of three eggs and believe that they are very

rarely seen. The eggs vary but little in shape from " elliptical

ovate " to " elongate ovate." The shell is thick, smoothly granular,

and has a dull luster. The ground color varies from dark to light

olive brown or from dark to light olive green with various inter-

mediate shades. They are rather sparingly marked with small spots

of " clove brown " or " bister," and occasionally with lighter spots of

drab ; the markings are usually much scattered. I have seen it stated

in print that a set usually contains one brown and one green ^gg.,

but I have not found it to be so in the nests that I have examined.

The measurements of 41 eggs in various collections average 88.9 by

56.2 millimeters; the eggs showing the four extremes measure 96.5

by 61 and 83 by 52 millimeters.

Only one brood is raised in a season, but if the first set of eggs is

taken, another set is laid within three or four weeks ; sometimes even

a third set is laid if the first two have been disturbed, but this would

not be likely to happen unless the first set was laid very early. Mr.

Ora W. Knight (1918) gives the period of incubation as " very close to

29 days." The pair keep together during the incubating period and

probably both take part in it, though this is difficult to determine,

as the sexes look so much alike. Incubation is practically continu-

ous; the eggs are never allowed to become too cool, though they will

stand considerable chilling, and they are never covered with rub-

bish. While incubating, the loon sits very low and is spread out

quite flat; she is not so conspicuous as her striking colors would

indicate.

Young.—Mr. 0. William Beebe (1907) made a study of two young

loons, which were hatched from eggs brought to the New York Zool-

ogical Park, from which he drew the following conclusions

:

It is probable that young loons are, from the first, fed on whole, not on

macerated or regurgitated fish. The actions of swimming and preening are

instinctive. The method of swimming is usually by alternate strokes. These

become simultaneous when a sudden spurt or great speed is desired. The arc

of the swimming stroke, in the young chick, is much more lateral than in the

adult bird. Loon chicks can progress more easily and rapidly over the ground
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than can the aciults, in spite of the preceding conclusion. Progression, however,

is never by walking, but by frog-like leaps. Diving, catching fish or swallowing

them head first are almost congenital instincts, much improved by practice

within the first week. There is no instinctive fear in these young birds. It is

probable that the young loons instinctively recognize the usual rolling, laugh-

ter-like call of the parents, judging from their reaction to the notes of the giant

kingfisher.

Mr. F. A. Shaw, writing to me of the habits of loons at Sebago

Lake, Maine, says

:

When the loon family is approached by boat, the parent bird retires to a safe

distance and by loud cries and by flapping the wings on the water endeavors

to draw attention from the little ones to herself. If closely pursued the young,

even in their downy first plumage, will dive and swim under water for several

feet. I have seen them dive and swim under clear, calm water, and bright

bubbles would stand on their little backs. On returning to the surface, they

would shake themselves and their downy covering would be perfectly dry.

Audubon (1840) says, of the food and development of the young:

The young of the loon are covered at birth with a kind of black stiff down
and in a day or two after are led to the water by their mother. They swim
and dive extremely well even at this early stage of their existence, and after

being fed by regurgitation for about a fortnight, receive portions of fish, aquatic

insects, and small reptiles, until they are able to maintain themselves. Dur-

ing this period, gray feathers appear among the down of the back and belly,

and the black quill feathers of the wings and tail gradually elongate. They
are generally very fat, and so clumsy as to be easily caught on land,* if their

retreat to the water is cut off. But should you miss your opportunity and the

birds succeed in gaining the liquid element, into which they drop like so many
terrapins, you will be astonished to see them as it were run over the water

with extreme celerity, leaving behind them a distinct furrow. When the

young are well able to fly, the mother entices them to remove from the pond
or lake on which they have been bred, and leads them on the wing to the near-

est part of the sea, after which she leaves them to shift for themselves. Now
and then, after this period, the end of August or beginning of September, I

have still seen the young of a brood, two or three in number continuing to-

gether until they were induced to travel southward, when they generally set

out singly.

Mr. Cecil Swale writes, in a letter to Mr. W. E. Saunders:

When a pair of young ones can fly, the parents appear to call in another

pair to celebrate and they certainly do it ; for several years we have noticed

that on one particular day, and only one that summer, six loons will be seen

in the air at once making a lot of noise ; four of the birds seem equally strong

and make wide circles round the other two. It is generally August before this

happens.

August seems rather early for young loons to be flying, as they

are usuall}^ not strong on the wing until the middle or last of Sep-

tember.

Plumages.—The young loon, when first hatched is completely cov-

ered with soft, thick, short down; the entire upper parts including

the head, neck, chest, and sides are dark colored, " fuscous black " on
crown and back, " fuscous " on throat and sides ; only the central

55916—19—Bull. 107 5
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belly portion is white, tinged laterally with grayish. I have not been
able to find any specimens showing the change from the downy stage
into the first winter plumage. The latter, however, is well repre-
sented in collections and is well marked; it is chiefly characterized
by the well-rounded feathers of the back and scapulars which are
broadly edged with gray or whitish ; the top of the head, hind neck,

and rump are blackish or sooty, grading oS gradually on the sides

of the neck into the fine dusky mottling of the throat ; the chin, some-
times the throat and the underparts are white. This plumage is

worn for nearly a year without much modification, the light edgings
above bleaching out to white or wearin^j away and the throat becom-
ing whiter toward spring. The bill is horn colored in the fall, be-

coming darker in the spring, but never black. Probably there is an
incomplete prenuptial molt. The postnuptial molt is complete and
produces early in the next fall the second winter plumage, which is

similar to the first winter plumage except that the dark crown is

more clearly defined, the throat is pure white and the feathers of the

back, which still have broad light edgings, are less rounded and more
nearly square at their tips. This plumage is worn for only a short

time in some individuals which begin to show signs of molt -into the

second nuptial plumage as early as November or December, by the

growth of a few of the jet-black feathers with white spots on the

back, wings, rump, and flanks ; usually this molt is not much in evi-

dence until February; from that time on the prenuptial molt ad-

vances to the head and neck and by April or May the second nuptial

plumage is completed. This is similar to the adult nuptial plumage,

but is duller, more dingy, and often incomplete, with more or less

white in the chin and throat. Specimens in this plumage have been

found to have the sexual organs somewhat enlarged, indicating that

the birds probably breed when about 2 years old. The bill is now
black and never again becomes as light colored as in young birds. At
the next postnuptial molt the young bird becomes fully adult, when
a little over 2 years old.

The adult winter plumage, assumed during the third fall, is char-

acterized by the black bill and by the square tipped feathers of the

back and scapulars, which have no light edgings but have a faint

suggestion, a ghost as it were, of the white spot of the nuptial plum-

age in a shade of gray only slightly lighter than the rest of the

feather. This plumage is worn for only a short time, as in the second-

year bird ; specimens in this plumage are very scarce in collections and

it is difficult to find one that is not either molting into it or out of

it ; the postnuptial molt into it begins sometimes by the last of August,

but sometimes not until October; and the prenuptial molt out of it

may begin in November or later in the winter and may not be com-

pleted until spring. Apparently some individuals, perhaps very old
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birds, do not assume this winter plumage at all, for I have seen birds in

fully adult breeding plumage in September, October, and November.

Food.—This loon feeds largely on fish, which it pursues beneatli the

surface with wonderful power and speed. The subaqueous rush of

this formidable monster must cause great consternation among the

finny tribes. Even a party of fish-hunting mergansers is promptly

scattered before the onslaught of such a powerful rival ; they recog-

nize his superior strength and speed, as he plunges in among them,

and must stand aside until his wants are satisfied. Even the lively

trout, not-ed for its quiclmess of movement, can not escape the loon

and large numbers of these desirable fish are destroyed to satisfy its

hunger. Some sportsmen have advocated placing a bounty on loons

on this account, but as both loon and trout have always flourished

together until the advent of the sportsmen, it is hardly fair to blame

this bird, which is such an attractive feature of the wilds, for the

scarcity of the trout. We are too apt to condemn a bird for what

little damage it does in this way, without giving it credit for the right

to live.

Mr. Hersey's notes state that a loon killed at Chatham, Massachu-

setts, in February had in its gullet 15 flounders averaging about 4

inches in length, but several of which were 6 inches long ; in addition

to this hearty meal its stomach was completely filled with a mass of

partly digested fish.

Audubon (1840) says of its food habits:

Unlike the cormorant, the loon usually swallows its food under the water,

unless it happens to bring up a shellfish or a crustaceous animal, which it

munches for awhile before it swallows it. Fishes of numerous kinds, aquatic

insects, water lizards, frogs, and leeches, have been found by me in its stomach,

in which there is generally much coarse gravel, and sometimes the roots of

fresh-water plants.

Dr. B. H. Warren (1890) says:

The stomach contents of seven loons, captured during the winter months in

Chester, Delaware, Clinton, and Lehigh Counties, Pennsylvania, consisted en-

tirely of fish bones and scales ; two other specimens, purchased in the winter of

1881 from a game dealer in Philadelphia, were found to have fed on small

seeds and portions of plants, apparently roots.

A loon which was kept for a while at the New York Aquarium, in

a pool with skates and sculpins, was very aggressive, according to

Mr. C. H. Townsend (1908) ; although '* supplied with an abundance

of live killifishes, its activity led it to strike frequently at the large

fishes and it succeeded in swallowing one of the sculpins with a head

larger than its own."

Dr. P. L. Hatch (1892) says:

Though fish and frogs are preferably their food, they do nicely without them

when supplied with aquatic vegetation. If undisturbed by being fired at, they

will visit the same localities daily during the season for their food.
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Mr. W. F. Ganong (1890) gives a full account of an instance where
a young loon attempted to eat a fresh-water clam, by inserting its

bill ihto the open shell of the mollusk, which was about 2 inches long

;

the young loon found the clam too strong for it and lost part of its

bill in consequence.

JVIr. Cecil Swale writes that the loons " catch their fish across the

bill and then with a quick toss bring the fish's head into the throat,

stretch the head and neck straight up and the fish seems to work its

own way down."

Behavior.—Dr. Bell says, according to Mr. Thomas Mcllwraith

(1894) :

The loon, in common with some other waterfowl, has a curious habit, when
its curiosity is excited by anything it does not understand, of pointing its

bill straight upward, and turning its head rapidly round in every direction as

if trying to solve the mystery under consideration. Once when in my shooting

skiff, behind the rushes, drifting down the bay before a light wind, I came upon

a pair of these birds feeding about 20 yards apart. They did not take much
notice of what must have seemed to them a clump of floating rushes, and
being close enough to one of them I thought to secure it, but the cap snapped.

The birds hearing the noise, and still seeing nothing living, rushed together, and

got their bills up, as described, for consultation.

These birds are said to spear the fish with the bill closed, and to bring them

to the surface so that they may turn them endways for the purpose of swal-

lowing. The gulls, hovering overhead, and seeing what is going on down in the

clear water, watch for the moment the fish is raised to the surface, when they

swoop down and carry it off. When many hungry gulls are present, this process

is repeated till the patience of the loon is quite exhausted.

The loon navigates the air as a high powered cruiser plows the sea

under forced draft. Perfection of design, with ample power ef-

fectively applied, produce the desired result. The lines are perfect;

the strong neck and breast, terminating in the long sharp bill, are

outstretched to pierce the air like the keenest spear; the heavy body,

tapering fore and aft, glides through the air with the least possible

resistance; and the big feet, held close together and straight out

behind, form an effective rudder. The power is applied by wdngs-

—

which seem too small—driven at high speed by large and powerful

muscles. Its weight gives it stability and great momentum. It can

not rise off the land at all and before it can rise from the water it

must patter along the surface, half running and half fljang, beating

the water with both feet and wings, for a long distance; even then

it experiences considerable difficulty unless facing a strong wind.

But when once under way its flight is strong, direct, rapid, and long

sustained. While coot shooting off the coast we used to estimate

the speed of a passing loon by noting the time required to fly from

our line of boats a known distance to the next line of boats, where

a puff of smoke would announce its arrival ; we were convinced that,
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under favorable circumstances, the loon often attains a speed of 60

miles an hour. Its momentum is so great that when shot, high up
in the air, it will strike the Avater in falling at a surprisingly long

distance, plowing up the surface or bounding along over it. I have

been told of serious damage being done to a gunner's dory where

one of these heavy birds had fallen into it. A 15-pound bird flying

at the rate of a mile a minute might be expected to cause some trouble

under the circumstances. The flight of a loon is decidedly distinc-

tive ; .-^uch a rakish craft, long and pointed at both ends, could not be

mihtalicn for anything else. The great northern diver can be dis-

tinguished from the red-throated loon by its heavier build, and, if

near enough, the adult bird can be recognized by its black head and
neck.

I have never seen a loon fly, except when alighting, with anything

but perfectly steady and rapid wing beats, but the Hon. K. Magoon
Barnes (1897) relates an experience which is an exception to this

rule. On the Illinois River, during the spring migration, he saw

a loon " making great circles in the air, flapping its wings and then

sailing." It " circled round and round and round, very much after

the fashion of a bald eagle; rising spirally higher and higher, con-

tinuing the flapping of its wings, and the sailing movements until

it reached a great altitude. Finally, after it had raised in the air

until it appeared but little larger than a blackbird, it straightened out

its wings, and pointing its long neck toward the North Pole sailed

with great rapidity." With wings set " it seemed to coast or

slide down hill, as it were, toward the north." He watched the

bird as far as he could trace it, but " could see no movement of the

wings," though it " seemed to be traveling at a tremendous rate."

A loon requires nearly as much space to alight in the water as to

rise from it, and creates quite as much commotion at the finish of its

flight as at the beginning; its small wings are unable to check the

momentum of its heavy body; it circles lower and lower until it

can stand the shock of sliding into the water, striking it with a tre-

mendous splash, plowing a long furrow and sending the spra}^ flying.

It is not a graceful performance, but it is full of force and power.

The loon is a rapid swimmer and a wonderful diver. It is much
more at home in the water than elsewhere. Its plunge beneath the

surface is exceedingly quick and graceful, causing little disturbance:

with wings closely folded, it is propelled by its powerful paddles

alone, which usually work alternately, driving it at a high speed.

The loon can swim for a long distance under water and always pre-

fers to escape in this way. While endeavoring to escape in this way
it often swims with only its bill protruding, which is nearly in-

visible and after a brief breathing spell it is fortified for another
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long swim below the surface. When wishing to indulge in an un-
usual burst of speed, it uses both wings and feet with marvelous
effect, but ordinarily I believe that the wings are not used. It is

certainly capable of catching fish without making this extra effort.

Its diving ability in dodging at the flash of a gun is well known. I

once saw a remarkable exhibition of this power by a loon which
was surrounded by gunners in a small cove on the Taunton Kiver.

There wer six or eight men, armed with breechloading guns on both
sides of the cove and on a railroad bridge across it, all within short

range. I should not dare to say for how long a time the loon suc-

ceeded in dodging their well-directed shots, or how many cart-

ridges were wasted before the poor bird succumbed from sheer ex-

haustion
; but it was an almost incredible record.

The behavior of loons under certain circumstances shows peculiar

traits of character; playfulness and curiosity are both highly devel-

oped. Rev. M. B. Townsend contributes the following sketch of their

sunrise greeting:

A beautiful sight was that of three loons facing the rising sun, standing almost
erect on the water, their great wings vigorously flapping, the sun shining
full upon their pure white breasts. It seemed almost like an act of religious

devotion in honor of old Phoebus.

Dr. P. L. Hatch (1892) relates the following account of another

early morning performance:

It has been my privilege to witness some scenes of their matutinal jollifica-

tions, which have always occurred at the earliest dawn, and have terminated

with the advent of the sun. The night is spent in proximity to each other

on the water, somewhat removed from the land. And in the earliest morning,

notes of the parent male soon call out a response from the other members of

the family, when they all draw near, and after cavorting around each other

after the manner of graceful skaters for a brief time, they fall into line, side by
side, and lifting their wings simultaneously, they start off in a footrace on the

water like a line of school children, running with incredible speed a full quarter

of a mile without lowering their wings or pausing an instant, wheel around

in a short circle (in which some of them get a little behind) and retrace their

course to the place of starting. This race, after but a moment's pause, is

repeated over and over again, with unabated zest, until by some undiscoverable

signal it ceases as suddenly as it began. Its termination is characterized by a

subsequent general congratulation manifested by the medley of loon notes. This

walking, or rather running, upon the face of the quiet lake waters is a marvel

of pedal performance, so swiftly do the thin, sharp, legs move in the race, the

wings being continuously held at about half extent. Soon after this is over,

the male parent takes to wing to seek his food in some distant part of the

same or some other lake, which is soon followed by the departure of the

female in another direction, while the young swim away in various directions

to seek their supplies nearer the place of nightly rendezvous.

Curiosity has cost many a loon his life, for it is an easy matter to

tole one within gunshot range by remaining hidden, and waving some

suspicious object. The loon can not resist the impulse to investigate,
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unless it is an old bird which has learned by experience. A man
partially concealed in grass or underbrush near the shore of a lake

will sometimes serve to arouse the curiosity of some old loon who will

call up a number of his companions to talk it over. They will then

swim around in circles, gradually working in nearer. A sudden

movement will cause them to dive like a flash or go scudding away;
but they will swim up again, alternately advancing or retreating,

until a shot from the man satisfies their curiosity.

I must let some abler pen than mine describe the vocal perform-

ances of this species, for it has a wonderful variety of notes, each

of which probably has its special significance, and I feel wholly un-

able to do justice to the subject. Mr. Francis H. Allen writes to me:

The commonest notes, which are heard both by day and by night, are a
weird maniacal laughter and a prolonged yodeling note which is much higher

pitched in the middle than at the beginning or the end. This latter note is

very loud and can be heard at a great distance.

Mr. William Lyman Underwood, who is an expert in imitating the

notes of this loon, says that he recognizes four distinct calls : First, a

short, cooing note, often heard when there are several loons together;

second, a long drawn-out note, known among the guides as the night

call; third, the laughing call, which is familiar to everybody who
has ever been in a loon country; and fourth, another call which is

not often heard, known among the guides as the storm call. This

last is a very peculiar and weird performance which the guides re-

gard as a sure sign of a coming storm. The notes of the loon can

be closely imitated by the human voice, after a little practice—so

closely that loons can be made to answer or can be called up ; but the

notes can be almost exactly reproduced on a little musical instrument

known as an ocarina, or more commonly as a " sweet potato." Mr.

Underwood says that these instruments are made in different keys

and that the proper one for the loon call is D 5^.

Mr. E. Howard Eaton (1910) gives the following good description

of two of the loon's commonest notes:

The scream of the loon, uttered at evening, or on the approach of a storm,

has to my ear, an unearthly and mournful tone resembling somewhat the dis-

tant howl of a wolf. It is a penetrating note, loud and weird, delivered with

a prolonged rising inflection, dropping at the end, resembling the syllables

A-006-OO, or as is often written 6-O-66I1. Its laughter, however, is of a

more pleasing quality, like the syllables ftw, hob, hob, hob, hob, uttered in a

peculiarly vibrating tremolo.

This loon also has a peculiar warning cry as a signal of danger to

its young, which they promptly obey, also a different warning cry

to its incubating mate.

Fall.—On the fall migration the young birds precede the adults

by about three weeks, and they go much farther south. The princi-
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pal flight is along the coast, where they are, at times, very common,
flying with the scoters and generally crossing headlands or long
capes. They usually fly high in the air, singly, or in small groups
widely scattered, but I have often seen a large number in sight at one
time. While anchored off the coast coot shooting on foggy mornings
in October, I have listened with interest to the laughing calls of mi-

grating loons, which were probably keeping in touch with each other

and with the coast line by this method of signaling in the fog. Some-
times they stop to rest and congregate in large numbers in the water,

several miles off shore, in what we call " conventions," where we
could hear, on a still morning, the constant murmur of their voices

in soft conversational tones. It is a constant temptation to all

gunners to shoot at passing loons, for they are swift, strong fliers and
are very hard to stop ; it is particularly exciting on a foggy morning
when so many are heard and only an occasional fleeting glimpse is

seen. There is no good excuse, however, for shooting them, as they

are practically never used for food. They are exceedingly hard to

kill, and it is well-nigh useless to chase a wounded loon. On the

coast of Labrador loons are shot for food, and I can testify from
experience that they are not bad eating, though I should not con-

sider them to be in the game-bird class.

Winter.—Loons spend the winter on inland lakes and streams to

some extent throughout their winter range, which extends as far

north as they can find plenty of open water. As they require a large

open space in which to rise from the water they are sometimes caught

by the freezing of ponds, where they are either shot or starve to

death. By far the greater number of them spend the winter on the

seacoast, where they are usually seen singly or in small parties, but

occasionally in large gatherings, which can hardly be called flocks,

numbering from 40 to 100 birds, sometimes far out at sea. They
are common on the coast of New England, swimming just outside

the breakers off our beaches, where they are always conspicuous,

standing up at full height to flap their wings or rolling over on their

sides to preen their plumage, their white breasts glistening in the

sunlight, as they swim around in a circle with one foot up in the air.

In stormy or foggy weather they are often noisy. I believe that they

usually sleep on the water, but when it is safe to do so they often

come ashore to sleep. I have several times surprised one well up on

a sandy beach, where it had been spending the night or had gone

ashore to dry and sand its plumage. Its attempts to regain the water

were more precipitous than graceful, as it scrambled or stumbled

down the beach, falling on its breast at every few yards, darting its

head and neck about, humping its back and straining every muscle

to make speed, at which it was surprisingly successful.
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DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Northern parts of the Northern Hemisphere,

chiefly North American. East to eastern Greenland (north to

Scoresby Sound), northern Iceland (Isle of Grimsey), Labrador,

Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and New England. South to Maine,

New Hampshire, and Vermont (regularly), Massachusetts (rarel^^),

Connecticut (casually) , northern New York (Adirondack Mountains)

,

central eastern Pennsj'lvania (Monroe County, casual), northern

Ohio (formerly), northeastern Indiana (Steuben, Lagrange, and

Noble counties), northeastern Illinois (Deer Lake, Lake County,

casual), northern Iowa (Winnebago, Cerro Gordo, and Hancock
counties), and northeastern California (Eagle Lake and near Mount
Lassen). West to western Washington (Pierce County and Belling-

ham Bay), British Columbia (Okanagan Lake, Vancouver Island,

and Queen Charlotte Islands), southern Alaska, and the Aleutian

Islands (Kyska Island and probably others of the chain). North to

northwestern Alaska (Norton Sound and Kotzebue Sound), Mac-
kenzie (throughout the region), Banks Land (Mercy Bay), Barrow
Strait, Cumberland Sound Region, and Greenland (north to Uper-
nivik district).

Recorded in summer, but not breeding: California (Los Angeles

County), Mississippi (Bay St. Louis), South Carolina (near Charles-

ton), New York (Long Island), and Massachusetts (off the coast).

Also from the Outer Hebrides and Shetland Islands and the coast of

Norway.
Winter range.—Mainly within the United States (particularly

along both coasts) and western Europe. East to northern New Eng-

land (Maine) and the Atlantic Coast States. South to Florida

(Caloosahatchee region) and the Gulf Coast (Louisiana and Texas).

West to the Pacific coast (Lower California to British Columbia).

North to the northern United States and the Great Lakes. Has been

recorded from Nova Scotia in winter. In Europe from the British

Isles south to the Azores, Madeiras, the Mediterranean and Black

Seas.

Spring migration.—Northward mainly in April and May. South

Carolina: Leave March 28. North Carolina: Raleigh, April 13

(latest). New Jersey: April 14 to May 9. New York: Long Island,

May 24-28 (latest June 1). Rhode Island: May 28 (latest).

Quebec: April 12 (arrival). Labrador: April 14 (earliest). Green-

land: Ivigtut, May 15 (earliest). Kansas: last of March to end of

April. Ohio : April 20 to May 21. Michigan : April 1. Manitoba

:

May 1 to 4 (arrival). Mackenzie: Athabaska River, May 20; Fort

Simpson, May 23, Yukon Territory: Forty Mile, May 28. Cali-

fornia : San Diego, April 4 to May 9 ; Santa Barbara, April 28 to
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May 4. Southern Alaska : Kuiu Island, April 25 to May 6 ; Admir-
ality Island, May 16; Bocadequadra, May 28. Northern Alaska:
Norton Sound, May 15 to 25 (arrival).

Fall migration.—Southward mainly in September and October.

Greenland: Ivigtut, November 18 (latest). Labrador: Davis Inlet,

October 2 ; Battle Harbor, October 12. Rhode Island, September 15.

North Carolina : Fort Macon, arrives in September. South Carolina

:

Arrives October 17 to 27. Yukon Territory : Forty Mile, September
25. Mackenzie Eiver: Near Nahanni River, leaves October 15.

Alberta: Lily Lake, September 24; Edmonton, October 30. Idaho:
September 25 to October 4. Nebraska: September and October.

Missouri : October 20 to November 20. Alaska : Norton Sound, leave

October 1; Wrangell Island, November 5; Shumagin Islands, Sep-

tember 2. Southern California : Pacific slope, arrives October 15.

Egg dates.—Maine and New Hampshire: 28 records, June 2 to

Aug-ust 10 ; 14 records, June 14 to 27. Ontario and Quebec : 12 rec-

ords, May 21 to July 12 ; 6 records, June 15 to 23. British Columbia
and Washington: 11 records, April 29 to May 29; 6 records, May 3

to 19. Michigan and Wisconsin: 11 records, May 7 to June 26; 6

records, May 20 to 28. Iceland and southern Greenland : 8 records.

May 29 to July 12; 4 records, June 4 to 19. Anderson River: 2

records, June 25 and July 3.

GAVLX. ADAMSI (Gray).

YELLOW-BILLED LOON.

HABITS.

This large and handsome diver is essentiall}'^ a bird of the Arctic

coast. Few naturalists have ever seen it and very little is known of

its habits. It is one of the rare species about which I have hoped to

learn something new, but I regret to say that I have been unable to

add much to its life history beyond what has already been published

and that is meager enough. It seems to be fairly common, or even

abundant, along the Arctic coasts of northwestern North America

and eastern Siberia.

Spring.—Mr. John Murdoch (1885) says of its appearance at Point

Barrow

:

They are first to be seen about the end of May, or early in .June, at the " lead "

of open water and flying inland to their breeding grounds. As the sea opens

along the shore and open holes are found in the lagoons they are to be looked

for in such places, gradually going out to sea as the season advances. Fully

fledged young were seen August 7, 1883. The breeding grounds are probably

around the swamps and lakes .some distance inland.

Mr. John Koren, in his notes published by Thayer and Bangs

(1914), says:

The yellow-billed loon is common along the Arctic coast of east Siberia. It

seems to prefer drift ice. and was very numerous between the mouth of the
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Point Hojic, Alaska. A. K. Iloare.

Point. Hope, Alaska.
Yellow-billed Loon.

For description see page 234

A. R. Hoarc.
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Kolyma River and Chaun Bay, swimming among the ice. It was observed

once only in a lalie—July 20, 1912. A skin, however, was seen in the posses-

sion of a native at Shornoy Myss, a point about 300 miles up the Kolyma River,

No nests, or young birds, were found during the trip, and no specimens were

taken.

Nesting.—Mr. Roderick MacFarlane (1908), the veteran natural-

ist who has done more than any other one man to add to our laiowl-

edge of the nesting habits of northern birds, was equally unfortunate

in hunting for the nest of this rare bird. He writes

:

Although this species was very numerous on the polar shores of Liverpool

and Franklin Bays, where it no doubt breeds, yet we never succeeded in finding

even one well authenticated set of its eggs, while it is possible that the two

Adamsii eggs referred to on page 452 of volume 2, of the Water Birds of North

America, by Baird, Brewer, and Ridgx^^ay, may have belonged to the great

northern diver.

There is a set of eggs in the collection of Col. John E. Thayer,

taken by Capt. J. Smythe on June 21, 1898. The nest is described as

made of twigs and grasses, situated 6 feet from the water, on an

island in the Mackenzie River, near its mouth. These eggs are not

distinguishable from ordinary eggs of the common loon; the gi'ound

color is " Dresden brown " or halfway between that color and
" sepia " ; and the markings are in no way distinctive.

Eggs.—Mr. R. M. Barnes writes me that he has received an egg of

this species taken by the Rev. A. R. Hoare near Point Hope, Alaska,

in June 12, 1916. The nest is described as a bare tussock or hum-
mock surrounded by water in a small lake on the tundra. Mr. Hoare
adds :

" Could not shoot male or female, though both remained near

and were identified by myself." Mr. Hoare also sent me a set of

two eggs, with the parent bird, taken the same season in the same

locality, in wet grass on a small island. The eggs are " elliptical

ovate " in shape ; the color of one is " Saccardo's umber " and of the

other " snuff brown ;

" the first is sparingly and the second rather

profusely spotted with " bone brown."

I received another set of two eggs, with the parent bird, taken the

same season by Mr. T. L. Richardson near Point Barrow, Alaska.

No data came with this set. The eggs are " elongate ovate " in shape,

slightly lighter than "bister" in color and sparingly spotted with

"bone brown." I am inclined to think that the yellow-billed loon

habitually nests in or around the tundra pools at considerable dis-

tances back from the coast which are so difficult of access during the

breeding season that very few^ests have been found. The measure-

ments of 17 eggs in various collections, said to be of this species,

average 89 by 56.9 millimeters; the eggs showing the four extremes

measure 95 by 60, 92 by 66, 80 by 56, and 85 by 53.5 millimeters.

Plumages.—The downy young of this species is very light colored,

varying from " natal brown " on the back and rump to " wood
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brown " on the head, neck, and sides, and to '' tilleul buff," or nearly

white, on the belly. The molts and plumages seem to be similar to

those of the common loon. Prof. R. Collett (1894) has made an
extensive study of the plumages of the yelloAv-billed loon in Nor-
way, and the following items are taken from his excellent paper on
the subject

:

The young of the year are barely full growu the first autumn. One from
the neighborhood of Tromso has still a shortish and undeveloped bill. During
the first autumn the winter plumage is recognizable by the light, somewhat
sharply delined margins of the feathers of the back. In shape these feathers

are rounded or almost pointed. The 1-yoar-old bird (South Varauger, .Tune

23, 1891) still bears its worn first winter plumage. The light margins of the

upper surface have become bleached, almost whitish, and partly worn, from
which the feathers begin to assume the more square-cut edge, which at once
distinguishes the back of the adult bird from those of younger ones.

In the autumn and winter of the second year the birds still retain a gray
plumage, which is, however, easily distinguishable from that of the young ones

by the color and shape of the back feathers. The light margins on the upper
parts have been thrown off, and the back, on the whole, has become darker

;

most of the feathers have a lighter grayish-brown patch where the large white
summer spots will subsequently appear. But these patches are often weakly
margined and part/ indistinct. In shape these feathers are somewhat square

cut, as in all old individuals. Tlie bill has attained its full length and shape,

and its color is about the same as in individuals in their nuptial plumage.

The lower neck bar is moi-e or less indicated by the dusky terminal rays on
the feathers, which are here more dense and darker than on the throat.

I am inclined to think that the plumage just described is identical

with, or indistinguishable from, the adult winter plumage; at all

events, he does not seem to have pointed out any differences which
might not be accounted for by individual variation.

He says, further:

The nuptial plumage is assumed when the individual is at least 2 years old.

If we may reason by inference from what we know of the molts

and plumages of the common loon, I should say that young birds might
be expected to begin assuming the adult nuptial plumage at any time

during their second winter, from December to February, or when
18 or 20 months old, the time varying greatly in different individuals.

The seasonal molts and plumages of the adult are, evidently, prac-

tically the same as in the common loon. Professor Collett (1894)

has considerable to say about the transformation of feathers, imply-

ing a color change without molt or combined with it; but I am in-

clined to think that no changes take place except by wear or by

molt. He hardly seems to have pro^n his case and his following

statement seems to contradict his claim

:

The recoloration takes place rapidly, probably in tlie course of a few Iiours in

each individual feather, and it is quite exceptional to find feathers in the course

of transformation.
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Tlie molt into the winter plumage is very irregular and much pro-

longed, and the plumage is worn for only a short time. He refers

to a specimen taken on September 22 in which the molt had begun,

ethers taken in October and November in transitional stages, and

one 'taken on October 5 in which the summer plumage was almost

entirely retained. A specimeii taken on January 11 " still retains

a number of white-spotted summer feathers on its back and shoul-

ders." and one taken at the beginning of May shows molt into the

summer plumage. The two molts are so prolonged and so irregular

that they may almost be said to overlap.

Dr. Witmer Stone (1900) describes an adult winter bird as follows:

One adult specimen, September 29, has just completed the molt, and the new
wings are only half grown ; above glossy black with a tinge of green appearing
" scaly " in certain lights, top of head and back of neck black, feathers on sides

of neck slightly tipped with black. The flight feathers in the loons are evi-

dently lost all at once, as in the ducks.

Behavior.—Professor Collett (1894) says of the habits of the

yellow-billed loon :
" But little information has been obtained on

the Norwegian coasts. Some of the specimens were caught in nets

in which they had been entangled when diving." One " was taken

on a hook which was laid at a depth of about 15 fathoms." In the

specimens that he dissected the stomachs were " filled with the re-

mains of fishes, and had a quantity of gravel in " them. " The last

specimen received contained an example of Cottus scovpius [total

length 270 mm., a full grown female with roe]."

Mr. Joseph Dixon (191G) refers to the flight of this species as

follows :

The flight of the yellow-billed loon in migration was one of the most im-

pressive sights of our Arctic trip. A dim speck low over the frozen tundra or

glaring ice fields suddenly develops vriugs which beat rapidly with the rhythm
and energy of a steam engine. The huge bill and neck seem to be extended
slightly upward and the bird glides swiftly forward in a straight line with
none of the undulating movements of the brant and eider ducks. The rapid
" swish, swish," of the huge wings dies away in the Arctic silence, and the

next moment one is gazing in the distance where a rapidly diminishing dark
object seems to be boring a hole in the low clouds in the east. There was no
variation in speed or direction, and the birds traveled at least 40 miles an
hour over a measured distance.

Mr. Murdoch (1885) writes:

They are generally to be seen alone or in pairs, seldom more than three or
four together, and are silent birds compared with C. torquatus. I only heard
this bird " laugh " once during the whole of my stay. The " laugh " appeared
to be harsher than that of torquatus.

Mr. F. Seymour Hersey, in his field notes, describes the call of this

species as " a wild, ringing laugh, similar in many respects to that of

the common loon, but louder."
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Macfarlane (1908) says:

An Eskimo of our bird and egg gathering party observed a male Somateria
V. nigra struck and killed on the wing by an attacking bird of the species
under review.

Fall.—When the Arctic Ocean is closed with ice these loons are

forced to leave their summer homes, but where they go is one of the

many unsolved problems in American ornithology. They have been
frequently taken on migrations in the lakes and rivers of northern
Canada, but even these are frozen in winter, A few have been taken
or seen in the vicinity of the Aleutian and Commander Islands and
even on the coast of Alaska south of the peninsular.

Wi7Uer.—Professor Collett (189-i) says that the yellow-billed loon
" visits the coasts of Norway annually, especially during the autumn
and winter, in some years even in considerable numbers," which sug-

gests the possibility that its main migration route may be westward,
along the Arctic coasts of Asia and Europe, to its principal winter

home in the vicinity of Norway. Pie says

:

The winter visitors usually appear in October, and most of the specimens
hitherto examined have been obtained during the period from October to De-
cember. During their visits to the Norwegian coasts these birds, on some
occasions, penetrate to the interior of the southernmost fjords (for instance,

the Christiania Fjord) ; but most of them appear to stop on the northern shores.

They disappear, as a rule, during the spring and summer, although it is not

improbable that stray individuals pass the summer without breeding on the

shores of Norway.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Authentic eggs (accompanied by parent) have

been taken at Point Hope, Point Barrow, and Salmon Kiver, Alaska,

and at the delta of the Mackenzie River. Dresser records a nest on

the River Omolai, Siberia.

It has been reported in summer from northwestern Alaska (Nor-

ton Sound, Kotzebue Sound, and Selawik Lake north to Point Bar-

row), east along the Arctic coast to Liverpool and Franklin Bays and
from the lakes in the interior of northern Mackenzie ; also from north-

eastern Siberia west to the Yenisei River and the Taimur Peninsula.

It is supposed to breed more or less commonly throughout this region,

but authentic eggs are veiy rare- in collections and there is consid-

erable evidence that many of the birds found in summer are not

breeding. Dixon found no signs of breeding in 14 specimens shot be-

tween June 3 and July 16 at Humphrey Point, Arctic Alaska. It has

been found very numerous in De Salis Bay, Banks Land, and its main
breeding grounds may prove to be the islands north of the Arctic

coast. Ross took three birds at the Boothia Peninsula and it has oc-

curred accidentally in Greenland.
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Winter range.—Largely unknown. Has been reported from China

and Japan in small numbers and on the northwest coast of Norway

from Tromso southward (common). Also taken or otherwise re-

corded in winter from the Commander Islands, Great Britain (6 ex-

amples). Upper Austria, and Italy.

SpHng migration,—Birds leave the coast of Norway early in spring,

although single individuals have been taken from May to the end of

July. They reached Point Barrow May 15, 1882, and May 25, 1883;

Colville River, June 6, 1909; and Point Humphrey, Alaska, June 3.

1914. At this time they are also common in the Mackenzie region

(Mackenzie River above Fort Simpson, May 20, 1905; Hay River,

Great Slave Lake, May), but it is unknown hj what route they reach

this section. Specimens have been taken in spring and summer in

southeastern Alaska (Admiralty Island, May 25, 1911) and seen about

June 1, 1911, at Admiralty Island; June 5, 1911, south end of Lynn
Canal, and June 17, 1911, east shore of Lynn Canal. The record from

Loveland, Colorado, May 25, 1885, is erroneous.

Fall migration.—Route unknown. They have been noted in the

Mackenzie region : Fort Enterprise, September 26 ; Mackenzie River

near mouth of Nahanni River, October 15 ; Franklin Bay, migrating

west, September 6. Arctic Sound, between Cherre Islands and Kater
Point, Northwest Territory ; last seen, September 16. Alaska : Point

Barrow, September 29; St. Michael, October 14; St. Paul Island,

Bering Sea, one taken in August; near Nushagak, September 21.

Gulf of Anadyr, Siberia, September 1. In southeastern Alaska one

was taken August 17, 1911, at Dixon Harbor and one seen in Novem-
ber, 1910, at Gastineau Channel. One was taken at Kodiak, Novem-
ber 1, 1868. The species usually arrives on the coast of Norway in

October (earliest September 22).

Egg dates.—Alaska : 4 records, June 6, 7, 10, and 17. Mackenzie

:

2 records, June 20 and 21.

GAVIA ARCTICA (Linnaeus).

BLACK-THBOATEB LOON.

HABITS.

The status of the European form of the black-throated loon, as an
American bird, can not be clearly demonstrated without some study

of the systematic status of this group of loons. From the study of a

large number of speciinens, from various portions of the circum-

polar range of the black-throated loon, it becomes apparent that there

is probably but one species, which may be divided into four sub-

species, all of which intergrade in all of the characters which
separate them and all of which show^ so much individual variation

that averages alone will identify them. Size is the most satisfactory

character, but even in this there is some overlapping.
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Mr. N. A. Sarudny (1912), who described the Asiatic bird under
the name Vrinator arcticus suschklni, claims that the Asiatic bird is

smaller and has a shorter bill than the European. Perhaps, if we
had more material for study, we might be able to confirm his views;

moreover, we should naturally expect to find the Asiatic bird inter-

mediate in all characters between the European and the American
birds; but, strangely enough, the largest bird we have seen, with a

bill measuring 2.87 and a wing measuring 13 inches, was taken at

St. Michael, Alaska ; it is referable to a new Asiatic form, Gavia viri-

digularls Dwight, and was probably a straggler from Siberia.

The color characters are equally unsatisfactory, or more so. Mr.
Sarudny (1912) separates his Asiatic bird from the European bird

on several color characters, which are very variable and which, at

best, make this bird only intermediate between the European
and American birds. With what scanty material we have in this

country to study, it would be unwise to express an opinion, at this

time, on the validity of the two Asiatic subspecies. The Asiatic bird,

viridigularis, apparently, sometimes wanders to northwestern Alaska

on migrations; it may occasionally breed in the vicinity of Norton

Sound. So, if w^e are to recogTiize this bird as distinct from the

European, it is apparently the former and not the latter which be-

longs on the American list.

The European bird, Gavia arctica arctica (Linnaeus) seems to

have no standing as an American bird. I have been unable to find an

American specimen which I could identify as arctica; all the

specimens which I have been able to locate, taken in eastern North

America, are either typical paciflca or are nearer that than anything

else. Numerous records are based on erroneous identifications of

immature common loons, Gavia immer. For further information re-

garding all the American records that we could trace, I would refer

the reader to a recent paper on the subject by my assistant, Mr. F.

Seymour Hersey (1917).

I have therefore no reason for including the life history of the

European bird in this work. So little is known about the distribu-

tion and habits of the Asiatic bird that I shall not attempt to write

a fragmentary story, which probably w^ould not differ materially

from what I have written about the Pacific loon.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Northern parts of the Northern Hemisphere,

chiefly (if not entirely) confined to Europe and Asia. East to north-

eastern Siberia (Chaun Bay; Cape Bolohaja, Baranov; and Gichiga

and Marcova, Anadyr district). Southern limits poorly defined.

Probably south to Japan and eastern Prussia. West to the British Isles

(northern Scotland, the Outer Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland Is-
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lands). North to the Faroe Islands, Iceland, and the Arctic coast

and outlying islands (Kolguev, Nova Zembla?). North American

breeding records are very doubtful. Apparently there is not a single

North American taken set of eggs accompanied by parent birds to

establish the breeding of this species in the Western Hemisphere.

Siberian birds have been described as a distinct subspecies (see text),

but its range is not well known.

Winter range.—Birds have been recorded in winter from near the

northern limit of its breeding range, Lapland (Varanger Fiord).

It also winters from the British Isles, Heligoland, and Prussia south

to Spain, Portugal, the Mediterranean, Black and Caspian Seas, and

along the coast of eastern Siberia to Japan.

Casual records.—Some Alaska records probably refer to the Sibe-

rian subspecies. All other American records seem to refer to some-

thing else.

Egg dates.—Lapland: 12 records, May 28 to June 23; 6 records,

June 6 to 12. Finland: 8 records, June 6 to 17; 4 records, June 10

to 14. Sweden : 7 records, May 25 to June 20 ; 4 records, June 7 to 11.

GAVIA PACIFICA (Lawrence).

PACIFIC LOON.

HABITS.

Spring.—The Pacific loon is well named, for, except during the

breeding season, it is an abundant species along the Pacific coast of

this continent. The spring migration is well marked, as the follow-

ing observation, sent me by Mr. A. B. Howell, will illustrate

:

Api'il 12, 1910, detached parties were migrating northward past Ensenada Bay,

Mexico, so frequently as to be almost one continuous flock. There were

thousands. May 2, 1913, I witnessed a similar flight near Santa Barbara,

California.

Mr. Bernard J. Bretherton (1896) says that it arrives at Kodiak

Island

about the middle of May. On account of its large size, and a habit it has of

flying round before it finally alights, makes the arrival of this bird very

noticeable. These birds approach the island from the east, flying very high

and in pairs, seeming at once to give their attention to selecting a suitable

place to nest. They fly from one lake to another, describing large circles in

the air, and giving forth their harsh cry, which gives rise to their native name
of " Googara." They were never noticed to arrive in the night, as many
migrants do.

Mr. John Murdoch (1885) says that, at Point Barrow

—

they arrive early in June, and before the ponds are open are generally flying

eastward as if they had come up along the open water at sea and were striking

across to the mouths of the rivers at the east. As the ponds open they make
themselves at home there, and evidently breed in abundance, though we were

unable to find the nest. One of their breeding grounds was evidently a swampy
lagoon some five or six miles inland, but the nests are inaccessible.

55916—19—Bull. 107—6
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Nesting.—Mr. W. Sprague Brooks has sent me the following notes
on a nest which he found at Demarcation Point, Arctic Alaska, on
July 4, 1914:

The nest was on the edge of a shallow slough on the tundra about 200 yards
from the shore of the Arctic Ocean. This slough was about 3 acres in area,

but another nest was found in one of about half an acre. Enough room to take
wing seems to be all that is required. The nest itself was in the aquatic vegeta-

tion along the edge and was merely a soaking wet mass of roots, stems, and the
accompanying mud, of this same plant torn from the bottom. In the three
nests of this species that I found the bird on being disturbed did not show
any particular concern, merely swimming off to the other side of the slough
and keeping an eye on my activities.

Macfarlane (1908) refers to a nest of this species found near

Stuart's Lake, British Columbia, on May 29, 1889, and two nests

found early in June, 1890, north of Cumberland House, showing that

the Pacific loon breeds far inland. In his notes on the birds of the

lower Mackenzie and Anderson Rivers, Macfarlane (1891) says:

This is the most abundant of all the divers in the region under investigat'on.

Nests were discovered in the wooded country, in the Barren Grounds, and on

the shores and islands of the Arctic coast. In situation and composition they

resemble those of U. imber. In all about 165 nests, most of which contained

two eggs, were secured in course of the five seasons, from 1862 to 1806, in-

clusive.

Eggs.—The eggs of the Pacific loon are much like other loon's

eggs, but they average smaller than those of the black-throated loon

and larger than those of the red-throated loon. In shape they are

" elliptical ovate " or " cylindrical ovate," usually the former and

very rarely nearly " ovate." The ground color is " Prouts' brown,"
" Saccardo's umber," " cinnamon brown," " dark olive buff," or " Isa-

bella color," very rarely " pale olive buff." The egg is usually sparsely

covered with small spots, but often there are a few scattering larger

spots, of the darkest shades of brown or nearly black ; some eggs show

underlying spots or pale shades of lavender or drab. The measure-

ments of 41 eggs, in the United States National Museum, average

75.5 by 47 millimeters; the eggs showing the four extremes measure

87 by 45, 80 by 51, 68.5 by 46, and 70.5 by 44 millimeters.

Young.—Nelson (1887) gives the following account of the behavior

and food of the young:

When the young can follow their parents all pass to the coast, and during

calm, pleasant weather, the last of July and in August, they are very common
in all the shallow bays along shore. On one occasion downy young, not over

one-fourth grown, were found on August 30. They were in a pond over 2 miles

from any place where fish could be found, so that the parents must have flown

4 miles at least for each fish taken to them. One of the young birds had a half

digested tomcod about 6 inches long in its gullet, and one of the parents was

seen coming in from the seacoast 5 or 6 miles away with a fish of the same size

crosswise in its beak.
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Demarcation Point, Alaska. W. S. Brooks.

Demarcation Point, Alaska.
Pacific Loon.

W. S. Brooks.

For description see p*ge 234
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Plumages.—The downy young is plainly colored; the short thick

down, with which it is covered, is " light seal brown " on the back,
" clove brown " on the sides, head, and neck, and " light drab " on the

breast and belly. A specimen in the American Museum, in New
York, collected in northeastern Siberia on September 16, 1901, shows
the change from the downy stage into the first winter plumage. This

is similar to the corresponding plumage of the common loon, but this

species can be recognized by its smaller size. In the first winter

plumage the under parts are pure white, the throat and sides of the

head are largely white, more or less streaked or mottled with dusky,

and the upper parts are dark blackish brown ; the characteristic fea-

ture of this plumage is that the feathers of the back are broadly

margined with light gray, giving it a scaly appearance. This

plumage is worn during the winter and part of the following spring;

when the bird is nearly a year old it begins to show progress toward
maturity by a partial molt. Macgillivray (1852) quotes Temminck's
description of this stage in the European bird, as follows

:

The young, when a year old, have the head and hind neck pale gray ; the

throat and fore part of the neck white ; but on the throat and sometimes on

the fore part of the neck, there appear some violet-black feathers mixed with

white feathers ; the longitudinal streaked band of the sides of the neck begins

to form ; the streaks of the lower part of the neck equally appear, and some
black feathers without spots, appear on the back, rump, and sides.

A complete, first, postnuptial molt takes place%n the latter part of

the summer, producing a second winter plumage which is similar to

and probably indistinguishable from the adult winter plumage.

During the winter and spring further progress toward maturity is

made, producing a second nuptial plumage, of which Macgillivray

(1852) gives Temminck's description, as follows:

At the age of 2 years the gray of the head and nape become deeper, and
assume a blackish tint, but only on the forehead ; the violet black of the throat

and forepart of the neck appear, but are variegated with some white feathers

;

the longitudinal bands are formed ; the feathers of the sides and of the upper

part of the back, the scapulars, and wing coverts assume the white bands and
spots; the upper mandible becomes blackish, but its base, as well as a portion

of the lower mandible, are still of a gray color.

Perhaps some individuals ranj require another j^ear to reach the

full maturity of plumage, but probably most birds may be consid-

ered adult and acquire their full plumage at an age of 2 years.

Certainly during the third autumn, and probably during the second,

the adult winter plumage is assumed. This differs from the first

winter plumage in being uniformlj^ dark blackish brown above, with-

out any lighter margins on the feathers of the back; the throat and

lower half of the head are also purer white, without any dusky mark-

ings. The prenuptial molt involes practically all of the contour

feathers and the postnuptial molt is complete.
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Food.—I find nothing published on the food of the Pacific loon

except an occasional reference to one being seen flying inland with a

fish in its bill, presumably for its young. Small fish probably con-

stitute the principal part of its food.

Behavior.—Coues (1877) gives an interesting account of the habits

of this species on the coast of southern California ; he writes

:

They were very plentiful about the Bay of San Pedro. The first thing that

attracted my attention was their remarkable familiarity ; they were tamer
than any other waterfowl I have seen. They showed no concern at the near
approach of a boat, scarcely availed themselves of the powers of diving, in

which the whole family excels, and I had no trouble in shooting as many as I

wanted. They even came up to the wharves, and played about as unconcerned
as domestic ducks ; they constantly swam around the vessels lying at anchor
in the harbor, and all their motions, both on and under the clear water, could

be studied to as much advantage as if the birds had been placed in artificial

tanks for the purpose. Now two or three would ride lightly over the surface,

with the neck gracefully curved, propelled with idle strokes of their broad pad-

dles to this side and that, one leg after the other stretched at ease almost
horizontally backward, while their flashing eyes, first directed upward with
curious sidelong glance, then peering into the depths below, sought for some at-

tractive morsel. In an instant, with the peculiar motion, impossible to de-

scribe, they would disappear beneath the surface, leaving a little foam and
bubbles to mark where they went down and I could follow their course under
water ; see them shoot with marvelous swiftness through the limpid element, as,

urged by powerful strokes of the webbed feet and beats of the half-opened

wings, they flew rathft* than swam ; see them dart out the arrow-like bill,

transfix an unlucky fish, and lightly rise to the surface again. While under
water, the bubbles of air carried down with them cling to the feathers, and they

seem bespangled with glittering jewels, borrowed for the time from their native

element, and lightly parted with as they leave it, when they arrange their

feathers with a slight shiver, shaking off the last sparkling drop. The
feathers look as dry as if the bird had never been under water ; the fish is

swallowed head first, with a curious jerking motion, and the bird again swims
at ease, with the same graceful curve of the neck.

Mr. Wilfred H. Osgood (1904) says of its behavior in Alaska

:

It was exceedingly abundant along the Chulitna River, where from 8 to 15

individuals were seen almost daily. These were generally seen going up and

down the river, flying singly, or more often in pairs, about 100 yards above the

water ond religiously following the course of the stream. They were quite

wary and we seldom approached one on the water nearer than 150 yards, even

when we were slipping noiselessly downstream. The adult birds, sitting on the

water at a little distance, appear as if their heads were entirely white, particu-

larly if a ray of sunlight bears on them. The rapidity with which they swim
under water is amazing, as we repeatedly observed when one would dive at

a point about 150 ynrds in front of our canoe and in a few moments appear

at aboat the same distance astern.

Macfarlane (1891) says that

—

The Pacific loon is noted for its peculiarly loud, weird, and prolonged shrill

scream during the season of nidification.
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Murdoch (1885) refers to the vocal powers of this species as fol-

lows:

Their peculiar harsh cry, "kok, kok, kok," from which they get their name,
" Kaksau," is to be heard all summer, and the birds were seen nearly every

day, flying backward and forward and inland from the sea. During the

breeding season these smaller loons have a habit of getting off alone in some

small pond and howling like a fiend for upward of half an hour at a time.

It is a most bloodcurdling, weird, and uncanny sort of a scream, and the

amount of noise they make is something wonderful. They can be heard for

miles.

Fall.—The same writer says of their movements in the fall:

After the breeding season they are frequently to be seen in the open pools

along the shore, especially when the lagoons have broken out. They are always

very wild and difficult to secure. They are plenty through August and the

greater part of September along the shore, and occasional stragglers remain

around open holes well into October. Some appeared to be feeding young as

late as the middle of September, 1882, as they were seen going inland from the

sea carrying small fish.

The fall migration route seems to be straight south down the

Pacific coast of North America. The winter range extends from
British Columbia southward to Lower California, but the species

is apparently most abundant in winter in the southern portion of this

range, for it occurs more abundantly on the California coast as a

migrant than as a winter resident. Mr. A. B. Howell w^rites me
that—

During migration they often gather in flocks of 50 or more just beyond the

surf during the heat of the day. While some sleep with their heads beneath
their wings, others play, chasing their companions or paddling around on their

sides v.-ith one foot in the air. They seem to be fond of fishing in company
with the cormorants.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Northern portions of North America. East to

the Melville Peninsula (Winter Island), Southampton Island, Hud-
son Bay, western Ungava (Long Island, north of Cape Jones), and
northwestern Greenland (Carey Islands). South to central Kee-
watin (York Factory), southern Mackenzie (Great Slave Lake),
central British Columbia (Stuarts Lake) and southwestern Alaska
(Kodiak Island and Alaska Peninsula). West to Bering Sea. North
to northwestern Alaska (Point Barrow), Banks Land, and the entire

Arctic coast of Alaska and Mackenzie. Also northeastern Siberia

west to the Indigirka Eiver.

Turner records them as present throughout the year in the Aleu-
tian Islands and breeding on the Near Islands (Semichi). Recorded
in summer and may occasionally breed in Queen Charlotte Islands

(Skidegate, several July 9), southern Alaska (Sitkan district, few
pairs; Admiralty Island, few pairs remain), Herald Island (two
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taken in June), Kuril Islands (Simushir) and Japan (near Hako-
dadi July 13). May occasionally reach northern Labrador and
southern Greenland.

Winter range.—South mainly along the Paciific coast. From
southern British Columbia (Puget Sound region) to Lower Cali-

fornia (at least, to San Quentin Bay, perhaps farther south). Some
Alaskan birds may winter on the Asiatic coast (Japan, Tojiri, one

taken March 14) and in the Aleutian Islands; and it is possible that

individuals from the interior may pass the winter in the southern

part of James Bay.

Spring migration.—Northward in April and May. Lower Cali-

fornia: San Quentin Bay, April 12; Coronados Islands, May 15.

California : Santa Cruz Island, April 12 to 15 ; Santa Barbara, April

28 to May 4; Monterey, occasionally to June 10. Southeastern

Alaska: Forrester Island, May 1 to 25; Admiralty Island, May 5.

Northwestern Alaska : Yukon mouth. May 15 to 25 ; Kotzebue Sound,

May 26 (earliest) ; Point Barrow, June 4, 1882, and June 13, 1883.

Arctic coast: Demarcation Point, June 3. Dates for the Mackenzie

region are late, July 2 being the earliest at Fort MacPherson. Yukon
Territory : Forty Mile, May 28. Melville Peninsula, June 28.

Fall migration.—Southward in September. Last seen at Hudson
Bay : Cape Churchill, August 24. Mackenzie : Great Bear Lake, Sep-

tember 9; mouth of Coppermine Eiver, taken in October. North-

western Alaska : Point Barrow, September 28 (and later) ; St.

Michael, September 16. Southeastern Alaska: Valdez Narrows,

September 18. They arrive on the coast of California during Sep-

tember ; the single Arizona bird was taken September 20 and a Colo-

rado (Breckenridge) bird November 15.

Casual records.—Guadaloupe Island (one found dead in 1875),

Arizona (Fort Verde), New Mexico (near Clayton), Iowa (near

Sabula), and New York (Long Island, April 29). The Long Island

and Iowa birds have been erroneously recorded as arctica.

Egg dates.—Mackenzie : 57 records, June 10 to July 23 ; 30 records,

June 23 to July 4. Northern Alaska : 8 records, June 15 to July 6

;

4 records, June 17 to 30. Hudson Bay: 3 records, June 8, July

1 and 14.

GAVIA STELLATA (Pontoppidan).

EED-THROATED LOON.

HABITS.

The rugged coast of Labrador, with its chain of rocky islands, ice-

bound for nine months of the year and enveloped in fog or swept

with chilling blasts from drifting icebergs during most of the other

three, seems bleak and forbidding enough as we pick our way

through the narrow channels back of the outer islands. But in the
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St. Michael, Alaska. F. S. Hersey.

Point Barrow, Alaska.
Red-Throated Loon.

For description see page 234.

T. L. Richardson.
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interior it is different. Though the summer is short, the sun is high
in the heavens and the days are long ; the abundant moisture in the

air stimulates the growth of vegetation ; the snow disappears rapidly

and the verdure of spring follows quickly in the wake of retreating

winter. Within a few feet of a vanishing snowbank I have seen

the dwarfed willows, recently uncovered, already budded and burst-

ing into leaf and a few yards farther away fully leaved out or even

blossoming. Back from the rocky coast only a short distance the

rolling hills are softly carpeted with deep mosses, covered with
fresh verdure and dotted with blooming wild flowers in great va-

riety and profusion. Here among the thousands of small lakes and
ponds in the sheltered hollows, fed with the water from melting
snow and studded with little islands, the red-throated loons find a

congenial summer home and hither they come as soon as the fetters

of winter are unlocked. We saw them everywhere along both the

south and north coasts almost daily, flying inland to the lakes or

even about the little ponds on the islands.

Courtship.—Audubon's (1840) graphic pen thus describes their

courtship

:

High over these waters, the produce of the melted snows, the red-throated

diver is seen gamboling by the side of his mate. The males emit their love

notes, and, with necks gracefully curved downward, speed by the females,

saluting them with mellow tones as they pass. In broad circles they wheel

their giddy flight, and now, with fantastic glidings and curves, they dive to-

ward the spot of their choice. Alighted on the water, how gracefully they swim,

how sportively they beat it with their strong pinions, how quickly they plunge

and rise again, and how joyously do they manifest to each other the depth and
intensity of their affection. Now with erected neck and body deeply Immersed
they swim side by side. Reynard they perceive cunningly advancing at a dis-

tance ; but they are too vigilant for him, and down like a flash they go, nor

rise again until far beyond his reach. Methinks I see them curiously con-

cealed among the rank weeds under the bank of their own islet, their blUa

alone raised above the water, and there will they remain for an hour, rather

than show themselves to their insidious enemy, who, disappointed, leaves them

to pursue their avocations.

Many of the birds are paired before they start on their northward

migration, as they are often seen migrating in pairs, traveling high

in the air, their long necks pointing northward and their white

breasts glistening in the sunlight. Perhaps they are mated for life,

as the common loon is supposed to be. They often arrive on their

breeding grounds while the lakes are still frozen, when they fre-

quent the mouths of rivers or the open sea until the melting snows

produce the first pools of water in the interior and their summer
homes become habitable. After that they return to the sea only

to feed.

Throughout northern Alaska the red-throated loon is the most

abundant and most widely distributed species, a characteristic fea-
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ture of the Arctic tundra, where it can be seen at any time flying up
or down the rivers or to and from the tundra pools. The harsh,

goose-like, honking calls or the weird, shrill cries of this species may
be heard at all hours of the day, or even during the short Arctic

night, the most characteristic sounds of these northern solitudes.

Nelson (1887) saj^s:

At St. Michaels and the Yukon they arrive with the first open water
from May 12 to 20, and by the end of this month are present in large numbers.
Their arrival is at once announced by the hoarse, grating cries, which the

birds utter as they fly from place to place or float upon the water. When
the ponds are open on the marshes the red-throated loons take possession,

and are extremely noisy all through the first part of summer.

Nesting.—The nesting habits of this species are in no wise different

from those of the other loons. Mr. Lucien M, Turner, in his un-

published notes, gives the following good description of a typical

nest:

A nest of dry grass stalks and blades, together with weeds and sticks, was
found on one of the small islets off the mouth of Whale River, Ungava, July

1, 1884. The interior of the nest was of fine grass and few feathers which

from the dampness of the situation or material used in construction of the nest

had become discolored beyond recognition. Three eggs, of the dark pattern of

coloration, were in this nest. They were quite fresh, the last egg had probably

been just deposited. The bird fluttered into the pool, on the margin of which

the nest was placed, and then floundered through the weeds and grass be-

yond from which she took to rapid flight and either she or her mate returned

after awhile and hovered around in circles uttering an occasional ka^ka-ka;

and, at times only a growling, single syllable of the note.

Mr. M. Abbott Frazar (1887) took seven sets of eggs of this species

in southern Labrador and says that it

breeds on the edges of the smaller ponds (often mere pools of surface water

only a few rods square), on the larger islands they make no nest, but simply

lay their eggs in a slight hollow on the bare ground, usually on a slight rise not

over 1 foot from the water's edge. The space about the egg is perfectly bare,

the grass or other vegetation being trampled flat. Hence the spot is easily dis-

covered, and the bird if sitting can be seen for a considerable distance.

Audubon (1840) says:

The nest was placed within a few feet of the water, and well-beaten tracks,

such as are made by otters, led to it. Whenever the birds went to this spot

they walked nearly erect in an awkward manner, but when they sat in their

nest they laid themselves flat on the eggs, in the manner of a goose or duck.

In no instance did they alight on the islands, but always on the water, at some

distance, when, after examining all around them for awhile, they crawled

silently out, and moved to the spot which contained their treasure.

In northern Alaska, Nelson (1887) noted that the eggs " are laid

directly upon the ground, and the spot chosen is frequently wet and

muddy. One nest was found on frozen ground, and ice was floating

in the pond."
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Dr. Joseph Grinnell (1909) describes a nest found at Glacier Bay,

Alaska, on July 16, 1907, as follows

:

This was in the ranli grass at the edge of a pond a few yards baclj from the

shore of one of the small islands on the east side of the bay. The parent was
seen to swim away from the nesting place, and by her peculiar actions indicated

its proximity. There were two eggs on the point of hatching. Instead of the

usual floating structure, the eggs in this case rested on the bare, wet mud,
2 feet back from the water's edge, there being no nesting material whatever.

Eggs.—The red-throated loon, like others of this genus, regularly

lays two eggs. Most writers agree that this is the invariable num-
ber, but Audubon and some others have stated that three eggs are

often laid. Sets of three must be exceptional, and occasionally one

egg ma}^ be all that a nest contains. Frequently only one young
bird is hatched, but in such cases the other ^gg is infertile.

The Q^,g is " elliptical ovate " or " cylindrical ovate " in shape,

with occasionally a tendency toward " ovate " or toward " fusiform,"

The shell is smooth and somewhat glossy. The ground color is

" bister " or " sepia " in the darkest eggs, " auburn," " Brussels

brown," " brownish olive," " light brownish olive," or " Saccardo's

umber " in others, and " Isabella color " or " deep olive buff " in the

palest eggs. Some eggs are nearly spotless, but usually they are

sparingly and irregularly spotted with small spots or with scattering

larger spots, rarely with irregular blotches, of the darkest shades

of brown, such as " clove brown " and " blackish brown " ; some eggs

also have underlying spots of various shades of drab and very rarely

these are the only markings. The measurements of 58 eggs, in the

United States National Museum, average 72.5 by 45 ; the eggs show-

ing the four extremes measure 80 by 47, 79.5 by 48, 62.5 by 41.5,

and 68 by 40.5 millimeters.

The period of incubation seems to be unlmown; it is probably

somewhat less than that of the common loon, as it is a smaller species.

Both Yarrell (1871) and Macgillivray (1852) state that both sexes

assist in the incubation. Certainly the pairs remain together all

through the breeding season, to guard the nesting site and to care

for the young jointly. Macgillivray (1852) says:

The female continues to sit, crouching over her eggs, until a person comes
very near, when she starts forward, plunges into the water, and on emerging
usually takes to wing, but sometimes swims about with great anxiety, as does

the male, should he happen to be present. On being deprived of their eggs,

they may be heard for several evenings lamenting their loss with loud melan-

choly cries.

Young.—Both parents are very solicitous in the care of the young.

When danger threatens the old bird sinks her body below the sur-

face, with only the head and neck stretched up above it, the young
bird climbs upon her back and she swims away with him to safety.
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The young are experts at swimming and diving ; they are soon taught
to hide among the vegetation while their parents draw attention to

themselves by flying excitedly over the pond or swimming in circles

a short distance from the shore. Mr. Edward A. Preble (1908) noted

that

—

When the nesting pond was approached, the male usually flew away, but the

female invariably refused to leave her offspring, and if absent soon appeared
and alighted beside them, diving, swimming about, and encouraging them in

their efforts to escape, and endeavoring to attract the attention of the intruder

to herself. The old birds fished in the lake near by and were often seen car-

rying small fishes to the young.

Nelson (1887) says:

The young are led to the streams, large lakes, or sea-coast as soon as they are

able to follow the parents, and they fall easy victims to the hunter until, with

the growth of the quill feathers, they attain some of the wisdom of their par-

ents. The end of August sees all upon the wing, except now and then a late

bird, and from September 15 to 30 they gradually become more and more scarce,

until only a very few can be found the first of October.

Plumages.—The young loon when first hatched is completely cov-

ered with short, thick, dark brown down, " seal brown " above, shad-

ing gradually to " drab " below. As it increases in size these colors

become paler, particularly on the under parts, which fade out to

" light drab " or " ecru drab " on the belly and to dark " walnut

brown" above. A series of young red-throated loons, collected by

Turner in Ungava, shows that their development is very slow. A
young bird, collected July 30, was evidently hatched very early, but

it is still wholly downy, although nearly half grown, and the wing

quills are only just started. Another, collected September 19, is in

the Juvenal plumage and fully grown, but there is still some down
on the flanks and hind neck. Turner states in his notes that this

bird "would not have been able to sustain flight for fully another

month." Evidently, as in the ducks, the body plumage is fully ac-

quired and the last of the down has disappeared from the flanks long

before the primaries are grown and the flight stage is reached.

In the Juvenal plumage the head and neck are mottled with
" mouse gray " and dirty white, the gray predominating on the

crown and throat; the upper parts are dusky, mottled on the back

and wings with " drab-gray " spots or V-shaped markings ; these

markings are much larger and more decidedly V shaped on the

scapulars, becoming smaller and more broken up into rounded spots

on the back. This plumage is worn without any very decided change

throughout the winter; there is considerable individual variation in

the size, shape and arrangement of the markings; but as a rule the

gray mottling gradually disappears from the throat and the mark-

ings on the upper parts become whiter, smaller and more rounded, as

the season advances. The V-shaped markings, however, are charac-
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teiistic of the first winter plumage and never disappear entirely dur-

ing the winter ; they are never seen in any subsequent winter plumage

and may consequently be regarded as sure signs of immaturity.

At the first prenuptial molt, which is only partial, the head and

neck acquire a plumage resembling that of the adult, but dull and

incomplete; the red throat patch is dull yellowish red and much
restricted ; the white markings of the back have largely disappeared

by wear. At the next complete molt, the first postnuptial, when
a little over a year old, the young bird assumes the adult winter

plumage. This is similar to the first winter plumage except that

the throat is immaculate white, or nearly so, and is sharply sepa-

rated from the crown which is mottled with dusky gray and w^hite;

the back is mottled with round white spots.

The adult has two annual molts; a partial prenuptial molt, involv-

ing at least all of the feathers on the forepart of the body, produces

the handsome head and neck of the nuptial plumage and quite an

extensive growth of dark, new. glossy feathers on the back and

scapulars. I have seen the beginning of this molt as early as Decem-

^ber 28, but usually it is accomplished during March and April; and a

complete postnuptial molt, during the latter part of the summer,

produces the adult winter plumage, described above. The adult

winter plumage is often not complete until late in the season. I have

seen birds in very much worn plumage and only partially molted in

December ; this plumage is worn for a comparatively short time and

the molt into it is often incomplete and sometimes not accomplished

at all. I have seen a bird in full spring plumage in October and

another, in the same month, in regular winter plumage with the

full, rich, red throat of the nuptial plumage. Fall adults are scarce

in collections and, if we had them in large series, we might be sur-

prised to know to what extent old birds retain part or all of their

spring plumage during the fall.

Food.—The food of the red-throated loon consists principally of

small fishes which it obtains by diving and chasing them under

water. On the coast of Labrador the little capelin is its principal

prey, which it flies to salt water to seek. Mr. W. L. Dawson writes

to me that

—

It was a pretty sight to see a straightaway race between this bird and a

herring. The fish rose to the surface with the bird in hot pursuit, and it took

20 feet, after the bird came near enough to the surface to be seen, to catch the

sprat. Once at the surface and overtaken, the fish tried twisting and turning,

but the bird was better at it and soon had the fish down. I tool? pains to

notice that the diver did not spear, but seized the fish.

In addition to fish it eats a variety of animal food, when available;

frogs, fish spawn, crustaceans, mollusks, shrimps, leeches, and
aquatic insects have been reported by various writers; it has even

been suggested that it occasionally eats portions of aquatic plants.
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Behavior.—The flight of this loon is swift, strong and exceedingly

direct; it is capable of long sustained flight and it generally flies in

a straight line at a great height. The neck is outstretched to its

fullest extent, the bill points straight forward and the large feet are

extended backward, held close together, to serve as a rudder in place

of its useless little tail. A long, slender figure, pointed at both ends,

with small wings vibrating rapidly, can generally be recognized as

a loon at even a long distance, but the various species can not be

distinguished with certainty even at a sliort range except in full

nuptial plumage; I know of no field mark by which the young birds

may be recognized. The red-throated loon rises more easily from
the water than the other species and gets under way more quickly;

when alighting on the water it drops in heavily, striking at an angle,

making a great splash and plowing up a furrow as it slides along

the surface. It swims rapidly on the surface or with its body sub-

merged. In diving it can sink quietly out of sight or dive like a

flash, causing scarcely a ripple; but when not hurried or when in-

tending to make a deep dive the neck is arched and the body thrown

forward in a downward plunge with the wings closely pressed to,

the sides. Under water it makes astonishing speed, faster than a

man can run along the shore, and it is useless to pursue one in a

boat or a canoe; it can even outdistance an ordinary power boat. I

believe that it ordinarily swims under water by using its feet alone,

working them alternately; but when an extra burst of speed is de-

sired the wings are also brought into play and the result is mar-

velous. Dr. George Suckley (1860) noted this habit, as follows:

Another individual which I obtained at New Dungeness, Straits of Fuca, I

had an excellent opportunity of examining at a time it was attempting to es-

cape from a shallow lagoon to the open water of the straits by swimming
through the narrow outlet. Although slightly wounded, it moved so rapidly

that I was obliged to run as fast as I could to keep up with it. At the same
time, as the water was clear and shallow, I was able to watch its motions dis-

tinctly. It had the head and neck extended nearly perfectly straight, the bill

acting as a " cut water," and, in addition to the ordinary propulsion by the feet,

used the wings exactly as if flying. Indeed, the bird was flying through water

instead of air.

The ordinary call note of the red-throated loon, which is a very

noisy bird on its breeding grounds, is a goose-like, honking cry,

which Nelson (1887) has described very well as follows:

The harsh gr-r-ga gr-r, gr-r-ga, ga, gr-r, rising everywhere from the marshes

during the entire 24 hours, renders this note one of the most characteristic that

greets the ear in spring in these northern wilds. The red-throated loon is one

of the very few birds which raised its voice in the quiet of the short Arctic

night. In spring, with cranes, they foretell an approaching storm by the in-

creased repetition and vehemence of their cries.
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Turner writes in his notes

:

The Indian name, at Fort Chimo, for this species is Kashagat, derived from
its note. This name is derived from the prolonged cry of the bird, which is the

syllable ka repeated many times, slowly at first and finally blended, as it flies

to or from a feeding place high in the air to command observation, and with
accelerated flight to whirl and slowly descend with motionless pinions to the

water, vrhere a splash from the momentum of the bird conceals it as it sinks to

slowly rise to reconnoiter the surroundings for danger.

It indulges also in a variety of weird, loud cries, similar to those

of the common loon, which are the notes most frequently heard on
migrations, especially when calling to each other at long distances

on the water or when separated in a fog. Mr. William Brewster

(1883) has described these notes very well as follows:

On calm mornings the male sometimes indulges in a prolonged outburst of

harsh, discordant cries, which are uttered with such volubility and variety of

intonation that one might imagine a dozen birds to be engaged. This perform-

ance reminded me of the clamor of a flock of geese. It was evidently the loon's

masterpiece, for during its production he Avould sail proudly about on the water
with erect head and swelling plumage. It was so loud that it could be heard at

a distance of a mile or more.

Fall.—As soon as the young birds are able to % and the molting

season of the adults is practically over, sometime in September, they

begin to leave thei'r breeding grounds and b}^ the first of October are

all on the wa}^ south. The migration along the New England coast

is mainly in October accompanying the main flight of the scoters.

After leaving the fresh-water lakes of their summer homes they

resort to the seacoast for migration and seem to prefer to spend the

fall and winter on salt water. When traveling they fl}'' at a great

height and in a direct course along the shore, a mile or two out from
the land; they usually fly singly, although often several are. in sight

at one time, widely scattered. There is, however, some feeling of

sociability among them, most noticeable on foggy days, when they

manage to keep in touch with each other by frequent interchange of

call notes, as if helping each other to maintain the same general line

of flight. They are even somewhat gregarious at times, gathering in

small parties on the water to rest and calling to their passing com-

panions; these gatherings a?:e sometimes quite noisy and are well

known to gunners as " loon caucuses." They are shy and difficult to

approach on the water at such times, but when migrating they pay

but little attention to the gunner's boat, swiftly passing over it in a

direct course; they are often shot at, but seldom killed, for their

densely feathered breasts are almost impervious to shot and they are

very tenacious of life ; if wounded, it is useless to pursue one, for it

is more than a match for its enemies when in the water.
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Mr. W. L. Dawson tells me the following interesting story of how
one of these loons helped another out of a difficulty. He came upon
a red-throated loon wrestling with some crude oil under its wing,

within a few feet of the water on a California beach. He writes

:

The bird awaited my approach warily, as if realizing the disadvantage of

his position, but as I pressed too close with focussed camera, he sprang to

wing, provoking me to a futile snap, plumped into the water almost immedi-

ately and struck out for deeper water. A mate, I will not say the mate, for there

were two red-throated loons in sight, saw his comrade's plight and hurried

forward so eagerly that he took wing in his anxiety to succor, and did the
" shoot-the-chutes " act with a fine display of wing and splash of water. After

this the newcomer pressed forward toward me, as though to cover his com-

rade's retreat and paraded up and down at close quarters while the other bird

was pulling away. It was difficult to believe that either parental instinct or sex

gallantry took a part here. It was more likely a bit of fraternal altruism.

The inland migration route includes the Great Lakes and follows

the valleys of the large rivers, but it is eventually coastwise. It

winters occasionally in the interior, where it can find large bodies

of open water and is sometimes caught by a sudden freeze when it

perishes on the ice or snow for lack of food. The principal winter

home of the species, however, is at sea and it extends along prac-

tically the whole of both coasts of the United States.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Northern parts of the Northern Hemisphere,

In North America east to northern Greenland (Floeberg Beach, lati-

tude 82° 27' N., Bowdoin Bay, and Whale Sound), Labrador, and

Newfoundland. South to New Brunswick (Bay of Fundy, for-

merly), central Quebec (Point de Monts), central Keewatin (Fort

Churchill), southern Mackenzie (Great Slave Lake and perhaps

someAvhat south of that latitude), Queen Charlotte Islands (Graham
Island), and southern Alaska (near Sitka; Glacier Bay; Prince Wil-

liam Sound, Cordova; Cooks Inlet, Seldovia). West to the Aleutian

and Commander Islands and Bering Sea. North to northern Alaska

(Point Barrow and the Arctic coast), Banks Land (Mercy Bay),

Melville Island, Ellesmere Land, and Grant Land (82° 30' N.).

Stray birds occasionally summer in northern United States and

southern Canada. Said to have bred once at Pittston, Pennsylvania.

In the Old World: East to northeastern Siberia (Delta of Kolyma
River, Cape Serdze, and Anadyr district) and Bering Sea. South

to Saghalin Island and Kuril Islands (Paramushir and Shunishu).

Southern limits of breeding range over much of Siberia and Europe

very poorly defined. West to Britisli Isles (Ireland, northern Scot-

land, the Outer Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland Islands). North to

Iceland, Scandinavia, the entire Arctic coast of Europe and Asia,
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Nova Zembla, Kolguev, Spitzbergen, Franz Joseph Land, and New
Siberia Islands.

Winter range.—In North America principally along the seacoast.

East to Maine and the Atlantic Coast States. South to Florida

(Anclote River). Apparently absent from the rest of the Gulf

coast. On the Pacific coast from Puget Sound region of British

Columbia and Washington south to California (entire coast and two
interior records). It also winters in the Aleutian Islands. Occurs

in winter throughout the Great Lakes (New York, Lake Ontario;

Indiana; Illinois, near Chicago; Wisconsin and Michigan). Has
been taken once in Arizona in winter (near Tucson), and during

migration stragglers sometimes occur in Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska,

Idaho, and Montana.

Old World birds winter from the British Isles south to Spain and

Portugal, the Mediterranean, Black, and Caspian Seas, and from

Japan to southeastern China and Formosa.

SpHng migration.—Northward along both coasts of North America

and in the interior. South Carolina : April 8. New York : Last of

March to June 1. Connecticut: April 30 (latest). Rhode Island:

April 27 (average departure). May 22 (latest). Southern Green-

land: Sukkertoppen, June 2. Northeastern Greenland, Stormkap,

June 8 and 11. Indiana: May 4 and 11 (latest). Michigan:

March 3 to April 25 (occasionally May). Alberta: Lily Lake, May
2. Mackenzie :Athabaska Lake, June 2 (earliest) ; Great Slave Lake,

June 10 (earliest) ; Mackenzie River, near Nahanni River, June 3

(earliest). Yukon Territory: Forty Mile, June 15. California:

Santa Barbara, April 27. Washington: Lapush, June 11 (latest).

British Columbia: Vancouver Island, June 4 (latest). Southeastern

Alaska : Forrester Island, May 11 ; Admiralty Island, May 1. North-

western Alaska: St. Michael, May 12 to 20 (earliest) ; Point Hope,

May 17 (earliest) ; Point Barrow, June 5 (earliest) ; Demarcation

Point, June 12. Banks Land: Soon after June 1. Melville Sound:

June 16.

Fall migration.—Southward starting in September. The last in-

dividuals were noted in northeastern Siberia: Great Liakoff Island,

September 9. Alaska : Point Barrow, August 16 and September 17

;

St. Michael, September 15 to 20. Wellington Channel: August 28.

Melville Peninsula: Winter Island, September 14, Northwestern

Greenland: Early August to October. Northeastern Greenland:

Stormkap, September 4. Yukon Territory : Teslin Lake, October 21.

Mackenzie: Fort Franklin, September 22 and 27. Keewatin: Knee

Lake, September 9. Birds arrive in Massachusetts : October 1 to 17.

New York: September 19 (August 24, earliest). New Jersey: Dela-

ware River, October 20. South Carolina : Mt. Pleasant, October
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15. Idaho: Lake Coeur d'Alene, October 6. California coast: Ar-

rives in September.

Egg dates.—Greenland and Iceland: 33 records, May 10 to July

21 ; 16 records, June 6 to 21. Mackenzie: 15 records, June 10 to July

25 ; 8 records, July 1 to 6. Northern Alaska and Siberia : 11 records,

June 6 to July 15; 6 records, June 26 to July 4. Hudson Bay and

Labrador : 8 records, May 30 to July 5 ; 4 records, June 6 to 19.

Family ALCID^, Auks, Murres, and Puffins.

LUNDA CIRRHATA (Pallas).

TUFTED PUFFIN.

HABITS.

After six long days at sea we were thoroughly tired of tossing

about on the turbulent waters of the Pacific Ocean, weary of watch-

ing even the graceful evolutions of albatrosses, fulmars, and petrels,

and we hailed with delight our first glimpse of the Aleutian Islands,

as the rugged peaks of the Krenitzin group, Tigalda, Avatinak, and

Ugamak, looked up in the horizon, dimly outlined in the foggy dis-

tance. They are the sturdy sentinels of rock that guard the entrance

to Bering Sea, shrouded in perpetual mist, their snow-capped sum-

mits enveloped in heavy banks of cloud. Such is the gateway to

this interesting region and here we were introduced to its wonderful

bird life. We had seen a few tufted puffins at sea, migrating toward

their summer home, but it was not until we reached the entrance to

Unimak Pass that we began to realize the astonishing abundance of

this species in that region. The sea was smooth, and scattered over

its surface for miles, as far as we could see, were thousands and

thousands of tufted puffins. We stood in the bow and watched them

in their ludicrous attempts to escape as we passed through them.

The wind was very light and was behind us, which made it almost

impossible for them to rise from the water; they flopped along the

surface in the most helpless manner; they barely managed to avoid

being run over, but almost never succeeded in flying and only oc-

casionally did they have sense enough to escape by diving, at which

they were very skillful. They had probably only recently arrived

and were congregating in the vicinity of their breeding grounds.

The tufted puffin is largely pelagic in its habits, during the great

part of the year migrating well out at sea, almost out of sight of

land, and gradually working in toward shore, as the breeding sea-

son approaches. They are usually in pairs when they arrive.

Spring.—The arrival of the "Toporkie," as they are called, is a

cause of great rejoicing among the Aleuts, for it heralds the approach

of summer and means an abundant supply of good food, for both

birds and eggs are a welcome relief from salted and dried seal meat
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on which they have been living. As soon as the puffins are sufficiently

abundant about the islands where they breed the natives organize

merry hunting parties to capture them. On certain days they fre-

quent their breeding groimds in immense numbers, flying back and
forth in straight lines, crossing and recrossing the small grassed-

topped island, just high enough to clear it. The birds are swift

fliers and seem unable to change their course quicldy. The Aleuts

take advantage of this peculiarity and catch them in large, long-

handled nets, which are suddenly raised in front of the birds and
which they can not dodge. It is a simple process when the birds are

flying thickly, and large numbers are taken in this way. The birds

are killed by biting the head or breaking the back. Besides furnish-

ing a welcome supply of fresh meat, the birds are skinned and the

skins are cured and used for clothing. A parka made of puffin skins

is not only a very warm but a very light and serviceable garment.

About 45 skins are required to make one parka, which is niade like

a shirt with a hood and is worn with the feathers on the inside.

Nesting.—^Among the Aleutian and Pribilof Islands we found the

tufted puffin breeding in a variety of situations. On June 15, 1911,

we visited a small rocky island in Nazan Bay, Atka Island, on the

rounded top of which enough soil had accumulated to support a rank
growth of heavily tufted grass. As we drew near we could see a few

quaint white faces, with flowing plumes, peering out from the crev-

ices in the rocks, and many more of them half hidden in the long

grass. The comical solemnity of this species and the long snowy
locks, slightly tinged with yellow, have suggested the appropriate

name by which it is called the " old man of the sea." Long before

we landed the puffins had all left the island, flying out to meet us,

circling about us several times until their curiosity was satisfied and
finally settling down on the water to watch proceedings from a safe

distance. The crevices in the rocks were inaccessible, but there were

plenty of burrows in the soil among the grass. We dug out several

burrows, but found no eggs and concluded that most of the birds had
not laid.

On Bogoslof Island, on July 4, 1911, we found a few pairs of

tufted puffins breeding in burrows in the sandy bluffs above the

beaches and in the sandy and stony slopes abom. Castle Rocks, among
the great murre colonies. Their burrows were rather shallow, and
in one I could plainly see the Qgg without opening the burrow ; they

were generally profusely lined with feathers and straws. Some of

the material must have been stolen from the neighboring gulls' nests

or brought from a long distance ; for there was no vegetation on the

island.

On Walrus Island, on July 7, 1911, we found numerous pairs nest-

ing under the loose rocks in the center of the island among the
55916—19—Bull. 107 7
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paroquet, crested, and least auklets, where they made poor attempts

at nests of straw and feathers. The grassy uplands were entirely

occupied by glaucous and glaucous-winged gulls, but a large open

space of bare ground was so honeycombed with burrows of tufted

puffins that we could hardly walk without breaking into them. The
entrances to occupied holes were decorated with gull feathers and
with the broken shells of murres' eggs; the nests at the ends of the

shallow burrows were rudely made of gulls' feathers and dry grasses.

Very few puffins were seen, as they were busy incubating on their

single eggs, but if we dug them out, they went scrambling off toward

the water, bounding over the ground in their frantic efforts to fly.

Mr. William Palmer (1899) mentions a nest, found on this island

" on August 7, which contained a slightly incubated egg. This nest

was placed between bowlders, open to the sky, and was made of sea-

weeds and seaferns. It was quite large, about 15 inches in diameter,

scanty in material, and practically bare in the center."

The nesting habits of this puffin in the great bird reservations on

the coast of Washington have been well described by Messrs. William

Leon Dawson and Lynds Jones. The largest colony on this coast seems

to be on Carroll Islet where in 1907 Mr. Dawson (1908) estimated

that there were 10,000 tufted puffins nesting. In 1905 Mr. Dawson
estimated the puffins on this island at 5,000, showing a decided in-

crease in two years under protection. This island is a " high, rounded

mass of sandstone, tree crowned, and with sides chiefly precipitous.

The crest is covered also with a dense growth of elderberry, salmon

berry, or salal bush, while the upper slopes are covered with lux-

uriant gi-asses," Professor Jones (1908) says of the nesting of the

tufted puffin here

:

The only places where this species was not present and nesting were the

rock precipices and the forested area, except, of course, the ledges, which were

wholly occupied by murres and cormorants. Even the fringe of dense brush

contained many nests. It is well known that the typical nesting habit of these

birds is to find or make a burrow, usually among the rocks. The most of such

burrows observed seemed to have been cleared of debris by the birds and some
of them had clearly been made by the birds without much, if any, natural

cavity, to mark the beginning. An occasional burrow was so shallow that the

bird or egg could be seen but most of them extended a number of feet into the

ground. In walking over a turf-covered, steep slope one needed to be careful

not to break through these burrows and take a headlong tumble. In climbing

such a steep slope the mouths of the burrows afford a comfortable foothold.

In descending such a slope rapidly you are more than likely to have the leg

bearing the most strain bumped just behind the knee by a frightened bird as

it rushes headlong from its nest. One of our pleasant surprises with these

birds was the finding of some nests beneath the thickly matted salal bushes,

but without the semblance of a burrow. Clearly the birds considered the

bushes a sufficient protection from marauding enemies, and were content to

simply arrange their nest material upon the ground.
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Carroll Islel, \Vashinf;li)n. W. L. t)awso

Three Arch Rocks, Oregon.
Tufted Puffin.

For description see page 234
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Mr. Dawson (1909) says:

A 45-degree slope of soil is the characteristic nesting site of the puflEin. Here

tunnels are driven at random to a depth of 3 or 4 feet, and so close together

that once, on Erin, by placing a foot in the entrance of a burrow and fetching

a compass, I was able to touch with the hands the entrance of 25 others, ap-

parently occupied. This may have been an unusually populous section, but

reckoning at half that rate, an acre of ground would carry 2,700 burrows.

Hard or rocky soil is not shunned in prosperous colonies, but many efforts here

are baffled outright and " prospects " are at least as numerous as occupied bur-

rows. Elsewhere the top soil on precipitous, clinging ledges may be utilized^.

or else crannies, crevices, and rock-hewn chambers.

The tufted puffins have always been one of the interesting features'

of the famous Farallone Islands and their nesting habits there have

been described by various writers. Here they seem to prefer to nest

in the crevices in the cliffs and in cavities under the bowlders which

form natural burrows from 2 to 5 feet in depth. Sometimes crude

nests are made of coarse, dry weeds, but more often there is no at-

tempt at nest building.

E(jgs.—This puffin lays but one ^gg^ which is usually " ovate " in

shape; some specimens are more pointed, with a tendency toward

"ovate pyriform." The shell is thick and lusterless. The color is

very pale bluish white, or dull, dirty white. Many eggs show a few,

and some numerous, spots or scrawls of various shades of gray or

pale brown, which sometimes form a ring around the larger end.

The measurements of 43 eggs in the United States National Museum
and the writer's collections average 72 by 49.2 millimeters ; the eggs

showing the four extreme measure 78 by 50, 73.5 by 51.5, 65.5 by
49.5, and 68.5 by 45 millimeters.

Young.—Apparently two broods are raised in a season, at least in

the southern portion of its breeding range, for eggs are found in the

Farallone Islands early in May and fresh eggs are found again early

in July. Mr. W. Otto Emerson states positively that two broods are

raised and gives the period of incubation as 21 days. Both sexes in-

cubate. Mr. Emerson says that they take turns at the duties of in-

cubation every 12 hours, relieving each other at night and morning.

Each bird spends a part of the day or night at sea in search of food,

but, when not so occupied, it may be seen standing like a sentinel

at the entrance of the burrow, waiting to relieve its incubating mate.

]\Ir. Emerson saj^s:

The young are fed in the burrow until fully feathered and large enough to

take care of themselves in the sea water. The food of the young consists of

shellfish, mussels, sea urchins, small smelt, sardines, herring, and perch.

The young puffins are gluttonous feeders and will gorge them-

selves with food until they can hardly move. They are also very

pugnacious, fighting among themselves and biting at anything that,

comes within reach.
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Plumages.—The young when fii-st hatched is completely covered

with long, soft, silky down, sooty black above and sooty gi-ayish be-

low. It remains in the nest until it is at least partly fledged ; in the

Juvenal plumage the feathers of the belly are largely white, but or-

dinarily these white feathers are soon replaced by those of the first

winter plumage. In this plumage the upper parts are blackish and
the under parts dark brown, but the feathers of the belly are whitish

basally; young birds during the first winter can be readily distin-

guished from adults by their smaller, weaker, bills without the

grooves, by their brown irides and by the entire absence of the crests

or ear tufts. At the first prenuptial molt, which is only partial, the

face becomes partially white, the first ear tufts, which are dull yel-

lowish brown in color, are acquired, the irides become white' and the

bill is partially developed. At the first postnuptial molt, during the

following August and September, the adult winter plumage is as-

sumed by a complete molt.

Adults have an incomplete prenuptial molt, involving at least the

head and neck and perhaps much of the contour plumage, and a

complete postnuptial molt. At this latter molt the white face and

the long, flowing plumes of the nuptial plumage disappear, the

cuirass or horny covering at the base of the bill is shed and the white

irides become pale blue. In the winter plumage the face is wholly

dark brown and the ear tufts or plumes are either entirely lacking

or replaced by rudimentary dull yellowish plumes. Winter adults

often have many white or gray-tipped feathers on the under parts.

Food.—The food of the tufted puffin consists mainly of fish, such

as smelts (sometimes 8 or 10 inches long), sardines, herring, and

perch, which it catches by diving and swimming swiftly under water

and which it carries crosswise in its bill. It also feeds largely on

various mollusks, sea urchins, and other sea food, includmg algae.

Its powerful beak is well designed for crushing the shells of mol-

lusks and sea urchins. Most of its food is obtained at sea, for which

it often travels many miles.

According to Prof. Harold Heath (1915) these puffins which are

very abundant about Forrester Island, Alaska, make themselves a

nuisance to the fishermen in that region ; he writes

:

For fearlessness, pluck, and dash the tufted puffins have no equal on the

Island, and the maledictions and gaff hooks hui-led at them during the fishing

season were probably as numerous as the birds themselves. While their natural

food consists almost wholly of sand launces, they are by no means averse to

cleaning the bait from the fishermen's hooks. For hours at a time they will

follow a rowhoat, and rarely indeed is a fisherman able to sink a line below

their diving depth, or slip it into the water without detection. Fortunately

not all of the puffins are engaged in this thrifty method of gathering food, and

the boatman is usually able to cross some other fisherman's path and switch the

pest on to his trail.
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On one occasion a puffin was stunned by an accurately aimed gaff hoolc and
was hauled aboard. Upon recovering consciousness it was held by the feet

and fed herring until the exasperated boatman terminated its career by wring-

ing its neck. This is perhaps an extreme case, but it serves to illustrate the

boldness of the species and to furnish a reason for the steady increase in num-
bers which the natives have observed during the past 20 years.

Behavior.—The tufted puffin, with its heavy body and small

wings, experiences considerable difficulty in rising from the water in

calm weather or with the Tv ind behind it ; I have often seen it make
futile attempts to do so, flapping along the surface, dropping into the

water and trying again and again. It is equally incapable of rising

from the land and general!}' prefers to launch into the air from a

cliff or steep hillside, where it glides downward for several feet be-

fore gaining headwa}" enough to fly. But, when once under way its

flight is strong, direct, and well sustained. It makes long flights to

and from its feeding grounds and on migrations. It usually flies

well up in the air, but it can not rise abruptly or change its course

suddenly; it usually circles about in long curves, rising gradually.

It is a good diver, swimming below the surface with both wings

and feet in use, but it does not like to dive and prefers to escape by
some other method, if possible. It often dives directly out of the

air into the water or plunges below the surface as soon as it alights^

which is a rather clumsy performance. It is quite active on land,

walking about in a lively manner or standing erect on its toes. Its

attitude is one of ludicrous solemnity, suggestive of its common name,
" sea parrot." It is exceedingly tough and hard to kill, carrying off

a lot of heavy shot; when wounded, it is useless to pursue it. Its

body is so solid and muscular that the means ordinarily used for kill-

ing birds hardly proves effective ; one particularly tough individual

which, for three times in succession, I supposed I had killed, finally

escaped.

This puffin, like most sea birds, is a sociable species on its breed-

ing grounds, where it seems to live on good terms with its neighbors.

It occasionally borrows a little nesting material from the gulls, but

it never disturbs the eggs of other species. Mr. Chester Barlow

(1894<2) writes of finding a dead Cassins' auklet and its egg in a

burrow occupied by an incubating tufted puffin, from which he in-

ferred that the puffin had killed the auklet and taken possession of its

home. Mr. Milton S. Eay (190-i) cites the following incident:

On one occasion I chased a rabbit to a burrow among the rocks, but the

animal had scarcely entered when out it quickly jumped. I looked in, and

there, sentinel like, stood the puffin on guard with a bill full of " bunny's " fur.

The young puffins are very quarrelsome among themselves and are

particularly aggressive toward human beings, but their weapons are

not formidable. The old birds, however, are both vicious and formi-
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dable and must be handled with thick gloves, if at all. Their beal«
are powerful and sharp, they will bite at anything which comes
within reach and often hang on with such bulldog tenacity that

their strong jaws must be pried apart. They can inflict severe

wounds, biting through the flesh to the bone.

Several writers have referred to the tufted puffin as quarrelsome

and noisy on its breeding grounds, where its notes are said to re-

semble the growling of a bear. I have always found it absolutely

silent, and believe that these references to its vocal powers are based
on hearsaj^ or on confusion with the notes of auklets or other birds

occupying the same breeding grounds.

Winter.—After the breeding season is over and the young are

able to take care of themselves they all move away from their sum-
mer homes, to roam about on the open seas, where very little seems

to be known about their w'inter habits. I have seen this species

farther from land, by several hundred miles, than any of the other

Alcidae and suppose that they are widely scattered during the winter

over the north Pacific Ocean.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Pacific and

Bering Sea and portions of the Arctic Ocean. From California

(Santa Barbara Islands, rarely San Nicholas) and from Japan
{north end of Yezo) and the Kuril Islands north to northwestern

Alaska (Cape Lisburne) and northeastern Siberia (Koliutschin

Island).

Winter range.—In most of its range a permanent resident, but

northerly breeding birds winter somewhat south of their summer
home. Recorded in winter north to the Aleutian Islands.

Spring inigration.—Migration consists principally of returning

to its nesting grounds from the near-by open sea. Birds arrive at

the Pribilof Islands about May 10 (occasionally as early as March 5),

St. Michael June 8, Kotzebue Sound June 25 (or later), and Gichiga

Uiver, Anadyr district, Siberia, May 1 to 15.

Fall migration.—Birds remain in northeastern Siberia, Anadyr dis-

trict, until October 15 (a few even later), and a specimen was taken

at St. Michael, Alaska, as late as October 12, Walrus Island, October

2, and St. Paul Island, December 8.

Casual records.—Reinhardt records a specimen taken in Greenland

and Audubon obtained and figured a bird from the mouth of the

Kennebec River, Maine. Records from the Ba}- of Fund}' are er-

roneous.

Egg dates.—Farallone Islands : 81 records, April 30 to July 8 ; 41

records, May 27 to June 17. AVashington: 12 records, May 30 to

July 23; 6 records, June 19 to 27. Southern Alaska and Aleutian

Islands: 11 records, June 17 to July 18; 6 records, June 29 to July 7.
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FRATERCULA ARCTICA ARCTICA (Linnaeus),

PUFFIN.

HABITS.

Contributed by Charles Wendell Toicnsend.

The puffin is a curious mixture of the solemn and the comical. Its

short stocky form and abbreviated neck, ornamented with a black

collar, its serious owl-like face and extraordinarily large and bril-

liantly colored bill, suggestive of the false nose of a masquerader,

its vivid orange red feet and legs all combine to produce such a gro-

tesque effect that one is brought almost to laughter on seeing these

birds walking about near at hand. The parrotlike appearance of

the bill has earned the name of " parroquet," or " sea parrot," by

which it is known in Labrador and Newfoundland. Besides being

grotesque it is singularly confiding or stupid, and it is this, it seems

to me, that is leading rapidly but surely to its downfall and final

extinction, unless refuges are created and respected where it can

breed undisturbed. At the present time the most southerly breeding

station is Matinicus Rock off the middle coast of Maine. Here only

two pairs are left. The only other breeding place left on the coast

of the United States is at Machias Seal Island. Here in 1904, ac-

cording to Dutcher (1904), there was a colony of 300 of these birds.

It is probable that the coast of Maine was formerly the resort of

large numbers of this species. According to Knight (1908) a few
pairs probably bred on Seal Island not far from Matinicus as re-

cently as 1888. Audubon (1840), who visited the Bay of Fundy in

1833j says it bred commonly on the islands in the bay " although not

one perhaps now for a hundred that bred there 20 years ago." Now,
they are nearly if not entirely extirpated. Macoun (1909) gives

only one breeding locality for Nova Scotia, namely. Seal Island,

Yarmouth County; but it is probable that a century ago the coast

swarmed with these interesting birds. Along the Newfoundland
coast the puffin is still to be found breeding, but in much diminished

numbers. At Bryon Island in the Magdalen group and at Bird Rock
puffins still breed, as well as at Wreck Bay, Anticosti, and elsewhere

on this island. On the Labrador coast their numbers are rapidly

diminishing. The westernmost of the Mingan Islands where auks,

murres, gannets, and puffins formerly bred in great numbers, and
which bear the name of the Parroquet Islands, are now almost devoid

of bird life. The gannets have ceased to nest there and the puffins

are almost wiped out. In 1906 we saw no puffins near these islands,

and in 1909 only two were to be seen. Near the eastern end of the

Mingan group of islands is Bald Island. Here in 1906 we found
about 150 pairs of puffins. At Wolf Island, near Cape Whittle, in
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1884: Frazer found a colony of about a thousand puffins. Still

farther to the east is the famous Parroquet Island near Bradore.
Audubon (1840) visited this island in 1833. He says:

As we rowed toward it, although we found the water literally covered with
thousands of these birds, the number that flew over and around the green
island seemed much greater, insomuch that one might have imagined half the
puffins in the world had assembled there.

In 1906 Townsend and Allen (1907) passed near this island and
say of these puffins

:

There were at least 500 of them, perhaps many more.

In 1860 Coues (1861) thus describes the island at the mouth of
Hamilton Inlet on the eastern Labrador coast

:

The Parrakeet Islands are three in number, lying along the western shore of
Esquimau Bay, just at its mouth. The one I visited is the innermost, as well
as the largest, though the others are equally crammed with birds. It is about
a mile in circumference. As we rounded the island close to the shore they
came tumbling out of their holes by hundreds and, with the thousands we dis-

turbed from the surface of the water, soon made a perfect cloud above and
around us, no longer flying in flocks, but forming one dense continuous mass.

He also records them in numbers in the bay near Rigolet. Forty-
six years later, in 1906, Townsend and Allen saw only 13 puffins on a
steamer trip from Battle Harbor to Nain, stopping at Rigolet, and
only 43 on the return trip. Six years later, in 1912, Bent (1913) " did
not see a single puffin north of the Straits." He spent nearly two
months between Battle Harbor and Cape Mugford. AVlien shot at

on their breeding grounds the survivors continue to fly by close at

hand, offereing the gunner tempting shots. Both Audubon and
Coues seem to have yielded to this temptation and shot great num-
bers of puffins. What can be expected of the ignorant and ruthless ?

The story is everywhere the same—a rapid diminution in the num-
bers of this picturesque and interesting bird.

Courtshif.—I have watched groups of these birds off the southern

coast of Labrador during the courtship season. They swim together

in closely crowded ranks, rarely diving, for their thoughts are not

on food. At frequent intervals individuals rise up in the water and
flap their wings as if from nervousness. Again two males fight vig-

orously, flapping their wings meanwhile and making the water foam
about them. Again two, possibly a pair, hold each other by the

bills and move their heads and necks like billing doves. Now
several are seen to throw their heads back with a jerk until the

bill points up, and this is repeated a number of times. Edmund
Selous (1905) , who has watched this action near at hand in the puffins

of the Shetlands, says the bill is opened wide but no sound is ut-

tered. The brilliant lining of the month is therefore the result of

sexual selection and it evidently forms a part of the courtship dis-

play.
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Nesting.—The puffin is a social bird and nests in colonies. One of

the largest breeding colonies remaining at the present time is on

Parroquet Island off the southern coast of Labrador near Bradore.

Here the birds burrow into the friable soil and utilize crannies among
the locks for their nests. Of a similar, but smaller, colony at Bald

Island off the middle of the southern coast of Labrador, I have made
a more intimate study. Here in June, 1909, we fovmd about 150

pairs breeding. The island is formed of limestone with a flat surface

of several acres of loose, dark soil on which stood and lay a forest

of dead stalks of the cow parsnip {HeracleuTn Jmmtum) . The new
leaves were just beginning to push up from the ground at the time

of our visit on the 8th and 9th of June. In this loose soil, but chiefly

under the large fragments of rocks that were partly embedded in the

surface, were the nesting burrows of the puffins. Most of these

nests in the burrows under the large rocks were just beyond the

reach of the arm, extended to full length in the hole, but a few were

accessible, as their length was little more than 2 feet. The holes

in the loose soil were generally about 30 inches long, often curved

and descending at a slight angle to a few inches or a foot below the

surface. Frazar (1887) says of the burrows at Wolf Island, southern

Labrador, that:

They are seldom over 4 feet deep and generally take an abrupt curve near

the opening and run along usually near the surface of the ground. Several

that I opened curved in such a way that the nest, which is an enlarged cavity

at the end of the burrow, with a little straw laid on the bottom, was exactly

under the entrance and only a thin crust of soil between the two.

Sometimes several burrows communicate and a single one may have

two openings. In walking over a field filled with the burrows of this

bird, one is in constant danger of breaking through into the numerous

tunnels. At the end of the burrow is the nest, a loose mass of dead

grass, sometimes with a few feathers, in which rests the single

Ggg. In exploring the holes with outstretched arm, we found that

gloves were very necessary, as the enraged parent bird was capable

of inflicting considerable damage to the unprotected fingers with her

keen-edged and powerful bill, and, when seized, she could scratch

vigorously with her sharp nails. The work of digging the holes

falls chiefly on the male, and he is at times so intent upon this work

as to suffer himself to be taken by the hand. The inner toenail on

each foot is well adapted for the digging process, as it is strong,

curved, and sharp, and the other toenails are but little inferior.

Eggs.—Only one ^gg is laid, as a rule. Frazar (1887) found, in a

colony of a thousand pairs at Cape Wliittle, 12 burrows, each con-

taining two eggs. The e.gg is rounded ovate in shape, and generally

a dull white when first laid, but it soon becomes soiled. A few eggs

are spotted with concealed chocolate markings, while some have dis-
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tinct spots and blotches. The measurements of 41 eggs, in the United
States National Museum collection, average 63 by 44.2 millimeters;

the eggs showing the four extremes measure 67 by 47, 58 by 43, and
63 by 41.5 millimeters.

Young.—Both sexes incubate, although the greater part of this

work falls upon the females. Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway (1884)
state that the period of incubation is 1 month. Audubon (1840)
says it is probably from 25 to 28 days. Only one brood is raised in

a season. When the young are 4 or 5 weeks old they are able to leave

their burrows and follow their mothers to the sea. A large nesting

colony such as that at Parroquet Island, near Bradore, Labrador, is

a place of intense interest early in August, when the parents are

busily engaged in filling the wants of the hungry young. The water
all about the place is dotted with puffins; there are weird looking

groups of the birds on the rocks and the air is filled with the birds

returning with food and those going farther afield in quest of more.

The returning birds all have capelin—often several—or other small

fish hanging from their bills by the heads, and in the swift flight of

the birds the fish trail out parallel to the bill. The young birds wait

at the mouth of the burrow for the feast and are always clamorous

for more. Fish appears to be the chief of their diet, although shrimps

and other Crustacea and mollusca may be added.

Plvmiages.—[Author's note : The young puffin is hatched in a coat

of long, soft, thick down which covers the whole body; the central

belly portion is white, sometimes tinged with yellowish or light gray

;

the remainder of the down, covering the upper parts, the throat and

the crissum, is light "seal brown" with '"drab" shadings; in some

specimens the upper parts are " Prout's brown " or " Vandyke
brown." The plumage appears first on the wings and then on the

back and the last of the natal down disappears on the neck, rump,

and flanks. This first winter plumage is somewhat like the winter

plumage of the adult, glossy brownish black above and pure white

below; but the loral and orbital regions are more extensively dusky

than in the adult, and the bill is very small, weak, undeveloped and

pointed. This plumage is worn all winter and apparently through

the first spring, until the young bird becomes indistinguishable from

the adult after the first postnuptial molt, a gradual development of

the bill taking place during the spring and summer. The adult has

only a limited prenuptial molt in the spring and a complete post-

nuptial molt in the late summer and fall. In the adult winter plum-

age the face, or the whole lower portion of the head above the black

collar, is much darker gray than in the spring; whether the light

gray, almost whitish, face of the nuptial plumage is produced by

molting or only by fading I can not say. The most conspicuous

seasonal change in the puffin is in the bill.]
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The bill of the puffin is in truth a mask, for it is large and bril-

liant onlj^ during the season of courtship, and is mostly cast off to be
replaced by a smaller, duller one for common use the rest of the
year. The bill is the same in the two sexes, and, at the height of the
breeding season, is a brilliant scarlet with triangular patches of steel

blue at the bases of both mandibles : about the middle of the upper
mandible, on either side, is a narrow band of white. The commissure,
bare of feathers, is a brilliant orange. The whole inside of the
mouth and tongue is a light yellow. Nor is this all, for the eyed
during the courtship season are provided with a narrow horizontal

horny line below, and one running diagonally back above while the

edge of the eyelids is a vivid vermillion. The eyes themselves are

^rnall and blue-black, and sparkle in the wonderful setting.

After the breeding season the puffin puts aside its mask by shed-

ding the following pieces, according to Coues (1903) :

1, Basal rim or collar; 2, nasal case or saddle; 3, mandibular case or shoe;

4, 5, strips at base of mandible, one on each side ; 6, 7, subnasal strips, one on
each side ; S, 9, prenasal strips one on each side.

The horny appendages of the eyelids are also shed. The horny
molt by which the whole bill becomes smaller takes place at the same
time with the feather molt in August and September. The orange

skin at the commissure becomes pale and shrunken and the feet

change from brilliant orange red to yellow.

Food.—The food of the puffin is almost exclusively fish and on the

Labrador coast the capelin seems to be their favorite. Crustacean

and other forms of marine life are doubtless also eaten.

Behavior.—Puffins are as a rule unsuspicious and generally allow a

close approach. As one approaches in a steamer or other boat, the

swimming bird shows its anxiety by nervously dipping its head into

the water from time to time. Then it is apt to show the greatest in-

decision as to which action to adopt—flight below the water or above.

Both actions—aerial as well as subaqueous—can be described as

flight, for the wings, although held somewhat differently, are as vig-

orously used below the water as in the air. In the former as in the

latter case the feet are not used but trail behind. One can easily

observe the beginning of the subaqueous flight, for the wings are

flapped out for their first stroke as the bird enters the water. Unless

the wind be strong against them, they have great difficulty in rising

from the water, and often splash along the surface for some distance

before they can rise above it. Many a time they give up the at-

tempt and rest before trying again, but often continue the flight by

dipping below the surface, without a pause in the process. I have

often seen them emerge from a wave, fly across the trough and enter

the next wave without apparent change in their method of propul-

sion. Again I have seen them come out of the water flying, only to
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plunge down into the water and continue the flight below the sur-
face. On the surface they paddle along skilfully like little apo-
plectic short necked ducks and their small orange red legs are plainly
visible. Their diminutive tails are sometimes cocked up at an angle^

The tails are spread as they dive.

On the land puffins walk with great dignity without resting the
tarsus on the ground, although this at times is done. Although the
tarsus is vertical, the body of the bird is sometimes as horizontal as
a duck's body, but at other times, as when anxious about the inten-

tions of a human intruder, the neck and body are both stretched up.

The aerial flight of the puffin is rapid with swift beatings of the

little wings, and with frequent swaying or turning from side to side,

as is the case in all the Alcidae. Flocks wheel and turn together

with the regularity of shore birds, now showing their black backs,

now flashing out their white breasts and bellies. The similarity in

these habits between these two groups is doubtless explained by
their close relationship. Brewster (1883) thus describes the manner
of the descent of the puffin from the high cliffs of Byron Island

:

Launching into tlie all" with head depressed and winds held stiffly at a sharp
angle above their backs they would shoot down like meteors, checking their

speed by an upward turn just before reaching the water.

In a strong wind puffins sometimes poise in the up currents on the

edge of a hill or cliff as motionless as a hawk under similar circum-

stances. As they alight in the water their feet are spread out on,

either side with the toes wide apart, so that in the breeding season

the orange red webs make a brilliant display. They alight with, a

splash and as a rule bend the head forpward so that it momentarily

goes below the surface, but soon regain their balance and ride the

water lightly like ducks.

The note of these birds as I have heard it in flight near its nesting

place is a low purring note, a pttrr-J'a-la-la. When struggling in the

hand they utter harsh croaks. Boraston (1905) says:

As the bird flies, especially if returning to its burrow with fish, it utters a

peculiar sound—a deep-throated, mirthless laughter, as it were, which may be

imitated by laughing in the throat with the lips closed.

Edmund Selous (1905) says:

The note of the puffin is very peculiar—sepulchrally deep, and full of the

deepest feeling. Another note is much more commonly heard, viz, a long, deep,

slowly rising Afrf, uttered in something of a tone of solemn expostulation, as

though the bird were in the pulpit.

Audubon (1840) compares the cries of the young to the " wailing

of young whelps." Chapman speaks of a captive bird with a ' hoarse

voice, half grunt, half groan," and some of the birds that Audubon

kept on board his vessel on the Labrador were " fed freely and were
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agreeable pets only that they emitted an unpleasant grunting noise,

and ran about incessantly during the night, when eadh footstep

could be counted."

Their relations with other species are at times playful or warlike,

depending on the point of view. Thus I once watched a puffin chase

three black guillemots by repeatedly diving and swimming under
water toward them while they followed the same tactics in eluding

the pursuit. At last all four came to the surface near together, the

ardor of the chase evaporated, and they all seemed unconscious of

each other's presence.

Winter.—The full migration of the puffin along the New England
coast takes place in October or later. During the winter they fre-

quent by preference the waters off rocky headlands, like Cape Ann
or Marblehead, and may best be observed at such places, or in winter

steamboat trips along the coast. Their food habits at this season are

much the same as in more northern waters already described.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Atlantic. For-

merly from Maine and the Bay of Funcly, Newfoundland, the Gulf

of St. Lawrence, and Labrador north to southern Greenland. Now
restricted on the coast of Maine to Matinicus Rock and Machias Seal

Island ; and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Bryon Island, Bird Eock,

Anticosti, Bald Island, and Bradore. Probably extirpated from the

remainder of the above range south of northern Labrador. Some
Greenland records probably refer to F. a. naumamii but arctica has

been taken at Holsteinborg (and elsewhere?).

In Europe breeds from Berlenga Islands, off Portugal, north to

Norway, the British Isles (mainland of Great Britain, Ireland,

Scilly Islands, Outer Hebrides, Orkney, and Shetland Islands), the

Faroes and Iceland.

Winter range.—Birds probably winter as far north as they find

open water, but there is little definite information on this point.

They occur along the coast of Maine south to Massachusetts, rarely

to Long Island, New York, and casually to the Delaware River (near

Chester, Pennsylvania). Audubon recorded it from the mouth of

Savannah River.

They also winter about the coast of Great Britain and south to the

western Mediterranean Sea (Spain, east coast, Italy, Sicily, Malta,

and the coast of Morocco), casually to the Azores and Canary

Islands.

Spring migration.—Migration dates are almost wholly lacking. A
bird was taken on Long Island, New York, March 30 (one found

April 30 was badly decayed and may have died weeks previously).
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Massachusetts, leave sometime in March. They arrive on their breed-
ing grounds in the British Isles from the last of March to early May
somewhat earlier than they do in North America.
Fall migration.—Migration along the New England coast takes

place in October (Massachusetts, October 16). A bird has been
recorded from the Ottawa River in October, and a specimen was
taken at Davis Inlet, Labrador, as late as October 4.

Egg dates.—Gulf of St. Lawrence : 34 records, June 6 to July 10

;

17 records, June 15 to 26. Great Britain : 9 records, May 27 to June
30 ; 5 records, June 4 to 8. Iceland : 8 records. May 22 to July 16 ; 4
records, June 11 to 24. Newfoundland and eastern Labrador: 5

records, June 8 to July 7 ; 3 records, July 1 to 3. Maine : 3 records,

June 19 and July 27.

FRATERCULA ARCTICA NAUMANNI Norton.

LARGE-BILLED PUFFIN.

HABITS.

The puffin of the coasts and islands of the Arctic Ocean from
Greenland to Nova Zembla has been separated from the common
Atlantic Puffin as a large subspecies. The difference in size had long
been known and was recognized in nomenclature by Naumann under
the specific name Mormon glacialis of Leach.

Mr. W. Elmer Ekblaw writes to me in regard to this puffin

:

According to the Eskimo, tlie puffin is constantly increasing in numbers on
the nortliwest coast of Greenland, the increase having become most marked
within the last 10 years. The older Eskimo state that to see the puffin was
formerly a rare occuri-ence, and that some years the people living near the

usual nesting sites of this bird saw none throughout the season, whereas now
they never fail to observe it rather commonly.

The puffin occurs nowhere very abundantly in comparison with the murres
and dovekies, but at some places it is rather common. According to the

Eskimo it nests toward the west end of the Crimson Cliffs, at Cape Parker

Snow and Cape Dudley Digges, at Cape Alexander on Saunders Island, on

Northumberland Island, and on Hakluyt Island, the greatest number being

found toward the west end of the Crimson Cliffs, and on Hakluyt Island.

Nesting.—Its nesting sites are the cliffs and steeper slopes of the outermost

capes and the islands along the outer coast. It nests in flocks, nearly always

in the same locality as the murres. The nest is placed in burrows in grass, in

moss-covered talus slopes, or in turfy places on the cliffs. The eggs are found

in .June or early July.

Eggs.—Very few eggs have found their way into collections; what

eggs are available seem to be exactly like those of the common puf-

fin, but average slightly longer. The measurements of 7 eggs, in

various collections, average 63.8 by 43.8 millimeters; the eggs show-

ing the four extremes measure 67 by 45, 66 by 46, 59 by 42.5, and

62 by 42 millimeters.
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Food.—Mr. Ekblaw says:

It feeds upon the same kind of food as does the murre—fish, ci'ustacea, etc.,

especially upon a species which, from the Eskimo description, Fabricius trans-

lates as " Pulex maris alti rostro serrato."

Behavior.—The Eskimo say that the puffin is not at all shy. It does not dive,

when out on the sea, until it is approached vei'y near. It generally feeds in

pairs on the water. It flies about as fast as a murre. In season, the Eskimo
women frequently catch it in their nets, when they are out on the cliffs pri-

marily for murres.

This puffin seems to be in part a migrant ; but not much is known concern-

ing its times, route, or extent of migration. Certainly it is found even in

winter in Greenland waters. It comes to the Cape York district at the same

time as the murres, generally in company with them, about the lOth of May,

It leaves about the same time as the murres, in late August. It lives mostly

out on the open sea.

It is rather strange that so little is known about the migrations

and winter home of this subspecies. There seem to be no satisfactory

records for North America, outside of Greenland, and I could never

understand why Greenland should be considered as faunally a part

of our Continent.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the Arctic Ocean from cen-

tral western Greenland (Baffin Bay; Disco Bay, north to Smith

Sound) east to Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla. Some Greenland

records of F. a. arctica undoubtedly apply to this form, while

records of naumrnvni from northern Labrador are doubtful. Audu-

bon's record from Grand Manan with little doubt refers to arctica.

Winter range.—Unknown. Probably not far from its breeding

grounds if open water occurs.

Egg dates.—Greenland : 16 records, June 1 to July 16 ; 9 records,

June 19 to 20.

FRATERCULA CORNICULATA (Naumann).

HORNED PUFFIN.

HABITS.

This name seems somewhat misleading and not particularly ap-

propriate, for the so-called horn over the eye is not horny at all, but

merely a soft epidermal papilla full of living tissue, which the

bird can raise or lower at will ; moreover a similar, but smaller, ex-

cresence is found in the Atlantic puffin. The horned puffin is essen-

tially an Alaskan and a Bering Sea bird, being found breeding

throughout the whole length of the Alaskan coast, from Cape Lis-

burne, north of the Arctic Circle, south nearly to British Columbia

;

it also breeds westward throughout the Aleutian Islands and on all

the coasts and islands of Bering Sea. It would seem as if the name
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Alaskan or Pacific puffin would be far more appropriate. This is only

one of many misnomers in our nomenclature of North American
birds.

Spring.—Mx. E. W. Nelson (1887) says.

At the Fur Seal Islands these birds arrive about the 10th of May, in pairs,

but near St. Michaels I have never seen them before the 10th of June and rarely

before the 20th of that month. At the latter place and at other northern points

their arrival is governed by the date when the ice leaves the coast for the

summer.

Nesting.—The northernmost colony on which I have any notes is

on Puffin Island, a small, precipitous rocky islet near Chamisso

Island, in Kotzebue Sound, which is now a reservation. Dr. Joseph
Grinnell (1900) visited this colony and made the following report:

On July 9, 1899, I spent the afternoon and night on Chamisso Island. On
this island and a smaller detached one bearing northwest from it, the horned

puffins were breeding in immense numbers. Their nest burrows were dug in

the earth on top of the islands, principally on the verge of the bluffs. These bur-

rows were from 1 to 3 feet in length, with an enlarged nest cavity at the end.

The eggs generally lay on the bare ground, but there was often a slight collec-

tion of grasses between it and the earth. The parent bird was frequently

found on the nest and would sometimes offer courageous resistance to being

dragged forth, inflicting severe nips with its powerful mandibles. Where there

were rock slides on the side of the island, natural crevices and holes among the

fallen bowlders were taken advantage of for nesting sites. In such places eggs

were to be found from the surf to the top of the island, and by crawling amongst

the bowlders many eggs were discovered, but often in such narrow crevices

that they could not be reached. The birds usually flushed from their nesting

places before the collector reached them, being probably warned by the vibra-

tion of footsteps on the rocks which I noticed to be quite pei'ceptible when one

was in a narrow chasm. The eggs laid in these rocky niches were usually pro-

A ided with a scanty bed of dry grasses. All the eggs secured were fresh and

proved more palatable for the table than the murre's eggs.

Mr. Hersey visited this colony on August 2, 1914, when probably

most of the young were hatched, although he found a few eggs. His

notes state that he frequently saw a bird leave the host of circling

puffins, fly up to the entrance to a burrow, flutter a moment, and then

fly off. A minute later a bird would fly out from the nest and soon

after the other would fly in to take its place on the nest. Once he

saw two birds emerge from one burrow.

We found the horned puffin widely distributed among the Aleu-

tian Islands. There was a small breeding colony on a precipitous

rocky headland near the entrance to Chernofsky Harbor, but we

could not reach it and had to be content with shooting a few birds

as they circled out over us. At Atka Island, on June 15, 1911, we

found a small breeding colony on a steep rocky island in Nazan Bay

where we saw the birds flying in and out of inaccessible crevices in

the cliffs; we were too busy with other more important things to
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devote much time to them. There were also a few pairs of horned

puffins circling with a cloud of tufted puffins about another small

island in this bay, where a large number of the latter species were

breeding. Mr. L. M. Turner (1886) says of the nesting habits of

this species among the Aleutian Islands

:

Their nests are placed on the ledges of the highest cliffs of those islands where

foxes are found, and on islands where foxes are not found these birds breed

generally at the bases of bluffs, under the large rocks which have become de-

tached and fallen down. Their nest is composed of just whatever happens to

be there, be it sticks, stones, or earth. A few feathers may be dropped from^
the bird, but not for an evident purpose of nest construction. A single egg of

clear white color is laid on the bare gravel or earth. The egg is very large for

the size of the bird, and when cooked is tolerable eating. The bird sits long at

a time on the egg, and does not leave it until hunger compels her to seek food.

Mr. H. W. Elliott (1880) says:

This mormon, in common with one other species, M. cirrhata, comes up from
the sea in the south to the cliffs of the islands about the 10th of May, always

in pairs, never coming singly to, or going away from, the Pribylovs in flocks.

It makes a nest of dried sea-ferns, gi-ass, and moss, slovenly laid together, far

back in some deep or rocky crevice, where, when the egg is laid, it is ninety-nine

times out of a hundred cases inaccessible; nothing but blasting powder would
open a passage to it for man. It has this peculiarity: It is the only bird on
these islands which seems to quarrel for ever and ever with its mate. The
hollow reverberations of its anger, scolding, and vituperation from the nuptial

chamber, are the most characteristic sounds, and indeed the only ones that

come from the recesses of the rocks. No sympathy need be expended on the

female. She is just as big and just as violent as her lord and master.

Mr. B. J. Bretherton (1896) gives an unique account of the nest-

ing habits of this species on Kodiak Island ; he writes

:

On first arriving, these birds do a great deal of flying; they gather in

bands, and sit perched on the rocky face of some high bluff, and keep up a
continuous whistling call, at irregular intervals the whole baud will leave the

bluff and fly a short distance out to sea and return.

The eggs of this species are laid in a tunnel, or burrow, dug in the ground
by the bird, and a few handfuls of dry grass and feathers constitute the nest.

The construction of the tunnel is unique; it always has an opening at both
ends. The nesting site is some high rocky bluff overhanging the sea, and near
the top where the soil lies on the rock, the bird commences its excavations,

first constructing a sort of runway for a few feet along the face of the bluff,

then going directly inward, sometimes in a straight line, while others are

crooked. In the same way, the length of the tunnel is very variable, and the

nest may be at most any distance from 2 to 10 feet from the face of the bluff.

From the nest, the tunnel passes on inland, making a sharp upward turn to

the surface of the ground.

The same burrows are used year after year, but whether by the same birds

or not was not ascertained. Some burrows have by long usage become as large

as rabbit holes, while newly made ones are only just large enough to admit the

birds. Both entrances are used indiscriminately by the bird, and it is sur-

prising to see with what accuracy they can fly directly into the holes in the

ground. .tp^..

55916—19—Bull. 107——8
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The southernmost breeding colony of horned puffins, so far as I

know, is on Forrester Island in southern Alaska, where Prof. Harold
Heath (1915) estimated that "not over two or three thousand made
their homes " in the summer of 1913. According to his notes, " they

form small colonies in the face of a cliff some distance from human
habitation and at all times appear to be at peace with their more
numerous relatives," the tufted puffins. They apparently nest here

in burrows in the soil, in essentially the same manner as the tufted

puffins.

Eggs.—The horned puffin lays a single ^gg., which is large for the

size of the bird and " ovate " in shape with a tendency toward " ovate

pyriform"; the shell is thick, roughly granulated and lusterless.

The ground color is dull white, dirty white, or creamy white. There
are seldom any very conspicuous spots, but nearly all eggs show more
or less evident shell markings, spots or scrawls, of " pale lavender

gray," or pale olive or buff; some eggs appear quite spotless but even

these, on close examination, have very faint markings. The varia-

tion in size is considerable, but the average size is only slightly less

than in the eggs of the tufted puffin. The eggs of the two sjjecies

can not be distinguished with certainty. The measurements of 38

eggs showing the four extremes measure 74 by 50, 73 hy 50.5, 58 by

43.5, and 61.5 by 41 millimeters.

Young.—Both sexes assist in the process of incubation and in the

care of the young. The period of incubation is unknown. Mr. Nel-

son (1887) says of the development and behavior of the young:

The young take wing in August at the Seal Islands, but north of that point

they are rarely fledged before some time in September.

On September 9, 1879, I visited a small islet a few miles from St. Michaels,

where the puffins were breeding in great numbers. The islet arose about 25

feet above the sea and was a mass of rugged basaltic bowlders. Among the

crevices hundreds of the puffins were breeding. Both species were here, but

the tufted species was in very small numbers compared with the host of the

other kind. The young were mostly about half grown, but many only just

from the shell and some not even yet hatched were found. The young could

be easily locatetl under the stones by the thin metallic piping note they kept

uttering during the parents' absence. As we walked about the old birds could

be heard scuttling about below, uttering a hoarse, snuffling, rattling note,

which sounded at a short distance like a low growling noise. With a slipping

noose on the end of a ramrod it was an easy matter to capture any number

of them by simply walking about and peering down into the crevices, and

when a bird was seen pass the noose over the bird's bill and drag the captive

out. They would scratch and bite viciously and utter their usual note in a

loud hoarse key.

During our stay the air was full of birds circling about, and often passing

within a few feet of us. The young were easily captured by removing the

stones, and they also fought when taken. The loose rocks were surrounded by

a network of passages, and if it had not been for the birds stupidity they could

have easily avoided capture. As we began removing the stones overhead, young
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or old would scramble forward and thrust their great beaks into the first

crevice which offered, although not an inch wide, and then they woxild pusb
and struggle desperately to force their way through until taken in hand. Even
when they managed to escape after being dragged out they would frequently

scramble hack to the same place again. It was a common occurrence for them
to strike among the rocks with a thud as they tumbled off their perches toward

the water, and then scramble over the rocks with laughable haste and finally

plunge under water and make off, or go flapping desperately along the s\irface

until exhausted. Overhead circled hundreds of the birds, nearly all of which
carried fishes in their beaks for their young. These fishes were sticklebacks

and sand lances. Some of the birds carried from three to five small fishes at

once ; the latter were all placed side by side crosswise in the bird's bill.

Mr. Turner (1886) gives lis another chapter in the story, as

follows

:

The young leave the nest before being able to fly. The parent assists them to

the water ; and, should they have been reared on the face of a high bluff", the

old bird catches the young one by the wing and they flutter at a long angle

to the water. The old bird endeavors to keep under the young one. I have
seen them drop their young accidentally and cause great consternation of the

parent, which could not check her flight immediately, but returned and showed
great solicitude by turning the young one over and over in the water to see if

it was injured. During severe storms the young are taken to the lee of some-

reef or islet until the waves become qiriet.

Plumages.—The downy young of the horned puffin is practically

indistinguishable from that of the common puffin; the central belly

portion is white, sometimes tinged w^ith yellowish or light gray ; the

upper parts, the throat and the crissum are light " seal brown

"

with " drab " shadings ; in some specimens the upper parts are
" Front's brown " or " Vandyke brown.'' The progress of the molts

and plumages is the same as in the eastern species except that in the

first winter plumage, which follows the natal down, the loral and
orbital dusky space is darker than in arctica and nearly as dark as

the ci'own : the black throat of coriucidata is also acquired with the

first plumage. Young birds can be distinguished from adults dur-

ing the first year by the much smaller and slenderer bill, which does

not reach its full development until the second spring. After the

first postnuptial molt, when the young bird is about 13 or 14 months
old, it assumes the adult winter plumage.

The adult has a complete postnuptial molt in August or September
and probably a partial prenuptial molt in the spring. The dark
face is characteristic of the winter plumage, but the most striking

change is in the bill, which molts as in the common puffin. Mr.
Nelson (1887) describes this molt, which takes place in September^
as follows:

At this time the bill molt was .lust commencing. The first evidence of this

process is shown by the wearing away of the lower mandible on the under
surface at the angle. This wearing appears to be brought about by the fric-

tion of this point on the rocks, as the birds use the projecting angle as a hook
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to aid them in climbing—as I frequently saw them do. The wearing of the

lower edge of this mandible leaves a horny scalelike plate on each side of the
mandible, with its lower edge free and easily scaled away in small fragments.

The inclosed angle of the mandible is now a soft cartilaginous projection,

M'hich shrivels and reduces the size of the beak at that point. Next the horny,

beadlike rim along the base of the upper mandible gradually loosens at each
end below, and at the same time becomes freed from its attachment to the

mandible, leaving a deep sulcus between, exactly as if done by a skillful cut

with a scalpel. This beadlike rim now forms a part of the skin of the head
and moves as such, perfectly independent of the beak. Then the narrow piece

of sheath between the nare.s and the cutting edge of bill loosens and scales off.

The entire base of the mandible is now in an exfoliating state and scales

away, working toward the point of the beak. The narrow piece along the

frontal line is pitted—each pit marking the position of a feather, as is shown
in many cases where minute feathers are present. When this horny cover is

removed a callous membrane bearing feathers is exposed, and these feathers

extend up and pierce the fallen scale. The basal angle of the lower mandible
becomes pliable before the horny cover breaks, and a dark suffusion shows as

though a watery fluid had exuded between the horny sheath and the cartilage.

Food.—Early in the morning many of the puffins, nearly all of

those that are not incubating, leave their breeding grounds and fi}' out

to sea in search of food; they may be seen going and coming more
or less during the day, with their bills full of small fish for their

mates or for the young; at night they all return. Their food con-

sists mainly of small fishes, such as sand lances, sticklebacks, and

smelt. Mr. Turner (1886) says:

Their food is composed of moUusks of various kinds, a few shreds of certain

seaweed fronds, and larvae, which are abundant on some of these seaweeds.

Behavior.—Puffins play the part of the clown among birds; their

appearance is comical in any attitude, and their movements are

ludicrous enough as they walk about on their toes, in a semierect

position, with a droll dignity peculiarly their own, or stand peering

out of their nesting burrows, with an air of stupid inquiry. They
are certainly fantastic combinations of the solemn and the burlesque.

They are much at home on the rocks, where they are very active on

their feet, walking or running with ease. When launching into the

air off the rocks they glide swiftly downward with feet widely

spread, sweeping in a wide circle out over the water and returning

soon again to fly past or over the point from which they started.

They seem to be impelled by curiosity or by their attachment to their

homes to repeat this flight maneuver over and over again, flying in

a large circle or in an ellipse, out over the ocean and back again past

the cliffs. Hunters take advantage of this habit to lie in wait for

them and shoot them, but if too much molested they become more

•wary. They are very hard to kill, however, as they are very tenacious

of life. Their flight is not particularly swift, but quite steady, strong,

and protracted; the wings are moved very rapidly and constantly;
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the body and head are held in compact form and the feet are carried

straight backward to help in steering. They swim buoyantly and

are expert divers. In diving the body is often raised clear of the

water, and a curving downward plunge is made. Under water they

use both wings and feet, flying rapidly through the water in pursuit

of their finny prey.

Horned puffins are sometimes quite noisy when quarreling in their

burrows, but at other times they are usually silent except for a

variety of low growling or grunting sounds, frequently heard on

their breeding grounds, which are probably love notes or friendly

communications.

Winter.—During the latter part of September, or as soon as the

young birds are able to fly, the}^ leave their breeding grounds in

northern Bering Sea for their winter quarters. Many winter im

the open waters about the Aleutian Islands and farther south along:

the Alaskan coast; many probably spend the winter wandering over

the open ocean. Probably the birds which breed south of the Alaska

Peninsular do not migrate far from their summer haunts.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and Islands of the North Pacific, Behring

Sea, and the Arctic Ocean. From southern Alaska (Forrester Island,

St. Lazaria Island, and Prince William Sound) west throughout the

Aleutian Islands. North along the Alaskan coast (St. Michael,

Kotzebue Sound, and Cape Lisburne), and on the Pribilof Islands,

St. Matthew, St. Lawrence, and the Diomede Islands. Also from the

Commander Islands north along the Siberian coast to Bering Strait

(East Cape) and Koliutschin Island. As Nelson saw a bird at Her-

ald Island, it may breed there also. Probably breeds in the Kurile

Islands.

Winter range.—Southern Bering Sea and the North Pacific Ocean.

From the Aleutian and Commander Islands south along the Alaskan

coast to the Queen Charlotte Islands, and along the Asiatic coast to

the Kurile Islands. Taken once in California (Pacific Grove, Mon-
terey County).

Spring rnigration.—Taken at Nushagak, Alaska, May 9. They ar-

rive at the Pribilof Islands, May 10 ; at St. Michael, June 10 to 20

;

and at Chamisso Island, Kotzebue Sound, June 25.

Fall migration.—Taken at St. Matthew Island, September 22.

They depart from their breeding grounds near St. Michael, Septem-

ber 20, and at the Pribilof Islands, September 10; but individuals

probably remain on the open sea at no great distance much later.

Egg da.tes.—Alaska, north of peninsula: 24 records, June 24 to

September 1 ; 12 records, June 27 to July 9. Alaska, south of penin-

sula : 13 records, June 6 to July 11 ; 7 records, June 17 to July 5.
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CERORHINCA MONOCERATA (Pallas).

BHINOCEROS ATJKLET.

HABITS.

This curious auklet, the largest of its group, is a bird of our more
northern Pacific coast; it is not so well known, as its abundance at

certain points should justify, because of its nocturnal habits on its

breeding grounds ; like the petrels it is seldom seen by daylight except

when unearthed in its nesting burrow. It is essentially a bird of the

open sea, seldom entering the straits and inside passages and never

coming onto the land except to breed, coming and going during the

hours of darkness.

Nesting.—One of the principal breeding resorts of this species is

Destruction Island, off the coast of Washington, which Mr. W. Leon
Dawson (1908a) has described as

—

.a flat-topped island with sharply sloping or nearly perpendicular sides, rising

^0 feet above tide. Covered by dense growth of vegetation, chiefly salraonberry

and salal thickets growing to lieight of a man's head, or higher on top ; same
with grass and bushes of other sorts on sides. Composed of deep loam (guano?),

clay, gravel (incipient conglomerate of Pleistocene age) in descending series,

resting unconformably upon the upturned edges of Miocene sandstone. Exten-

sive area of sandstone reefs exposed on all sides of island at low tide, includ-

ing ribs and ridges of sculptured rock unreached by water save in time of

5torm.

He estimated that about 10,000 rhinoceros auklets were nesting on

this island.

Mr. Dawson (1909) has given us the following attractive account

of the arrival of these auklets on the island

:

Late in April the auklets, stirred l)y a common impulse, muster from the

wide seas and move upon Destruction by night. If there has been any scouting

or premature development work, it has been carried on by night only and has

escaped observation. In fact, it is a point of honor among the auklets never

to appear in the vicinity of the great rookery—or aukery—by day. At the

tribal home-coming, the keepers tell us, there is a great hubbub. If the location

be a brushy hillside, the birds upon arrival crash into the bushes like meteors

and take chances of a braining. Upon the ground, they first argue with old

neighbors about boundaries. If growls and barks and parrot-like shrieks mean

anything, there are some differences of opinion discovered. Perhaps also the

details of matrimony have not all been arranged, and there is much screaming

avowal.

Gradually, however, order emerges from chaos, and the birds set to work

with a will renovating the old home or driving new tunnels in the loam,

sand, clay, or even hardpan. The burrows are usually 5 to 8 feet in length

and about 5 inches in diameter, terminating in a dome-shaped chamber a

foot or more across and 7 or 8 inches high. Each tunnel has a spur or blind

alley which, presumably, is occupied by the male during the honeymoon. For

lining, the nuptial chamber boasts nothing more pretentious than a few dead

salal leaves and a handful of dried grasses. The amount of labor involved in

this home-delving is very considerable. My guide once took an egg from a
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Destruction Island, Washington. W. L. Dawson.

Destruction Island, Washinglon. \V. L. Dawson.

Rhinoceros Auklet.

For description see page 235.
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tunnel driven 10 feet straight into a clay bank ; and I followed another through

sand to a depth of 15 feet, only to find it empty. This last, I take it, was the

work of a jilted suitor, venting his feelings by showing the coquette what a

fine house she might have had.

Prof. Lynds Jones (1908) also says of their burrows:

The birds burrow into the perpendicular banks which face the ocean in many
places, or into the turf-covered banks which are only a little less steep. The

burrows may lead almost straight into the bank for a dozen to 15 feet, or more

nearly parallel the surface, apparently depending somewhat upon the char-

acter of the soil. The few attempts to burrow into coarse gravelly material

were soon abandoned in favor of the sandy soil. A very few nest burrows

were made within a foot of the surface of the turf and could be uncovered

from above. Every burrow examined was forked, the shorter and unused

branch invariably being the one nearer the face of the bank, while the used

branch continued some distance into the bank, ending in a nest of grassy

material mixed with feathers where the hole was enlarged for more room.

Prof. Harold Heath (1915) found the rhinoceros auklet breeding

still more abundantly on Forrester Island, southern Alaska, during

the summer of 1913. He writes

:

Generally speaking, the rhinoceros auklet occupies burrows in the sloping

sides of the island from the shore line to a height of from 400 to 500 feet, their

number and distribution depending upon the nature of the soil and the char-

acter of the surrounding vegetation. The most favorable nesting sites appear

to be the dense spruce woods where the shadows are of such depth that ferns

and underbrush find but scanty foothold, and the soil is soft and friable. In

such localities over 400 burrows have been counted in an area 600 feet square,

but where the salmon and elder berry are abundant, and ferns form a tangled

mat, or rock outcrops are plentiful and the soil thin the nests are of less

frequent occurrence or are absent altogether. While no complete and accurate

count is possible it is safe to say that not less than 15,000 pairs of these birds

found a home on Forrester Island during the past season.

.Judging from this year's observations, the breeding season commences in the

latter half of May. At this time the old burrows, which have caved in during

the winter or have become clogged with debris brought in by mice, are given

a thoroughgoing cleaning, and the accumulation of spruce needles and cones,

decayed grass, moss, leaves, stems, and earth scraped to the front of the

entrance forms a conspicuous mound in many instances. In some cases the

tunnels have already been cleared to some extent by the Cassin auklet and to

a less degree by the ancient murrelet, but the relations of these birds appear

to be undisturbed even when two species occupy the same home.

As a general thing the opening of the nest is about the base of stumps or

trees or under logs, and only rarely does it occupy open ground away from the

forest. As to the burrow, it is a highly variable structure, neglecting the fact

that it is at least S feet in length. In extreme instances it attains a length

of fully 20 feet, and, as iiulicnted in the accompanying diagrams, its con-

figuration is subject to many variations. There is usually one main channel,

rarely with two outlets, and from this there are one or more blind offshoots.

In one of these the nest is frequently placed, but it is by no means a usual

occurrence to find it close to the entrance as some of the Haidah men declare

to be the case.
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The composition of the nest depends upon the material at hand. Where
spruce trees abound the building inaterials are largely small twigs; where
salmonberrj', moss, and ferns are in the vicinity these are utilized, and in

either case are fashioned into a shallow, saucer-shaped nest. The single egg,

white with obscure lavender spots, is laid in June from the 1st to the 15th.

Newly hatched young were found as early as the 27th, but the greater number
hatch out during the fii'st week in July. The period of incubation lasts about

three weeks, as far as can be determined from the data at hand, though it

must certainly be somewhat more extended when the burrow is poorly drained,

and the nest a soggy mass. On August 6 several burrows were opened and
found to be empty, and about the same time the fishermen reported having

seen young birds, accompanied by one or both parents, some distance out at sea.

The duty of incubation rests upon both parents, as individuals of either sex

have been found in the burrows during the day. During this time the mate is

fishing at sea, and returns shortly before dark, or, more accurately, about

10 p. m. The day shift now puts to sea to return in the early morning hours.

Eggs.—The single o-gg of the rhinoceros auklet much resembles

the Qgg of the horned puffin, both in size and shape. The shape is

usually not far from " ovate," and the texture of the shell is fairly-

smooth but dull in luster. The color is dull white, often spotless,

but more often with faint spots of pale lavender, gray, or light

brown; some eggs are quite heavily spotted with darker brown.

One ^gg in the United States National Museum has a faint cloudy

wreath of pale lavender about the larger end; others have wreaths

of lavender spots overlaid with spots or scrawls of " tawny olive

"

or other light shades of brown; all of these are very pretty eggs.

Mr. Dawson (1909) refers to the markings on the &gg as "traces

of an ancient color pattern, undoubtedly heavy, still persisting in

faint lines of umber and in subdued shell markings or undertints

of lavender and lilac," which he thinks indicate a former habit of

nesting in the open. The measurements of 39 eggs in various col-

lections average 68.5 by 46.2 millimeters; the eggs showing the

four extremes measure 73.5 by 47, 70 by 50, 63.7 by 44.6, and 65 by

43.6 millimeters.

Plumages.—^The downy young is described by Mr. Ridgway (1887)

as "uniform sooty grayish brown, very similar to corresponding

stage of Lunda cirrhata^ but rather lighter in color and with more

slender bill." The natal down disappears last from the neck, rump,

and flanks, being replaced by the first winter plumage, the dusky

feathers of the wings and back appearing first, and then the whitish

feathers of the breast.

Young birds in their first autumn may be distinguished from

winter adults by their much smaller bills and by the entire absence

of the postocular and rictal plumes. This first winter plumage is worn

without much modification until late winter or early spring; the dark

tips of the breast feathers gradually wear away, and are sometimes
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gone by December, leaving the bird with pure white under parts;

the white plumes on the sides of the head sometimes begin to appear

in December, but sometimes not until March. Early in the spring

the horn begins to grow on the upper side and the accessory piece

on the under side of the bill; the white plumes become quite fully

developed, and the young bird in its first nuptial plumage becomes

practically indistinguishable from the adult.

The adult has a complete moult during the late summer and early

fall, at which the horn and lower accessory piece are shed from the

bill and the adult winter plumage is acquired. This is similar to

the adult nuptial plumage, except that the white head plumes are

shorter and not so fully developed. I believe tliat these plumes are

seldom, if ever, wholly lacking in winter adults. The bill of the

adult in winter is much larger than that of the young bird, and
there is usually a soft knob indicating where the horn has been.

Food.—From the examination of 10 specimens killed off the Cali-

fornia coast in winter. Dr. Joseph Grinnell (1899) found that

—

The food consisted entirely of a small j'ellow crustacean, which filled their

gullets. We saw none of these anywhere near the surface of the water, so

they must have been caught by diving to a considerable depth.

Mr. C. B. Linton (1908) states that he and Mr. Willet secured

several specimens off the California coast in November and Decem-
ber, and that the " craws examined contained freshly caught sardines

B to 4 inches long." The stomach contents consisted of the "meat
and bones of small fish."

Professor Heath (1915) says:

The food of the rhinoceros auklet, whether young or old, consists wholly of

sand launces, according to the reports of the natives, and an examination of a
few stomachs supports their claim.

He says further, referring to their feeding habits and their long

daily flights in search of food

:

On rare occasions they were reported by fishermen operating upward of a

mile from shore, but in the great majority of cases they sought more open

water at some distance from land, such as the channel between Forrester and
Dall Island. A marked exception to this rule may be witnessed throughout the

summer on the eastern side of Dall Island in Kaigani and Tlivak Straits. Here
the tide sets strongly, especially in the region of the narrows of Skookum Chuck
at the north end of Dall Island, and with an abundance of floating organisms

serving as fish food the conditions are most favorable not only for auklets

but for several other water birds, such as gulls, ancient and marbled murrelets,

pigeon guillemots, and cormorants. In order to reach this locality the rhinoceros

auklet makes a round trip journey of at least 60 miles if it flies directly over

Dall Island. This, however, is doubtful, as flocks have been seen at nightfall

coming down the straits on the east side of Dall, and after rounding the

southern end their course is doubtless a bee line for home. Under such cir-

cumstances it requires a completed journey of fully 120 miles to bring them
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to the feeding grounds and back again. Whatever their route, it is certain

that they are most rapid flyers, and in the dim evening and morning liglit

it is a difficult feat to follow their bulletlike flight against the sky. If the day

be foggy or dark, the iisual early morning departure may be delayed for an
hour or so. Under such circumstances they rest in front of their burrows, or

wander about the neighborhood, uttering their curious nasal cry of four short

notes rapidly repeated.

Behavior.—Doctor Grinnell (1899) gives an interesting account of

his efforts to get within gunshot of a rhinoceros auklet swimming on

the water, which well illustrates its power of diving and swimming
for long distances under water. He also says

:

The manner and pose of the rhinoceros auklet, resting or swimming on the

water are quite different from those of any other sea bird met with around

Catalina. It is short and chunky, with head drawn in close to the body, leaving

scarcely any tract that might be called a neck. The water line comes up to

about the lower edge of the wings when closed against the body, so that the

bird does not rest lightly on the water, like a gull or phalarope. The head is

held on the same line as the body, directly out in front, so that the top of the

head and back are on the same level. The whole bird at a little distance

looks most like a block of wood floating on the water. We did not once see

one flying. They all preferred to dive. One which was shot at and probably

slightly wounded, attempted to take flight but failed to get clear of the water,

and after dragging along the surface for several feet, instantly dove. The great

ease and rapidity which is shown in diving and traveling under water is re-

markable. We heard no note, and there was never but one in sight at a time.

They were mostly seen about a quarter of a mile from shore.

Professor Heath (1915) writes:

In former times the rhinoceros auklet was far more numerous than it is at

the present time, according to the reports of the Indians. As late as 50 years

ago many of the slopes now untenanted afforded nesting sites for these and

other birds, and the hills now occupied had a far greater population than one

finds to-day. In those earlier times the sky was literally darkened as they put

out to sea, and the sound of their cries was a veritable babel. The diminution

might naturally be ascribed to the activity of the natives, who relish this

species above all others, but the natives themselves meet such a claim with the

evidence of many scores of years when, with a much larger tribe than at present,

they gathered eggs and birds in vastly greater numbers without any appreciable

decline in the bird colony. Their explanation rests solely upon the belief

that the decrease is due entirely to the rank growth of underbrush and ferns

which form a tangled mat too dense to permit of ready flight to and from the

burrows. In former times, even within the memory of some of the older men
of the tribe, the country was much more open; and it is certainly a readily

observed fact that this species avoids the thickets and seeks out more open

ground. Occasional nests are found in salmonberry patches, but well-worn

runways invariably lead into the open.

Mr. Dawson (1909) describes the method used by the Indians for

catching the auklets on Destruction Island as follows

:

When the female begins to brood her single egg the male spends his days at

sea, returning after nightfall to feed his mate and, it may be, exchange places
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with her. The Indians take advantage of this habit to catch the birds, which
tliey account good eating. Having first selected a populous neighborhood, they

thrust grass into a set of contiguous burrows, pressing it in to arm's length

for the purpose of detaining the returning bird later in the evening. At 9

o'clock or such a matter they post themselves in the gathering gloom to watch
their traps, secreting themselves, if need be, in the bushes. The colony is

silent now, but presently there is a sudden whirr of wings, a dark object

strikes the bank and disappears. Instantly the watchful native closes the

entrance of the burrow and seizes the confused anklet from behind. It is

creepy business, and not less so now that the whole scene is lighted up by
the accusingly benignant eye of the lighthouse. However, one may be pardoned
a strictly psychological study, even in the robbing of a henroost.

Winte7\—As soon as the breeding season is over the hosts of ank-

lets leave their underground burrows, their mysterious nocturnal

visits cease, and the}' scatter out over the ocean, where they spend
the winter in the pursuit of happiness and the search for food. They
are widely scattered at this season and seem to prefer a solitary

existence.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Pacific. From
Washington (Destruction Island) north to southern Alaska (For-

rester Island, St. Lazaria Island, and Egg Island, 200 miles west of

Fort Wrangell) and west to the Aleutian Islands (Atka, Agattu,

and Umnak Islands), the Kurile Islands and northern Japan (Yezo).

Said to ha-^'e formerly bred on the Farallones.

Winter range.—The open sea from Washington (Pacific coast,

rare in Puget Sound) south to California (Farallones to San Diego)

and rarely Lower California (San Geronimo Island and Cerros

Island). In Asia winters south to southern Japan.

Spring migration.—Northward in April and May. Birds remain

along the coast of California until early May (latest June 2), but

the first arrivals on the breeding grounds at Destruction Island,

Washington, are often seen during April. Specimens were noted in

southeastern Alaska (Kuiu Island) May 18.

Fall migration.—Takes place in September and October. Birds

have been noted at Point Pinos, California, September 27, and com-
mon by October 14. A bird, evidently a migrant, was taken on
Puget Sound (Tacoma) September 21, and specimens were taken

at Departure Bay, British Columbia, from September 23 to No-
vember 2.

Egg dates.—Southern Alaska: 22 records. May 10 to June 22;

11 records, June 9 to 20. Washington: 10 records, April 21 to June
18 : 5 records, April 24 to June 13.
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PTYCHORAMPHUS ALEUTICUS (Pallas).

CASSIN'S ATTKLET.

HABITS.

Like the preceding species, the Cassin's anklet is nocturnal in its

habits on its breeding grounds, as it is distinctly a pelagic species

and comes ashore only to breed, coming and going under the cover

of darkness. Yet it is decidedly the best known of the auklets, as it

has by far the widest breeding range, from the Aleutian Islands to

central Lower California, and it is an abundant bird all along our

Pacific coast at all seasons of the year.

Nesting.—It is probably migratory to some extent, but, as with

most of the Alcidae, its spring and fall migrations consist mainly of

a movement onto its breeding resorts in the spring and departure

from them to the open sea in the fall. Prof. Harold Heath (1915)

says that " the natives state that Cassin auklet arrives on Forrester

Island about March 1," as it begins nesting early. In his account

of the nesting habits of the species on this island he states that he

was unable to distinguish any external mark of identification between

the burrows of the Cassin's auklet and the ancient murrelet.

It was accordingly impossible to determine the exact numbers of the two

species. It can be said, however, that the Cassin auklet has been found ta

occupy several sites from the sea level to a height of 500 feet, and the presence

of eggshell fragments in many places indicates their general distribution over

the island and in small numbers on Lawrie and South Islands. As in the case

of the ancient murrelet, the openings of the burrows are located about the roots

of trees, or beneath partially buried logs or stones. The tunnel itself ranges

fi-om 2 to 4 feet in length, and is usually only sparingly branched. Whether

they occupy the same home season after season is not known. It is certain, how-

ever, that several of the tunnels have been occupied at one time by mice, as is

evidenced by accumulations of gnawed cones in some of the lateral galleries

or in the material scraped from the main canal and accumulated about the

entrance.

On Forrester Island the duties of nest building ai-e no more onerous than

characterizes the species elsewhere. A few twigs of the Sitka spruce, together

with old or mouse-eaten cones and occasional fragments of moss, appear to be

all that is necessary. The length of the incubation period was not determined,

though Captain John (a remarkably keen and accurate naturalist of the Haidah

Tribe) says that it lasts " about two weeks." Fully three weeks more are

required to bring the fledgling to the time of departure from the nest. During

the time of incubation the female occupied the burrow in five cases at least,

and the Indians claim that she is fed during the night by the male and never

leaves the nest until the young is several days old.

One of the most populous colonies of this species is to be found on

the Farallone Islands, of which Mr. W. Leon Dawson (1911) writes:

The Cassin auklets are everywhere. Burrows predominate, but there is not a

cleft, nook, crack, cranny, fissure, aperture, retreat, niche, cave, receptacle, or

hidey-hole from the water's edge to the summit of the light tower which is not
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Carroll Islet, 'Wrishinpton. W. L. Dawson.

San Goronimo Island, Mexico.
CASSIN'S Auklet.

For description see page 235.

G. Willett,
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tikely to harbor this ubiquitous bii'd. The interstices of the stoue walls contain

them to the number of thousands. Every cavity not definitely occupied by puf-

fin, petrel, or rabbit is tenanted by an anklet, and in many cases quarters are

shared. If one's imagination is not sufficiently stimulated by regular occur-

rences, it will be jogged by appearances in unexpected places—an old nest of

rock wren or pigeon guillemot, an inner recess of a murre cave, an abandoned

spur of puffin burrow, an overturned w^heelbarrow or neglected board lying

on the ground, driftwood on the beach—anything affording the slightest prospect

of protection or cover. A pile of coal, sacked up and awaiting transfer from

landing to siren, was found to be full of them. Since this was the rule from

center to circumference of this magic isle, we conclude that the Gassin auklet

is the commonest bird on the Farallones, and estimates of population anywhere

short of one or two hundred thousand do not take account of the facts.

Mr. A. B Howell has sent me the followinig notes on the Cassin's

auklet

:

There are but few of the islands along the California coast and halfway

down the peninsula of Lower California on which this auklet does not breed.

Coming in from the sea it selects a suitable spot, usually more than 50 feet

above the ocean, and tunnels out a burrow in the loam, which varies from one

to several feet in length. These are used year after year until their entrances

are big enough to fit a puffin. When available sites of this kind become
<;rowded they readily occupy niches among the rocks and the corners of caves.

The odor emanating from the burrows strongly reminds one of a badly kept

chicken house. Fresh eggs are found by the middle of ^larch and may be

found in nimibers until the middle of July, though the nesting season would

seem to vary greatly in different years. Of perhaps 50 nests examined by

me on Los Coronados Islands the first part of July, 1910. all held eggs in

various stages, except three which contained small young. On June 30, 1913,

this order was reversed, and out of many nests examined by Messrs Dickey,

van Eossem, and myself three eggs were obtained, and the remainder held

joung in all stages. It is also worthy of note that at the latter time there

were not nearly as many birds breeding as at the former. The eggs are

deposited on the bare ground or occasionally a few bits of weed.

Mr. Chase Littlejohn sent the following notes to Major Bendire:

This auklet arrives at the island, on which it intends to nest, between 9.30

and 10 in the evening, according as the weather is clear or cloudy—the darker

the sky the earlier they come—and immediately drop into the grass and are

soon in their holes, where they both take a hand in digging and cleaning out

whatever has accumulated since it was last occupied. After this house clean-

ing is done, or a new hole is dug, the nest is made, the egg deposited, and
incubation begins at once, which is taken part in by both parents, and as near

as I could determine these duties are exchanged nightly ; while one sets the

other is away, far at sea, on the feeding grounds. On his or her return to the

hole a greeting note is sounded, and immediately the one on the nest answers

and comes to within a few inches of the entrance to meet the mate which has

just returned. Here the peculiar rasping love note is repeated over and over

with hardly an intermission for at least half an hour (I have listened that

long), sometimes by one and oftener by both. While this salutation is going

on they are constantly bowing to each other, and so absorbed are they in their

greeting that the hand can often be placed on them for a short time without
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attracting their notice, probablj- each thiuljinj;,' it is the other that is doing this,

but when the discovery is made that there is an intruder about they at once
scurry into the farthest end of their hole, which is from 2 to 6 feet long, and
there remain quiet. At the end of the hole the nest is situated and is composed
of a few coarse grass blades, or oftener of the large flower stems of a plant

known to the natives as pooch-ki, and which is eaten by them—the natives—the
same as we use celery. These stalks are from one-half to 1 inch in diameter
and often IS inches long; they are cut into lengths by the birds using their

lieaks for that purpose. One remarkable thing about these holes is no matter
how close they may be to each other no two ever intersect, although they wind
in and out, up and down in every direction. Another peculiar and interesting

habit is that each hole is supplied with a short side tunnel a foot or so in length,

in which the birds deposit their excrement. The nest is always very clean.

The love or greeting note mentioned above can be produced, as near as I could

get it, by the syllables kicee-kew repeated over and over. In listening to it

one could not help thinking of the sound made by a squeaky bucksaw in a

splintered log of wood. They also utter a peculiar gnawing, grunting sound
which I was unable to put on paper. They are very pugnacious when taken in.

the hand and will scratch and bite very hard, often drawing blood. For food

they are, strange to say, excellent, being the only sea bird with which I am
acquainted that is even passable.

Eggs.—The single unmarked ^g^ of Cassin's auklet is between
" ovate " and " elliptical ovate " in shape, usually nearer the former

and with nearly equally rounded ends, but some eggs are quite

pointed at one or even both ends. The shell is smooth, but quite

lusterless. The color is dull white, milk wlyte, or creamy white,

but the egg shows a decidedly bluish or greenish tinge when held up
toward the light. The ^gg is usually somewhat, and often much, nest

stained. The measurements of 60 eggs, in the United States National

Museum collection, average 46.9 by 34.3 millimeters; the eggs show-

ing the four extremes measuring 51 by 34.5, 45 by 37, 44 by 34. and

45 by 31.5 millimeters.

Both sexes incubate, relieving each other during the night. The
universal rule among sea birds is to raise only one brood during

the season, but there is considerable evidence to show that this species

is an exception to the rule. The breeding season is much prolonged,

from April to November, which means that more than one brood is

raised or that the breeding grounds are so overcrowded that different

individuals have to breed at different seasons. The former supposi-

tion seems to be the more likely. Mr. Walter E. Bryant (1888) says;

Several young are supposed to be raised during the season. Many nests

were found occupied by young in down and one adult bird sitting upon a

fresh egg; in some nests the egg was kept warm by contact with the young.

In no instance were two old birds found in the same nest, and no birds were

found at the time search was made without an egg or young, or both. The ma-

jority of the adult birds were females, although both sexes were found sitting.

If pi'ovoked, either young or old will seize a finger and hold on. The old birds

are silent when on the nest, but the downy young make a faint peeping when
disturbed. When taken from the nest they endeavor to crawl out of sight,
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and if tossed into tlie air they descend quickly and hide themselves from the

light. They commenced flying this year as early as April 2, and eggs have

been found as late as November 20, showing a breeding time extending through

eight months.

Mr. A. W. Anthony, in his notes sent to Major Bendire, refers to

a nest "containing a nearh?- fledged yoimg and an adult female

incubating a fresh egg; the fledgling was crowded into a branch

burrow away from the main nest." Mr. W. Otto Emerson, in his

notes, states that two or three broods are raised and that he has

found fully grown young in the same hole with the parent bird sit-

ting on the second laying. Possibly in all of these cases the young bird

and the egg may have belonged to different parents, but this hardly

seems likely, unless the young bird may have been sufficiently

frightened by the process of opening the burrow to have run into

a compartment occupied by an incubating bird. If this bird is such

a prolific breeder as it seems to be this would account for its great

abundance over such a wide breeding range.

Young.—Mr. Emerson gives the period of incubation as 21 days

and Mr. Littlejohn as 30 days. The chick remains in the nest and is

fed by its parents on regurgitated food until it is fully fledged and
able to fly. Mr. Emerson says that the young are fed in the same
manner that a pigeon feeds its young, the parent throwing up a

thick, creamy, chocolate-colored matter, containing what he took to

be small marine insects. He says that the young become " rolling fat

while in their holes and the old birds are never poor from the cares

of incubation." The young remain in the burrows until able to fly.

Plumages.—The downy young is " Blackish brown " or " fuscous

black " when first hatched, fading to " fuscous " or " hair brown "

when older, on the upper parts; the throat, breast, and flanks are

paler; and the belly is "ecru drab," "drab gray," or "drab." Ac-

cording to Mr. Howell's observations, " pin feathers begin to show at

the base of the down when the chick is but 2 or 3 days old. They
first show through on the underparts, then on the head, and the

down gradually is shed from the end of the feathers until a small

tuft below the chin is all that remains." The first plumage, which
is thus acquired directly from the downy stage, is not strikingly

different from that of the adult. The bill is decidedly smaller, how-
ever, the throat is whiter and the wings and tails are browner in

young birds. The first nuptial plumage shows no very marked
change and the young bird closely resembles the adult; birds with

smaller bills and slightly whitish throats are probably young birds.

Adults have no conspicuous seasonal changes of plumage, except

that the fall plumage looks brighter and fresher. The clear, slaty-

blue and black plumage of adults in the fall, together with the larger

bills, will usually serve to distinguish them from young birds.
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There is apparently a complete molt in August and September and
probably a partial prenuptial molt during the latter part of winter.

Food.—Cassin's auklets feed well out at sea, where they spend

most of their time, singly, in pairs, or in small flocks; some of their

food is obtained on or near the surface, but they must dive to con-

siderable depths for some of it. Mr. F. Stephens (1893) found

that

—

The stomachs of some examined contained shrimps. For some it simply

dipped its head under water, for otliers it dove a few inches.

Mr. Emerson noted marine insects among its food and Professor

Heath (1915) says:

The food of the young, and of the adults as well, was found to consist of

copepods aud an undetermined species of shrimp or amphipod.

Probably a great variety of small marine animals are included in

its diet.

Behavior.—The flight of Cassin's auklet is swift, steady, and

direct; when flying over the water it flies low, just clearing the

waves, and even over the land its flight is low. Mr. Bryant (1888)

writes that

—

One, attracted by a lantern carried by Mr. Emerson, flew with characteristic

swiftness directly at it, but missed and struck against the side of a house,

where it was picked up stunned. Auks have struck persons walking without

a light, but always below the shoulders.

Referring to the clumsiness of this species, Mr. Dawson (1911)

writes

:

The Cassin au'klet seems incapable of controlling the force of its flight, and

the wonder is that the birds are not every one of them dashed to pieces in a

single night. In this respect they remind one of nothing else so much as beetles

or moths, which come hurtling into the region of candlelight, crash against the

candlestick, and without an instant's pause begin an animated search afoot.

This crash-and-crawl method seems not exceptional but characteristic iu the

auklet. It was especially noticeable in the paved area just outside our work-

room door. Crash ! announced the arrival of another food-laden messenger

from the unknown deeps. The impact of collision with the building invariably

stunned the bird so that it fell to the ground, but it immediately began a

frantic search, and as likely as not, before you could lay hands on it, disap-

peared in a crack under the doorstep.

Mr. Stephens (1893) says:

They dive well, and can stay under water two minutes or more. They swim
fast for so small a bird. On being chased with a boat they often preferred

diving to flight, and then their speed was greater than when swimming, requir-

ing sharp rowing to get within shooting distance. They often changed their

course wliile under water, and several times bafHed me in that way. They are

so small that one can not see them very far in rough water. Wounded birds

observed at short distances were observed to use their wings in diving, and

probablv in all cases diving is simply a flight under, water.
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Although apparently a silent bird at other times, this auklet is a

very noisy bird on its breeding grounds at night. Mr. Dawson's

(1909) graphic pen describes the evening concert as follows:

The stage setting is perfect, down to the footlights. Now, for the orchestra

:

" Petteretteretterell, etteretteretterell "—it is the tap, tap of the petrel con-

ductor calling the island to attention. Soon ghostly forms steal about in the

gathering gloom. Voice answers voice as each moment flies. The flitting

shadows become a throng and the chorus a tumult. But in the grand melange

there is a new note. A quaint burring croak wells up from the ground, elfish,

gruesome, portentous. The Cassin auklets are waking up. Heard alone, the

auklet chorus reminds one of a frog pond in full cry. As one gives attention to

an individual performer, however, and seeks to locate him in his burrow, the

mystery and strangeness of it grows. The vocalist is complaining bitterly of

we know not what wrongs. We must be within 3 feet of the noise as we
stoop at the buiTow's mouth ; the volume of it is earfilling

;
yet its source seems

furlongs off. Now it is like the squealing of a pig in a distant slaughter pen.

We lift our heads, and the stockyards are reeling with the prayers and cries

of a thousand victims. And now the complaint falls into a cadence, " Let meee

out, let meee out, let me out." A thousand dolorous voices take up the chorus.

The uproar gets upon the nerves. Is this a bird lunatic asylum? Have we
stumbled upon an avian madhouse here in the lone Pacific? And are these

inmates appealing to the moon, their absent mistress?

Mr. Charles A. Keeler (1892) says:

Their note resembles the creaking of a rusty gate, and may be represented by

the syllables creeh a reek, creek a reek, creek a reek.

Cassin's auklets, especially when fat, make very good eating, and

have doubtless been used largely for food by many tribes of Indians

or by fishermen. Professor Heath (1915) says:

In ancient times this species figured largely in the natives' bill of fare, and

large numbers were annually taken by means of snares or were attracted by

bonfires and subsequently knocked down.

Large numbers of Cassin's auklets are occasionally washed up

dead on the beaches of our Pacific coast. Mr. J. H. Bowles (1908)

discovered that, in one case at least, this mortality was due to an

epidemic of intestinal tapeworms. In addition to finding dead birds

of this and other species strewn along the beach, he noted that

—

The ocean was rather plentifully dotted with sick birds, some of them so

close in as to be rolled over and over in the breakers.

The intestines of a shearwater were packed solid with tapeworms.

These worms were about 3 inches long, rather slender, and marked with

alternate rings of white and brownish black. There were many hundreds of

the disgusting parasites in every bird, making death from starvation an

absolute certainty.

Mr. Howell writes me that on the Coronados Islands

—

These birds suffer a great deal from the depredations of duck hawks, a pair

or two of which are usually found near the auklet colonies. Even though

5591&—19—Bull. 107 9
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the latter attain an amazing speed when pitching from the top of the islands

when released from the hand, the falcons overtake them with the greatest ease

and continue to slaughter, after their hunger has been appeased, for the mere
fun of it. This is perhaps why the auklets visit the colonies only after nightfall.

Winter.—The fall migration is not well marked, and probably the

winter home of this auklet is not far from its breeding grounds, as

it apparently spends the winter at sea throughout most of its summer
range.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Pacific coast, from Lower California (Cerros,

San Benito, San Geronimo, San Martin, Todos Santos, and Los
Coronados Islands) northward to southern Alaska (Forrester Island,

Egg Island, 200 miles west of Fort Wrangell and Sanak Islands)

and the Aleutian Islands (Atkha Island). North of California it

is somewhat local in its distribution.

Winter range.—The open sea in the vicinity of its breeding places

at least as far north as Washington (Puget Sound).

Casual records.—It is said that a specimen taken in Kamtschatka
is in the Berlin Museum.
Egg dates.—Farallone Islands: 61 records, April 3 to July 20;

32 records. May 29 to June 18. Lower California : 29 records, March
10 to June 8; 15 records, April 6 to May 18. Santa Barbara Islands:

10 records. May 16 to June 29 ; 5 records, June 4 to 9. Sanak Islands,

Alaska : 2 records, June 6 ; 2 records, June 7 ; and 1 record, July 3.

PHALERIS PSITTACULA (Pallas).

PAROQUET ATJKLET.

HABITS.

The auklets, like the fur seals, of the Pribilof Islands spend the

greater part of their lives at sea and return to these lonely fog-bound

islands in Bering Sea to rear their young, where they are wholly

engrossed Avith the cares of reproduction. My short visit to these

islands in the summer of 1911 served only as an introduction and

gave me but a slight glimpse into their life histories. Our introduc-

tion to the famous fur-seal islands was characteristic of that dismal

climate. We had been sailing by compass all night from Bogoslof

Island, and morning found us still groping in the prevailing thick

fog, which serves to keep the seals' coats cool and moist, but is a

menace to mariners. At last, when we had about concluded that we
had missed our reckoning and had passed the islands, we began to

see a few of these large white-breasted auklets flying past us to the

eastward. Turning, we followed them, and before long we could

hear the barking, roaring, and bellowing of the fur seals in their

rookeries on St. Paul Island. Feeling our way carefully toward
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them until we could dimly see the outline of the cliffs, we crept along

the shore into Village Cove.

Spring.—The paroquet auklet, or " baillie brushkie," as it is called

by the natives, arrives in the Commander Islands about the last of

April and in the Pribilofs early in May. It is not nearly as abun-

dant as the least auklet and is much less gregarious. It does not fly

about in such enormous flocks or swarms, but is comparatively soli-

tary in its habits, quiet, and unobtrusive. A few were always to be

seen sitting in little groups on the low rocky cliffs of St. Paul Island

or flying out to circle around us in quiet curiosity. Probably many

of them were away at sea on their feeding grounds, and some were

calmly dozing on the rocks. Their nests or eggs were safely hidden

away in the remote crevices in the cliffs or under large rocks beyond

our reach.

Nesting.—On July 7, 1911, I spent one of the most eventful after-

noons of my life studying the nesting habits of this and the hosts of

other sea birds that make their summer home on the wonderful,

little, rocky islet of the Pribilof group, Walrus Island. Here we

found the paroquet, crested, and least auklets, together with the

tufted puffin, nesting under the loose piles of water-worn bowlders

which were piled up in a great ridge in the beachlike center of

the island, connecting the higher extremities. By rolling away such

of the bowlders as we could move, we succeeded in uncovering some

two dozen nests. Compared with the other auklets, which were very

lively and noisy, the paroquet auklets were very gentle and tame;

they did not seem to be greatly disturbed or alarmed by our rock

moving operations: we usually found the female, and occasionally

the male, sitting quietly on its single Oigg, serenely looking at us with

its big white eyes. The curious up-turned red bill and the white

under parts wei=e easily recognized even in the dark recesses of its

nesting caverns. There was only a single &gg in each case, which

was lying on the bare rock or soil or on a bed of loose pebbles; no

nesting material had been brought in.

The paroquet auklet breeds abundantly on the high rocky

islands of northern Bering Sea and into Bering Strait. On the

precipitous cliffs of St. Matthew Island, 200 feet or more above the

sea, we saw a few pairs apparently breeding among the fulmars and

puffins, but their eggs were beyond our reach in the inaccessible

crevices in the rocks. They were so tame and unsuspicious that I

took a snapshot at one as it sat on a lofty pinnacle of rock within

a few feet of me, watching the cloud of fulmars sailing below.

Eggs.—The single egg is practically "ovate" in shape, with a

slight tendency toward "elliptical ovate" in some specimens. The

shell is finely granulated, almost rough and without any luster. The

color is usually dull white or bluish white, but some eggs are de-
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cidedly bluish, about the color of heron's eggs, but darker than the

palest of these. The measurements of 33 eggs, in various collections

average 54.3 by 37.3 millimeters: the eggs showing the four ex-

tremes measure 58 by 33.5, 57.5 by 40, 51.5 by 37, and 52.5 by 33
millimeters.

Plumages.—The downy young, when first hatched, is " fuscous

black " on the crown, " fuscous," " Benzo brown," or " hair brown "

on the back, sides, throat, and breast, and " pale drab gray " on the

belly. These colors fade somewhat with age. A specimen, collected

September 1, is nearly fully gi'own, but is still all downy except that

the wings are about half grown, the white stripe is visible back of the

eye and feathers are visible under the down on the cheeks, breast,

back, and scapulars; the bill has also begun to assume the shape

characteristic of the species. This bird must have hatched late, for

another specimen, taken in July, is farther advanced into the first

winter plumage, with traces of the natal down still left on the head,

the neck, the center of the breast and the hinder parts of the body.

This specimen indicates that the first winter plumage is similar to

the adult, the under parts being pure white and the chin and throat

mottled. I have never been able to find any fall or winter birds in

collections and so can not determine what differences, if any, exist

between old and young birds in the fall, or what seasonal changes

take place in adults.

Food.—The paroquet auklet flies out to sea for its food every morn-

ing and returns to its mate on its breeding grounds at night. Its

food consists mainly of amphipods and other small crustaceans,

which it finds swimming on or near the surface or obtains by diving

down to rocky bottoms at moderate depths. Mr. Nelson (1887) says:

Wherever we found these birds during our cruise they were always observed

feeding offshore, and at Plover Bay every one shot had its craw distended with

small crustaceans, and, as these latter animals swarm in all the waters of this

bird's haunts, it is only reasonable to suppose that they form its usual food.

Brandt's idea that the peculiarly shaped bill Is used to pry open bivalves is not

well founded. The deep water and very abruptly sloping beaches, where these

birds are most numerous, render it impossible for them to find a supply

of bivalves, and the bird's beak is altogether too weak to be used in the manner

indicated. Doctor Dall suggests that the peculiar bill is used for picking

Crustacea out of crevices in the rocks and from under round stones. The idea

that the peculiar recurved bill of this bird must have some unusual office is not

unnatural ; but my observations of the bird's habit of invariably feeding some

distance offshore and rarely in water less than 10 to 20 fathoms deep, render

any such use highly improbable, if not impossible.

BeJuivior.—The flight of the paroquet auklet is very much like that

of the smaller auklets—swift, direct, and strong, with frequent turn-

ings from side to side as its course is altered. It can be easily recog-

nized by its large size and white breast; it also usually flies at a
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higher elevation above the water than the other species. It travels

long distances in search of food. It swims buoyantly and rapidly

and it is a very good diver.

I have no recollection of ever having heard the paroquet auklet

utter a sound; it impressed me as being a particularly silent bird.

Mr. Nelson (1887) noted that it has "a low, sonorous, vibrating

whistle," and Doctor Stejneger (1885) says that its "voice is a clear,

vibrating whistle, somewhat resembling that of Cepphus grylle and

columiba!'''

'Winter.—By the middle or the last of August most of the young
are on the wing and are beginning to leave the islands, from which

they have practically all disappeared by the 1st of September. They
gradually move out to sea and probably spend the winter on the open

ocean. They must winter considerably farther south than the other

auklets, for while the others have frequently been taken in winter

near the Aleutian and Commander Islands, there are no winter

records for the paroquet auklet in these regions. Doctor Stejneger

(1885) says that he was not able to obtain a single specimen, even

during the latter part of the summer, in the Commanders; that it

was never " seen or heard of " during the winter, " nor was it ever

during that season picked up dead on the beach after heavy gales."

On the Asiatic side it wanders as far south as the Kurile Islands.

Mr. Rollo H. Beck (1910) has taken a number of specimens in Janu-

ary otf Monterey, California ; they were several miles offshore, where
they are probably more common than is generally supposed.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of Bering Sea. From
Kodiak Island, the Aleutian Islands, Commander Islands, probably

the Kurile Islands, and perhaps Kamtschatka northward to Bering
Strait (Diomede Islands). Birds seen in July and August in

southeastern Alaska were probably nonbreeding individuals or early

migrants.

Winter range.—Southward on the North Pacific, rarely taken

ashore, and southern limit unknown. Recorded in winter from Ore-

gon (Netarts Bay), and California (San Francisco Bay, Monterey
Bay, off Point Pinos and Eureka, Humboldt County). On the

Asiatic coast south to Kurile Islands.

Spring migration.—Birds arrive at the Commander Islands late in

April and at the Pribilof Islands from April 30 to early May.
Migrants were seen at Forrester Island May 4. One was shot at

Nushagak May 22. One taken at Sitka June 8 may have been a late

migrant.

Fall migration.—Birds have been seen in Prince William Sound
July 18 and August 27. The species leaves its nesting grounds in
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the Pribilof Islands from August 20 to September 1. None are
recorded from California before December 17.

Casval records.—Recorded as occurring once in Sweden, but ap-
parently this specimen has been recorded as the crested auklet also,

and I have had no way of verifying either identification.

Egg dates.—Northern Bering Sea : 3 records, July 20, August 22

and 20. Pribilof Islands : 3 records, June 8, July 7 and 16.

.5:TmA CRISTATELLA (Pallas).

CBESTED AUKLET.

HABITS.

Among the thousands of tufted puffins that dotted the surface of

the ocean, as we approached Unimak Pass on our way to Bering Sea,

and among the great rafts of least auklets that we encountered

among the Aleutian Islands, we frequently saw small or large flocks

of crested auklets, sometimes containing as many as 40 or 50 birds,

which w'e recognized by their larger size and wholly gray appearance.

Its manner of flight, size, color, and crest have suggested the local

name of "sea quail," from a fancied resemblance to the California

quail. Mr. H. W. Elliott (1880) refers to this " fantastic bird " as

" the plumed knight of the Pribylov Islands." The native Aleut

name, " cannooskie," means little captain.

Nesting.—The crested auklet arrives in the Pribilof Islands early

in May, where Mr. William Palmer (1899) says that it

—

breeds in colonies of some 10 to 20 pairs on the roughest and usually most

prominent points on the bluffs, and I think also among the bowlders above

high tide, and where the egg is placed in the deepest and most inaccessible

recesses.

Mr. Elliott (1880) writes:

So well do these birds succeed in secreting their charge, that although I

was constantly upon the ground where several thousand pairs were laying, I

was unable successfully to overturn the rocks under which they hide, and get

more than four perfect eggs, the sum total of many hundred attempts.

This species is intimately associated on its breeding grounds with

the paroquet auklet: it is found everywhere that the latter species is

found and its nesting habits are exactly the same. The entrance to

Kiska Harbor, in the Aleutian Islands, is protected by a high prom-

ontory; at the base of its steep sloping sides great masses of large,

loose rocks and bowlders line the shores, forming a rough beach and
offering attractive nesting sites for crested and least auklets, pigeon

guillemots. Pacific eiders, and perhaps harlequin ducks, all of which

we found abundant and apparently breeding here. We saw crested

auklets flying out from these rocks and found their feathers and drop-

pings in remote crevices under the rocks, but their eggs were too well
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hidden to see and were beyond our reach ; the rocks were far too large

for us to move.

On Walrus Island, in the Pribilof group, we found them nesting

with the paroquet and least auklets in exactly similar situations under
the loose bowlders which were piled up on the beach. Here we had
no trouble in moving the rocks sufficiently to uncover the eggs, but

we experienced considerable difficulty in identifying the eggs.

Whereas the paroquet auklet usually sat complacently on its egg or

crouched near it, the crested auklet usually ran away as soon as we
began to move the rocks, and we would soon see it scuriying out

from under our feet and flying off to sea. Only occasionally did we
succeed in catching one near enough to its egg to identify it. The
single egg was laid on the bare rock or ground or on a bed of small

loose stones, which could hardly be called a nest. At the time of our
visit, July 7, 1911, the eggs of this and the other auklets were in

A-'arious stages of incubation, but no young were found.

The following account bj^ Mr. C. H. Townsend (1913) would seem
to indicate that the center of abundance of the crested auklet lies

south of the Alaska Peninsula. He writes

:

On the evening of August 1 the Albatross came to anchor in Yukon Harbor
at Big Koniushi Island, of the Shumagin group. While the ship was working
her way into this wild and uninhabited bay everyone noticed the increasing

numbers of ci'ested auklets. The farther in we went the more numerous they

became, until the captain called me to the bridge to tell him what I could about
them.

The birds were nearly all of the crested species and were present in myriads.

The surface of the water was covered with them and the air was filled with
them. Large, compact flocks launched themselves into the air from the lofty

cliffs and careened toward the vessel with great speed and whirring of wings.

The crested auklets were here more numerous than were the " choochkies "

(least auklets) at St. Geor^, in the Pribilofs, celebrated as the center of

abundance for that species.

Twilight did not come until after 9 o'clock, and during the long evening the

birds were amazingly active. Flocks of them continued to come in rapid

succession from the cliffs, many passing close to the ship at high speed and
swinging about the harbor. After the anchor was dropped near the cliffs a

loud blast of the whistle made the auklets still more abundant. The bird

legions started from the cliffs, until the misty air and the water about the ship

was alive with them. It was a memorable ornithological display, and when
darkness came the birds were still moving actively.

These birds appeared to be nesting chiefly in crevices in the cliffs, although

they could be heard under the bowlders near the beaches.

Eggs.—The single egg of the crested auklet can not always be dis-

tinguished with certainty from that of the paroquet auklet, although

it is usually slightly longer and more pointed. In shape it varies

from " ovate " to pointed ovate, or more rarely to " rounded ovate."

The texture of the shell is finely granulated, but hardly rough, and
without any luster. The color, in all I have seen, is pure white or
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dull dirty white with occasional stains. The measurement of 30
eggs, in various collections, average 54.2 by 37.9 millimeters; the

eggs showing the four extremes measure 60 by 41, 5, 59 by 43.5, 50
by 38.5, and 55 b}'^ 32.5 millimeters.

Young.—Incubation is apparently performed by both sexes, but its

duration is not known. Both parents also assist in the feeding and
care of the young, which remains hidden in the nesting cavity until it

is fully fledged and able to fly, about the last of August, or later.

Plumages.—The color of the downy young varies from "clove
brown" to "hair brown" above and from "hair brown" to "light

drab " below. When nearly grown the dark plumage begins to ap-

pear on the back and wings ; the gray breast plumage appears next
and the natal down disappears last on the neck, chest, sides, rump,
and crissum, when the young bird is fully grown.

The first winter plumage, which succeeds the natal down, is simi-

lar to that of the adult, dusky above and gray below ; but the crest

and auricular plumes are entirely lacking and the bill is very small

and simple. This is the plumage which was described by Pallas as

Uria dubia. This plumage is worn during the winter until the par-

tial prenuptial molt in the spring, when the peculiar adornments

of the head are assumed and young birds become practically indis-

tinguishable from adults.

The seasonal molts of the adult consist of a complete postnuptial

molt in August and September and a partial prenuptial molt in the

late winter or early spring, involving mainly the head and neck.

The conspicuous seasonal change is wholly in the head, which is so

striking as to have induced Pallas to describe the winter adult, as a

distinct species, under the name Alca tetracula. Fall adults can be

distinguished from young birds by having larger bills; the frontal

crests are also present, but are much smaller and less conspicuous

than in the spring; and the white auricular plumes are generally

more or less in evidence. The most striking seasonal change is in the

bill ; in the spring and summer this becomes much swollen and very

grotesque in shape; its color is a brilliant "orange chrome," yellow-

ish horn-colored at the tip. Doctor Coues (1903) describes the curi-

ous combination of parts, which make up the bill, as follows:

A nasal plate, filling nasal fossa, separate from its fellow of opposite side;

a subnasal strip prolonged on cutting edge of upper mandible backward from

nostrils ; a semicircular plate at base of upper mandible over angle of mouth ; a

large shoe encasing posterior part of under mandible—the latter single, the

other three pieces in pairs, mailing seven in all which are molted.

During the progress of the postnuptial molt, in September, these

deciduous horny plates are shed, after which the bill shrinks to its

winter proportions, the smaller dark-colored bill giving the bird an

entirely different appearance.
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Food.—The food of this species is very much the same as that of

other auklets, mainly crustaceans and other small sea animals. Doc-

tor Stejneger (1885) found the digestive organs of one " filled with

a semifluid violet-red matter, which ' he took ' to be the remains of a

cephalopod." Mr. C. H. Townsend (1913) says:

We found that a considerable part of the food of this and other kinds of

auklets consisted of aiuphipod crustaceans or " beach fleas," as they are called,

when found under bits of seaweed along shore. These small crustaceans, less

than a quarter of an inch in length, are amazingly abundant in Alaskan waters

and. as a never-failing food supply, account for the surprising abundance of

auklets of all kinds.

Behavior.—The flight of the crested auklet is more direct and

business like than that of the others. They usually fly in small,

dense flocks close to the water. They are active swimmers and can

rise easily from the surface. Like the rest of their tribe they are

expert at diving and probably obtain much of their food on or near

the bottom at moderate depths. In diving, the body is raised and

the plunge is made straight downward, but it is all done so quickly

that it is hard to see how it is accomplished. Mr. Palmer (1899)

speaks of their flight maneuvers as follows

:

Unlike the preceding species, they usually fly in small, compact flocks over

the land about their breeding places ; and during the season this is a common
occurrence, especially near the village of St. George where, among the countless

thousands of the least auklet. small flocks of this dark-bodied and peculiarly-

crested species are conspicuous when they sweep in over the land. At such

times they fly over the arc of quite a large circle, returning again far out to

sea. They are very wary, but may be readily observed with care. Upon ap-

proaching a flock perched upon a rocky shelf they will instantly take flight.

One can then conceal himself as close to the place as possible, for the birds

will soon return, not, however, flying directly to the place, but almost parallel

with the shore line. If nothing unusual is noticed, upon their next return

they will perch upon the shelf, though a few may repeat the trip. In this way
I have made them repeat the journey several times simply by showing myself

a little. Some would perch and watch, while other species would gradually

gather around, and in their comical way wonder about the strange object

moving between the rocks.

This species is much the noisiest of the auklets. ^Vliile hunting
for their nests among the loose rocks on Walrus Island we frequently

heard a variety of loud, weird cries coming from the innermost re-

cesses of the rocks below us, which we concluded were traceable to

these birds. Mr. Palmer (1899) describes a similar experience as

follows

:

When disturbed they utter a honk-like sound—impossible to describe on
paper; but it is when quarreling among the rocks that the climax is reached.
While stepping one day from rock to rock, under one of the cliffs, I was
startled by suddenly hearing the most unearthly sounds issuing from among
the rocks at my feet. I was soon satisfied that several foxes were quarreling
over some prey, but was rather taken aback when soon after several of these
birds emerged and flew off.
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Mr. Nelson (1887) says that "they continually uttered a chirping

note." Mr. Turner (1886) refers to its note as "a peculiar grunt

of two or three syllables"; and Mr. Elliott (1880) says "the note

of the ' canooskie,' while mating, is a loud, clanging, honk-like

sound ; at all other seasons they are as silent as the grave."

For the Aleut natives this and other auklets furnish an abundant

and a welcome food supply; they are usually fat and their flesh is

very palatable, as they are not fish eaters. The natives make a regu-

lar business of catching them in large numbers, as they fly over their

breeding grounds. Armed with a large dip net the native hunter

conceals himself behind some rock where the birds are accustomed

to fly low; the net lies flat on the ground until the birds are close

at hand, when it is quickly and skillfully swung up at just the right

moment and, before they have time to dodge it, several birds are

caught.

Winter.—The crested auklets move off of their breeding grounds

when the young are able to fly in September, but they spend the

winter in the vicinity of the Aleutian Islands and on the North

Pacific Ocean. They probably winter as far north as they can find

open water among the ice and do not wander as far south as the

paroquet aukets.
DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coast and islands of Bering Sea and North

Pacific. From Kodiak Island westward throughout the Aleutian

Islands and the Commander Islands to the Kurile Islands. North-

ward throughout Bering Sea to the Diomede Islands.

Winter range.—Bering Sea and the North Pacific in the vicinity

of the Aleutian and Shumagin Islands and from the Commander
Islands to the Kuriles and Japan (two records). Occasionally north

to the Pribilof Islands.

Spring migration.—Has been taken at Nushagak April 22. Ar-

rives in the Pribilof Islands early in May, sometimes as 6arly as

March 12, and has been seen in numbers off St. Matthew Island,

May 25.

Fall migration.—Birds have been recorded from the Diomedes as

late as September 10 ; near St. Michael, October 13 ; and Cape Iksurin,

Siberia, September 26 to 28.

Casual records.—It is supposed that a specimen was taken at

Chatham, Massachusetts, in the winter of 1884-85, but the evidence

is not conclusive. The occurrence of this bird or the paroquet auklet

in Sweden has already been mentioned under Phaleris psittacula.

Records from Sitka are questionable. Occasionally in Arctic Ocean

(Kotzebue Sound, Point Barrow, Herald and Wrangel Islands.)

Egg dates.—Northern Bering Sea : 2 records, July 20 and August

26. Pribilof Islands, 2 records, June 18 and July 7. Aleutian Is-

lands: 1 record, July 1.
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^THIA PYGM^A (Gnielin).

WHISKERED AIJKLET.

HABITS.

This was one of the few birds of the Aleutian Islands which we
failed .to secure on our expedition to this interesting region in 1911.

We had it constantly in mind and looked for it among all the is-

lands we visited throughout the whole length of the chain, but we
did not even see a specimen to recognize it. It is said to breed about

the base of Korovinski Volcano on Atkha Island. I made an un-

successful attempt to reach this mountain on foot, but lost my way
among the snow banks and fogs of the rugged peaks. We passed

near it in the ship, but the beautiful, snow-capped cone was barely

visible in the thick, drifting fog which concealed the coast and we
were unable to land. Perhaps it is not strange that we overlooked

it, for Doctor Stejneger (1885) says:

Notwithstanding the fact that the birds are rather common, it must be con-

sidered good luck to meet them and get opportunity of observing them, for

they are rather shy and live quite retired in their deep holes.

Nesting.—We are indebted to Dr. Leonhard Stejneger (1885) for

nearly all we know about the life history of this curious and obscure

species, the rarest and the least known of the auklets. He says of

its breeding habits

:

This little auk, certainly the prettiest species of the whole family, has ap-

parently the center of its distribution on the islands visited by me. On Bering

Island it is rather rare, however, though it breeds in the crevices of the outlying

islet Arij Kamen, in a precipice near the fishing place Saranna, and probably

in several places on the southern part of the island, for instance, at Kikij Mys.

Copper Island, with its steep rocky shores, is the favorite home of this bird,

however. It may be found breeding all around the coast where suitable holes

and crevices occur. I know of nesting places near the main village, at Kara-

belnij, and on Tschornij Mys. At the latter place it occupied holes in the

basaltic cliff alongside those of Oceanodroma furcata, the latter inhabiting

the deeper ones. It could be told at once by the peculiar smell emanating from

the caverns of the latter bird, which species was to be found inside.

They are early breeders, in that respect being considerably ahead of their

allies, for instance, Lunda cirrhata, so early in fact, that no eggs could be pro-

cured in the latter part of June, when I had the opportunity to go in search of

them. The nests at that time already contained young ones. These remain

in the nest until full fledged. A specimen having left the nest only a few

days previous, was taken alive on board the steamer when at anchor at Glinka,

Copper Island, July 18. This bird was found early in the morning, concealed

in a fold of one of the sails, the inexperienced youth having probably mistaken

it for the crevice of a rock. This would indicate that they pass the nights in

holes as long as they stay near land.

Eggs.—The only eggs of this species that I have ever seen or

heard of are two in the collection of Mr. Charles E. Doe. of Provi-
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dence, Rhode Island. One of these appears to be authentic ; it came
through Ward's Natural Science Establishment and was obtained by
Professor Ward on his visit to Japan. It was collected in the

Kurile Islands, where this species is known to breed, but no further

data came with it. The egg is " ovate " in shape, dull white in color,

smooth and lusterless. It measures 48 by 33.5 millimeters.

Plumage.—Doctor Stejneger (1885) has made a careful study of

the development of the plumages and the molts of this species based

upon the 23 specimens he collected, " consisting of birds in all ages

and nearly at all seasons," and " made on the fresh birds before and

during skinning." I quote from his conclusions as follows:

When the young leaves the egg, in the latter part of June, it is covered by a

dense down, dark fuliginous above, lighter and more grayish on the abdomen.

Another downy young was collected July 12 ; it is half fledged, the new plumage,

on the whole, like that of the adults, being only a little lighter underneath,

nearly pure white on the abdomen, but before long this light, or rather pure

color, darkens, as in the young Lunda cirrhata, and a young killed only six days

later, but fully fledged and without any trace of down left, is undistinguishable

from the old ones as far as the general coloration of the plumage is concerned

;

the loral tuft, with its malar and superciliary branches, and the postocular

stripe are indicated by light grayish feathers.

In this plumage the young i*emain \intil about the end of December, for

No. 92962, shot on the 3d of January, is nearly identical with the last-mentioned

young bird, with the exception of the bill, which is more vividly colored, and

the general aspect of the plumage, which seems fresher and of a more slate-

colored hue, owing to the fact that the feathers are new, many being still in

their sheaths. But on the same date I obtained five other specimens which

show all the intermediate grades between this and the fully developed plumage
with the long and rich crests, as exhibited by No. 92960, which was shot five

days previous, and No. 92961, collected on the 30th of December. The wing
feathers are yet in pretty good condition, and are not molted now. Alongside

with the development of the new contour feathers and the ornamental plumes

goes the increasing intensity and purity of the colors of the bill, the nasal

shield of which, however, is still dusky. During the following months the bill

assumes still more vivid colors, the tip becomes nearly pure white, the middle

scarlet, and the nasal shield finally, when the birds, just before the breeding

season, appear at the rookeries, turns into a fine carmine, as shown by No.

92972, a female shot May 6, 1883. But while in this specimen the bill shows
its highest perfection, the plumage already bears evidence to the commencing
decay caused by the wear of the feathers while inhabiting the deep nest holes

in the crevices of the rocks, and the abrasion is particularly visible on the

wing coverts, which were not shed when the other feathers of the body were
molted, viz, late in winter, the middle row being light brownish gray, as are

also the exposed parts of the inner primaries. Also the ornamental plumes
are on the decline, and the frontal crest is already thinned out considerably,

consisting in the specimen in question of only four plumes, while some birds

in " full dress " may be found having as many as a dozen. During the incu-

bation the plumage becomes gradually more dilapidated, and when the young
are out, the parents—at other seasons so graceful and beautiful—present a

rather miserable aspect, the white plumes on the head being soiled and glued

together, and all the wing feathers faded into a dirty gray, with the vanes
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disconnected and the edges ragged. All the birds taken on the nest, July 21,

were in that deplorable condition, only that the wings were spotted with slaty

black as the new coverts made their appearance now, the middle row being

complete already. Also the four or five inner primaries were shed, and the

new ones, in different stages of development—the three innermost full grown

—

contrasted favorably against the faded-out remnants of the old ones. The tail

feathers are still unshed, but their condition plainly shows that they will

be molted before long. The ornamental feathers are worn down, the crests

are thin, and many of the long plumes have already disappeared. These

specimeiis prove beyond a possibility of doubt that the remiges and rectrices

are molted toward the end of the breeding season, and that the process com-

mences with the inner primaries. But not only are the wing feathers shed

now, but also the contour feathers ; all over the body protrude now the bluish

sheaths containing the new feathers, which in some places have already burst

through the tips. The postnuptial molt, therefore, is a complete one. At this

time the brightness of the bill has likewise faded away, the white tip gets

bluish, and the basal parts darken. The upper layers of the horny covering

scale off, but I feel satisfied that a regidar shedding of the basal parts, such as

in the Fraterculea\ does not take place.

The complete postnuptial molt in adults seems to take place in

July and August, so that by September or earlier both old and

young birds have assumed the adult winter plumage and become

indistinguishable. Young birds in their first winter plumage, which

is worn for only about six months, show signs of developing white

plumes on the sides of the head, but they have no frontal crests.

In the adult winter plumage, which is practically only a fall plumage,

both the plumes and the crests are present, but are not so highly

developed as in the spring. The prenuptial molt during the winter

and spring is incomplete and the curious nuptial adornments which

it produces soon wear away.

Food.—Judging from Doctor Stejneger's (1885) records of the

stomach contents of specimens examined, I should say that the princi-

pal food of the whiskered auklet is gammarids, with which many
of the stomachs or crops were filled; other amphipods were also

found and a few decapods and gastropods. Some of these animak
are probably found swimming on or near the surface of the sea, and

others must be sought for on or about sunken ledges.

Winter.—Of the migrations and winter habits of the auklets we
know very little; probably they move out to sea and roam over the

open ocean. Doctor Stejneger (1885) writes:

When the breeding season is over, they, like all the allied forms, I'etire to

the open ocean, part of them at least, going to more southerly latitudes to winter.

That many stay in the neighborhood of the islands is evident from the fact

that I obtained numerous specimens at Bering Island in December and Jan-

uary. A single female came near the coast on December 14, 1882, and was
shot ; but from the 29th of the same month until January 5, 1883, a few could

be met with every day. They could then be seen in small societies of two to

four, swimming along the rocky shores, alternately diving for food, which
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chiefly consisted of gammarids. Wlien diving they raised themselves a little

on the water and then made a sudden jump downward The weather was not

stormy, but we had during that week a very cold spell. Later in January
they became scarce, but a few specimens were secured, the last one on January
30, They appeared again at their breeding places during the first days of May.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—From the Commander Islands to Kamtschatka
and Japan. Occurrence in the Aleutian Islands probably rare or

local, as far east as Unalaska.

Winter range.—Presumably some winter on the North Pacific

south of their summer home, but many remain near their breeding

grounds throughout the year.

Spring migration.—Birds arrive at the nesting grounds early in

May.

Fall migration.—There is a specimen in the United States Na-

tional Museum from Akutan Island (eastern Aleutians) taken Sep-

tember 10, and Stejneger took birds on the Commander Islands up
to January 30.

Casual records.—Recorded by Schlegel from Sitka, but this record

is believed to be erroneous.

^THIA PUSILLA (Pallas).

LEAST AUKLET.

HABITS.

I first met this diminutive sea bird, the smallest of the Alcidae,

in 1911 while passing through Unimak Pass, the main entrance into

Bering Sea, where a few small flocks were seen among the thou-

sands of puffins, murres, and other auklets scattered over the smooth

surface of the water. But it was not until we reached Kiska Island,

in the Aleutian chain, that I began to realize its abundance and

learn something of its habits. One smooth, foggy afternoon

Mr. E. H. Beck and I took a small skiff and rowed out of the harbor

to collect sea birds. Large flocks of harlequin ducks, scoters, and

Pacific eiders flew past us along the roclcy shore; numerous pigeon

guillemots skimmed along the surface ahead of us, and several

pelagic cormorants flew out from the cliffs to meet us, circling about

our boat to satisfy their curiosity. But we left them all behind u&

as the rocky shores faded out of sight in the fog, and we found our-

selves at sea among the auklets. Immense flocks of those curious

little birds surrounded us on all sides, countless thousands of them,,

sitting in dense masses on the water, disappearing beneath the sur-

face as if by magic, and as suddenly reappearing or swirling about

us in great swarms, reminding us more of bees than of birds, as their
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chunky little bodies bounded along over the waves, their small wings

vibrating at high speed. They would rise readily from the surface

and would dive like lightning, so quickly that we could not see

how it was done ; but we could frequently sec them swimming under

water, using their wings. When one or more of their nmiiber were

shot, others would come and alight near them, showing a sympathetic

interest between what were perhaps mated pairs.

Spring.—The " choochkies," as they are called by the natives, be-

gin to arrive to their breeding grounds in hundreds about the 1st of

May, increasing to thousands during that month and reaching the

height of their abundance early in June, when they swarm in millions

about the rocky beaches of the Pribilof Islands, outnumbering any

other species in Bering Sea. It is difficult for one who has not seen

them to appreciate their abundance and one is not likely to overesti-

mate their numbers. One of their greatest breeding grounds is on

the Diomede Islands, in Bering Straits, which Mr. E. W. Nelson

(1887) has thus aptly described:

As we lay at anchor close under the Big Diomede the cliffs arose almost sheer

for hundreds of feet. Gazing up toward one of these banks we could see the

air filled with minute black specks, which seemed to be floating by in an end-

less stream. The roar from the rush of waves against the base of the cliffs

was deadened by the strange humming chorus of faint cries from myriads of

small throats, and as we landed, a glance upward showed the island standing

out in bold, jagged relief against the sky and surrounded by such inconceivable

numbers of flying birds that it could only be likened to a vast beehive, with the

swarm of bees hovering about it. The mazy flight of the birds had the effect

several times of making me dizzy as I watched them. Breeding there were
several species of auks and guillemots. Our first visit was made about the

middle of July, and most of the birds, including the present species, had fresh

eggs.

We found them in the greatest abundance about the Pribilof

Islands early in July. As we approached St. Paul Island in a dense

fog we ran into great rafts of them sitting on the smooth water and
they were constantly flying about us in immense flocks. Their con-

stant twittering sounded like the distant peeping of mj^riads of

hylas in early spring or like a great flock of peep in full cry. When
we landed on one of the stony beaches where they were breeding the

effect was marvelous, as they suddenly appeared from beneath the

great piles of loose rocks in inconceivable numbers, like a swarm of

mosquitoes rising from a marsh, whirling about us in a great be-

wildering cloud and flying out to sea.

Nesting.—On Walrus Island we found the least auklets breeding in

smaller numbers on July 7, 1911, where they were nesting in remote
crevices under the loose, rounded granite bowlders, which the action

of the sea had piled up on the high beaches. Nesting with them
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were large numbers of paroquet and crested auklets and a few tufted

puffins. Here the nests were easily found, as the rocks were not large

and we could readily move them : nearly every suitable crevice seemed

to be occupied. Doubtless hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of

auklets must have been nesting here, for as we walked among the

loose bowlders we could hear a constant sound of many voices be-

neath us, twittering, cackling, squealing notes, and a variety of weird

calls, as the frightened birds sought shelter in the darkest crevices

or scurried out under our feet and flew away. The eggs were laid

on the bare rocks or on beds of small stones, with no attempt at nest

building.

The eggs of the least auklet are not always laid in such accessible

locations. The birds often breed on rocky shores where the rocks

or bowlders are too large to move and where the eggs are far beyond

reach; such was the case at Kiska Island, where droppings or

feathers indicated an entrance to a nesting cavity, safe against in-

trusion. On St. Paul Island and on St. Matthew Island we found

them nesting in the deep crevices in the solid rocky cliffs, where their

eggs were entirely inaccessible. In such places one might work for

hours within a few feet of countless nesting birds and be unable to

secure a single egg, hence the scarcity of auklets' eggs in collections.

Eggs.—The breeding season of the least auklet usually begins in

June, though fresh eggs have been taken as early as May 28, 1890,

but it does not reach its height until the latter part of the month and

many of the eggs are not laid until July ; although most of the young

are hatched during July, there are plenty of fresh eggs up to at

least the middle of the month. The eggs are always a pure white,

with a smooth but lusterless surface ; they are " ovate " in shape,

sometimes rounded at both end^, but more often more or less pointed

at the small end. The measurements of 57 eggs, in the United States

National Museum collection, average 39.5 by 28.5 millimeters; the

eggs showing the four extremes measure 43 by 28.5, 40 by 33.5, 33.5

by 29, and 40 by 27 millimeters.

Plumages.—The young, when first hatched, are covered with a

thick coat of down, " fuscous " to " clove brown " above and " hair

brown" to "light drab" below; these colors become paler as the

bird grows older. The wings begin to sprout when the young bird

is about half grown, in August ; and the white feathers begin to ap-

pear on the under parts at about this time. By the end of August the

young bird is fully grown and fullj'^ fledged, the last of the down
disappearing on the neck, rump, and crissum. This, the first winter

plumage, is slaty black above, including the wings, chin, lores, and
cheek, the scapulars pale gray and pure white below. The young \
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bird in winter is darker above than the adult and lacks the white

frontal plumes. This plumage is worn all through the winter and

often through the first nuptial season, though some mottling is ac-

quired on the breast during the spring and summer. In their first

summer plumage young birds closely resemble adults, but the bills

are smaller, lacking the knob, and the frontal plumes are usually

lacking or very small. Young birds probably do not breed until

their second nuptial season. At the first postnuptial molt, which is

complete and is prolonged through August and September, young

birds become indistinguishable from adults.

The adult winter plumage resembles the first winter plumage in

being black above and pure white below, but the black of the upper

parts is not so intense, the sides of the head and neck are " plum-

beous " or " cinereous," and the bill is larger, with signs of the nup-

tial knob; the white frontal plumes are usually present in winter

adults and are often more pronounced than in spring. A partial

prenuptial molt in the spring produces the nuptial plumage with

the mottled under parts.

Food.—The food of the least auklet consists mainly of amphipods
and small crustaceans which it obtains by diving. Among the Aleu-

tian Islands, I have seen them feeding a few hundred j^ards off shore

but often they fly way out to sea to feed. Considering that the aver-

age depth of Bering Sea in the vicinity of the Pribilof Islands is

from 30 to 50 fathoms, it hardly seems possible that these little birds

can dive to such great depths to obtain their food on the bottom. It

would seem as if they must obtain most of their food near the surface

or in shallower water.

Beliavior.—The natives on St. George Island capture large num-
bers of least auklets for food. During the late evening hours, from
7 to 10 o'clock, when the birds are returning to their breeding grounds
in vast numbers after spending the day at sea, it is an easy matter

for the expert natives to catch them in nets. This custom has been

well described by Mr. William Palmer (1899) as follows:

On this vast breeding range of this species, on the 28th of May, I accom-
panied a native for the purpose of getting a few specimens for myself, while he
desired a meal. With a large long-handled dip net I crouched behind one of

the numerous large moss and grass-bedecked rocks which so liberally covered
the ground. As the birds fly low and in a nearly straight line and have great
difficulty— in fact, they have little necessity—in making a sudden curve to avoid
an object, it was only necessary when a flock was seen approaching to raise the
net directly in their path. If the distance and their velocity had been well
calculated several birds would be unable to swerve off in time and in conse-
quence would be engulfed in the net. A quick bringing of the net to the
ground would then complete the capture. A half hour's work resulted in my
securing some 20 specimens, but the Aleut close by had ten times as many.
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Winter.—Very little seems to be known about the migrations and

winter range of the least auklet. Doctor Stejneger (1885) found

them wintering in the vicinity of the Commander Islands ; he writes

:

It was on December 1, 1882, that a specimen was brought me from Ladiginsk,

on Bering Island. It was in full winter plumage, entirely white beneath, with-

out knob, and with only a few traces of white feathers on the face. A few

days before the end of the year several birds came near the shore, where they

now could be seen to swim in small troops, or more frequently by twos and

threes, parallel to the coast about a hundred yards offshore, according to the

depth, usually in 3-fathom water, where they dived with great expertness for

amphipods, which at that time seemed to be their chief or only food. When
diving they lifted themselves up a little and went down with a quick jump.

We were having a severe spell of cold when they made their appearance, and

when it was over they disappeared again, none being seen after the 5th of

January. They evidently winter on the open ocean somewhere about the

islands.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of Bering Sea. From the

Aleutian Islands north to the Diomede Islands. Also said to breed

on Kodiak Island.

Winter range.—North Pacific Ocean from the Aleutian and Com-
mander Islands southward to Japan and Washington (Puget Sound
rarely).

/Spring migration.—At the Pribilof Islands the first birds were

seen at sea March 26, but none came on land until April 25. In

Unimak Pass they were found in numbers May 1.

Fall migration.—August 16 the birds began to leave the breeding

grounds in the Pribilof Islands and the last was seen August 28.

Stragglers have been taken in the vicinity so late as December 6.

The last was noted at Cape Iksurin, Siberia, September 26, and in

Akutan Pass, Aleutian Islands, October 6.

Casioal records.—A single bird was taken, August 30, at Point

Barrow, by Mcllhenny; and Nelson saw two birds 30 miles north

of Cape Lisburne, August 15. One was found on a lake near Kotze-

bue Sound in January, 1886.

Egg dates.—Pribilof Islands: 5 records, June 8 to July 7; 3 rec-

ords, June 19 to 24. Diomede Islands: 3 records, June 12, July 18,

and August 26.

SYNTHLIBORAMPHUS ANTIQUUS (Gmelin).

ANCIENT MTJRKELET.
*

HABITS.

In the large deep-water bays of the Aleutian Islands, protected

from the furious storms of Bering Sea by towering cliffs and lofty

snow-laden mountains which rise abruptly from the shores, these

curious and daintly little sea birds find congenial summer homes on
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tranquil inland seas. Here we never failed to find them, in every

harbor we visited in June, floating quietly in little parties of from
four to six birds on the smooth waters of sheltered bays and often

close to the shores. Although at other seasons this species frequents

the open sea and is generally seen on migrations farther from land

than others of its tribe, in the summer it seems to love to frequent

protected harbors where it can find deep water, leaving its winter

companions, the auklets, far outside.

Spring.—Mr. Harrj'- S. Swarth (1911) noted many ancient mur-

relets migrating along the southern Alaska coast between May 19 and.

June 7, 1909. He says

:

On June 7, while crossing Clarence Straits, between Prince of Wales and
Duke Islands, more were observed than at any other place, but as soon as the

sheltered waters about the latter island were reached they were no longer to

be seen. The preference evinced for the open sea was very marked, and not

a single individual was seen at any time in the sheltered waters of the inner

passages.

Nesting.—The ancient murrelets arrive on their breeding grounds

about the first of June, but do not mate or begin breeding immedi-

atel3\ We saw them swimming about in small flocks, apparently

unmated, up to June 20, though the first eggs were seen at Atka
Island on June 13. Mr. Chase Littlejohn, who spent the spring and
summer of 1894 on different islands south of the Alaska Peninsula,

furnished Major Bendire (1895) with some very full and interesting

notes on the breeding habits of this species on Sanak Island. I can

not do better than quote practically all he has to say on the subject,

as follows:

By June 2 their nesting grounds were reached, but no birds were to be found,

and to one unacquainted with their habits there was no sign of their having yet

arrived. Nevertheless, we land, pitch our tent, and wait until the close of that

long twilight which is only found in the far North, and just as it merges into

night we see a batlike form flit by, and presently from somewhere in the gloom
comes an abrupt and startling kroo-kroo-coo, which is at once answered with a

like call, or with a nerve-destroying kwee-kc^kc-ke, in a very high, shrill key,

the call note of Leach's petrel (Oceanodroma leucorhoa) . Presently we hear a

whir of wings in different directions, then more voices, pitched in various keys,

and before we are scarcely aware of it, both heaven and earth seem to vibrate

with rumbling noises and whir of wings.

As we step out of our tent, perfectly astonished at this sudden change, and
move to the foot of a small knoll near by, listening to this violent outburst of

noices, a muffled sound comes right from under our feet. We stoop and discover

a small burrow in the earth, and from it come the cooing love notes of a petrel,

k-r-r-r, k-r-r-r, and this is its home. Just from a somewhat larger burrow, only

a few feet to our right, comes another sound, and moving cautiously in this

direction we listen to the love notes of Cassin's auklet, which reminds one of

the sounds produced by a squeaky bucksaw while passing through a hard knot,

somewhat like kicee-kew, kicee-keio, which, fortunately, lasts only for three or

four hours each night. These noises, coming as they do from hundreds of
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auklets and thousands of petrels, become almost distracting and banish sleep

most effectually for the first few nights on the island.

These, then, are some of our murrelets' neighbors; but where is he? We
listen in vain for some note of his, but hear none. As we walk on a little

distance among the tall grass of last year's growth we notice a small dark object

flapping about, and after a short chase we manage to capture it and discover

our " old man," but fail to locate his nest, one of the main objects of our long

and tedious voyage, and we did not succeed in finding one containing eggs until

the 11th of June. This was principally because they had not commenced to lay

sooner, and partly, also, because we did not then look in the places—under

rank matted grass—which are mostly preferred by this murrelet for nesting

sites.

We remained on this desolate, wind-swept island from May 29 until June 12.

Our days were spent in hunting, preparing skins and eggs, but time passed

slowly. At first we looked forward to night in order to renew our acquaintance

with our feathered neighbors, but after losing about a week's sleep, owing to

their squeaking, I, at least, felt like choking the whole lot; and as if not

satisfied with the constant babble of their neighbors, the murrelets took

especial delight in alighting at the foot of our A-shaped tent, toenailing it up

to the ridgepole, resting there a moment, and then sliding down on the other

side. This exercise seems to amuse them, and it certainly did us, until the

novelty wore off, as it was not conducive to a restful sleep, and finally, tiring

of this, and finding but few murrelets' eggs, we broke camp and started for the

mainland, and did not return to the island again until June 23.

In a short time after the first birds arrive on their breeding grounds, and

before one has time to i-ealize it, the entire surface of certain favorite islands

is literally alive with murrelets and auklets, in the proportion of about two

of the latter to one of the former, as well as of both Leach's and fork-tailed

petrels {Oceanodroma furcata), the first greatly outnumbering the last. When
one walks obout at this time, the murrelets and auklets become frightened,

running, flopping, and flying about in such numbers that one has to be careful

where he steps, lest they be crushed under food. If it is windy—and it usually

is—they are on the wing at once as soon as disturbed, and quickly out of sight,

but when a calm prevails they have to flop to the side of a steep bank where

they can jump off, and thereby gain sufficient headway to keep on the wing,

and then in their frantic efforts to be off, they become bewildered and are

just as apt to fly in one's face, or against the cliffs, as anywhere ; although they

usually strike with great force when fairly started, I have never seen one

killed or even stunned. They no sooner touch the earth, than they are flop-

ping off again at a great rate.

It is a diflicult matter to calculate the numbers that visit this small island

annually, but they certainly number several thousands and if left unmolesed

by man the island would soon become too small to accommodate their natural

increase, but such is by no means the case. The native Aleuts know, almost

to a day, when the first ones will arrive, and are there to meet them, invading

the island armed with stout clubs, and every bird, auklet or murrelet, that is

overtaken is promptly clubbed to death and thrown into a sack carried for this

purpose. At each of these raids hundreds of these birds are killed, and as they

are made frequently and throughout the entire season, it is astonishing that

any remain. But this is not all; as soon as day dawns, the entire crew sets

out to make a systematic search for eggs, which are well flavored and good

eating, each one striving to get more than his mates; and as it makes no dif-

ference to a native whether they are fresh or on the point of hatching, every-
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thing goes, fortunately it is impossible to find all the nests, or kill all the

birds, so enough remain to stock the island again another season.

By no means every island iu this vicinity is occupied by murrelets. Within

400 yards of the one of which I write is another of about the same size and
topography, but strange to say, no murrelets are found on it, although there

are two or three small colonies of auklets, the remainder of the island being

given over to Leach's petrels. Again, on two other small islands, also near to-

gether, each containing about a couple of acres, and in every way alike, one is

given over entirely to auklets, while on the other the murrelets have almost com-

plete control. These facts cause me to believe that the birds always return

to the island on which they have been reared.

On June 23 our party returned to the island on which we first landed, and
found to our great satisfaction that the murrelets' eggs were more plentiful

than on our former visit, and a few of them were taken. We also soon dis-

covered that they were not especially particular in the selection of a nesting site.

An abandoned burrow of Cassiu's auklet, a dark crevice in cliffs, under large

broken rocks which had fallen from the latter, or under large tussocks of rank
grass, with which the higher portion of the island was covered, would answer
equally well. Under these almost solid bunches (the grass remaining from
several previous years), the murrelets would force their way, leaving only a

slight hole in the mass, which usually was very hard to detect. After once gain-

ing an entrance into this matted vegetation and working their way in for 2 or

3 feet, a shallow cavity about 5 inches in diameter and 2 or 3 inches deep,

was scratched out and this was nicely lined with blades of dry grass of last

year's growth, carried in from the outside, making a very neat and snug home,

in which the two beautiful eggs comprising a set, were deposited. Some of their

nests were found fully 200 yards from the water. In the other situations men-

tioned little and often no nest is made, and the eggs are deposited on the bare

rocks, iu the soft sand, or on the wet, muddy soil. I even took several sets on

the bare ice at the bottom of some anklet's burrow, the ground being still

frozen, immediately beneath the grass and moss on July 3, when I left the

island.

The setting bird will sometimes leave the nest when danger threatens, but

it will frequently allow itself to be taken from the eggs, and when brojught

to light it will screech, scratch, and bite with vigor. When released they can

not fly unless thrown into the air, and will then often fall back to earth. One
evening, just at dusk, I was crouched in the grass waiting for a shot at a

Peale's falcon {Falco peregrinus pealei), who made regular trips to the island

to prey on the auklets and murrelets, when I heard a very low but rather

shrill whistle. Turning my attention to the spot from which it seemed to come,

I listened
;
presently I heard it again, but was still unable to locate the bird,

which I afterwards found to be a murrelet. Subsequent observations proved

that this was a call note uttered just about the time the setting bird expected,

the return of its mate, and was evidently uttered to attract his or her attention,

for as far as my observ^ations went, they, like the auklets, exchange places

nightly, and while one attends to the home cares, the other is usually a number
of miles out at sea on the feeding grounds. This call note is the only one I could

attribute to this species while on land, and so ventriloquial are their powers,

that in only two instances did I succeed in locating the nest from the sound.

While out at sea, the ancient murrelet utters a peculiar piping whistle entirely

different from the one uttered while on the nest.

Two eggs are laid to a set, the second is deposited after an interval of two
or three days, and frequently three or four days elapse before incubation be-
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gins. Occasionally two birds will occupy the same nest ; at least I have found

three and four eggs in one, and I have also found one in the nest of a red-

breasted merganser (Merganser serrator). During the day, while the breeding

season is on, a very few birds may be seen near land, but offshore they will be

met with in small flocks of from 6 to 8, and occasionally a flock of 100 or more
can be seen.

Eggs.—The eggs of the ancient murrelet are quite unique and en-

tirely unlike the eggs of any of the other Alcidae. Major Bendire

(1895) has described them very well as follows:

In shape they vary from elliptical ovate to elongate and cylindrical ovate,

the elongated ovates predominating. Their shell is fine grained, moderately

strong, although rather thin, and it shows little or no gloss. They are rather

difficult to describe accurately, their ground color being variable and of

subtle tints not readily expressed on paper, ranging from a bluish milky white

through the different shades of cream color, vinaceous, olive, and salmon buffs

to a rich vinaceous cinnamon and ecru-drab color. They are generally mod-

erately well flecked, blotched, or spotted with small irregular shaped markings

of different shades of brown, fawn, and Isabella color, mixed with more subdued

shades of ecru drab, lavender, and lilac gray. The markings are distributed

over the entire surface, and are usually heaviest about the larger end of the

egg but never so profuse as to hide the ground color. In an occasional speci-

men, they show a tendency to run into irregular and mostly longitudinal lines

or tracings; in others these markings are more bold, coarse, and fewer in

numbers, and a single specimen before me now shows comparatively few and

rather faint markings.

The measurements of 51 eggs, in the United States National

Museum collection, average 61,1 by 38.6 millimeters; the eggs show-

ing the fourth extremes measure 64.3 by 40.3, 60.5 by 43, 57.5 by

36.5, and 57.8 by 35.7 millimeters.

Young.—About the period of incubation and development of the

young, Mr. LittleJohn says:

I left the rookery on July 3, and was therefore unable to determine the

period of incubation, or the time the young remain in the nest, but in former

years off the coast of some of the Kuril Islands, I have seen numbers of old

birds accompanied by half grown young, still unable to fly, about the middle of

September, sometimes 400 or 500 miles from land, thus proving that they must

leave their breeding grounds when still very small. At that age, the young,

like the old, are great divers, and no matter how long the parent remained

below, or how far she dived, the young would always break water at the same

time and in the same place, just at the old bird's tail. During the winter they

scatter and can be found in small numbers most anywhere about or between the

islands, and at this time they also associate with the crested and least auklets

(Simorhynchus cristatellus and S. pusillus) and the marbled murrelet (Bra-

chyramphus marmoratus. )

On Forrester Island this species evidently nests earlier than on

Sanak Island, for Prof. Harold Heath (1915) found newly hatched

chicks as early as May 29, 1913, and they " were very abundant dur-

ing the second week in June." He has given us the following in-
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teresting account of the early departure of the young, which is cer-

tainly a striking performance

:

The journey of the young to the sea is one of the most interesting sights on

the island, and by the aid of a lantern was witnessed on several occasions. The
pilgrimage is made during the night within a day or two after hatching, and is

evidently initiated by one or both of the parents who take up a position on the

sea not far from the shore. Here, about midnight, they commence a chorus of

calls resembling the chirp of an English sparrow with the tremulo stop open,

and in response the young beautiful, black-and-white creatures, as active as

young quails, soon pour in a living flood down the hillsides. Falling over roots,

scrambling through the brush, or sprawling headlong over the rocks, they

race at a surprising rate of speed drawn by the all-compelling instinct to reach

the sea. They may be temporarily attracted by the lantern's light, and flutter

aimlessly about one's feet; but sooner or later they heed the calls and once

more plunge down the slopes. Almost every night during these migrations the

surf was pounding violently on the rocky beaches, and many times one could

see the young swept off the cliffs, and after struggling a moment in the waves
they disappeared from sight and seemed doomed to destruction.

To test the correctness of this observation a young murrelet, which came
down the slopes early one evening, was liberated on the beach close to the

dashing surf. Without a moment's hesitation, and without the stimulus

of a parent's call, it plunged boldly into the water, poised a moment on the

summit of a great foam-crested wave, and dived with surprising speed and
accuracy to reappear 10 seconds later as many feet at sea. A momentary
appearance, another dive and still another carried it beyond the swirl of

the surf, and. swimming rapidly and paddling across patches of kelp, always
in a bee line, it soon disappeared from view.

Plvmiagcs.—In the down}- young the upper parts are of jet black,

including the back, wings, crown, and sides of the head to a point

below the eye; there is a whitish auricular patch in the black area

back of the ear; the occiput and the whole dorsal region seems to

be clouded with bluish gray, due to a subterminal portion of each

filament being so colored; the under parts are pure white, slightly

tinged with yellowish.

I have not been able to find any specimens showing the changes

from the downy j'oung to the first winter plumage, but the young
bird in the fall has the throat mostly or wholly white, though in

some cases there is more or less dusky on the chin; there are no

white plumes on the head, neck, or shoulders, which are character-

istic of the adult; the bill of the young bird is dusky' and smaller

than that of the adult. During the late winter or early spring a

partial molt takes place, producing the black throat of the first

nuptial plumage and making old and young birds practically

indistinguishable.

The adult has a partial prenuptial molt in the late winter or early

spring, involving mainly the head and neck and a complete post-

nuptial molt late in the summer producing the adult winter plumage.

The adult in the fall has a more or less whitish bill and usually
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retains the black throat, more or less mixed with white; it also

generally has some of the white plumes on the head, neck, or shoul-

ders, which are sometimes quite conspicuous, but not so highly-

developed as in the spring; these are entirely absent in the young

bird. These adornments are probably most highly developed in the

oldest birds. The name " old man " and the Russian name " Starik,"

which means old man, as w^ell as the scientific names antiquus and

senicula, are supposed to have been derived from the fancied resem-

blance of these white plumes to the snowy locks of old age.

Food.—The food of the ancient murrelet consists of various kinds

of small marine invertebrates, which it obtains mainly by diving,

although much of its food must be obtained on or near the surface,

for it spends much of its lifetime on the open ocean, where the

water is from one to two thousand fathoms deep. Most of the

murrelets and auklets have similar feeding habits and probably find

an abundant supply of small invertebrates swimming a few feet or

perhaps a few fathoms below the surface of the warm water of the

North Pacific. Mr. Littlejohn gives the following account of its

peculiar feeding habits while following a vessel

:

We were about ISO miles east by south from Uuga (a small island south of

Sand Point on the Alaska Peninsula, in about latitude 55°, longitude 160°)

when this hardy bird was first seen. They were usually in twos and threes and

scattered among large flocks of crested auklets (Simorhynchus cristatellus)

.

One would think at first they were amusing themselves by flying a short dis-

tance ahead of the ship, dropping into the water and swimming in, so as to be

near the bow as the vessel passed, thus diving beneath the hull and coming up

again just under the stern. After they had dropped astern a few hundred feet

they took wing and repeated this maneuver with unvarying precision through-

out the entire day. By close watching I found that it was not for pleasure

they did this, but that they were feeding on small invertebrates, such as are

found on ships' bottoms. At such times they are very unwary and can be easily

taken with a dip net alongside of the vessel, as can also the crested auklet, the

latter on the wing while flying in circles about the vessel. From the time the

first were seen until land was sighted there were always some about, but as we
neared the land or got on soundings they became more plentiful and did not

follow the ship any farther, owing, most likely, to food becoming more abundant.

Behavior.—The flight of the ancient murrelet is swift and direct,

usually close to the surface of the water, and not usually much pro-

longed. Its migrations are not extended and are usually performed

in a leisurely manner, with frequent stops as it gradually drifts

northward. I have never seen this species make a long flight ; it rises

readily from the surface, skims away close to the water for a short

distance, and soon drops in again. It is a rapid swimmer and makes

a very neat appearance in the water; the striking color contrasts in

its plumage, the blue-gray back, the black throat, the white head

plumes, and the white bill are all very conspicuous and good field

marks. We usually saw them in small parties of from four to six
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birds, swimming in a straight line, one ahead of another. They

seldom attempted to escape by flying, but preferred to swim away,

making very good speed with little apparent effort or with very little

disturbance of the smooth water; if too hard pressed they dove

quickly, one at a time, or occasionally all together; they did not

remain under water very long or swim very far away, appearing sud-

denly on the surface at no great distance without causing a ripple.

The dive is made with a forward semicircular plunge ; the bird often

leaves the water entirely, sometimes leaping above the surface as

much as 6 inches, and plunges down into the water head first, making

a clean, smooth dive. While swimming under water it uses its wings

freely. Mr. Swarth (1911) noted this habit and recorded his observa-

tion as follows

:

On June 7, while we were passing tlirougli numerous large flocks, the sea

was unusually clear and smooth, and by standing in the bow of the launch,

I had frequent opportunity to observe how the murrelets used their wings

under the water. When diving they make a sudden flirt of the wings that can

be seen at quite a distance, but it was not until several individuals had passed

close under the boat that I could see, as was plainly apparent, that they had

used their wings continually. They were literally flying under the water, but

the manus was held about parallel with the body, and not outstretched, as

when going through the air.

Where these murrelets breed in large numbers they are severely

persecuted by the natives who visit the breeding colonies regularly

to gather eggs or to kill the birds for food, for both are excellent

eating and much in demand. Fortunately much of the region where

they breed, particularly in the Aleutian Islands, is uninhabited. The

Peale's falcon seems to be one of their worst enemies. Mr. Little-

john gives the following interesting account of its hunting methods:

Great numbers of these birds are taken by Peale's falcon, who seem to be

one of their principal enemies next to man. As I have already stated, the

murrelets are mainly found at some distance from land during the day, and

here, too, this falcon pursues them, watching for a chance to seize any mur-

relet he succeeds in driving from the water. After having secured its prey,

the falcon circles about for a short time and then partakes of its meal. To

do this he hovers, remaining almost stationary for several minutes at the

time; in the meantime the prey is raised well up to the beak with both feet,

and promptly devoured. When the murrlets return to the land at nightfall,

the falcon is there also to meet them, and soon again secures his nightly repast.

The only note which I have ever heard from this species is a shrill,

faint, whistling 'call note. Mr. Littlejohn describes their call note

on the breeding grounds as "a very low but rather shrill whistle,"

and he says that "while out at sea, the ancient murrelet utters a

peculiar piping whistle, entirely different from the one uttered while

on the nest." Mr. E. W. Nelson (1887) says "They were in pairs,

and not shy. When one was shot the survivor would fly about in
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a circle, frequently alighting in the water and uttering a low, plain-

tive whistle."

Winter.—The fall migration consists of a general offshore move-
ment and a gradual southward drift, off the coast, as far south as

southern California. The ancient murrelet spends the winter on
the open ocean, northward nearh^ to the Aleutian and Commander
Islands, associating with the various species of auklets and other sea

birds, where an abundant food supply is to be found in the warm
waters of the Japan Current, drifting eastward across the North
Pacific Ocean and southward along the coast of North America.

Prof. Leverett M. Loomis (1896) thus describes the behavior of

this species off the coast of California in winter

:

About 500 yards from the surf, a belt of drift kelp, extending from the Sea-

side Laboratory around Point Pinos, had pained an anchorage on the rocky

bottom. The narrow strip between this brealcwater and the beach was the

favorite resort of ancient murrelets except on the rare days when there was
a north wind, which invariably drove the bird life of the bay away from the

exposed south shore. A good many were also found near the surf in the little

coves in the direction of jMonterey and some were seen several miles out from

the land. In the sheltered places they chiefly frequented food appeared to be

abundant. They were great divers and swimmers under water, and voracious

in their pursuit of small fry, occasionally driving the fish to the surface in

the eagerness of the chase. Often not a murrelet would be in sight for some

time. Then a pair or a small company (the largest one observed numbered

nine individuals) would suddenly appear from the depths. Unlike the marbled

murrelets, they did not generally seek safety in flight when pursued. Neither

did they dive as soon or remain as long under water when keeping out of the

way of the boat. If a white cap developed near them they would always

escape from it by diving. Although over a hundred were taken in the nar-

row belt near the surf, they were more numerous there toward the last than

at the outset, new birds apparently coming in to take the places of those that

had been shot.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Pacific. From
the Queen Charlotte Islands, southeastern Alaska (St. Lazaria and

Forrester Islands) westward to Kodiak Island, the Aleutian Islands,

Commander Islands, Kamtschatka, Kurile Islands, and northern

Japan.

Winter range.—Southward from the Aleutian and Commander

Islands to British Columbia (Vancouver Island). Washington

(Strait of Juan de Fuca and Olympia), Oregon (Netarts Bay), and

California (San Francisco Bay, Monterey Bay, Santa Barbara

Islands, and Pacific Beach, San Diego County), and on the Asiatic

coast to Japan (Hakodadi and Yokohama).

Spnng migration.—The latest date of occurrence in California is

apparently April 25 (Pacific Beach) ; at Point Pinos, where the

bird is common, none were seen later than March 22. They have
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been reported from southeastern Alaska ; Ketchikan, May 16 ; How-
kan, April 12 ; Warren Channel, May 19.

Fall migration.—They have been recorded from the Pribilof

Islands as late as November 7, the Aleutian Islands (Krenitzin

Islands) August 14, and Prince William Sound region August 11.

A bird taken August 9 on Puget Sound, Washington, was an early

migrant. The earliest arrivals on the Californian coast, at Point

Pinos, were seen October 21 and at Monterey September 2, and they

are stated to reach Japan (Yezzo) in October.

Casual records.—A single specimen was taken on Lake Kosh-

konong, Wisconsin, in October; one at Toronto, Ontario, November

18; and one on the Canadian side of Lake Erie November 15. Has
been recorded from the Pribilof Islands (St. George).

Effgr dates.—Sanak Island, Alaska : 12 records, June 11 to July 28

;

6 records, June 25 to 30. Southern Alaska; 7 records. May 1 to

July 16; 4 records. May 20 to June 11. Queen Charlotte Islands:

2 records, April 20 and June 10.

BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS (Gmelin).

MABBLEB MITREELET.

HABITS.

While cruising northward through the picturesque inside pas-

sages which extend from Puget Sound to Alaska, where the heavily

timbered hills rise abruptly from the water, range after range up
to the snow-capped mountain tops, and where frequent waterfalls

come tumbling down over the cliffs into the placid waters of the

bays and channels, we frequently saw these little sea birds skimming
over the surface of the water. This is their chosen summer home,

for, unlike the other murrelets and auklets, they seem to prefer

these sheltered waters to the open sea. They were always shy and

generally flew away so far in advance of the ship that it required

sharp eyes to see them, but occasionally when surprised near at

hand they were forced to escape by diving. Near Ketchikan we
collected a few by chasing them in a skiff, but this required con-

siderable chasing, for they were always on the alert. If we chanced

to get near them they would dive like a flash, but at a greater dis-

tance they would jump into the air and fly away with a burst of

speed. We had the best success in drifting upon them with the

tide, or down wind, while they were fishing in' the tide rips, and

taking a long shot at them as they rose.

Nesting.—Somewhere in this general region are their breeding

grounds, but we did not succeed in finding them, nor have any

other ornithologists, several of whom have spent considerable time

in the search, I have even offered substantial rewards to natives
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who thought they could find their nests, but in vain. The nesting

of the marbled murrelet is one of the unsolved mysteries in Ameri-

can ornithology. This is rather remarkable, too, because it is really

fln abundant bird in a fairly accessible region. Mr. George G. Cant-

well (1898) took a nearly perfect specimen of an egg from the

oviduct of a bird shot in the Prince of Wales Archipelago on May
23, 1897, which is now in the United States National Museum col-

lection. He writes:

A careful watch failed to reveal any nesting sites, and on inquiring of

the Indians about it they told me that they had always supposed the bird

to breed high up on the mountains in hollow trees. One old fellow declared

he had found the young in such places. As I had previously noticed the birds

flying about high overhead at dusk I resolved to look into the matter and spent

many hours searching for them in the woods, but without success.

It seems hardly likely that these birds should nest in hollow trees,

but there is some evidence to indicate that they breed somewhere

in the mountains, perhaps in holes or crevices in the rocks or under

large stones. Dr. Joseph Grinnell (1897Z>) says that the Indians

hear them " at night passing high over the mountains and islands."

And Mr. W. L. Dawson (1909) writes:

At Glacier, on the North Fork of the Nooksack River, and near the foot

of Mount Baker, having risen before daybreak for an early bird walk, on the

morning of May 11, 1905, I heard voices from an invisible party of marbled

murrelets high in the air as they proceeded down the valley as though to repair

to the sea for the day's fishing.

Eggs.—The egg, referred to above as taken from the oviduct of a

bird by Mr. Cantwell, is apparently the only positively identified

egg of this species in existence. It is " cylindrical ovate " in shape.

The ground color is "pale chalcedony yellow"; it is uniformly, but

not thickly spotted with small spots of very dark " blackish brown "

or nearly black. It is too badly broken to be measured accurately.

There are two eggs in the United States National Museum, collected

by Ferd. Bischoff at Sitka, Alaska, in June 1866, which are supposed

to be eggs of the marbled murrelet. Major Bendire was evidently

in doubt about the authenticity of these eggs, but they are much
smaller than any of our large series of ancient murrelets' eggs and

different in shape; they closely resemble certain eggs of Xantus's

murrelet, which might be expected in such a closely related species.

In shape they are elongate ovate. In one the ground color is " pink-

ish buff," which is heavily blotched, splashed and clouded about

both ends with "cinnamon brown" and some darker shades. In

the other the ground color is " light buff," which is more evenly cov-

ered with small spots of drab and dark browns, also splashed and

washed about both ends with " snuff brown " and lighter shades of

brown. These two eggs measure 54 by 36 and 54 by 36.2 millimeters
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and thus fall well within the limits of the measurements of the eggs

of both hypoleucus and craveri.

There is an egg in the collection of Mr. Charles E. Doe which is

said to be of this species and it looks as if it might be correctly,

identified. It was taken by Mr. A. H. Dunham, of Nome, Alaska,

on June 10, 1904. Tlie egg was found on rocky land above the Iron

Eiver about 70 miles north of Nome; the parent birds were also

taken. In general appearance it much resembles the egg taken by

Mr. Cantwell. In shape it is " elliptical ovate." The color is " mas-

sicot yellow " and it is uniformly, but not thickly, covered with small

spots of " bone brown " and " deep quaker drab." It measures 60.5

by 37.5 millimeters.

Plumages.—Even less is known about the downy young; for, so

far as I know, no specimen has ever been taken. In the juvenal

plumage the young bird is pure, clear, "blackish brown" above,

except for the white on the scapulars, and the under parts are finely

barred with dusky. The dusky barring on the under parts disap-

pears during the fall and winter; usually by the end of November
the under parts are pure white, as in the adult, but sometimes traces

of the barring remain until February. Young birds can hardly be

distinguished from adults during the first winter, but they have

blacker backs, without so much plumbeous. This first winter plum-

age is worn without much change throughout the first spring or until

the first postnuptial molt, when young birds become indistinguish-

able from adults in the winter plumage.

Adults have two conspicuous seasonal molts producing strikingly

different plumages. The prenuptial molt, which includes every-

thing but the wings and tail, sometimes begins early in February,

but more often not until March or April; it is often well along in

May before the beautiful, marbled plumage of the spring adult is

completed. The postnuptial molt is complete. It occurs mainly in

September and October, but it is often prolonged into November;
during this molt the heavier, dark, crescentic markings on the under

parts, which are the last of the spring plumage to disappear, will

serve to distinguish adults from young birds. By the latter part of

November, at the latest, adults are in their full winter plumage and

can be distinguished from young birds by having pure white under

parts and more plumbeous on the upper parts.

Food.—The food of the marbled murrelet seems to consist largely

of fish which it obtains by diving in the tide rips and other places

where it can find small fry swimming in schools. Doctor Grinnell

(1910) writes:

At the head of Cordova Bay a dozen or so were observed; one shot, dis-

gorged fishes 3 inches in length.
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At Montajnie. Dixon records rowing within 10 yards of a marbled murrelet

that appeared to have a school of small fish completely at its mercy. The
fishes were in a mass about as large as a bushel basket near the surface of the

water. The bird kept diving down, back and across, with the result that the

fishes acted as though thoroughly frightened ; at least they made no attempt to

scatter or to seek safety in the depths.

The same writer (1897&) says:

Small fish caught by diving seemed to be the standard article of food, but

dissection of the stomachs also showed remains of some small moUusks. A
shoal of candle-fish was sure to have among its followers, besides a cloud of

Pacific kittiwakes, several of the murrelets.

Behavior.—The flight of this species is very swift, direct, and

strong, usually close to the water when on its feeding grounds, but

at a great height in the air when flying inland. Its wings are small

but very stiff and powerful, and they vibrate very rapidly. Like

most of the Alcidae it is equipped with wings as small as it can use to

propel it through the air and as large as it can use to advantage

under water; they are a compromise between the requirements of the

two media, but enable it to actually fly, and swiftly too, in either.

The marbled murrelet rises quickly and easily from the surface of

smooth water and dashes away, gaining full speed very quickly.

Doctor Grinnell (1897&) estimated the speed as "not less than 100

miles an hour," and says:

The murrelets have a peculiar habit when rising from the surface of the

water of falling back and touching the water two or three times in rapid suc-

cession before gaining full headway. These same birds have another strange

habit of flying at great heights over the ocean and even across large islands.

They become active and fly in this manner at dusk, and may be seen leaving

the water in pairs, and starting upward uttering their wild, weird cries.

The marbled murrelet dives so quickly that it is almost impossible

to see how it is done and under water it uses both wings and feet to

produce its rapid locomotion. Doctor Grinnell (18975) made some

interesting observations on a wounded bird at close range, of which

he writes

:

The feet seemed not of very great aid in diving, except at change of direction,

when they were moved in alternate rhythm. The wings gave regular strokes,

about two beats in three seconds. To my wonder most of the diving horizontally

was performed with the belly upward and back downward ; that is, in a reverse

position to that during flight through air. I do not think this was an excep-

tional case on account of the disablement of the bird, and on second thought

it does not seem strange.

The reason for this is obvious when we realize that the buoyancy

of the bird's body tends to bring it to the surface and that it can not

fly downward in the water except by exerting its force in a direction

exactly opposite to that required to rise in the air.

Winter.—The winter range of the marbled murrelet extends from

its breeding grounds in "Washington all along the coast to southern
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California. It is particularly abundant in winter about Puget Sound
and the straits and channels around Vancouver Island. Mr. Dawson
(1909) has sketched a vivid picture of it in its winter home, from
which I quote as follows

:

To be sure it is a bit cliilly out and there are spiteful dabs of rain between

whiles, but the forward deck is clear, for the helpless ones are crowded in the

cabin. We may have the bow to ourselves and what a glorious company of

sights and sounds there are about us. Every blue-gray wave has a voice, and
the blue-gray wind tries every tone with its deft fingers. But there are those

who enjoy the conflict of the storm even more than we. Above the whining

of the waters and the crashing of the prow come shrill exultant cries, Meer-

meer-mcer-meer. The murrelets are in their element, and they shriek to each

other across the dancing waters like Tritons at play. Perhaps association

will partly account for it, but somehow the note of the marbled murrelet

seems of itself to suggest piping gales and rugged cliffs beset by pounding
surf. It is the articulate cry of the sea in a royal mood.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Pacific. From
the eastern Aleutian Islands (Unalaska Island) along the coast of

southern Alaska (Kodiak Island, Prince Williams Sound, and
Sitkan district) and south along the coast of British Columbia

(Queen Charlotte Islands, and Vancouver Island) to northwestern

Washington (Puget Sound region). This is the summer distribu-

tion and the species is assumed to breed within this range. Prob-

ably Bering Sea should be included, but records are not conclusive.

Dunham reports eggs take near Nome, Alaska. Also said to breed

in the Kurile Islands.

Winter range.—Southward from British Columbia (Burrard In-

let, Departure Bay, and Barkley Sound) and Washington (Puget

Sound) to California (San Francisco Bay, Santa Cruz, Monterey

Bay, and Santa Barbara).

Spring migration.—Birds were noted at Point Pinos, California,

flying northward, late in February and through March, the last

seen April 2. In southeastern Alaska one was shot on Frederick

Sound, April 10, and several were seen April 17 at Admiralty Island.

Fall migration.—A bird was taken near Nushagak (north of the

Alaska Peninsula) on September 5, and several supposed to be

marbled murrelets seen on Kanatak Bay as late as October 13. In

the Prince William Sound region the last specimen was taken

August 13, while they remained common on Baranof Island, Sitkan

district, until August 27. One was taken in Sitka Bay, October 2.

Off Point Pinos, California, the first migrants were taken June 22,

1907 (adult) and June 29, 1907 (immature). In 1894 they first ap-

peared early in July. At Santa Barbara a bird was found dead

July 30.
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Casual records.—Koren saw a pair and shot one at Idlidlja Island,

near Koliutscliin Bay, northeastern Siberia.

Egg dates.—Howcan, Alaska; 1 record, May 23. Near Nome,
Alaska : 1 record, June 10.

BRACHYRAMPHUS BREVIROSTRIS (Vigors).

KITTLITZ'S MUKRELET.

HABITS.

Until within recent years this murrelet has always been considered

a very rare bird in American waters. Mr. E. W. Nelson (1887)

secured the " first example of this rare bird known to exist in any
American museum—in Unalaska Harbor the last of May, 1877. The
birds were in company with S. antiquus and B. marmoratus^ and, like

the latter, were not shy. Their habits appeared to be the same, all

feeding upon small Crustacea. These three species kept about the

outer bays all the last half of May, but about the first of June became
scarce, as they sought their breeding places. Since my capture Mr.
Turner has taken another specimen in the Aleutian Islands, and the

species may be found more common there when the islands have been

more thoroughl}^ explored." Mr. Turner's (1886) bird was taken

in the same region on April 24, 1879, and he " observed several of

these birds to the westward of Unalashka Island. They were not rare

on Amchitka Island and in the neighborhood of the Old Harbor, on

Atkha Island." These birds were probably migrants from a winter

home somewhere on the Asiatic side of the Pacific Ocean to their

breeding grounds on the south side of the Alaska Peninsula. We
spent the whole month of June, in 1911, cruising the whole length

of the Aleutian chain and visiting many of the islands, without seeing

a single Kittlitz's murrelet, or anything that looked like one, though

we were constantly on the lookout for them.

The Alexander Alaska Expedition of 1907 deserves the credit for

discovering the center of abundance of this species (which can now
no longer be considered very rare) in Glacier Bay and vicinity.

Dr. Joseph Grinnell (1909) quotes Mr. Dixon's notes, as follows:

We saw at least 500 of these gray murrelets in one flock. They were feeding

in the channels among the numei'ous islands that lie near the mouth of the bay.

Their principal diet was a slippery, sluglike animal about an inch long. A num-
ber of immature birds were seen, but they formed only a small proportion of the

whole. These murrelets get off the water far more rapidly than do the marbled

murrelets. They seem to come up flying. Their flight is much swifter than the

other murrelets and they were much wilder. A large flock started by us and
we began shooting. Sometimes we would drop a bird and all the rest of the

flock would settle right down, so that we thought we had killed the whole bunch
until we came to pick them up.
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Nesting.—For what we know about the breeding habits of Kitt-

litz's ninrrelet we are indebted to CoL John E. Thayer (1914). who
has what are probably the only authentic eggs of this rare species in

existence. The eggs were collected by Mr. Frank E. Kleinschmidt in

May and June, 1913. in the vicinit}- of Pavloff Bay, which " is near

the west end and on the south side of the Alaska Peninsula, a little

northwest of the Shumagin Islands." He publishes Mr. Klein-

schmidt's notes in full, from which I quote the following

:

Eight years .icro wlien I shot my first Kittlitz murrelet in the ice pack of

Bering Sea, an Eskimo, looking at the bird, said, " Him lay egg way up in snow

on mountain." I ridiculed the idea then of this bird laying its egg in the snow

far from the sea on the mountain side, but, keeping a constant lookout, expected

to find its breeding place on the rocky islands of Alaska or Siberia, perhaps

in company with the auks and murres. Now, however, I found the Eskimo's

words corroborated and the murrelet's solitary egg laid in just such a strange

place as he described. I inclose a photograph marking the spot where I found

It, and this egg also.

During my recent expedition I spent the time between the first and middle

of May cruising in Chatham Strait, Icy Strait, and Glacier Bay. Among other

specimens we collected quite a few marbled miu-relets and also several Kittlitz

murrelets. It was the height of the breeding season of these two species, for

we found in every specimen fully or partly formed eggs, most of which, how-

ever, were broken in the collecting. However, I preserved, of the Kittlitz

murrelet, one fully formed and colored egg, besides several broken ones.

On .Tune 5, while lying at anchor off PavlofC Bay, Alaska Peninsula, a trap-

per and miner came aboard, who saw me preparing skins of the Kittlitz and

marbled nun-relets. He recognized the Kittlitz immediately, and said it was

strange that a water bird should lay its egg far inland, high on the mountain

sides, in the snow. Upon closer questioning he said he meant that the egg was

laid, not on the snow, but far above timber line on the mountain, in bare

spots, amid the snow. In the 16 years he had been there he had found but two

eggs, but he remembered well the eggs and bird. I had him describe the egg

carefully before I showed him the one I possessed, and it tallied with his de-

scription.

On June 6 I was hunting brown bear for the Carnegie Museum, in company

with this man, and while crossing a high divide, a Kittlitz murrelet flew past

us. " There is your bird," called the trapper immediately ;
" it has a nest

here somewhere." On June 10 I saw with my glasses a she-bear and two cubs

far up in the snow of Mount Pavloff. To reach them I had to climb several

miles inside the snow line, with only here and there a few bare spots to give

me a much-desired walking ground, when close to my feet rose a Kittlitz mur-

relet. There on the bare lava, without even the pretension of a hollow, lay

a single egg.

Eggs.—Colonoi Thayer (1914) describes the eggs as follows:

The egg found on the ground, on the side of Pavloff Mountain, June 10,

1913, has a ground color of olive lake, dotted all over with different-sized

markings of dark and light brown. It measures, in inches. 2.29 by 1.40. The

other egg, taken from the oviduct of a bird May 29, 1913, is perfectly formed,

and was evidently about to be laid. Its ground color is yellow glaucous, with

dark-brown spots over the whole egg. The measurements are 2.46 by 1.45.

The second egg taken from a bird's oviduct was so broken that it could not

55916—19—Bull. 107 11
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be measured, but color and markings are the same as in the one last described.

I have both the females from which these eggs were taken.

PluTYiage.—The down>' 3'oung still remains unknown, and the

sequence of plumages to maturity is not fully demonstrated by speci-

mens, but from -what we have seen it is fair to assume that the

changes are similar to those of the closely related marbled murrelet.

The adult has two seasonal molts similar to those of the preced-

ing species. I have not seen enough specimens to work out the

dates of the molts satisfactorily. Mr, Turner's bird, collected April

24, is still in full winter plumage, and so is a specimen in the United

States National Museum, taken April 3, but possibly these may be

young birds. The complete molt in the late summer or early fall

produces a winter plumage entirely unlike the nuptial plumage and

much like the winter plumage of the marbled murrelet; Kittlitz's

murrelet in this plumage may, however, be distinguished by its

much smaller and shorter bill and by having much more white on

the sides of the head and neck, which includes the lores, extends

above the eyes, and forms a broad collar nearly around the neck, in-

terrupted by only a narrow, median, dusky band. The prenuptial

molt apparently involves all of the contour feathers, the scapulars,

and perhaps some of the wing coverts. This produces the beauti-

fully mottled nuptial plumage, w-hich is worn through the spring

and summer. Nearly all of the specimens in collections are in this

plumage.

'Food.—The two statements included in the above quotations tell

all that we know about the food of this species. Mr. Nelson (1887)

remarked that it appeared to be "feeding upon small Crustacea."

Doctor Grinnell (1909), in Mr. Dixon's notes, states that the "prin-

cipal diet was a slippery, slug-like animal about an inch long."

Winter.—Regarding the fall migration and the winter home of

Kittlitz's murrelet very little is Imown. It certainly does not mi-

grate south along the American coast. The indications are that it is

a bird of Asiatic origin, which has extended its summer range north-

ward to the Arctic coast of Siberia and eastward through the Aleu-

tian Islands to its Alaskan breeding range. If such is the case, it

probably returns to spend the winter in the region from which it

emanated, perhaps somewhere between the Commander Islands and

the coast of Japan.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Presumably from the Aleutian Islands (Atkha,

Amchitka, and Unalaska) east along the southern Alaskan coast to

Glacier Bay. Has been taken in the Kurile Islands in summer and

several specimens at Indian Point, Siberia. Records of the marbled

murrelet from Plover Bay and other points on the Siberian coast may
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refer to this species. Thayer and Bangs record hremrostris from the

Arctic coast of Siberia west to Cape Yakan, where they were seen

until September 8. One was taken at Cape Lisburne, Alaska, irt

May, 1885. The only authentic eggs known were taken at Pavloff

Bay. on the Alaskan Peninsula.

Winter range.—Mainly along the Asiatic coast, from Kamtschatka

to Kurile Islands.

Egg dates.—Pavloff Mountain. Alaska : 2 records. May 29 and
June 10.

BRACHYRAMPHUS HYPOLEUCUS Xantus.

XANTUS'S MTJERELET.

HABITS.

This white-breasted murrelet is now well known as a fairly com-

mon bird about the rocky islands from southern California along the

west coast of Lower California at least as far as Magdalena Bay. Its

discoverer. Isiv. Xantus, found it as far south as Cape San Lucas in

1859 and Mr. J. G. Cooper found it breeding as far north as Santa

Barbara Island in 1863. Mr. A. B. Howell has sent me the follow-

ing notes on its present distribution in southern California

:

This species was discovered breeding on Los Coronados Islands, Mexico, by
A. van Rossem April 7, 190S. A few years ago they were very rare in this local-

ity, but at present are almost abundant. Their case is somewhat similar on

Santa Barbara and Anacapa Islands, California, for at the latter place during

May, 1913, Mr. van Rossem found them to be fairly common. Hence it w^oulcl

seem that the species is increasing in numbers at the northern end of its range.

The presence of foxes on the larger islands of southern California precludes

them from breeding on these, but I believe that they may breed on whatever
islets near them offer suitable conditions.

Los Coronados Islands, one of the principal breeding places of

Xantus's murrelet, are briefly described b}'^ Mr. Howard W. Wright
(1909), as follows:

These islands are located about 15 miles south of San Diego. There are

three main islands : North, Middle, and South. Their names indicate their

position. They are very high and rugged, the highest being 672 feet and about

a mile long. The only good harbor, and that only suitable for small craft, i»

the little bay on the northeast side of South Island in which we anchored.

There is no water on these islands. Consequently, there is little vegetation

—

cactus and ice plant being the most abundant, though there was some kind of

a scraggly bush scattered throughout.

Nesting.—Mr. Howell's notes refer to the nesting habits of the

species on these islands as follows

:

Eypoleueus begins to lay about the middle of March, and I have found well-

incubated eggs as late as July 11, so it would seem that two sets each year is the

rule. The favorite nesting site is a cranny among loose bowlders, but nearly as

frequently one finds them back under a rock where it was necessary for them-

to scratch away a little of the loose dirt in order to gain entrance. Dark pockets
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of caves are also used, and I have even found them in slipht hoUow^s made by

the birds themselves beneath dense bushes on the hillsides, but I have never

known a bird of this species to occupy a burrow in soft ground. One egg is

nearly as often found as two, but this is frequently addled, and I believe that

the larger number constitutes the normal set. Nests are located from a couple

of feet above high-water mark to the very tops of the islands. No material is

used in construction, and a surprising number of eggs are cracked by the sharp

rocks with which they come in contact.

Mr. Henry B. Kaedino- (1905) reports this species as

—

fairly common on and about Todos Santos, San Martin, San Geronimo, and San

Benitos Islands, breeding most accessibly on San Benitos, where, in addition to

nesting in the crannies in the cliffs, the nest is often placed under the foliage

of the maguey {Affare shaici), on the sandy slopes facing the sea. The eggs,

taken March 27, were slightly incubated.

Xantiis's murrelet is credited with raising two broods in a season.

Mr. Howell (1910) says:

From my observations, it seems to be beyond doubt that these birds nest

twice during the year, once toward the last of March, as has been proved time

and again, and once more during the middle of June ; for I found fully as

many of their eggs at this latter date as did Mr. P. I. Osburn earlier in the

season. Mr. Osburn has done considerable collecting here within the last few

years, and spent four days with me during .Tune. I have even taken half-

incubated eggs from under the sitting bird as late as July 11, and it seems

hardly likely that one nesting could straggle along continuously from March
until July. And besides, no ornithologist has ever taken eggs of this species

in May, as far as I can find out, and there are plenty of them who have

visited the islands in that month in order to collect eggs of the other kinds of

birds that are found nesting here.

Effffs.—Either one or two eggs constitutes a full set. In sets of

two the eggs are often very different in color, suggesting the possi-

bility that they may have been laid by two birds. Often one of the

two eggs is infertile. Mr. Howell says that 48 hours elapse between

the laying of the two eggs. The eggs are subject to great variations

in color and markings. Mr. Howell has handled a large series of

these eggs and writes to me that

—

None of our sea birds except the murre exhibits as much variation in their

eggs as does hypolcncus. Those even of the same set run from an almost

solid dark chocolate to a plain sky blue with a very few spots, but the majority

liave a sea green or drab ground color with a great variety of brown and
Havender cloudings, spots, and blotches. It is but rarely that both eggs of a

set are of the chocolate type.

Three eggs in the Thayer colection are elliptical ovate in sliape,

smooth and somewhat glossy. One is " pale pinkish buff," finely

spotted over the entire surface and heavily blotched about the larger

end with various shades of " sepia "" and other dark browns, with

numerous underlying spots of lilac and light drab. Another is light

" buffy brown," very finely sprinkled and conspicuously scrawled

with the above colors. Still another is " wood brown," finely
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sprinkled with reddish-brown dots which are thickly concentrated

into a dense ring of dark brown and reddish brown dots near the

large end. The measurements of 152 eggs, furnished by Mr. Howell,

vary in length from 58.5 to 49, in breadth from 38.3 to 33, and aver-

age 53.5 by 36 millimeters.

The period of incubation does not seem to be known, but this duty
is evidently performed by both sexes. Mr. Howell (1910) says:

The old birds not engaged in incubation spend the entire day at sea and are-

not to be seen near the islands. These return after dai-k, when their mates
leave for the feeding grounds, and in their turns, reseek the burrows just

before the first gray lights of morning.

Young.—When first hatched the young murrelet remains in the

nesting site for perhaps two or three days, never more than four daySy

according to several good observers. As soon as the young bird is

strong enough, perhaps soon after its down is thoroughly dry, it is-

conducted by its parents to the water and led away to sea. It seems

remarkable that such tender young can stand the buffeting that

they must endure in a rough sea and many of them must lose their

lives in finding their way through the breakers which surround

their rocky birthplace, but perhaps they are safer at sea than on.

land. Mr. Howell Avrites me, on this subject, as follows:

When the eggs are once pipped they show amazing vitality. A set that was
rescued by A. van Kossem and me after having been deserted by the parents^

among the cold rocks for 36 hours hatched out two lusty youngsters and these

we succeeded in keeping alive for several days on a diet of hardboiled egg.

When we substituted bits of fish for this, one died. The other crawled out of the

tent, tumbled down a cliff, and when discovered, was making his way out to sea

with all speed. They are surely made for swimming for the tarsus when one day-

old is equal to that of the adults. When in the downy stage they present the most
attractive appearance of any bird that I know and are truly full of life, hop-

ping up and down and flapping their little wings from pure joy of life. Upon
being placed in the water at the age of two days they at once made themselves

thoroughly at home. They c-au then swim as fast as a man usually walks and
dive at the slightest suspicion of danger, swimming for several yards beneath

the surface. A large fish rose to one of them twice and the little fellow cleverly

dodged him. No one as far as I know has ever taken a young hi/poleucus on
land that was more than a few days old. Twelve that I kept under observation

were taken out to sea before they were 4 days old. H. Wright shot a downy
young beside an adult several miles from land, and others have observed them.

How they reach the water is a question, for a murrelet's bill is not made to

carry anything so bulky and they could not be carried on the. old bird's back.

Many must fall a prey to large fish during the first couple of weeks of their

life and many more die of exposure during heavy winds. Their down, although,

very dense, soon becomes water-soaked and it seems that their only salvation;

would be to climb upon their parent's back and dry themselves in the sun.

Plumages.—The downy young murrelet is thickly and warmly clad

in soft down of fine texture, which is particularly dense on the lower

parts, so that it is well equipped for swimming at an early age. The
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upper parts are " sooty black," blacker on the head and more sooty

on the back; this color extends down on the sides of the head to in-

clude the lores and a space below the eyes ; it also includes the sides

of the neck and the flanks. There is a small white spot above and

another below the eye. The under parts are pure white from the

chin to the belly and grayish white posteriorly.

I have never seen any specimens showing the change from the

downy young to the first winter plumage, nor have I been able to detect

any difference between young birds during their first winter and

adults, except that young birds have slightly smaller bills and a

more blackish cast to the dorsal plumage. It has been suggested

by several writers that the dusky mottling of the under wing coverts,

which is the principal character of Craveri's murrelet, is a sign of

immaturity; I have not examined enough material to decide the

matter definitely, but am inclined to think that the young of both

species will be found to have more dusy in the under wing coverts

tlian old birds; this need not necessarily affect, however, the validity

of Brachyramphus craveri as a species.

The seasonal plumage changes of Xantus's murrelet are not con-

spicuous. A complete postnuptial molt occurs in August and prob-

ably there is an incomplete prcnuptial molt late in the winter. Mr.

Adriaan van Kossem (1915) has made some study of the plumages of

this and the next species, which has thrown some light on the subject.

He has illustrated his paper Avith a good photograph showing the

seasonal changes in adults of the present species.

Food.—Mr. Howell contributes the following notes on the food and

habits of this murrelet:

It has been stated that the species vomits a thin yellow oil when handled,

after the manner of the petrels, but from a hundred or more birds which I have

had in the hand not one has shown any inclination to do this, nor has their

stomach contained any oily substance, but only a clotted greenish slime and very-

little of that. This was no doubt some kind of sea vegetation mixed with saliva.

They must dive for their food, and I believe that a very small proportion of

their fare, if any, consists of fish, for their throats are not capable of enough

expansion to indicate that they are fish eaters. Probably they are partial to all

forms of small Crustacea and minute forms of sea life which are so plentiful

among the weeds and rocks.

Behavior.—In flight the wing beats are very rapid, almost a buzz, and they

are capable of great speed. When attacked by a duck hawk while flying they

will suffer themselves to be caught rather than take to the water. Shortly

after dark large numbers of the birds make their way into the coves and shallow

water near the islands. From then until dawn they can be heard giving their

characteristic cry, which can best be described as a shrill slow twitter, about

four notes to the second. At night, especially when hunting a nesting site,

they are sometimes attracted by a light on shore. Doubtless they make several

trips to the burrows throughout the night. During the day they keep well out

to sea and are usually to be foimd in pairs or family parties. When pressed

too closely they rise to the wind and fly into the distance, but refuse to dive

unless wounded.
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Mr. L. M. Huey writes me that

—

The murrelet has a few chattering notes when changing shifts on the eggs, as

one near my bed this season was watched two days ; the other bird would ap-

pear just after dark with a whirring of wings and a little chatter, and this

same performance would take place just before dawn. They apparently do not

fly all the way from the feeding grounds as a call, I am sure to be made by

these birds, is heard constantly after dark very near the islands, a sort of roll-

ing whistle, very shrill and clear.

Fall.—The fall migration is not well marked and is but little

more than a wandering away from the breeding grounds, both north-

ward and southward, to spend the winter over a wider range, the

limits of which are not well known. The species has been taken as

far north as Monterey and as far south as Cape San Lucas.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—From the islands off the coast of southern Cali-

fornia (Santa Barbara and Anacapa Islands) southward on islands

along the Lower California coast (Los Coronados, Todos Santos,

San Martin, San Geronimo, and San Benitos Islands) as far as Mag-
dalena Bay, Although the type came from Cape San Lucas, the

species does not appear to breed there nor has it been recently ob-

served in that locality.

Winter range.—The species is largely resident throughout its

range, but there appears to be a northward movement after the breed-

ing season. At Point Pinos, California, they winter; arriving July

29 and remaining until February 25 ; a single pair seen April 25.

Egg dates.—Coronados Islands: 41 records, March 30 to July 6;

21 records, May 27 to June 17. Santa Barbara Islands: 6 records,

May 12 to June 15 ; 3 records, May 25 to 29. San Benitos Islands

:

4 records, March 10, 28, and 30 and July 27.

BRACHYRAMPHUS CRAVERI (Salvadori).

CEAVERI'S MURRELET.

HABITS.

The murrelets of the Cape San Lucas region so closely resemble

those found breeding farther north on the Pacific coast of Lower
California that much doubt has been expressed as to the validity of

this species, and many theories have been advanced as to the true

relationship of Brachyramphus hypoleucus and B. craveri. Without

attempting to rehearse the history of the discussion or to enter into

details I will merely say that it seems to have been firmly established

that the two forms are distinct; certainly they are at least subspe-

cifically separable, and perhaps we are fully justified in regarding

them, as we now do, as distinct species. Mr. William Brewster
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(1902^/) has made tlie matter quite clear in the published results of

his study of his large series of specimens from the Cape region.

Mr. Adriaan van Rossem (1915) has thrown considerable light on
the subject in his excellent paper on birds collected near Los Coro-

nados Islands.

Nesting.—The first account we have of the breeding habits of

Cravori's murrelet was published by Dr. Thomas H. Streets (18T7).

He found it breeding in Isla Raza, in the Gulf of California, in

April, 1875. He writes:

It was breeding in holes in the rocks, amid the innumerable gathering of Larus
heermanni, already noticetl. Eggs two, taken from a crevice of a rock at arm's

length. These eggs resemble those of the tern, though rather elliptical ovoid in

shape. They differ from each other decidedly in the ground color as well as

in the markings. The darkest one is brownish drab, with nearly half of the

surface (on the larger end) heavily and confluently blotched with reddish

brown and dark brown, with a few neutral-tint shell markings interspersed.

The rest of the egg is sparsely sprinkled with smaller and more distinct mark-

ings of the same color. The ground of the other egg is clay colored, or very

pale stone gray, with markings of the same colors as before, but less heavy,

more distinct, and smaller. There is the same aggregation of spots about the

larger end, but not so fully carried out, and the rest of the surface is more
thickly and uniformly flecked than the same portion is on the other egg. The
darker egg measured 2.95 by 1.40 ; the other 1.95 by 1.35.

Col. John E. Thayer (1909) published a letter from Mr. Wilmot

W. Brown, jr., giving an interesting account of the nesting and other

habits of this species, from which I quote, as follows

:

The object of the expedition to the islands was to make a search for the

eggs of Brachyraniphus cravtri, the Craveri murrelet. I am pleased to write

you that I took over 40 eggs of this species on a rock that lies about 2 miles

from San Jose Island. I also took a series of 35 skins. We found the mur-

relets nesting in the crevices among the rocks of the blufC. The nest in all in-

stances was a slight depression in the earth at the end of the crevice and gen-

erally contained two eggs, but some nests only contained one. The young take

to the sea two days after being hatched. Twenty-two days is the period of in-

cubation. The males help in the act of incubation, many males being taken on

the eggs in the day time.

Behavior.—In the early morning hours, particularly about an hour before

dawn, there was much activity among the murrelets, they at this time being

seen in pairs chasing each other, and making much noise among the rocks.

Our tent was at the foot of the bluff and it was impossible to sleep, the mur-

relets made so much noise; for when they fly there is a loud whirring sound.

Toward the end of our stay they learned that the w'alls of our tent were soft

•and seemed to take delight in butting into it in their amorous frolics. One

pair in the excitement must have hit its head onward, for they dropped to the

ground with a thud and fluttered together under the side of the tent into my
bed, where I was trying to sleep. I caught them by throwing my blanket over

them. This is the first collecting I have ever done in bed. They proved to be

male and female. In the daytime I did not observe any in the waters around

the island. They seem to feed far out to sea, for with the exception of the set-

ting birds in the crevices, I did not see any in the vicinity of the islands in the
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daytime. But in tlie early liours of tlie morning tlie rocks of the bluff seemed
alive with them ; tliey all disappeared on the approach of dawn. This species

has three distinct notes, the one of displeasure being very harsh. According

to Blr. Brewster's book, it seems only one set of eggs of this species has been

taken and that was on the island of Raza in 1875, and was taken by Doctor

Streets. The island of Raza is over 300 miles north of San Jose Island.

His letter is dated March 10, a few days after returning from the

islands.

Eggs.—-The eggs referred to above, now in the Thayer Museum,
form a beautiful series and show interesting variations. They are
'• elliptical ovate '' in shape, smooth, and somewhat gloss3\ In a

general way they closely resemble the eggs of Xantus's murrelet.

The ground color varies from '' Sayal brown '• or *' snufl' brown

"

to '* light pinkish brown,^' " ivory yellow,'- or various pale shades

of olive or buff which are almost white. The markings are very

variable also; some eggs are finely and evenly sprinkled with small

spots or dots oAer the whole surface, and in others these markings

are gathered in a ring about the larger end; some are heavily spotted

or blotched irregularh' or in a wreath about the larger end; the

markings are in various shades of brown, mostly the darker shades,

with underlying spots or blotches of various shades of lilac or drab.

The measurements of 31 eggs, in various collections, average 52.3 by

34.9 millimeters; the eggs showing the four extremes measure 55

by 34.5, 53 by 37, 48.5 by 35, and 54.5 by 32.5 millimeters.

Plumages.—The newly hatched downy young has never been de-

scribed and, so far as I can learn, no such specimen exists in any

collection. Mr. Brewster (1902«) has carefully described the de-

velopment of the plumage of the young bird, as follows

:

Two of Mr. Frazar's specimens, both taken on the same date (March 1),

i:re young, about one-half grown and still clothed, for the most part, in down.

This, over the upper parts, is seal brown, slightly redder as well as paler than

in adult birds and with fine transverse markings of whitish besprinkling

the back and rump, but not the crown nor the wings. The throat is grayish,

the abdomen white. On the jugulum and breast the down has been replaced

by true feathers, those of the second stage of plumage and everywhere silky

white save on the sides of the breast, where they are flecked with minute

spots of blackish. The sides of the body with the under as well as the upper

surfaces of the wings are covered with down of nearly the same shade of

brown as that of the crown and back, but there are also a few budding wing
coverts, as well as quills, the expanding tips of which are decidedly darker

in color.

Other specimens in my series illustrate practically every stage through

which the young pass in arriving at maturity. They show that the natal

down is shed first on the breast, next on the throat and abdomen, next on
the wings, next on the back, next on the chin, next on the center of the crown,

next on the forehead, last of all on the occiput and sides of the crown. With
the disappearance of the last shreds of down the bird completes what I

suppose must be called its first winter plumage, although this in specimens
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which, like mine, were hatched and reared in January and February is really

assumed in early spring. After perfecting this plumage the young can be

distinguished from their parents only by their shorter and weaker bills, by

the darker (nearly dead black) coloring of their upper parts, and by the

presence of numerous fine but rather conspicuous blackish spots or bars on

the tips of the feathers of the sides of the breast and body.

The sequence of plumages to maturity and the seasonal molts of

adults are undoubtedly similar to those of the closely related Xantus's

murrelet. It probably does not differ materially in habits fi-om its

northern relative. Its northward migration after the breeding

season must be more pronounced, however, if we are to refer to

this species the well-marked specimens taken by Mr. Adriaan van

Rossem (1915) near Los Coronados Islands.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Islands in the Gulf of California. From Cape

San Lucas, San Francisco Island, San Jose Island, Ildefonso Island,

north to Isla Kaza.

Winter range.—Probably near the breeding grounds, but some, at

least, " winter " on the Pacific side of Lower California north to

Natividad and Los Coronados Islands. As this species breeds in

February, the word " winter " is hardly an appropriate term to desig-

nate its range during the nonbreeding season.

Egg dates.—Lower California, Cape Region: 22 records, February

6 to April 12 ; 11 records, February 14 to 24.

CEPPHUS GRYLLE (Linnaeus).

BLACK GUILLEMOT.

HABITS.

The picturesque coast of Maine is deeply cut by numerous rock-

bound bays and harbors, protected by rugged promontories, and

dotted with many attractive islands, where forests of pointed firs

and spruces grow almost down to the water's edge. It well deserves

its popularity, for I can not imagine a more delightful coast for a

summer cruise. Not the least of its attractions is this beautiful little

"sea pigeon," so common about all the rocky islands and harbors,

where it skims away in front of us in a wide circle, flying close to

the water, with its trim, little, black body swiftly propelled by the

rapid movements of its wings, the white wing patches flashing in the

sunlight and the bright red feet showing behind. It is interesting

to watch it as it rises from the water ahead of the boat, flying for-

ward at first until well ahead of us, then swinging in a long curve

to one side, and finally dropping into the water again far astern;

every bird seems to fly in exactly the same course, almost never flying
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straight away to one side, as other birds do. It is a handsome bird

when held in the hand; its compact form, its velvet black plumage,

^•listening with a greenish luster, and its brilliant red feet and mouth
make a rich and pleasing combination.

Spring.—As the black guillemot does not wander far from its

breeding range in winter, it has not far to go in the spring, but it

usually withdraws from the Massachusetts coast during the first two

weeks in April. Probably the birds which winter here breed on the

coast of Maine, and a general northward movement occurs all

through its range. On May 22 and 23, 1909, while cruising along

the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, we saw a number of

these birds, which were evidently migrating, for fewer birds were

seen here on our return in June.

Courtship.—Mr. John Walpole-Bond (1911) describes the court-

ship of the black guillemot as follows

:

A pair engaged iu aInol•o^l^^ antics is a pleasing siglit. Tlie male, recognizable

by reason of his brighter plumage—there being no difference in the color of the

two sexes—swims furiously after his ladylove, at times even literally running

along the water in his ardor. He fails to catch her. Presently he tries fresh

tactics. Waiting till she is up and floating, he hovers momentarily in the air

above her, intending to drop suddenly on her back. Clumsy fellow that he is,

he misses his mark, and once again she alludes his advances. So the chase con-

tinues until at length her swain's repeated gallantries win the day.

Nesting.—Its nest building consists in finding a suitable crevice,

the more remote the better, under loose rocks or bowlders on a beach

above high-water mark or in some rocky cliff, where it is reasonably

safe from the attacks of all its enemies except man, and where even

he finds the labor of procuring the eggs rather more than they are

worth, though they are excellent eating. Often the eggs are laid on

the bare ground or rock, but more often on rough beds of pebbles,

broken stones, or shells, which must be cold and uncomfortable

nests for the downy young.

The largest and most interesting colony that I have ever seen was
on Seal Island, 25 miles off the southern coast of Nova Scotia, Here,

on the ocean side of the sea-girt isle, where great masses of water-

worn bowlders are piled along the shore, the accumulated results of

the many furious winter storms which sweep across the Atlantic,

where the ocean swell rises and falls on the outer rocks and the fl.ying

spray of drifting fogs keep the beaches moist and cool, the black

guillemots find a congenial summer home. During my pleasant visit

with Mr, John Crowell, the lighthouse keeper and owner of this at-

tractive island, I spent portions of two days, July 3 and 4, 1904,

studying these birds. Mr, Crowell and his family are appreciative

bird lovers and they guard with jealous care the " sea widgeons,"

as they call them, whose breeding grounds are but a short distance
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from the house; consequently the birds are tamer and more friendly

than I have ever seen them elsewhere. After considerable hard work,

crawling over, under, and around the piled-up bowlders, sometimes

almost standing on our heads, we succeeded in finding about half a

dozen nests, aided by the droppings and feathers in the pathways

leading to them ; by rolling away some of the smaller rocks we were

able to photograph the eggs on their crude beds of small stones or

on the bare rocks. There were two eggs in each nest and apparently

few, if any, young had yet hatched. Most of the birds were very

tame, sitting quietly on their egg Avhile we were at work, until fully

exposed to view, when they would crawl away out of sight; but some-

times they scrambled out under our feet and flew out to sea. I spent

an interesting afternoon, partially hidden among the rocks, watching

and photographing them. They all flew olf into the Avater and swam
away at first, but I concealed myself near one of their favorite roost-

ing rocks, where they w^ere accustomed to sit and sun themselves, and

waited patiently for their return. There was quite a flock of them

on the w-ater just beyond the breakers, where I could plainly see them

swimming about, dipping their bills into the water occasionally, div-

ing, preening their feathers, or rising at intervals to shake the water

from their wings. As their confidence returned they worked in

graduall}^ toward the rocks, riding buoyantl}'^ OA^er the breakers or

diA'ing through them, until one venturesome fellow flcAV up on to a

rock only 15 feet away and stared at me. His soft, shrill whistle gave

assurance to his companions that I Avas harmless and one by one they

fleAv up to join him until I had four of them just where I w^anted to

photograph them. One or tAvo settled down to rest in a sitting-

posture; others walked about in a semierect attitude, their little red

legs being just long enough to keep their spiny tails clear of the rock

;

others W'Cre more restless, coming and going all the time, with their

feet widespread in flight and held straight out behind. It Avas an

unusually good opportunity to photograph this species and I regret

exceedingl}' that nearly all of the plates were lost in some unaccount-

able Avay.

Although the aboAe-described nesting sites may be considered as

typical of the species or as generally preferred by it, the black

guillemot often nests in entirely different situations. Audubon
(ISiO) describes a perilous attempt of one of the sailors to secure

the eggs of this bird by swinging on a long rope over the face of a

rocky cliff, several hundred feet above the sea, in the Magdalen

Islands, and I have seen them there myself nesting in the fissures,

deep crevices, and caves of the soft red sandstone cliffs, Avhere their

nests were practically inaccessible. On the south coast of Labra-

dor Ave found a few pairs breeding on Esquimo Island, where w«

Faw them flying into and out of crevices in the perpendicular cliffs
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of limestone rock 30 or 40 feet high, as we wallved along the stony-

beach below. Black guillemots were not common on this coast, prob-

ably on account of the scarcity of suitable nesting sites.

On the northeast coast of Labrador, in the summer of 1912, we
found this species evenly distributed and one of the conmionest of

the sea birds, as far north as Nain. Mandt's guillemot is said to

breed in the northern portion of the coast also, but all that we shot

proved to be Cepphus grylle. They breed mostly on the outer

islands, which are bare and rocky, lajdng their eggs in remote cavi-

ties under the numerous piles of broken rocks or in crevices in the

rocky cliffs which are often inaccessible. Their eggs are persistently

collected for food all summer and it is a wonder that they are not

entirely exterminated. We found plenty of eggs which were nearly

fresh as late as the first week in August. We saw no young birds

anywhere, and probably only these birds that had selected inaccessi-

ble locations had succeeded in hatching any egg's.

Eggs.—The black guillemot lays almost invariably two eggs,

though occasionally one egg constitutes a full set; where more than

two eggs are found in a nest, as some writers have reported, these

are probably the product of more than one female. The eggs are

handsome and boldly marked. The ground color is dull white, often

with a faint bluish or greenish tinge, sometimes " cream color," or
" cream buff." Some eggs are fairly well covered with small spots,

but usually the markings are grouped about the larger end, often

forming a ring, in large irregular blotches of dark shades of brown,

varying from " clove brown " to " sepia." One particularly hand-

some egg in my series is heavily blotched with " cinnamon," overlaid

with " chocolate," on a cream-colored ground, with numerous faint

spots of " lilac gray." Most eggs are more or less spotted and some
bre quite heavily blotched with "lavender" or "lilac gray" of

various shades. They vary in shape from " ovate " to " elliptical

ovate." The measurements of 54 eggs, in the United States National

Museum collection, average 59.5 by»40 millimeters; the eggs show-

ing the four extremes measure 65.5 by 42, 62.5 by 43, 55 by 42,

and G0.5 by 38 millimeters.

Young.—Incubation lasts for about 21 days and is shared by both

sexes. The young remain in the nest, or in the crevices among the

rocks near it, for a long time and are fed by their parents until they

are fully fledged or nearly so and ready to learn to fly. The prin-

cipal food of the young seems to be rock eels, small fish, and other

soft-bodied sea animals which their parents find among the sea-

weed and rocks at low tide or obtain by diving.

Plumages.—The young when first hatched are covered with thick

down which is uniform sooty blackish above, and paler or more
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grayish below. They remain hidden among the rocks until the

Juvenal plumage is acquired in August; this is sooty black above and
white below heavily mottled with dusky on the sides, less heavily

on the belly and breast, and only very finely spotted on the throat

and chin. The white wing patches are much concealed by the broad

dusky tips of the feathers. The juvenal plumage is soon replaced

by the first winter plumage, which is similar to the adult winter

plumage but with less white and more dusky; there is much more
dusky on the head, and the white wing patches are broken by black-

tipped feathers; this plumage is worn all winter, but is molted

wholly or partly into the black plumage during the first spring. I

believe that young birds molt later in the spring than adults and that

the molt is often less complete than in adults, producing a variety

of mottled black and white plumages. The change into the adult

winter begins in August but is not completed until October or later

;

winter adults may be distinguished from young birds by the greater

proportion of white, particularly on the head, and by the pure white

wing patches. The spring molt, which includes all but the wings and

tail, is considerably prolonged or varies greatly in date with different

individuals. Some birds acquire their full summer plumage as early

as the 1st of February, but I have seen birds during the first week in

May in practically full winter plumage, and have birds in my col-

lection in various stages of molt taken as late as June 18.

Food.—On the coast of Maine the black guillemot feeds largely

on rock eels {Gunellus gunnellus)^ small fish which can be found at

low tide under loose stones. It also eats small mussels and other

small mollusks, which it obtains by diving and swallows whole, sea

insects, marine worms, shrimps, small crabs, and other small crus-

taceans, which swim on or near the surface. Small fish are fre-

quently included in its diet. Mr. Lucien M. Turner, in his unpub-

lished notes on the birds of Ungava, says

:

The food of the birds is essentially marine, consisting of all manner of

smaller Crustacea. Several stomachs were opened and found to contain re-

cently swallowed specimens of Mysis mixta only ; no other food being apparent.

Other stomachs contained only a semiviscid fluid of reddish, amber color, such

as might result from the digestion of such food as that just mentioned.

Behavior.—The only note that I have heard this species utter is a

faint, shrill, piping whistle which is apparently used as a call rather

than an alarm note. When disturbed on its nest it emits a hissing

note of protests. It is usually silent, however.

Its flight is strong. SAvift, and direct, with rapid wing strokes,

usually close to the water. In diving it flops under the surface with

open wings, using them regularly in subaqueous flight. Dr. Charles

W. Townsend writes to me

:
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The habit possessed by the black guillemot of dabbling with its bill at the

water may have arisen in attempts to obtain food or to sip the water, but it

has apparently degenerated into a nervous trick devoid of useful purpose, like

the tail wagging of pipits and other birds. When disturbed by the approach

of a boat, black guillemots often dab frequently at the water as if in nervous

trepidation before taking flight. In rising from the water the feet are used

as an aid, and strike back the water one after the other alternately. Black

guillemots often chase one another in play or in passion, and make the water

boil as they dodge in and out above and below the surface with much flapping

of wings and spreading of tails as they thrust with their pointed bills.

Winte7\—As soon as the young are able to ^y, the black guillemots

desert their breeding grounds and frequent during the winter the

rocky shores of the north Atlantic coasts from Greenland to Long
Island, though they are rare south of Cape Cod. They are very shy

at this season and are usually scattered about in small parties or

pairs, playing in the surf off the rocky beaches or even well out at sea.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts of northeastern North America and north-

western Europe. From Maine (Matinicus Rock, eastward), New
Brunswick (Grand Manan), and Nova Scotia (Seal Island) north

to Labrador and southern Greenland (Holsteinborg, probably rarely

to Disco Bay) . Also from Iceland, the Faroe Islands, Orkneys, Shet-

lands, and some of the Hebrides, northern Scotland, Ireland, and

Wales (formerly) east to Scandinavia and the White Sea. South

to Denmark,

Winter range.—Slightly south of its summer home. Many remain

as far north as southwestern Greenland (Ivigtut) and few pass

south of Massachusetts. There is one record for Connecticut, one

definite and several indefinite records from Long Island, and it has

been supposed to occur on the Delaware River several times, but

there is apparently but one recent definite record. It is also said

to have been taken in Lancaster and Perry Counties, Pennsylvania,

and once on Lake Ontario, New York. A bird taken at Toronto,

Ontario, may be mandti. In Europe as far north as Norway and

south rarely to northern France.

Spring migration

.

—Birds wintering on the Massachusetts coast

pass northward in April (April 11 to 19) ; occasionally individuals

linger till May.
Fall migration.—Fall migrants arrive on the Massachusetts coast

early in November (November 5) ; rarely as early as September.

Egg dates.—Maine: 25 records, June 12 to July 16; 13 records,

June 18 to 30. Bay of Fundy and Nova Scotia : 25 records, June 11

to July 6; 13 records, June 20 to 28. Gulf of St. Lawrence: 13

records, June 8 to July 15 ; 7 records, June 15 to 25. Great Britain

:

11 records, May 23 to June 17; 6 records, June 5 to 11. Labrador,

east coast : 7 records, July 1 to August 2 ; 4 records, July 12 to 17.
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CEPPHUS HANDTI (Mandt).

MANDT'S GUILLEMOT.

HABITS.

The northern '"sea pigeon'' is essentially a bird of the Arctic

Ocean, though it also breeds in portions of Hudson Bay and the

North Atlantic, where it can find practically Arctic conditions in

summer. It has been seen as far north as 84° in summer, and

apparently pushes northwards in the spring as fast and as far as the.

leads open in the ice.

Mr. W. Elmer Ekblaw writes to me as follows

:

If any water bird in the Smith Sound region merits the adjective ubiquitoub,

tlie guillemot certainly does. Throughout the entire extent of the northwest

Greenland coast and along the shores of Ellesmereland this active, pigeon-

like bird is found throughout the open season : in the open water of the sound

it finds sustenance even in the dark of winter. There is no fjord so deep that

tlie guillemot does not enter into its head; there is no promontory so stormy

or so steep that the guillemot does not fx-equent it. As there is hardly a rock

ledge on land that does not form the home or hunting ground of the snow bunt-

ing so along the coast there is no ledge or clifE that does not afford a home and

nesting site to one or many guillemots.

This species has been said to breed in northern Labrador, and

perhaps it may do so in the vicinity of Cape Chidley, but all the birds

that we collected as far north as Nain proved to be Cepphus grylle.

Mr. Lucien M. Turner did not find it breeding in Hudson Strait and

saw only occasional pairs or solitary individuals. According to Rev.

C. AY. G. Eifrig (1905), the Canadian Neptune Expedition found

this species " at Cape Fullerton, where they are common summer
and winter, as also throughout Hudson Bay and northward; some

were seen at North Devon."

Nesting.—Mr. Ekblaw describes the nesting habits of ISIandt's

guillemot quite fully, as follows:

The birds begin mating about the 1st of .Tune ; the first eggs are laid al>out the

10th or 1.5th of June, though some pairs begin more than a month later. The

mating act takes place on the edge of the ice along the leads of the open water,

or on the small pans of ice floating about. The mating antics suggest those of

domestic ducks. It is not so gregarious in nesting time as are the kittiwakes,

the murres. or the fulmars ; single pairs not infrequently are the sole occupants

of a ledge or cliff, but generally they have considerable company of their own

species. It does not avoid the proximity of other birds, nor does it seek their

company. It nests in crevices and joint fissures in the rocks rather than on

ledges, and this choice of nesting place determines the assemblage of its own
kind and other species with which it may be found. If the crevices be numerous,

and near good feeding grounds, many guillemots may be associated ; if ledges

suitable to the nesting of other species are found about the crevices, then usu-

ally the company is mixed ; or if the right kind of talus slope be near, the

dovekie may nest beside or above it. Because it thus frequents the crevices and

deep niches in the rocks rather than the ledges, it is not so readily detected at
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liome, and one comparing the relative numbers of tlie birds of various species

frequenting a nesting place would be sure to consider the guillemots much fewer
in number than they really are; though on the edge of the ice, in the leads,

or on the open sea. he would realize his error.

In a few localities, such as the southeast corner of Saunders Island, the bird

colony is composed almost wholly of the guillemot, and may be very large. At
this place, in a sharp reentrant in the cliff face, the rocks are evidently much
transected by numerous crevices v.hich furnish good nesting places near good
feeding grounds. Here whole bevies of guillemots fly in and out, and about,

in the nesting season, like bees hived in trees ; but instead of a steady hum,
there comes from the place the intermittent nervous, shrill, whistle much like

a squeal, that one learns to know so well along the Northland coasts. Similar,

almost pure colonies, of guillemots ai-e found at Crystal Palace Cliffs, at Cape
Parry, at Cape Atholl. and other places. Usually the guillemot nests lower on
the cliffs than do the other birds with which it is sometimes found, but in these

pure colonies it may nest far up, even to the tops of the highest cliffs.

The nost is usually placed on a pile of broken debris well back in the crevices,

or on a shelf that seems safe. Rarely are the eggs so near the opening that one

can reach them without a " spoon " mounted on a rather long handle. The eggs

are generally two in number, but occasionally the Eskimo find three in a clutch.

The eggs do not exhibit such variations as do the eggs of TJria lotnvia lomvia,

different clutches being imiformly similar, though on some the blotching is

denser or more confluent, than on others.

Eggs.—Mandt's guillemot lays ordinarily two eggs, occasionally

only one and, according to some writers, rarely three; probably sets

of three are accidental and the result of more than one bird's laying.

The nesting habits and the eggs do not differ essentially from those

of the black guillemot. I have never been able to detect any distin-

guishing characters in such eggs as I have examined, except that the

ground color is usually more greenish or bluish white ; so rather than

attempt to describe them, I will refer the reader to my description of

the eggs of the foregoing species. The measurements of 53 eggs in

various collections, average 59.6 by 39.5 ; the eggs showing the four

extremes measure 64.3 by 40.8, 62 by 42, 53.5^ by 38.5, and 55.6 by

37.6 millimeters.

Yoimg.—Eegarding the young, Mr. Ekblaw writes:

The young of this species develop rather slowly even for an altricial bird

in this latitude, more slowly than do those of the other northern species.

Since the birds appai*ently do not need to migrate south but require only open

water for their winter home, this slowness of development probably does not

endanger the birds. The young are fed constantly, both old birds having a

part in the feeding. Sea food is all the young get; almost exclusively their

diet is made up of shrimps, with which the water teems, though I have also

found in their crops the gastropod, that looks so much like the ordinary land

snail, and of which the eider is so fond. The young call insistently for food

from their emergence from the shell in their dark, dusky-brown down to

their first dip into the sea in their nice light suits of feathers to begin to

learn to find for themselves. They get into the water immediately from the

nest and do not return. They are attended by the parent bird for some time

after. They do not frequent the shore closely but stay fairly well out at sea,

5591G—19—Bull. 107 12
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usually near to some iceberg or ice pan, where tlie food is apparently more
abundant, or where perhaps the water is quieter, at least on the lee side, or
perhaps both. The young birds can not, or at least do not, remain submerged
so long when diving at alarm.

Plumages.—Ridgwuy^s Manual (1887) gives the description of

the downy young as " uniform sooty blackish, paler and more gray-
ish below." On account of the late dates at which the young are

hatched, they are often not fully fledged and ready to leave the

nests until September 1 or later. According to Messrs. Thayer and
Bangs (1914), Mr. John Koren visited a breeding place of this

species at Cape Kibera Island, east Siberia, August 80-31, 1912, " at

which time all of the young birds were still in the nests. On Sep-
tember 10 of the previous year, however, there were no guillemots to

be seen at this same place, both young and adults evidently having
left by that date. At Cape Irkaipig, September 6, 1911, a few
birds were observed still feeding their young on the bluffs."

The Juvenal and first winter plumages are apparentl}'^ the same
as in Cepphus gryUe. Dr. Witmer Stone (1900) publishes the fol-

lowing note on a series of birds from Point Barrow :

Eight young (birds of the year), September 23, .January 11 (2), February
6, March 10, ALarch 24, March 28, March 30, exhibit much variation in the

amount of black on the head and black spots on wing coverts. All have narrow
black tips to white feathers of the abdomen. None of these birds show any
trace of the spring molt, which was well under way in the adults at the time
that most of these were taken.

Probably young birds do not acquire the full black nuptial

plumage until the second spring, but at the first postnuptial mouk
they assume the adult winter plumage. Young birds are always

darker or show more black mottling during the fall and winter than

adults. They also have the mottled speculum.

Adults have a prenuptial molt which is nearly complete, involving

everything but the wings, which begins in March. They have a

complete postnuptial molt, beginning about the middle of August
and lasting a month or more ; during this molt the wing feathers are

shed almost simultaneously, rendering the bird flightless. The
adult winter plumage is similar to that of Cepphus grylle^ but it is

much whiter. Adult Mandt's guillemots can always be distin-

guished from black guillemots by the white bases of the greater

wing coverts and by the slenderer bills ; in young birds this distinc-

tion is not so well marked, but young Mandt's guillemots have much
less dusky at the bases of these feathers than young black guille-

mots, where it occupies not only the basal half of each feather but the

whole of the inner web nearly or quite to the tip.

Food.—The food of Mandt's guillemot seems to consist mainly of

small fishes, crustaceans, and other soft-bodied sea animals.
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Bchncior.—Mr. Ekblaw contributes the following notes on the

habits of this species:

When resting idle and unalarmed on the water, it floats high so that much
white of its under parts shows, but when alarmed or ready for a dive it sinks

itself and rides low, only its black head and back showing. From this low posi-

tion it dives most easily, like a flash, and with but very little commotion. It

dives readily and fast, using its wings to help its feet in propelling itself; it

dives so quickly at gunfire that it seems often to evade the shot fired at it from a

distance, in this X'espect resembling the murre, which seems even quicker, how-
ever. While swimming about it has the peculiar habit of nervously moving its

head backward and forward. It is less shy than most other sea birds, both on
the cliffs and in the leads or pools, or on the open sea, apparently trusting and
unafraid, undisturbed by the proximity of man. This apparent confidence is

quite different from the shyness of the guillemot farther south in Danish Green-

hmd where it is practicaly unapproachable.

A flock of guillemots contentedly feeding in a pool or lead is a pleasant sight;

sometimes they dive as individuals, sometimes as a flock. When satisfied witli

food, or when tired of the water, they crawl out on the edge of the ice to bask
or sleep, often in dense flocks. Once when in need of dinner, I shot 11 birds

from one such flock, with a 12-gauge shotgun, No. 6 shot.

When resting on the ice, the guillemot is likely to take flight if suddenly

startled, but if more gradually alarmed, it prefers to take to the water to dive.

Either from the edge of the ice or in the water, one bird more shy takes the leai
in diving, then a few follow, and in a moment the whole flock, leaving trails of

bubbles behind. They soon come to the surface, but if the source of tlieir alarm

has come nearer them, they dive again at once, remaining submerged for a

longer time. It can stay under the water for some little time, either when
frightened or feeding—up to a minute and a quarter. Even when injured it

dives deep and fast. I once wounded two by shot, that almost escaped, with

one wing on either broken, by diving beneath a heavy, deep iceberg or floe and
coming up on the side away from me. When repeatedly frightened it can not

continue submerging itself and finally takes flight.

Itising against the wind, the guillemot takes to its wings rather quickly and

easily ; but with the wind, or when there is no wind at all, it has considerable

difliculty. Under either of these conditions the bird must make a determined

effort ; it flutters along the surface partly flying, partly paddling with its little

red feet, to develop enough initial velocity to raise it, often for long distances

before it trusts to its wings alone. Once in the air, it sways from side to side

as it rises, resembling a quail or partridge. Its flight is exceedingly rapid, yet

it can turn most abruptly in flight, and likewise most abruptly check its flight

—

apparently by assuming a sudden vertical position of the body—to drop hover-

ingly into the water, in a manner quite different from its usual " shoot-the-

chute " slide into a pool, like a ship slipping uncontrolled into the sea from her

ways. Often the bird stoops so shari^ly from considerable heights that it drops

like a meteor : the noise a flock of such dropping birds makes is like that of a

little hurricane.

Winter.—The Eskimo told me that about the Gary Islands, where the water
is usually open all the year round, large numbers of the guillemot spend the

winter ; and when the sea is open throughout the winter even farther north in

Smith Sound proper, between Cape Sabine and Lyttleton Island, the guillemot

frequents it and thrives. On January 25, 1914, one of our Eskimo saw twa
Mandt's guillemots in open water along the edge of the ice north of Sunrise

Point, and south of Cape Olsen ; the same day, another of our Eskimo saw a
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flock in a small tidal pool beside a grounded iceberg between Lyttleton Island

and Cape Hatherton. and Mr. MacMillan heard them whistling off Sum-ise

Point. Returning from Cai)e Sabine to Cairn Point in mid-February, 1914, I

saw many guillemots in the open water along the edge of the young ice. On
March 1, 1914, Doctor Hunt, the surgeon of our party, shot 19, all in winter

plumage, in open leads off the mouth of Foulke Fjord, where many flocks of

them were feeding.

The fall migration of this species is not very extensive, so far

as it is known, for it can be driven from its summer home only when

the ocean is solidly frozen. Probably most of the Greenland birds

are forced out to winter on the open ocean or around the edges of

the ice packs. The birds which breed north of Hudson Bay prob-

ably do not migrate through Hudson Strait, but winter in the south-

ern part of Hudson Bay or in James Bay, which is almost always

more or less open; the occasional freezing of this bay may account

for the accidental occurrence of this species in Ontario. Mandt's

guillemot winters in Bering Strait, but does not seem to wander south

of Norton Sound, Alaska.

Cepphus mandti Nvill probably prove to be a subspecies of CeppJvas

</rylle. Numerous specimens of intermediate birds are to be found

in collections, which are either intergrades or hybrids. Two summer

birds from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which I have seen, show the

intermediate characters.
DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the Arctic Ocean. From
northern Greenland (Cape Union, Thank God Harbor, Bessells Bay,

and Cape Lieber south to about Disco Bay), Spitzbergen, Franz

Josef Land, Nova Zembla, the northern Siberian coast to Herald

and Wrangel Islands, the vicinity of Point Barrow, Alaska, and

islands north of Hudson Bay. South along the west coast of Ungava

into James Bay. Birds have been recorded as far north as latitude

84°. Nonbreeding birds may occasionally be found in Bering Sea

and on the coast of Labrador (Cape Whittle, June 24), but breeding

records from these localities need confirmation. Has been taken at

Gaspe, Quebec, June 10.

Winter range.—As far north as open water can be found, south

to Bering Strait (rarely Norton Sound) and Hudson Strait. Many
doubtless winter in Hudson Bay and James Bay, occasionally reach-

ing Lake Ontario, and some probably occur on the Labrador coast

at this season.

Spring migration.—Arrive in northern Greenland ; Bowdoin Bay,

May 8 (not common until late June) ; Thank God Harbor, February

28 and during March ; Cape Sabine, first seen March 15 ; northeastern

Greenland, latitude 80° 10', June 10.

Fall migration.—In northern Greenland last seen at Floeberg

Bea<;h, latitude 82° 27', August 29; at Port Foulke, September 1;
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Bowdoin Bay, September 6; and eastern Greenland, latitude 78° 20',

September 3.

Egg dates.—Hudson Bay : 6 records, June 10 and 21, July 6, 7, 10,

and 24. Cumberland Gulf : 2 records, June 28 and July 2. Green-

land : 1 record, July 4.

f

CEPPHUS COLUMBA (Pallas).

PIGEON GUILLEMOT.

HABITS.

From the painted caves of the Santa Barbara Islands northward

to the bold rocky islands of northern Bering Sea we found the pigeon

guillemot, the Pacific coast representative of our familiar " sea pig-

eon," everywhere common in the vicinity of rocky shores or high

precipitous cliffs, where it finds congenial summer homes. South of

the Aleutian Islands and the Alaska Peninsula it is present through-

out the year, but there is a decided migratory movement north of

this line and probabl}^ a less noticeable migration throughout its

range.

Spring.—From its Avinter wanderings, at sea or along the coast, it

returns in early spring to its breeding grounds. In the Commander
Islands, according to Stejneger (1885), this occurs as early as the

middle of March, and farther north as soon as open water can be

found. On their arrival at their breeding grounds the birds con-

greate about their favorite nesting sites, but are in no hurry to begin

laying. Egg laying does not begin on the California coast much
before the middle of May, and in the Aleutian Islands not before

the middle or last of June. During the mating season the males

indulge in many little squabbles and even vigorous combats. Daw-
son (1909) describes the encounter as follows:

A cockfight between rival suitors is apt to be quite a .spirited affair. As
they face each other upon the surface of the water, the combatants hold their

tails, inconspicuous at other times, bolt upright; and this, with their open

mandibles disclosing a bright-red mouth and throat, gives the birds a some-

what formidable appearance. The actual scrimmage, however, is likely to take

place beneath the water rather than upon it ; and the onlooker has no means of

guessing the battle's progress till the weaker bird bursts from the water like a

flying fish, and so by change of scene gains a momentary advantage of his

pursuer or owns defeat outiight.

Nesting.—In the precipitous rocky cliffs of the Santa Barbara

Islands are numerous large, deep caverns, worn away by the action

of the waves, which have for unknown ages been pounding at the

foundations of these solid walls of rock and carved them into fan-

tastic shapes. At high tide or in rough weather most of them are in-

accessible, but under favorable circumstances some of them can be

explored in a boat or even on foot in safety. In the " painted caves '^
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of Santa Cruz Island, one of the scenic spots of this region, we
could row our boat far into the innermost recesses of picturesque

"winding channels and lofty, vaulted caverns of rock. A few cor-

morants were disturbed near the entrance and numerous pigeon

guillemots darted past us from within, as the reports of our guns

frightened them from their nests in the darkest comers. "VVe were

surprised to see also a number of house finches flitting about the

high shelves and pinnacles of rock in the largest chambers, where

they probably had nests within the reach of daylight. In such situa-

tions the guillemots lay their eggs in various nooks and crannies

about the walls and roofs of the caves, in cavities under loose rocks, in

open situations on flat rocks or shelves, or even on the sandy floor of

the cave, if beyond the reach of daylight and water; as they seem

to find security in darlaiess, these caverns offer many suitable nesting

sites.

Much has been Avritten about the nesting habits of the pigeon guil-

lemot on the Farallone Islands, but the following extracts from Mr.

Chester Barlow's (1894) writings will suffice to give an idea of its

normal nesting habits here and elsewhere

:

The " sea pigeons," or pigeon guillemots, fire among the most interesting of

the birds. They are lovers of the sea and prefer the roclcs near the surf, when
not incubating their eggs. We were fortunate in discovering a rookery of these

birds, and had it not been late for fresh eggs, a splendid series could have been

secured. The hill, at the summit of winch is the lighthouse, is very steep, and
the cliffs at the top are more or less honeycombed with burrows in which the

puffins and auklets nest. Farther down is a stretch of loose, shifting chips of

rock, while near the bottom are numerous bowlders, some of gigantic propor-

tions, under and between which are cavities in which the guillemots nest. As
one approaches this rookery many of the birds are seen sitting upright, softly

" whistling," but upon clo.se approach those on the rod's take wing, while their

mates flutter from among the rocks and join them. Then, by a careful search

of promising-looking cavities, one may secure a nice series.

No nest is constructed in which to deposit the eggs, but almost invariably the

eggs repose upon a collection of small granite chips or pebbles gathered by the

birds. Both birds assist at incubation, and I have a male bird taken with a set

of two eggs. The rookery described is not near the ocean, but many of the

guillemots nest in holes in the cliffs above the sea. At any time groups of birds

may be seen gathered on the rocks near the surf. I have noticed young ones so

dose to the water that the spent force of a " roller " would almost wash them

:away.

Mr. Milton S. Ray (1904) says of this species on the Farallones:

These birds became more abundant every day during our stay, but they did

not begin to lay until the end of the first week in June. We found well-

incubated single eggs as well as pairs ; hence incubation must really have begun,

although the majority of all the eggs we found were fresh. The nests, merely

pebble-lined slight hollows, were located under projecting ledges, bowlders, or in

spaces between piles of rocks, where they could be seen, not infrequently, from
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Karallon Islan^l, California. W. L. Dawson.
Pigeon Guillemot.

For description see page 236.
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above. I also noticed a number of pairs nesting under the wooden platform
that overhangs the rocks at North Landing. It is usually several days after

laying the first egg before the bird lays the second.

In the Pnget Sound region the pigeon guillemot has frequently

been found nesting in high cliffs or clay banks, sometimes 200 feet

above the sea, where it excavates its own burrows. Dawson (1909)

writes

:

In excavating a tunnel in a claybank the bird uses beak and claws and is

forced at the outset to maintain herself in midair, a task which, by reason of

her shortened wings, she accomplishes with no little exertion and infinitely

less grace than that, say, displayed by a bank swallow. Not infrequently the

bird encounters a bowlder a few inches in, and then the task is all to do over

again. If, however, excavation has progressed sufficiently, the tunnel is

continued at right angles. These tunnels are driven at any height which
pleases the pigeon's fancy, and most of them are accessible only by rope,

although Mr. Bowles records an instance near Tacoma of a tunnel which was
placed only 2 feet above the beach line. Incubation lasts a little over three

weeks, and eggs are oftener hatched after the lOth of July than before that

date. The same burrows, if undisturbed, are used year after year.

Throughout the whole length of the Aleutian chain the pigeon

guillemot was one of the common birds, sitting in little groups on

the kelp-fringed rocks about the harbors or flying out around us in

circles to satisfy its curiosity. We found it nesting during the

latter half of June under the piles of loose rocks and bowlders along

the shores, at the bases of rocky cliffs, as well as in the crevices in

the rocks above. Farther north, on the rugged headlands of St.

Matthew and Hall Islands, we saw a few pigeon guillemots flying

out from the crevices in the lofty cliffs or sitting in little groups

on the ledges among the puffins, auklets, and fulmars. They were

undoubtedly nesting here in the inaccessible crevices in the rocks,

where the nests of all these species were beyond our reach.

Some observers state that the guillemot gathers small stones to

line its nest, but this hardl}'^ seems likely; perhaps it may prefer to

select hollows in which such small stones have accumulated, but

it frequently laj^s its eggs on the bare rock or ground or in whatever

debris it happens to find in a suitable cavity. It may scrape together

into a pile what material is available within easy reach, but I doubt

if it actually brings in any new material. The pigeon guillemot

regularly lays two eggs; generally several days intervene between

the laying of the first and second eggs, during which time incubation

is going on.

Eggs.—The eggs of the pigeon guillemot closely resemble those of

the black guillemot, but they average slightly larger and are usually

more heavily and more handsomely marked. The shape varies from

pointed ovate to elongate ovate. The ground color varies from
" pale glaucous green " to greenish white, bluish white, or pure
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white. The eggs are usually heavily spotted or boldly blotched with

the darkest shades of brown or black; also with underlying spots

and blotches of variout shades of drab, gray, lilac, or lavender, pro-

ducing very pretty effects; many eggs are less boldly marked or

even finely speckled. The measurements of 51 eggs in the United

States National Museum average 60.5 by 41 millimeters; the eggs

showing the four extremes measure 68.5 by 41, 64 by 43.5, 57 by
39.5, and 60 by 38.5 millimeters.

Young.—Mr. W. Otto Emerson, in his notes sent to Major Ben-
dire, gives the period of incubation as 21 days and says that both

sexes incubate by turns, both of which statements are corroborated

by others. He also says that the young are fed principally on small

fish and do not leave the nesting site for the water until they are

fully fledged. After the first few days the young become very

lively; they dislike daylight and, if exposed to it, will run away
and hide in the remotest crevices; it is very difficult to catch them,

much more so to photograph them, among the loose rocks where

they live until big enough to fly. It is well that they are so secre-

tive in their habits, for they have many enemies and protection is

much needed at this critical time for the survival of the species.

Plumages.—The young guillemot is hatched with a complete cov-

ering of soft, thick down, " fuscous black " above, shading into

" clove brown " below. Late in July or early in August the juvenal

plumage begins to appear on the sides of the breast. The juvenal

plumage is similar to the corresponding plumage in the black guille-

mot, but it is usually more dusky both above and below, the dusky

markings on the breast sometimes predominating. This plumage is

worn through September, when a partial and gradual molt pro-

duces the first winter plumage. Young birds in winter are darker

than adults, especially on the upper parts, which are almost wholly
" fuscous black " without any white edgings ; the throat and breast

are mottled with dusky. A partial prenuptial molt in young birds

takes place during March, April, and May, at which the black fii-st

nuptial plumage is partially acquired; but young birds may still

be recognized by the wings, in which the white patches are mottled

with black and which are not molted until the following summer.

Beginning about the middle of August, a complete postnuptial molt

occurs, and by the last of September, when the young bird is betw^een

14 and 15 months old, the adult winter plumage is acquired and

old and young birds become indistinguishable.

The adult winter plumage differs from the first winter in being

almost wholly white below and in having the scapulars broadly

edged with white, the feathers of the back narrowly edged with

white and the pure white wing patches. Adults have a prenuptial

molt involving all the contour feathers, at which the black plumage
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is acquired ; this molt is very much prolonged or variable, beginning

often in February, sometimes in January, and lasting well into

June. I have in my collection birds in full nuptial plumage, taken

as early as May 2, and birds still showing many white feathers, taken

as late as June 15. The postnuptial molt in adults is complete;

it begins before the middle of August and is usually completed

during September.

Food.—The food of the pigeon guillemot seems to consist of small

fish, mollusks, Crustacea, and other marine animals which it obtains

by diving as well as on the surface. Doctor Grinnell (1910) speaks

of seeing one flying about its nesting site, " with a long yellow

marine worm hanging from her bill."

Behavior.—In flight or on the water the pigeon guillemot closely

resembles the black guillemot, the only distinguishing mark being the

black wedge in the white wing patch, which is not very conspicuous

at a distance. It flies swiftly and strongly, usually close to the water,

and seems to prefer to fly out and around an approaching boat in a

circle. It is a good diver and " flies " under water, using only its

wings for propulsion, with its conspicuous red feet held straight out

behind, probably to help it in steering. It swims buoyantly and

gracefully, frequently Vvith its head below the surface, as if feeding

or looking for food. It congregates in small parties on the low

rocks near the shore, to bask in the sun or to rest, where it stands

nearly upright with its tail resting on the rock or sits upon its

breast in a more restful attitude. Its feet are strong enough for it to

stand upon and it can walk about quite freely.

The only notes which I have hearcf it utter are a faint, shrill,

whistling call note and a hissing note of angry protest when dis-

turbed on its nest. Nelson (1887) says:

Their common note is a low piping whistle, and Dr. Bean heard them litter-

ing calls like the chipping of a sparrow.

The pigeon guillemot is associated on its breeding grounds with a

great variety of other species, practically all of the seabirds of the

Pacific coast, among which it seems to be always a peaceful and harm-

less neighbor. It never seems to disturb the eggs or young of other

species. Its own eggs and young are usually too well concealed in

the crevices among the rocks for the gulls to find them. Accord-

ing to Prof. Harold Heath (1915), these birds suffer greatly from the

depredations of the northwestern crow, on Forrester Island, Alaska,

for he observed that

—

Out of six pairs onlj' one succeeded in hatching a brood, and cracked and

punctured shells indicated the culprit. The natives report that the fish crow

destroys the eggs of every species of birds where nests are exposed, and they

declare it to be fully as great a pest as the eagle.
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Fall.—The fall migration, which is nothing more than a with-

drawal of the species from the northern portion of its breeding range,

occurs late in the fall, with the closing in of the ice. Nelson (1887)

says that. " when hunting far out at sea the Eskimo of Norton

Sound find them late in November about the holes in the ice." South

of the Aleutian Islands the species is present throughout the winter,

but apparently less numerous than in simimer because individuals

are more widely scattered on the open sea ; they are much shyer and

are clad in their inconspicuous winter coat of gray and while.

Probably many of them spend the winter wa}^ off on the open ocean.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Pacific Ocean

and Bering Sea. From California (Santa Barbara Islands and

Farallones), Oregon (Three Arch Rocks), Washington (Puget

Sound region), and British Columbia (Vancouver Island and Queen

Charlotte Islands) along the coast of southern Alaska and through-

out the Aleutian Islands; northward along the coast and islands of

Bering Sea to Bering Strait; and from the Kurile Islands and the

Commander Islands northward along the Siberian coast to East Cape

and Koliutschin Bay. Perhaps rarely north to Cape Lisburne,

Alaska.

Winter range.—From the Aleutian Islands and the Pribilof Islands

southward to California (San Clemente Island) and northern Japan.

Spring migration.—Migration in spring is limited to the return of

the birds to their breeding places from the near-by sea. In Norton

Sound, Alaska, this takes place from the last of March to the first

of April, if open spaces occur in the sea ice. First arrivals at the

Commander Islands were noted March 14.

Fall migration.—They desert the breeding localities as soon as the

young are raised and resort to the ocean in the vicinity. About

Norton Sound they sometimes occur as late as November.

Egg dates.—Farallone Islands: 63 records, May 3 to July 9; 32

records, June 1 to 26. British Columbia and Washington: 21 rec-

ords. May 9 to July 13; 11 records, June 12 to 23. Santa Barbara

Islands: 16 records. May 15 to July 18; 8 records, June 6 to 23.

Southern Alaska: 7 records, June 15 to July 5; 4 records, June 18

URIA TROILLE TROILLE (Linnaeus).

MTTBRE.

HABITS.

As we approached Bird Rock on June 23, 1904, the setting sun

shone full upon the tall, red sandstone cliffs, roughly sculptured by

the elements into broad shelves, narrow ledges, and deep crevices,

which offered lodging room for countless sea fowl, domiciled in their
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summer homes to rear their young. Most conspicuous, at a distance,

were the broad white bands of nesting gannets on the wider ledges;

hovering above and about the rock was a restless cloud of snowy

kittiwakes, while a steady stream of birds from the varied throng

flowed constantly around it. Between the bands of gannets we could

see, as we drew near, row upon row of smaller, black birds standing

in seried ranks, shoulder to shoulder, on the narrow ledges scattered

over the face of the cliflP. These were the murres and the Briin-

nich's murres standing on or near their egg'i in their customary

attitude, facing the cliff and with their backs to the sea ; the report

of a gun brought a sudden change, as they faced about showing their

white breasts and began pouring off the rock in hundreds to circle

about it in a bewildering maze, or plunging downwards to the sea

to settle in the water and watch proceedings.

Bird Eock is now the main stronghold of this and several other

species south of the coast of Labrador, where once these seabirds bred

in such profusion. The following quotation from Audubon's (1840)

graphic pen will give some idea of the abundance of this species

there in his time

:

Not far from Great Macatina Harbor lie the Murre Rocks, consisting of

several low islands, destitute of vegetation, and not rising high from the

waters. There thousands of guillemots annually assemble in the beginning

of May to deposit each its single egg and raise its young. As you approach

these islands the air becomes darkened with the multitudes of birds that fly

about ; every square foot of the ground seems to be occupied by a guillemot

planted erect, as it were, on the granite rock, but c*arefully warming its cher-

ished egg. All look toward the south, and if you are fronting them, the snowy
white of their bodies produces a very remarkable effect, for the birds at some
distance look as if they were destitute of head, so much does that part assimi-

late with the dark hue of the rocks on which they stand. On the other hand,

if you approach them in the rear, the isle appears as if covered with a black

pall.

On one occasion, whilst at anchor at Great Macatina, one of our boats was
sent for eggs. The sailors had 8 miles to pull before reaching the Murre
Lslands, and yet ere many hours had elapsed the boat was again alongside,

loaded to a few inches of the gimwale with 2,500 eggs. Many of them, how-
ever, being addled, were thrown overboard. The order given to the tars had
been to bring only a few dozens, but, as they said, they had forgotten.

Mr. William Brewster (1883), when he visited this region in 1881,

found the murres still breeding on Parroquet Island near Mingan, of

which he writes

:

When we first saw the place the water was covered with murres, and hun-

dreds were sitting on their eggs along the ledges of the western end of the island.

But a week later, when we landed there, the colony had been practically anni-

hilated by Indians, and the few birds remaining were so shy that I could not

get near any of them. All that I saw, however, seemed to belong to the present

species.
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In 18G1 Verrill found murres breeding in large numbers at the eastern end

of Anticosti ; but we saw none there, although razor-billed auks were numerous

at Wreck Bay.

In 1884 Mr. M. Abbott Frazar (1887) spent the summer in the

vicinity of Cape Whittle on this coast and reported the murre as

" very common, but rapidly diminishing." Doctor Townsend and I

made a 250-mile trip along the south east of Labrador in 1909, cruis-

ing much of the time in a small boat among the islands, but we saw

only nine murres, although we were constantlj^ on the lookout for

them. All the men with whom we talked, along the coast as far

east as Natashquan, told us that no murres bred there now. At Par-

roquet Island we did not even see any. The nine birds which we

saw near Agwanus maj^ have been migrants or stragglers from Bird

Rock. Farther east, near Cape Whittle, a few colonies still remain;

Doctor Charles W. Townsend in his explorations along this coast in

1915 found two breeding colonies of about a thousand pairs each.

On the north coast of Labrador the story is similar; where the

murre was once common or abundant it is now very rare or has en-

tirely disappeared. Mr. H. B. Bigelow (1902), writing of his trip

to this coast in 1900, saj's

:

We found the murres fairly common to Hamilton Inlet, north of which we
saw very few. A large colony was reported to us, however, at Eclipse Harbor.

Probably no bird has suffered more from the depredations of the eggers than

this, which is in merely a remnant of its former numbers.

Doctors Townsend and Allen (1907) reported that in 1906 they

"saw but very few murres on the Labrador coast, namely, 1 near

Hawkes Harbor on Jul}^ 16 and 10 near Indian Tickle on July 17."

On my two-months' trip " down " the coast in 1912 I saw only one

murre north of the Straits of Belle Isle and found no evidence of

recent breeding colonies; there were some eggs in Reverend W. W.
Perretts's collection taken many years ago near Nain.

I saw no signs of murre colonies on the west or north coasts of

Newfoundland, but was told that they were still to be found on the

south coast.

Courtship.—Audubon (1840) has given us the following account

of the courtship of the murre

:

The guillemots pair during their migi-ations—many of them at least do so.

While on my way toward Labrador they were constantly within sight, gam-

bolling over the surf.-ice of the water, the males courting the females, and the

latter receiving the caresses of their mates. These would at times rise erect

in the sea, swell their throats, and emit a hoarse puffing guttural note, to

which the females at once responded, with numerous noddings to their beaux.

Then the pair would rise, take a round in the air, re-alight, and seal the con-

jugal compact ; after which they flew or swam together for the season, and so

closely that among multitudes on the wing or on the waves one might easily

distinguish a mated pair.
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MURRE.

A. C. Bent.

For description see page 236.
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Nesting.—The Bird Rock colonies have been so often described that

any lengthy account of them would be unnecessary repetition. At
the time of our visit, June 23 to 25, 1904, the total population of the

rock was estimated as about 10,000 birds. We thought that the com-

mon murres ranked about fifth in numerical strength, although not

far behind the Briinnich's nmrres in this respect. I estimated that

the common murres numbered about 1,400. The murres and Briin-

nich's murres were nesting in mixed colonies, arranged in long rows

along the narrower ledges, such as were not available for gannets.

The eggs were generally inaccessible, except with the aid of a rope,

:and were mostly on the lower or middle sections of the cliffs, but

there were some wdiich we could reach by going down the ladders

4ind climbing around on the broader ledges. Here the eggs were

laid on the bare rock or on the loose soil accumulated by disintegrat-

ing rock; they were laid in rows, about as close as the birds could

sit, and usually with the smaller end pointing outward. Nearly

every one who has written about the eggs of the murres has called

attention to their pyriform shape, which is supposed to cause them

to roll in a circle, when disturbed, instead of rolling off the ledges;

but anyone who has had much experience in murre rookeries knows
that any sudden disturbance, which frightens the birds off their

nests, generallj^ results in a shower of eggs, showing that this theory

•does not always work out in practice.

On the flat rocky islands off the south coast of Labrador the murres

evidently nested in compact open colonies, as is often the case with

the California murres. Such colonies were much more easily robbed

of their eggs than the cliff colonies, which would account for their

rapid extermination. Dr. Townsend writes nie, in regard to one of

the islands he visited near Cape \Vhittle

:

On one of these, Outer Islana, off Coacoacho Bay, besides the nests of some
600 pairs of double-crested cormorants, were about a tliousarfd eggs of murres.

The combined colony of these two species was crowded together on about an

acre of the summit of the small rocky island. The large nests of the double-

crested cormorant occupied every available site, and the eggs of the nmrres
were thickly scattered between the nests. This was on July 14, and nearly

all of the cormorant eggs had hatched and the young in various .stages were
clamoring for food. None of the murres' eggs had hatched, some were fresh,

but the majority were cou.siderably incubated. As we landed on the i.3land

most of the adult cormorants took to flight but the murres allowed a close

approach, and, as we walked among them, they shuffled out of the way, walking
almost erect and moving their small wings like arms. Every now and then

they would fall over on their bellies, and they often launched themselves head-

long over the rocks in their efforts to take to wing. Everything was daubed
with excrement, the nests, rocks, and eggs. Most of the murres' eggs were so

covered with the filth that their beautiful markings could not be seen, and the

birds themselves had sadly soiled their white breasts. I counted a hundred
«ggs in the .space 10 feet squai'e.
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Eggs.—The murre lays a sin^rle eg^, which varies in shape from
" ovate pyriform •" to " elliptical ovate '' or " elongate ovate," with a

decided tendency toward the more pointed form. The shell is thick,

rather rough, and without luster; the egg is very tough and fortu-

nately not easily broken, as it receives very rough usage. The eggs

are not distinguishable from those of the other American species of

Z77*ia, and they are subject to almost endless variations in color and

markings. The ground color shows a great variety of light blues,

light greens, and intermediate shades, with all the paler tints down
to pure white; these blue and green eggs are the commonest types;

the less common types vary from " vinaceous tawny," " pinkish buff,"

or " cream buff " down to white. Some eggs, particularly the palest

types, are entirely spotless, but the great majority of them are more

or less heavily and conspicuously marked in an endless variety of

patterns, finely speckled, deeply clouded and washed, heavily and

boldly blotched or beautifully scrawled in fantastic patterns of two

or three colors. Most of the markings are in the darkest shades

of brown or sooty black, but some are in the brighter or lighter

shades, such as " bay," " chestnut," " burnt umber," or " sepia." Many
eggs show lines and scrawls of olive shades, light browns, drab,

lilac, or lavender. The eggs are usually handsome, and a large

series of them makes a striking display. The measurements of 64

eggs in the United States National Museum average 81 by 50.5

millimeters; the eggs showing the four extremes measiii*e 89 by 56.5,

84 by 54.5, and QQ by 44 millimeters.

The period of incubation is given as from four weeks to one

month. Both sexes assist in this duty and the male usually stands

beside the female while she is incubating, except when he finds it

necessary to go to sea for food. The incubating bird sits horizontally

upon the Qgg^ as other birds do, and not standing up straddling it,

as some writers have stated. The following quotation from Yar-

rell (1871) is interesting:

It may be accepted as a fact that each bird recognizes its own egg, for

Messrs. Theodore Walker and G. Maclachlan marked a number of birds oa

the ledges at Barra Head by splashing red paint over them, and the same

individuals were found at their accustomed post day after day. Mr. Seebohm

says that, at Flamborough, Lowney the veteran cliff climber is of opinion that

if the egg is taken the same bird will lay a second about nine days later, and

this agrees with the experience of Mr. Maclachlan ; but if the second egg is i

taken the bird lays no more that season. If undisturbed, the same birds re-

turn year by year to the same ledge and deposit their egg in the same spot,,

but if the eggs are taken the birds will shift their ground ; it may be only to i

the next ledge. It is also pretty well established that the same bird lays ai

similar egg year after year.

Young.—The young are fed by both jiarents, at first on semi-

digested food, but later on small fishes and other marine animals..
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^\lien about 5 or 6 weeks old, long before they are grown or fully

fledged, they are able to take to the water and they often do so, either

accidentally or because forced off the ledges by their parents. Be-

cause of this habit the breeding rookeries are deserted by both old

and young birds much earlier than would be expected and long

before the other species that breed with them have left. During
the last week in July, 1915, I visited Bird Eock to study and collect

the young of the various species to be found breeding there, but was
disappointed to find that many, perhaps most, of the common murres

had left. There were quite a number of very small downj^ young
which were still unable to move about much and a few of the larger

young, about half grown and wearing their soft, juvenal plumage;

these half-grown birds were very lively and very noisy; evidently

they had about reached the stage where they are ready to leave and
probably many of them had already left. I estimated that there

were not over one-quarter as many murres on the rock as I saw on

my previous visit, but this apparently striking reduction in num-
bers was probably partially due to the fact that so many had already

left.

Various writers have stated that the young birds are transported

to the water on the backs of their parents or that the old bird carries

the young one in its bill, seizing it by the neck or the wing. Both

of these methods seem improbable, and I can not find an authentic

account of anj'^one who has seen it done. Wliere it is possible to do

so, the young birds probably scramble or climb down to the water's

edge; but where they breed on steep cliffs overhanging the water,

the following method, described by Gatke (1895), is probably the

one usually emploj^ed; he writes:

In Heligoland this descent of the young birds from tlie cliff to the sea is

accomplished in the following manner: On very fine calm evenings at the end

of June or the beginning of July one may hear soon after sunset, from a dis-

tance of more than a mile, the confused noise of a thousand voices, the calls of

the parent birds, arr-r-r-r—orr-r-r-r—errr-r-r-r, and mingled with these the

countless tiny voices of their young offspring on the face of the cliff,

irrr-r-r-idd—irrr-r-r-idd, uttered in timid and anxious accents. The old birds

swim about quite close to the foot of the cliff, and the tone of their incessant

calls has in it something really persuasive and reasoning, as though they were

saying in their language, " Now, do come down, don't be afraid, it is not so hard

as it looks," whilst the little timorous voices from above seem to reply quite

distinctly, " I can not. I am so afraid, it is so dreadfully high." Nevertheless,

in its distress, the little chick tries to get as near as possible to the mother

waiting for it below, and keeps tripping about on the outermost ledge of rock,

often of no more than a finger's breadth, until it ends by slipping off, and,

turning two or three somersaults, lands with a faint splash on the surface of

the water ; both parents at once take charge of it between them, and swim
off with it toward the open sea.
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Plumages.—When first hatched the young murre is covered with
short down which varies from " bone brown " to " hair brown " above,

almost black on the head and neck, except that the throat is mottled

with white; the under parts are white; the head and neck are sparsely

covered with long, hairlike filaments, grayish white or buffy white
in color, giving the bird a coarse, hairy appearance. The juvenal

plumage is acquired when the young bird is about half grown and is

not very different, except in texture, from the first winter plumage,
dark " seal brown " above, including the sides of the head and neck,

the throat mottled with dusky and whitish and the under parts white;

there are no white tips on the secondaries in this plumage and the

bill is very small. This first plumage is replaced, by the end of Sep-

tember, by the first winter plumage, which is similar to the adult

winter plumage. Young birds may be recognized, however, by their

smaller and lighter colored bills, by their mottled throats, and by
having less white on the sides of the head and neck. A partial molt
takes place in the spring, at which a plumage similar to the adult

nuptial plumage is assumed; but young birds are still recognizable

by their bills until after the postnuptial molt, when the adult plumage
is assumed.

Adults have a complete postnuptial molt beginning sometimes in

August but often not until September ; I have seen birds beginning

to molt as early as August 2 and others which had not started to molt

on September 11 ; I have also seen birds in full spring plumage in

December. Adults in winter can be recognized by having larger

and blacker bills, white throats, and more white on the sides of the

head and neck than in young birds, although the latter character is

not very well marked. The adult winter plumage is worn for a short

time only, as the prenuptial molt sometimes begins as early as Novem-
ber and is often completed in December. In studying large series

of California murres I have been puzzled to decide whether certain

fall si^ecimens were molting into or out of the winter plumage, and I

am led to infer that the birds are in nearly continual molt throughout

the fall, and that many individuals never acquire the full winter

plumage, as the two molts may overlap. Probably most of the birds

in winter plumages in collections are young birds, as the prenuptial

molt in young birds does not occur until spring.

Before leaving the subject of plumages we might consider briefly

the status of the ringed murre (Uria ringvia), which now seems to

be regarded as a plumage phase of the common species. The evi-

dence is puzzling and far from conclusive, though most of it seems

to indicate that the ringed murre, with its conspicuous white spex;-

tacles, is a distinct species. Macgillivray (1852) treats it as a doubt-

ful species under the name Uria laerymans, but says that, in search-
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ing his collections, he finds " only one specimen, which, however, is

very interesting, it being a young bird in its first winter plumage,

thus proving that the ring is not peculiar to old birds, as had been

supposed."

Mr. William Brewster (1883), Dr. Louis B. Bishop (1889), and

Mr. C. J. Maynard (1896) all reported this bird in mated pairs on

Bird Rock, and suggested that it be entitled to specific rank. On my
visit to Bird Rock in 1915, 11 ringed murres were noted in a group

by themselves. Doctor Townsend, the same season, saw about 15

together in one place, on the south coast of Labrador, all belonging

to this form. Mr. Brewster added the follo^^ ing comment:

If, as has been so generally maintained, it is simply an exceptional or dichro-

matic condition of L. troile, it is difficult to account for the fact that two or

three ringed individuals had selected mates of their own style among so many
thousands of the common kind, for it is well known that with other birds

addicted to dichromatism or great variability, the different varieties are quite

as apt to be found paired with their opposite extremes as with individuals of

similar coloring.

Mr. William Palmer (1890) noticed in a specimen of this form,

collected at Bird Rock, that its feet " were much smaller and less

strongly colored " than those of the common murre. And finally no

such phase occurs in the California murre, the Pacific subspecies.

On the other hand, Mr. Howard Saunders, in editing Yarrell's

British Birds (1871), states that, on the Fame Islands, he " observed

several birds with well-developed eye rings and streaks, sitting on

their eggs, whilst others exhibited gi'aclations from the above to the

usual furrow, with only a few white feathers at its junction with the

eye." Dr. Charles W. Townsend (1907) quotes Mr. S. H. C. Miiller

as saying that it " is certainly only a variety of Uria troile. I have

been an eyewitness that a ringed and a common guillemot have paired

themselves together and, besides, have seen a ringvia feed a young
one which a troile had under its wing." With the above evidence

before him I shall let the reader bring in his own verdict.

Food.—The food of the murre consists largely of lant, capelin, and

other small fishes or the fry of larger species, which it pursues and

catches under water. Morris (1903) quotes the following account,

to show the apparent intelligence displayed by the murre in the pur-

suit of its prey

:

Mr. Couch observes of the guillemot, in his Illustrations of Instinct, " I have

watched with much interest the proceedings of this bird when capturing the

stragglers of a school of young mullets, and the admirable skill with which

their dispersion was prevented until a full meal had been secured. It is the

nature of this bird, as well as of most of those birds which habitually dive to

take their prey, to perform all their evolutions under water with the aid of

their wings ; but instead of dashing at once into the midst of the terrified group

of small fry, by which only a few would be captured, it passes round and round

55916—1&—Bull. 107 13
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them, and so drives them into a lieap, and tluis lias an opportunity of snatching

here one and there another, as it finds it convenient to swallow them, and if

any one pushes out to escape, it falls the first prey of the devourer."

The mnrre also feeds on shrimps and other crustaceans, marine in-

sects, and other soft-bodied animals which it finds in the sea. Mor-

ris (1903) says that it feeds "on sprats, young herrings, anchovies,

sardines, and other fish, mollusca, testacea, and sea insects."

Behavior.—The murre's flight is swift, direct, strong, and pro-

tracted, accomplished by steady, rapid wing beats. When traveling

long distances it flies in flocks high in the air, but when moving about

near its feeding or breeding grounds it flies close to the water with

frequent turnings from side to side. It is so heavy bodied and small

winged that it can not rise off the water without pattering along the

surface. In flying from a cliff, it glides rapidly downward at a

steep angle, sweeping in a long curve outward and into a level course.

Its momentum is so great in proportion to its wing area that, in

alighting on a ledge, it has to approach it in a long upward curve

and check its speed by flattening its body, spreading its feet and
" back peddling " vigorously with its wings ; even then it alights

far from gracefully. I found that with practice, one could learn to

distinguish the common murre in flight from either the razor-billed

auk or the Bri'mnich's murre, even at a considerable distance. The
razorbill is the shortest and most compact ; the common murre is the

longest and slenderest and the Briinnich's murre is intermediate

between the other two in that respect. The common murre usually

carries its head and neck well stretched out and somewhat below

the level of its body, whereas Briinnich's carries its shorter neck

nearly straight and the razorbill still more so.

In diving the murre flops under with its wings half spread,

using both wings and feet, or perhaps only the Avings, in the rapid

subaqueous flight necessary to capture the small fish on which it

feeds. Mr. Edmund Selous (1905) writes:

Whilst watching the guillemots (common murres) on the ledges, one of them
flew down into the sea, just below, which was like a great, clear basin, and thus

gave me the first opportunity I have yet had of seeing a guillemot under

water. It progressed, like the razorbill and puffin, by i-epeated strokes of its

wings, which were not, however, outspread as in flight, but held as they are

when closed, parallel, that is to say, roughly speaking, with the sides, from
which they were moved outward, and then back with a flap-like motion, as

though attached to them all along. Thus the flight through the water is man-
aged in a very different way from the flight through the air.

Although much of the murre's food is obtainable near the surface

or at moderate depths, it must occasionally dive to considerable

depths, for Mr. J. H. Gumey (1913) states that Mr. William Leckie

has " seen guillemots brought up in nets which were set at a depth
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of 120 feet " ; again he says " we are told of guillemots being often

taken in cod nets in Loch Striven at a depth of 180 feet."

The vocal powers of the murre are decidedly limited. The only

note I have heard it utter on its breeding grounds is a soft, purring

sound suggested by its name. This seems to be given in a conver-

sational tone, as a means of friendly communication. This char-

acteristic purring sound is constantly heard throughout the breeding

season on Bird Rock and it is often accompanied bj^ the ludicrous

bowing performance which looks like a courtshij) salute but probably

has no such significance, as it is seen quite as often late in the season

as earlier; probably it is a sign of nervousness or agitation. While

several birds are crowded together on a narrow ledge one begins

bj' swinging the head and neck rapidly downward in a graceful

curve until the bill almost touches the rock, one after another the

others follow suit until all have taken part in the curious salute,

uttering their soft notes simultaneously.

Murres might be considered the doves among sea birds, for thej'^

are the gentlest and most harmless of all. They live in densely

packed colonies of their own, and closely related species in perfect

harmony with them; and they are often intimately associated with

gulls, cormorants, and other species, occupying the same ledges

within a few feet, or even a few inches, of their neighbors, with

whom they seldom quarrel, and against whom they are almost never

the aggressors. On the other hand, they are often the patient, inno-

cent sufferers from the depredations of their many enemies, chiefly

the larger gulls, which rob them of their eggs and young. The
Kittiwakes, I believe, never trouble them. Their worst enemies are,

of course, human beings, who have for generations killed them in

enormous numbers and robbed them of their eggs unmercifully, as

indicated above, until they have been practically extirpated in their

former strongholds on the Labrador coasts.

Fall.—The murres leave their breeding grounds as soon as the

young are able to swim and before the young can fl}' thej'^ begin

swimming away from the cliffs. The migration consists mainly of

a gradual movement out onto the open sea where the birds spend the

winter and this may not be at any great distance from the breeding

grounds except where ice forces them to travel farther. The com-

mon murre seems to have been abundant on the New England coast

in winter in Audubon's time, but within recent years it has become

very rare, probably on account of its practical extermination on the

Labrador coast. There has not been such a marked decrease in

the numbers of Briinnich's mvirre, which still breeds abundantly in

Greenland and the far north.
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DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Atlantic. From
the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Bird Rock and islands along north shore)

and Newfoundland, northward along the Labrador coast to southern

Greenland. Also from Portugal (Berlenger Islands) and western

France, northward through the British Isles to the Faroe Islands,

Iceland, and Norway (Varanger Fiord).

Whiter range.—From Labrador (Hamilton Inlet), Nova Scotia,

and New Brunswick to coast of Maine, rarely to Massachusetts (one

specimen in Boston Society of National History. All other recent

records refer to Brunni^h's murre with little doubt). The Rhode
Island record is considered very doubtful and all from south of New
England can not be verified, but probably refer to lomvia. In Eu-

rope from the British Isles south to the west coast of Morocco; oc-

casional in the Mediterranean Sea (Malta) and recorded from the

Canary Islands.

Casual records.—Recorded from York Factory. Hudson Bay, by

Swainson and Richardson, and taken by Bell in Hudson Bay in 1885.

Egg dates.—Gulf of St. Lawrence : 35 records, May 20 to July 25

;

18 records, June 18 to July 1. Great Britain: 20 records. May 10 to

June 19; 10 records, June 5 to 13. Newfoundland: 3 records, June

14 and 20 and July 3.

URIA TROILLE CALIFORNICA (H. Bryant).

CALIFORKZA MU&BE.

HABITS.

The Pacific coast subspecies of the common murre differs but

slightly in appearance or in habits from its relative of the Atlantic

Ocean ; it is somewhat larger and its bill is a little different in shape

and relative dimensions ; its life history is so similar that I shall not

attempt to repeat what I have said about the foregoing bird, but

shall endeavor to give what additional information we have relating

to the California murre and describe a few of its most striking breed-

ing colonies. Whereas the Atlantic murre is now confined, in the

breeding season, to a few restricted localities on the American side

of the ocean, the California murre is very widely distributed all

along the Pacific coast, breeding in nearly all suitable localities, from

the Santa Barbara Islands, off southern California, to the Pribilof

and other islands in Bering Sea. Moreover, the common murre is

comparatively rare as an American bird, whereas the California

murre is excessively abundant throughout most of its range.

The name, California murre, at once suggests the Farallone Islands,

one of the largest and certainly the most famous of the breeding
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resorts of this species. These islands are far too well known and
have been too often written up to require any elaborate description

here. But, for the benefit of those of us who have never been there,

I am tempted to quote the following short historical and descriptive

note by Mr. W. Otto Emerson (1904)

:

From the old Spanish chronicles we learn of the discovery of the Farallone

Islands in 1543 by Ferrelo. It was Sir Francis Drake, however, who gave us

the first particular description of the " Island of St. James," as they were then

known (1579). Drake, it seems, landed to replenish his larder with seal meat.

Doubtless he laid in a stock of eggs, for a man is never too old a boy to collect

eggs where they may be had for the taking. In 1775 Bodega and Maurelle, on

their way up the northwest coast, named the islands " Los Faralloues de los

Frayles," in honor of the monks who had discovered San Francisco Bay in

1769, the same year that the Franciscans founded their first mission in Alta

California, at San Diego. The first settlers on the islands, we know, were Rus-

sians from the North, who came with Aleuts to fish and seal hunt. There
remain to-day, on the southeastern part of the island, the well-preserved stone

walls of their low huts, but the date of their occupancy is unknown.
The islands are formed of crystalline granite, a ridge rising many hundred

feet above the ocean floor. Sugar Loaf Rock in Fishermans Bay is an
exception, being a conglomerate of coarse gravel standing isolated 185 feet

above sea level. South Farallone Island is the largest of the group. At
water line the rocks are of a blackish brown where the surf beats, and then

above high water mark change to a yellow or light grayish tone over all the

island, where not occupied by the roosting or nesting areas of the sea fowl

or changed by the presence of introduced plants. The granite readily yields

to a pick and offers a firm footing but is rather hard on shoe leather. Shore

lines are all cut up into great channel-like troughs, with arched grottos run-

ning far into the rock and filled with gorgeously tinted marine life. There
are natural bridges, pot holes, and shelving ledges of all descriptions.

Mr. Walter E. Bryant (1888) says that the California murres

"begin to arrive on the island in myriad numbers by the first of

April. Their arrival usually occurs at night, when great numbers
come suddenly, and perhaps leave the next day; especially are they

likely to leave soon after coming—and before mating—if a storm

occurs, returning, of course, later."

Nesting.—Mr. Milton S. Eay (1904) gives a very good account

of the main breeding colonies on the Farallones as follows:

The largest rookeries on the main island are in Great Murre Cave and at

Tower Point, on East End, on the rocky shelves and terraces below Main Top

Peak, and on the dizzy sides, from sea to summit, of the Great Arch, the

natural bridge par excellence, on West End. The birds also breed abundantly

all along the ridge and in the numberless grottoes along the seashore, while

the surrounding islets are covered with them in countless thousands. Great

Murre Cave, which runs in from the ocean on Shulbrick Point, with its vast

bird population, is a wonder to behold. All ledges and projections, as well

as the cave floor, were murre covered, and on our approach the great colony

became a scene of animation, with a vast nodding of dusky heads and a

ringing concert of gurgling cries. The birds, at first in tens and then in
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twenties, flew out, or by sprawling and flapping over the rocks and into the

foaming surf, thus gained tlie open sea. Some were terribly thrown about

in the breakers but apparently received little injury. On our entrance the

main body took flight, with a mighty roar of wings, and so close did they

fill the cave that it behooved us to get behind bowlders to prevent being

struck by them. Many birds still remained in the cave, retreating deep into

the branching recesses or, sheeplike, huddled into the corners, where they

could be picked up by the hand. The multitudes which took wing would

wait, scattered over the water about a quarter of a mile from shore, until

the commotion was over and would then come trooping back to the cave.

Messrs. Finley and Bohlman in various illustrated articles and

lectures have made famous the great breeding colonies of California

murres on the Three Arch Eocks, off the coast of Oregon. In these

wonderful rookeries the population is fully as dense as on the Faral-

lones, though fewer naturalists have seen them. Mr. Finley (1905)

has given us an interesting account of the behavior of the murres

in their efforts to find their own eggs, as follows

:

When a murre arrived from the fishing grounds, he lit on the outer edge of

the table, where he looked about after two or three elaborate bows. Then,

like a man in a Fourth of July crowd, he looked for an opening in the dense

front ranks. Seeing none, he boldly squeezed in, pushing and shoving to right

and left. The neighbors resented such behavior and pecked at the new arrival

with their long, sharp bills, but on he pressed, amid much opposition and com-

plaint, until he reached his wife. They changed places, and he took up his

vigil on the egg. The wife, upon leaving the rookery, instead of taking flight

from where she stood, went through the former proceeding, although in reverse

order, much to the disgust of the neighbors. They made a vigorous protest,

and sped the departing sister with a fusillade of blows, until she arrived at

the edge of the ledge, where she dropped off into space. Others were coming

and going and kept up an interesting performance for the onlooker from above.

Then we went down and scared all the birds from the ledge and watched

them return. Almost before we got back into position the first one pitched

awkwardly in and lit on the edge. She sat for a little bit clucking and cran-

ing her neck. Then she hobbled up the rock past two eggs, bowing and look-

ing around. On she went in her straddling gait, stopping and cocking her head

on one side till I saw her pass eight or nine eggs. Finally she poked an egg

gently with her bill, looked it over, and tucked it under her leg. By that time

the ledge was half full of birds, all cackling, pecking at each other, and shuffling

about looking among the eggs. It took almost half an hour for life in the

colony to drop back to its normal stage.

My own experience with the nesting habits of the California murre

was gained on the bird islands of Bering Sea. Among the vast

hordes of Pallas's murres, which we found breeding on the rocky

pinnacles of Bogoslof Island on July 4, 1911, we saw a few scattering

pairs of California murres and on th^ flat top of the high, rounded

cliff at the west end of the island, the sides of which were covered

with Pallas's murres, we found several small compact colonies of

California murres sitting on their eggs in close bunches of 15 or

20 pairs. No other breeding colonies were found among the Aleutian
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Islands, but we found plenty of murres, mostly of this species, on
the perpendicular cliffs at the north end of St. Matthew Island.

Although the murre colonies at Bogoslof Island were the most exten-

sive I had ever seen and probably included the greatest number of

birds, they were totally eclipsed in density by the wonderful colonies

on Walrus Island. This is a most remarkable little island, an
ornithological wonderland, where 10 species of sea birds breed in

countless multitudes, far surpassing anything I have ever seen. The
California murres rank first in numbers, literally covering the low
cliffs and rocky shores all around the island, as well as large spaces

on top of it, with dense masses of birds sitting remarkably closely.

They were exceedingly tame or stupid and would allow a near

approach; but if hard pressed, they would rise on their toes and
waddle off, flapping their wings rapidly. The clatter of many hun-
dred pairs of wings increasing to a deafening roar, they would pour
off in streams, stumbling over each other as they scrambled down to

the water, pattering over its surface to join the distant rafts of

murres on the water or diving straight downward and flying away
rapidly below the surface. Among the many thousands of Cali-

fornia murres with which the island was mainly populated we
noticed a few of the thick-billed Pallas's murres, which could be

easily recognized by their blacker heads and stockier build. The
relative abundance and distribution of these two species on this

island seems to change from time to time, for Dr. F. A. Lucas (1901)

writes

:

Mr. William Palmer uotes that at the time of his visit in 1890 these birds

were mostly on the western side, while on the east and south were the legions

of the California murre (Uria troile californica), but no such striking peculiar-

ity of distribution was noticed by our party, nor were the California murres

much in evidence.

Eggs.—The description already written of the eggs of the common
murre will do equally well for the eggs of this subspecies for there

is no constant difference between the two, except a slight average

difference in size. Both are subject to almost endless variations in

ground color and pattern of markings. Mr. W. L. Dawson (1909)

says on this subject

:

It would appear highly probable that this variety is introduced by nature to

facilitate recognition on the part of the birds, whose property might otherwise

become hopelessly confused or lost. Certainly no two adjacent eggs are

exactly alike, and the differences are usually so striking that a birdless ledge

looks like an oological bouquet. These differences, moreover, are probably con-

stant as between given birds. At least we found by experiment in 1907 that if

a handsomely marked egg were removed, another of the same type might be

expected in its place from one to three weeks later.

The measurements of 74 eggs, in the United States National Museum
collection average 82.2 by 50.2 millimeters; the eggs showing the
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four extremes measure 90 by 52, 84 by 54, and 69.5 by 43.5 milli-

meters.

Yovmg.—This species has been reported as raising two broods in a

season, but this is undoubtedly an error due to the prolonged breed-

ing season oji account of frequent robbing. Mr. W. Otto Emerson
gives the period of incubation, in which both sexes share, as 28 days.

The young remain on the ledges where they are hatched until about

half grown and are, at least partially, fledged in their soft juvenal

plumage, but they are induced by their parents to take to the water

long before they can fly. Mr. Finley (1905) gives the following

graphic account of the behavior of the young murres and their

brooding parents

:

Where it was a little noisy during the days of incubation, it was the triple

extract of bedlam turned loose when the murres had young. We tried the

same experiment of scaring the birds from the ledge and watched their return.

The young kept up a constant squealing from the time the old birds left; a

noise that had the penetration of an equal number of young pigs that had just

been roped and gunney sacked. When the first old hen returned and lit on the

edge, she bowed elaborately and started calling in cries that sounded, at times,

just like the bass voice of a man iind varied all the way up to the cackling of

an old chicken. After sitting there for five minutes, she straddled up a few

steps and started in from the beginning again. Some of the young came wad-

dling down to meet their parents, calling all the time in piercing screams.

One crawled hurriedly down to get under the old murre's wing, but she gave

him a jab that knocked liim clear off his feet, and sent him looking for his

real mamma. She looked at two more that sat squealing, but passed them by

and knocked another one sprawling out of her way. At last a chick came up

that seemed to qualify, for she let him crawl under her wing. The same thing

seemed to be going on in every part of the ledge; I didn't see an old bird that

accepted a chick until after calling and looking around for from 5 to 20 minutes.

If the difference in size, shape, and color helps the murre to recognize her own
egg, then the great variation in pitch, volume, and tone of the voice surely

helps her to know her own child among so many others.

As soon as the young murre reaches the water it swims away with

its parents, often to a long distance from its birthplace. Prof.

Leverett M. Loomis (1895) says that at Monterey

—

young birds, unable to fly and under the care of adults, appeared early In

August, probably from a rookery somewhere in the vicinity of Point Santa Cruz.

These young birds were exj^ert divers. When an adult and its charge were

approached the young bird would dive first. If the two became separated the

old one would call loudly and as soon as the young responded the old bird

would dive, coming to the surface at the spot where the young one had taken

refuge.

Mr. Andrew Halkett (1898) saw a murre "one day when hun-

dreds of miles from land, on the surface of the waves with her

brood, which consisted of a single young one."

Plumages.—I have been puzzled to find any constant characters by

which the downy young of the two species of murres could be dis-

tinguished and between the two subspecies of each there is probably
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no constant difference. There is much individual variation in the

young of all four. I have had so much difficulty myself in identify-

ing young murres, in the rookeries where both species breed, that I

have learned to look with suspicion on all specimens in collections,

which may not have been correctly identified. Mr. William Palmer
(1899), however, says:

The downy young of caJifornica would seem to differ from arra in the dry
skin by being of a paler color, and by having the upper edge of the white of the

under parts blending into the dark neck color. Instead of being bluntly and
sharply separated, as in arra. The first feathering to appear on the young
bird is on the wings and scapulars, along the sides of the breast and across the

lower neck. Soon the down begins to drop off between the nostrils and the eyes

and around the mouth and the base of the lower mandible, and as the birds get

older the new feathering extends across the back, up the sides of the neck, and
all over the under parts up to the bill. At the same time the feathering extends

around the eyes and bill and running well back of the eyes, so that the only

remains of the downy plumage is on the top of the head, extending down the

back of the neck almost to the scapulars, scattering down the back, and ex-

tensive about the rump, where it is still attached to the tips of the new feather-

ing beneath.

The sequence of plumages to maturity and the seasonal molts and
plumages are of course similar to those of the common murre; in fact

the gi'eater part of what I have learned about the plumage changes

of tlie species has come from a study of the large series of specimens

which have been collected on the California coast.

Behavior.—In its feeding habits, flight, swimming and diving

habits tlie California murre does not differ from its Atlantic rela-

tive to any extent. Mr. Dawson (1909) says that its "notes consist

chiefly of a mumbled and apologetic ow oic, or a louder arty of

protest; but occasionally the birds explode in stentorous kerawks,

absurdly out of character with their mild eyes."

On their breeding grounds the poor murres have many enemies,

among which the large gulls are the most formidable, next to man.

Any of the larger species of gulls which happen to be breeding

near the murres love to feed on the eggs and young of the latter,

but the western gulls on the Farrallone Islands are apparently the

boldest and most successful robbers. Mr. Ray (1904) writes:

From my own observations I do not think that in a battle royal the gull with

its hooked bill has any advantage over the murre with its stiletto-like weapon,

but succeeds in its high-handed robbery by better control of wing and foot and

overwhelming numbers. The gulls swoop down when the murres have been

flushed from their eggs and secure the booty, or a number by harassing a

single bird simultaneously from all sides finally start the egg a rolling. It is

amusing to see a bob-tailed, erect, soldier-like murre with an egg between its

legs and a single swaggering gull endeavoring to secure it. Every time the

gull cranes its neck forward for the egg the murre also bends with a vicious

snap of its bill, which the gull is wise to dodge; and thus the birds will keep

salaaming, like two polite Japanese, until another gull comes to aid its fellow
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or, unaided, the bird gives up the attempt. The cave colonies are the only

ones where the murres are secure from persecution by these bird pirates.

Mr. Bryant (1888) mentions two other enemies of the murres on
Farallones, as follows:

The young sea lions have a great fondness for murre's eggs, and as soon

as they are large enough to know what an egg is, and once get the taste of

them, they become another factor in the destruction of eggs. Mr. Emerson
has seen young sea lions with their muzzles slobbered with egg. The old sea

lions do not trouble the rookeries, but spend their time ashore basking about
the water's edge. The island mule has also found that eggs make an agreeable

variation to his diet. He hunts nests very assiduously, growing fat and sleek

in the breeding season.

The chief cause of egg destruction on the Farallones has been the

depredations of the professional eggers ; the results of their work in

the past have been astounding, but fortunately for the murres this

has long ago been stopped. Mr. Bryant (1888) says:

Between 1850 and 1856 there was reported to have been brought to San
Francisco between three and four millions of eggs. For the last few years the

number of eggs marketed has averaged from 180,000 to 228,000. In 1886 two
men who were left on Sugar Loaf collected 108,000 eggs.

The eggs were considered a delicacy and sold in the markets at

from 12 to 20 cents a dozen. The wholesale destruction of eggs re-

duced the numbers of the murres to such an extent that the atten-

tion of the Lighthouse Board was called to the matter in 1897, and

they put a stop to the traffic, leaving the murres to contend with only

their natural enemies. The methods employed by the eggers have

been fully described by Mr. Bryant (1888) from which I quote the

following

:

Before proceeding further it will be well to notice closely the men who
engage in this nest robbing extraordinary, and the methods they employ. The
eggers are Italians and Greeks, usually those who have been engaged in fishing

about the islands. The first party to take possession each year manages to

hold their position against all comers and to even defy the United States

authorities to remove them. Being trespassers, they have, on luore than one

occasion, been taken away, but only to return the following year. This season

the party secreted themselves in Murre Cave while the revenue cutter Conoin

hovered about the island for hours. Liviijg in caves or tents improvised from

old sails and spars their requirements of life are few. A cotton flour sack

(100-pound size) is made into an egg shirt by cutting out a hole in the bottom

for the head and one on each side for arm holes ; a gathering string is passed

around the mouth of the sack which, when it is put on. is drawn tightly about

the waist ; a slit down the front of the shirt from the neck makes an opening

for stowing tlie eggs, while a padding of Farallon weed inside on the bottom

forms a cushion for them.

When sending the eggs to San Francisco they are simply tumbled into the

fishing boat ; many are thereby dented or slightly cracked, but they are seldom

broken enough to injure their market value. At San Francisco they are boxed

and taken to market.
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Fall.—Mr. Bryant (1888) says that the murres begin to leave the

Farallones " about the middle of September ; by the first of October

they have all left the island but can be seen upon the water." Mr.

Loomis (1895) noted a decided migration of this species at Monterey,

on August 17 and 18, 1894; on the 17th he noted that

—

Many were on the water, but the greater number were pursuing their way
south. One flock. of migrants had 30 in it. Migration in the California murre

was greater on the IStli than upon any previous day of the season. Not only

did they appear in quicker succession, but large wedge-shaped flocks were

numerous. A good many companies were on the water, but these were insig-

nificant in numbers compared with those winging their way southward.

Winter.—The California murres spend the winter in large num-

bers off the coast of California and many of them return to the Far-

allone Islands or their vicinity in December, although perhaps these

are birds from farther north. There is a specimen in the United

States National Museum collected at the Pribilof Islands on January

29, 1871, which shows that at least a few birds winter as far north as

Bering Sea.
DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coast and islands of the North Pacific and Ber-

ing Sea. From California (San Miguel Island, Farallones, and one

or two points on the coast), Oregon (Three Arch Rocks), Washing-

ton (coast islands), British Columbia and coast of southern Alaska

(Forrester Island and St. Lazaria Island) westward throughout the

Aleutian Islands and Commander Islands to Kamtschatka. In

Bering Sea it breeds north to the Pribilofs and on St. Matthew
Island. Herald Island and Wrangel Island records apparently re-

fer to arra.

Whiter range.—Throughout the North Pacific from the Aleutian

and Commander Islands to California (Newport Beach, Orange

County). One taken at the Pribilof Islands January 29 and others

seen February 4.

Spring ^migration.—Arrive at the Farallone Islands April 1.

Fall migration.—Birds leave their breeding places on the Faral-

lones from September 15 to October, and migrants passed Monterey

commonly August 17 and 18.

Egg dates.—Farallone Islands: 110 records, March 6 to July 25;

55 records, June 13 to July 1. Bering Sea : 6 records, July 3 to 22 ; 3

records, July 7 to 18. Southern Alaska: 3 records, June 20, July

10 and 12. Santa Barbara Islands : 3 records, June 5, 6, and 15.

URIA LOMVIA LOMVIA (Linnaeus).

BRiJNNICH'S MURRE.

HABITS.

All along the bold rocky shores of the Atlantic Ocean, from the

Gulf of St. Lawrence northward to Greenland and Ellesmere Land,
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the thick-billed guillemot, as it was formerly called, or the Brun-
nicli's murre, as the eastern race of this species is now called, is one

of the commonest sea birds, a characteristic bird of the rough, cold,

northern ocean, following the first advance of spring among the

breaking fields of ice to its summer breeding grounds on the rugged

cliffs of our Arctic coasts.

Spring.—Although it pushes northward as early as it can find

open water, its breeding season does not begin, even in the southern

portion of its range, until the middle of June or later. When we
visited Bird Rock, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which is near the

southern limit of its breeding range, on June 24, 1904, the breeding

season was well under way, but all the eggs examined were fresh or

nearly so. The lighthouse keeper and his family welcome the return

of the birds to the rock, after their long and lonesome winter, as a

sign of coming spring and the opening of navigation. A few of the

birds also serve as a welcome addition to their table, for they are

fairly good eating where other fresh meat can not be obtained. The
Bird Rock colony was estimated to contain at that time about 10,000

birds, made up of gannets, kittiwakes, razor-billed auks, Briinnich's

murres, murres, and puffins, their relative abundance being about in

the order named. The two species of murres occupied the narrower

ledges, which were not wide enough for the gannets, and were scat-

tered all over the perpendicular sides of the red sandstone rock, both

species being more or less intermingled and living in perfect har-

mony. On the south coast of Labrador west of Natashquan, where

the murres were once so abundant, we found in 1909 only a few scat-

tering birds and no breeding colonies. In 1884 Mr. William Brew-

ster found a large colony of murres at the Parroquet Islands off Min-

gan. but at the present day not a murre is to be found breeding along

the Labrador coast to the west of Mingan. Many years of persistent

egging by Indians, fishermen, and professional eggers have prac-

tically exterminated them.

Mr. Lucien M. Turner foimd this species breeding abundantly on

the Atlantic coast of Labrador in 1882, notably on the outlying

islands of Hamilton Inlet, Davis Inlet, Cape Mugford, and Cape

Chidley. He says in his unpublished notes

:

Wherever these murres are found during the summer months there they

breed. They select the high cliffs on which suitable ledges project. No attempt

is made to construct a nest for in all the instances which have come under my
observation the egg, sometimes two, are deposited on the bare rock. If the

vicinity is one affording an abundance of food, many thousands of these birds

resort to a single cliff to breed and often the eggs are so close together that one

can scarcely step without touching two or more eggs.

Since that time great changes have taken place, for in 1912 I

cruised the whole length of this coast, as far north as Cape Mugford,

and saw only one solitary Briinnich's murre.
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Bird Kock, Quebec. n. K. Job.

Bird Rock, Quebec.
BRUNNICH'S Murre.

II. K. Job.

For description see page 238.
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Courtship.—Mr. W. Elmer Ekblaw contributes the following

interesting notes on the courtship of this species

:

The birds begin mating about the last week in May, the birds in their best

years being probably the first to begin. The mating season is at its height,

however, about the fifteenth or twentieth of June. Mating takes place both on

the ice and on the ledges of the clilT. Their courting and nuptial struggles are

grotesque. The male is very aggressive and persistent, the female apparently

most indifferent to all the male's blandishments or reluctant to assume the task

of incubation and brooding. Sometimes she so effectively resists the attentions

of the male by pecking and striking him that he gives up in despair and
neglects her. Then she usually squats seductively before him. The sexual act

seems to be of great interest to the birds upon the same and neighboring ledges,

for they crane their necks to watch it, and chatter volubly, as if commenting
caustically upon such open and flagrant misconduct, even at home. Often a

pair, in their nuptial struggles on the cliff, tumble precipitately off like balls of

black-and-white yarn. The male does not for a moment release his hold upon
the female's crest, apparently determined to do or die, even though both he

and she be dashed to death upon the ice or rocks below. But always, just as an
awful bump seems inevitable, they separate, flying congenially out across the ice

or over the open sea.

Nesting.—Mr. J. D. Figgins has sent me the following notes on the

breeding habits of this species in Greenland

:

Briinnich's murre nests on bare ledges of vertical cliffs (Parker Snow Bay
and Saunders Island, Greenland) from near the water to about 200 feet above.

The first eggs are laid about June 25. Because of excessive crowding of the

narrow ledges and a lack of nest material, many eggs are lost. Fresh eggs

were found about August 1, but there is no evidence of there being a second lay-

ing other than because of breakage. In other words, I saw no evidence of rear-

ing a second young. Both males and females were on the cliffs but in what
proportion I am unable to say, but because of the absence of the birds, except

in the immediate vicinity of the rookery, it may be presumed that they remain
with the females during the season. The exception to this is in the instances

where the young are on the water. Small young are often seen on the water at

some distance from the rookery, always accompanied by the female only. As
young of considerable size were numerous on the cliffs during August, it was
believed those seen on the water had been dislodged rather than through intent

of leaving the ledges.

As there is no attempt at nest building, eggs being deposited on the bare rock,

many are lost through the continual cumbersome movements of the birds.

Quarrels or unusual sounds often create local panics among the adults and
when they leave the ledges a shower of eggs and often small young are precipi-

tated to the water below. Gregarious in the extreme during the breeding sea-

son, Briinnich's murres mass upon certain ledges, although equally suitable

localities adjoin. There was no evidence of mating performances. Scolding

was continuous.

Mr. Ekblaw has sent me the following account of the Saunders

Island colony:

To attempt to paint an adequate picture of the rookery on Saunders Island

would almost be futile ; to succeed in doing so, would be to convict one's self

of wild exaggeration. Literally millions of the birds make the west end of
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the island their home, and with them are associated hundreds of glaucous

gulls and guillemots and thousands of kittiwakes and fulmars; every niche,

every ledge, furnishes nesting places; I believe the number of birds on the

cliffs is limited only by the number of possible nesting or perching places.

The ledges formed by the harder, projecting strata are covei*ed with birds;

by the tiles of birds ranged upon them, one may trace the ledges with one's

eyes as far as one can see. When the rock back of the narrow ledge is dark
brown or chocolate brown, the white underparts of the perched birds form a

line that is so distinctly visible that it seems like a band of white marble,

between the black bands of the darker portions of the birds. Little niches or

grottoes in the cliffs exhibit a salt-and-pepper admixture of white and black.

Joint fissures, filled by debris or scree, form high columns of similar admix-

ture. The noise on the cliffs is appalling; it sounds like a colossal poultry

exhibit, or a combination of this with a similar crow rookery.

The cliffs resemble nothing so much as a mountain-sized beehive, with the

bees swarming. When a gun is fired near, the cliffs become a pandemonium
of startled cries and shrieks and screams, and a chaos of frightened forms

dashing downward and outward like a storm cloud, over the ice. The report

of the gun but reaches the cliffs, when the birds all leave with a rush of wings

that sounds for all the world like a tornado, so tumultuous is it. In a few

moments the birds return, to fly back and forth until their alarm is abated.

They assemble again in long rows, tier upon tier, crowded so close together

that it must be a tax upon their voluble good natures and alcidine tempers, to

allow yet one more to alight in accordance with the saying "Always room for

one more." As it is, there seems to be but little argument over the crowding,

though occasionally there are contests for the more desirable places, and some

particularly aggressive bird coming in tired from the sea, pushes some more

passive one off his ledge. Occasionally, too, a pair get into a real bill-to-bill

fight, and tumble off the cliff, hanging on to each other for dear life, do\NTi

upon the icefoot, or into the sea. In the latter case, the fight usually con-

tinues fiercely for some time, and then suddenly, as if by agreement, It seems,

they mutually abandon the contest and swim apart, preening themselves and

smoothing their ruffled feelings and feathers.

The millions of birds fringing the ledges of these cliffs leave them for periods

of several days in the early part of the season, but when the brooding season

begins they sally out in the morning in long lines and files to the open water

where they feed, to return to the cliffs in the evening. Though large numbers

are constantly coming and going throughout the 24-hour day, the greatest

exodus is at about 6 or 7 o'clock in the morning. Upon alighting on the ledges

when they return, the birds face toward the cliff, give their wings a flutter or

two, shake out their feathers vigorously, and preen them carefully. After

a glance or two around to see which of their neighbors are at home and a

friendly exchange of greetings with those nearest them, they face about and

make a careful and critical examination of the prospect.

The Briinnich's murre, like its relative the common murre, makes

no attempt at nest building. Its single egg is laid on a bare open

ledge of rock, generally on some perpendicular and inaccessible cliff

facing the sea, where its pyriform, pointed shape causes it to roll

in a circle instead of rolling off the rock. The endless variety of

color patterns in the eggs evidently assists the parent bird in find-

ing its own egg among thousands of others in the colony. I have

frequently seen a murre, on its arrival in a colony, waddle about
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among the eggs looking them over and even poking them about with

its bill until the right one was found. Sometimes a mistake is made

and the rightful owner finds a stranger sitting on its egg, which

leads to a little squabble. That both sexes incubate I have proven

by finding both males and females with bare abdominal spaces. The

incubating bird sits in a horizontal position and does not " straddle "

its single egg in an upright position, as has been stated; while one

of a pair is incubating the other frequently stands beside it.

Eggs.—The eggs of this species show such striking and endless

variations in color patterns that any attempt to describe them can

not but fail to convey an adequate idea of what a large series of

these beautiful eggs will show. The prevailing ground color is

bluish green or greenish blue, varying from pale bluish white to

deep " Nile blue " or from pale greenish white to " glaucous green,"

pale "beryl green" or "malachite green"; pale shades of "apple

green " or " oil green " are rarely found ; sometimes the ground color

is pure white, varying to " cream buff " or " olive buff." Abso-

lutely spotless eggs of the lighter shades are occasionally found.

Many eggs are more or less covered with small spots of various

shades of dark brown and a few show underlying blotches of lilac

or " ecru drab " ; many are beautifully or fantastically scrawled with

irregular markings of " ecru drab," " wood brown," " raw umber,"
" sepia," or " clove brown." But the prevailing types are more or

less heavily blotched, spotted or scrawled with course markings of

the last two shades. These blotches are often confluent in rings

about the larger end of the Q,gg. Some particularly handsome speci-

mens are heavily clouded with lilac and light brown, overlaid with

blotches of darker browns. They vary greatly in shape but are

generally pyriform and elongated. The measurements of 41 eggs,

in various collections average 80 by 50 millimeters; the eggs show-

ing the four extremes measure 87.5 by 53.5 and 67.5 by 43 milli-

meters.

Young.—After a period of incubation lasting about 28 days the

young murre is hatched in a weak and helpless condition. It is

brooded and fed by its parents until it gains sufficient strength to

move about, but it grows rapidly and soon becomes very lively.

While in the helpless downy stage it makes a very shrill, but faint

peeping noise; but when about half grown and clothed in its soft,

Juvenal plumage it can stand erect and walk or run about on the

ledges, uttering its loud, shrill, emphatic cries, which sound to me
like the syllables "beat it, beat it, beat it." The cliffs fairly re-

sound with the cries of the young at this season, the last week of

July or first week of August on Bird Eock; it is the most critical

period in their lives, for then it is that their parents are persuading

them or forcing them to leave the cliffs, long before they can fly, and
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to take their chances on the watery deep. After making the peril-

ous descent from the cliff the youngster is conducted by one or

both of its fond parents out onto the open sea, often far from land,

where it is well cared for until it learns to shift for itself. The
young murres with their parents leave Bird Eock so early in the

season, long before the other seabirds have left, that a visitor to the

rock in August would get the impression that very few of this

species had bred there.

Plumages.—When first hatched the young Briinnich's murre is cov-

ered with a short, thick coat of soft down, which varies from " black-

ish brown " or almost black to " clove brown," " benzo brown," or

" snuff brown " on the upper parts, shading off to " mouse gray

"

on the throat and sides; there is a broad, median whitish streak on

the breast and belly, but nothing like the extensive white under parts

of the downy young Uria troille; the head and neck are variegated

or mottled with many long, whitish or pale buffy filaments, which

are soon shed. Mr. William Palmer (1899) has given a full and

accurate description of the development of the downy young of the

Pallas's murre showing what becomes of these filaments. A soft

Juvenal plumage is worn until the young murre is nearly grown,

when it is replaced by the first winter plumage. This differs from

the adult plumage in being lighter brown on the back; the white of

the throat is usually more mottled with dusky, but there are no con-

stant plumage characters that I can find by which old and young

birds can be distinguished in the fall. The bill of the young bird,

however, is decidedly smaller and weaker than that of the adult.

At the first prenuptial molt, which occurs late in the winter or early

in the spring, young birds become indistinguishable from adults.

Adults have a complete postnuptial molt beginning in August

but often prolonged until late in the fall, by which the partially

white throat of the winter plumage is acquired; the white of the

throat is usually much more extensive and less mottled with dusky

in old birds than in young. This plumage is apparently not worn

for a long time in old birds and is replaced by a partial molt into

the nuptial plumage during the winter, though the material avail-

able does not show this very clearly.

Food.—The food of Briinnich's murre consists mainly of small

fish, crustaceans, and mollusks, which it obtains at sea both on the

surface and by diving, at which it is an adept. Mr. J. D. Figgins

writes to me that " their food consists largely of marine insects and

salmon-colored ovate eggs, or larvae, not determined."

Behavior.—Its flight in the air is strong, swift, and direct, with

steady, rapid wing motion; its heavier, shorter build helps the prac-

ticed eye to distinguish it from Urla troille; and from Alca torda it

can be distinguished by the short neck and long tail of the latter
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bird. When launching into the air off a cliff or when rising from
the ground or water, in which it experiences considerable difficulty

in calm weather, the body plumage is very much flattened, producing

an aeroplane effect; it does the same thing when about to alight,

checking its motion by spreading its body against the air with widely

extended feet and rapidly " back peddling " with its wings. It is a

good swimmer and an expert diver. Allien swimming below the sur-

face it uses its wings to good advantage and makes rapid progress.

Mr. Turner says of its vocal performances

:

The note of this species is at times peculiarly hoarse and guttural and at

other times it malies a note impossible to imitate when it thrusts its beak into

the water. Another sound uttered is exactly like the bleating of a sheep and
also scarcely distinguishable from one of the sounds made by the fur seal

Cnllorhinvs itrsinns.

It is usually a silent bird, but has a soft purring note suggested by

its name; I have also heard it utter a loud croaking note when
on the wing.

Winter.—Although the Briinnich's murre often spends the winter

as far north as it can find open water there is a general southward

movement of the species. It frequently remains all winter in Hud-
son Bay during favorable seasons; it winters regularly in the Gulf

of St. Lawrence and on the coast of Maine from November to March

;

it occurs more or less regularly off the coast of Massachusetts in

winter and as a straggler to Long Island, and even to North and

South Carolina. The erratic wanderings of this species in winter

have furnished material for a large number of interesting records,

along the Atlantic coast and, strangely enough, well into the interior,

chiefly in the vicinity of the Great Lakes, as far west as Michigan

and Indiana. Rather than attempt to give these records or even

outline the unusual migration, I would refer the reader to an ex-

cellent paper on the subject read b}'^ Mr. J. H. Fleming, of Toronto,

at the International Ornithological Congress in 1905. The conclusion

to be drawn from a studj' of these wanderings, for a period of 15

years from 1890 to 1905, over a wide inland area far remote from the

normal haunts of this maritime species, is that its winter feeding

grounds in the southern portions of Hudson Bay became so thor-

oughly blocked with drift ice, and frozen over, that the birds were

forced to migrate in search of food and many of them perished in a

fruitless effort to find it.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Atlantic and
Arctic Oceans. From the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Bird Rock), New-
foundland and Labrador northward to nortiiern Greenland (Bow-
doin Bay, Smith Sound, Cape Sabine to 81° and 82°), North Devon,

55916—19—Bull. 107—11
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Ellesmere Land, Prince Regent Inlet (Port Bowen), and presumably

Hudson Bay. It was stated by the late Manly Hardy to have nested

on an island in Penobscot Bay 50 years ago (about 1847) and a

bird and egg were taken. Stone refers 17 specimens from Point

Barrow, Alaska, to this form. In Europe breeds from Jan Mayen,
Iceland, Spitzbergen, Franz Josef Land, and Nova Zembla to the

Siberian coast (eastern limits not determined) and Bennett Islands,

76° 39' N.

Winter range.—From Southern Greenland and Hudson Bay south

to Maine. Irregular, but at times common, from Massachusetts,

southward. New York (Long Island), New Jersey, and Delaware to

South Carolina (Anderson). Occasionally common on the Great

Lakes, straggling to northern Ohio (many taken 1896), Indiana

(December, 1896), and central Iowa (two specimens). In Europe
winters farther north, rarely south of Norway, Great Britain, and

the North Sea.

/Spring migration.—Said to arrive at Franz Josef Land as early

as March 9; at Prince Regent Inlet, west of Baffin Land, early in

June. Northern Greenland, Cape York, May 10; Saunders Island,

May 20; Cape Sabine, June 11.

Foil migration.—Birds leave their nesting grounds by early Sep-

tember. The last seen in northeastern Greenland, latitude 74°,

August 1. Migration in the eastern United States usually occurs in

December and through the Great Lake region during November or

early December; Ontario, Ottawa, November 25 to December 8.

Egg dates.—Bird Rock, Gulf of St. Lawrence: 16 records, June
6 to July 25 ; 8 records, June 18 to 26. Greenland : 8 records June 10

to July 18; 4 records July 3 to 12. Eastern Labrador: 4 records,

June 10, July 1, 2, and 11.

*

URIA LOMVIA ARRA (Pallas).

PALLAS'S UURBE.

HABITS.

The western form of UHa lomvia known as Pallas's murre ( TJria

lomvia arra) is decidedly larger than the eastern or Atlantic form;

the bill is larger and more slender and the white of the maxillary

tomium is duller or more grayish. The "crowbill," as it is called!

by the sailors, is the most important, probably the most numerous,,

and certainly the most generally distributed of the birds of Bering]

Sea. To the natives it is most valuable as an Qgg bird, for its eggsj

are large, palatable, abundant, and easily obtained; its flesh is alsoj

desirable as food. While cruising about the Aleutian and Pribilofl

Islands, in the extensive fogs which prevail there almost constantly!
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Bogoslof Island, Alaska.
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Bogoslof Island, Alaska.
PALLAS'S Murre.

A. C. Bent.

For description see page 236.
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in summer, we found the murres very useful in helping us to locate

certain islands which they frequent as breeding grounds; murres

are constantly flying to and from such islands in their search for

feeding grounds, and their unerring sense of direction leads them

with certainty through the densest fog. Twice we passed near the

dangerous volcanic r<.i^ks of Bogoslof and could not have located it

except by noting the direction in which the murres were flying. They

must fly long distances for food, for anywhere within a hundred

miles of their breeding resorts they were frequently in sight.

Spring.—The Pallas's murres arrive on their breeding grounds

in Bering Sea early in the season, following the leads in the ice,

as it breaks up in the spring, and reaching their northern summer

homes in the vicinity of Bering Strait before the end of May. They

do not begin to lay before the middle of June, and fresh eggs may
be found all through July or even into August.

Nesting.—The largest breeding colony of Pallas's murres, probably

the largest breeding colony of any kind, that I have ever seen was

on the most famous volcanic island of Bering Sea, Bogoslof Island,

about 70 miles northwest of Unalaska. Considering the wonderful

volcanic performances of this interesting island, it is surprising that

the murres still resort to it as a breeding ground, for at each of its

frequent eruptions many thousands of these poor birds have been

killed ; but still the " foolish guillemots," as they have well been

called, return to it again the next season. The violent eruptions of

the summer of 1910 threw up enough material to join together the

three little islands forming the Bogoslof group. In 1911 the vol-

cano had subsided and the towering peaks of Castle Eock, from 200

to 300 feet high, were literally covered with nesting murres. I could

hardly hazard a guess as to how many hundred thousand murres

were breeding on this and on other portions of the island. On the

steep sides of the rocky peaks every available ledge, shelf, or cavity

was occupied by murres, sitting as close as they could, in long rows

on the narrow ledges and in dense masses on the flat places and on

the sloping piles of volcanic dust, sand, and loose rocks below the

cliffs. As we walked up these slopes the murres began pouring off the

rocks above us, sweeping down by us in steady streams, stumbling,

scrambling, and bounding along over the rocks and stones, in their

frantic efforts to get awing, a ludicrous performance; and down
with them came a shower of eggs, dislodged in their haste, rolling

or bounding along to smash on the first rock they struck. Plenty

of birds still remained in the rookeries, however, and if we kept

still the others would soon return after circling about us in a be-

wildering cloud. They were very tame as a rule and, if approached

cautiously, could almost be caught by hand ; we had no difficulty in

knocking them over with sticks. When undisturbed they usually
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sat facing the cliff, but when alarmed they would turn quickly about

showing a row of white breasts. Occasionally, without any appa-
rent cause and even when we were a long way off, a cloud of birds

would leave the rookery, circle around the rocks several times in a

steady stream and then quietly settle down again. They became
more restless toward night and indulged in these spasmodic flights

more frequently, as the population of the colony was increased by
the incoming birds. From about 5 o'clock until sunset birds were

constantly coming in from their feeding grounds at sea, sometimes

in regular formations, straight lines or V-shaped flocks, but more
often in loose straggling masses or small bunches.

The Pallas's murres do not differ materially from their eastern

relatives in their breeding habits, in the development of the young,

or in subsequent plumage changes. They mingle freely and live in

harmony with the California murres. On Bogoslof Island we found

a few scattering pairs and several small compact colonies of Cali-

fornia murres among them. Both species breed on Walrus Island in

the Pribilof group; at the time of our visit there were very few
Pallas's murres on this island, but at other times the reverse has been

the case.

Eggs.—The eggs are indistinguishable from those of the Briin-

nich's raurre, though they average a trifle larger. The measure-

ments of 79 eggs in the United States National Museum collection

average 82 by 51.5 millimeters; the eggs showing the four extremes

measure 91 by 55.5, 73 by 48, and 79 by 47 millimeters.

Young.—Mr. William Palmer (1899) thus describes their method
of feeding their young:

Like probably all their congeners the small young are fed by disgorged

crustaceans, but I know that the larger young and even quite small individuals

are fed upon whole fish. On August 4 I collected a young murre and also a

small fish, a tufted blenny. Bryostemma polyactoccphalns (No. 43005, U.S.N.M.)

lying at its side. I had previously witnessed the feeding of several others.

With the breast to the rock the mother lands, and bending her head downward
to her young utters a liarsh, croaking sound. The youngster raises its head

and, taking the fish from its parent's bill by the tail, works it sideways in its

own bill, until it gets the head in its mouth, when the fish rapidly disappears.

If the young has had enough, the fish is laid at its side until needed. The
fish is carried by the parent with the head partly down its throat, the tail

sticking out from between the mandibles.

Behavior.—In their rookeries they live peaceably, as a rule, witn

only occasional little squabbles, but we once saw a most exciting

fight between two birds in the air, a vigorous struggle, so absorbing

that they paid no attention to us and fell to the water near our

boat, where they continued the battle, both on the surface and below

it, with bills, claws, and wings, making the water fly for several

minutes, until one had enough and flew away with the other in hot I
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pursuit. The presence of dead birds about the rookeries indicates

that deadly combnts may sometimes occur.

Winter.—During mild winters the Pallas's murres often spend

the winter not far from their summer homes in the southern por-

tion of Bering Sea, but they ordinarily winter about the Aleutian

Islands, where the water is usually open, or on the North Pacific

Ocean. It is interesting to note in this connection that, whereas the

Briinnich's murre winters much farther south than the common
murre on the Atlantic coast, the Pallas's murre winters much farther

north and apparently not far from its breeding range.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the North Pacific, Bering

Sea, and western Arctic Ocean. From Kodiak, the Aleutian and

the Commander Islands northward throughout Bering Sea; and in

the Arctic Ocean from Wrangel and Herald Islands, and Koliut-

schin Island, Siberia, to Kotzebue Sound and Cape Lisburne, Alaska.

Recorded in summer from Kamtschatka, Kurile Islands, and Japan

(Yezzo), where they probably breed.

Winter range.—The open sea about the Aleutian and the Com-
mander Islands, and probably along part of the coast of southern

Alaska to Seymour Narrows and to southern Japan. In favorable

seasons birds occur north to the Pribilof Islands.

Spring migration.—Birds arrive on their breeding grounds, Bo-

goslof Island. April 26; Pribilof Islands, April 1 (first taken) ; St.

Michael, last of May (sometimes earlier) ; Kotzebue Sound. Cha-

misso Island, June 6; Point Hope, April 14 (earliest).

Fall migration.—Birds leave their nesting places in Bering Sea,

beginning in August, but the colonies are not deserted until the mid-

dle of September or later.

Egg dates.—Bering Sea Islands: 25 records. June 2 to September

1 ; 13 records, June 18 to July 12. North of Bering Strait: 7 records,

July 3 to August 8; 4 records, July 6 to August 1. South of Alaska

Peninsula : 6 records. June 10 to 26; 3 records. June 18 to 24.

ALGA TORDA Linnaeus.

RAZOR-BILLED ATJK.

HABITS.

Far oif to the southward of Grand Manan Island an outlying

group of rocky islands, the Murre Ledges, mark the entrance to the

Bay of Fundy. The outermost and southernmost of these is known

as Yellow Ledge ; it is a low, flat rocky island, about half an acre in

extent at high tide, and is covered with a mass of loose rocks and

bowlders. Here on June 17, 1891, I first made the acquaintance of
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the razor-billed auk in what was then the most southern outpost of its

breeding range, from which it has since retreated. As we ap-

proached the ledge, after a five-hours' sail from Grand Manan, sev-

eral eiders flew off and a cloud of herring gulls arose; and, never

having seen at that time any of the great breeding grounds of the

Alcidae, we were particularly interested to see a number of black

birds, with white breasts, standing on the rock, which we knew were

razor-billed auks. As they began flying off their numbers were in-

creased by others scrambling out from the rocks, until we estimated

that at least a hundred had left the island; when we landed not

one was to be found, but when we concealed ourselves among the

rocks they began flying back over the ledge singly or in small

flocks. We lost no time in hunting for their eggs, some of which

were in plain sight under the rocks; all of them were in sheltered

places and most of them were so well hidden in remote and dark

crevices under the large, loose rocks, that after two or three hours

of hard work, crawling into all sorts of holes and crevices, and

feeling for the eggs with a long-handled net, we succeeded in col-

lecting only 37 eggs. The eggs were laid on the bare rock, a single

egg in each case. This was an interesting experience for us at the

time, as every new experience is, but it is also worth mentioning

here as a record of conditions that have passed ; the breeding grounds

of our larger, wilder, and shyer birds are gradually becoming more

and more restricted through persecution and with the advance of

civilization. The razor-billed auk undoubtedly once bred still far-

ther south, or west, along the coast of Maine; Knight (1908) says

" there is a dimlj^^ verified statement that some 50 years ago or more

it nested as far south as the Cranberry Islands." It is said to have

bred near Grand Manan as recently as 1897, six years after my visit.

But the story of its decrease does not end here; it has been sadly

depleted in numbers much farther north. On Funk Island, off the

coast of Newfoundland, the razor-billed auk, together with several

other species of sea birds, once bred abundantly, but frequent and

persistent raids, at which the birds were killed for their feathers or

for bait and their eggs gathered in large numbers for food, finally

reduced these populous colonies to a pitiful remnant. Mr. William

Palmer (1890), who visited Funk Island in 1887, writes of it as

follows

:

It is easy to imagine what must liave been the abundance of these birds in

former years on this lonely, almost inaccessible ocean island. Great auks,

murres, razorbills, puffins, Arctic terns, gannets, and perhaps other species un-

doubtedly swarmed, each species having its own nesting ground, and never

molested except by an occasional visit from the now extinct Newfoundland red

man; but now, since the white fisherman began to plunder this, to them, food

and feather giving rock, how changed: To-day, but for the Arctic terns (which

J
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are useless for food or feathers) and the puffins (which are in most cases im-

possible to dig out), the island may be said to be deserted by ijirds. Only bones

of the great auk, a few murres, still fewer razorbills, and a few birds of other

species are all that now breed on the island. Sixteen barrels of murre and

razorbill eggs have been known to be gathered at one time, and taken to St.

John's. On July 23 and 24, aside from those of the Arctic tern, we did not

see a dozen eggs.

Even in Audubon's time the destruction of this species had already

begun on the south coast of Labrador and it has continued ever

since. Mr. W. A. Stearns (1883) speaks of it as abundant on this

coast up to 1882. Mr. M. A. Frazar (1887) found this species still

" common everywhere " in the vicinity of Cape Whittle in 1884

;

" owing to its habit of breeding in less frequented places and conceal-

ing its eggs in cracks and crevices among the rocks," it had not been

so much disturbed as the murres and was surviving better. But

when Doctor Townsend and I visited this region, in 1909, and spent

nearly a month cruising all along the coast as far east as Natashquan,

we saw in all less than 50 razor-billed auks; a few pairs, seen near

Bald Island on June 8 and 9, were apparently courting and pre-

paring to breed, but no eggs were found.

Although razor-billed auks formerly bred abundantly along tne

north coast of Labrador, they seem to have disappeared even more

completely from that region. Mr. Lucien M. Turner, in his unpub-

lished notes, says:

The razorbill is ^ery abundant along the Labrador coast; although, at the

season (June 24 to July 26) I was there they appeared to be more plentiful

north of Eskimo Bay or Hamilton Inlet. Oft' Davis Inlet and Nakvak they were

very common and long streams of these birds could be distinguished flying far

from land and invariably headed to the northward. While passing some of the

rugged islets and points I often saw these birds sitting on the rocks or in prox-

imity to them. They appeared to be more wary while on the wing than when

sitting on the land or water. They associate quite freely with Fratercula and

an occasional Larus. They seem to be on most intimate terms with the species

of Uria, with which it agrees so closely in habits.

Mr. Henry B. Bigelow (1902) found them still " abundant all along

the coast" in 1900. Doctors Townsend and Allen (1907), who ex-

plored the coast as far north as Nain in 1906, say of this species:

Between Battle Harbor and Nain Fiord north we saw about 84 razor-billed

auks, and about 47 on our return south. We saw about 25 flying around an

island between*Holton and Cape Harrison, and about 40 near a high rocky island

a little south of Nain. The " thousands " of bygone years are no more.

Although I spent the greater part of the summer in 1912, from July

5 to August 25, on the northeast coast of Labrador, cruising in a small

power boat among the islands much of the time, as far north as Cape
Mugford, I failed to see a razor-billed auk north of the Straits of

Belle Isle. As I kept a sharp lookout for birds of all kinds, I was
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forced to tlie conclusion that the hirge breeding colonies of the

Alcidac had been nearly, if not quite, annihilated on " the Labrador."

A few pairs of razor-billed auks may still breed on some of the

islands off the southern coast of Labrador or perhaps in the extreme

north of Labrador there may be some small colonies, but the only

colony of any size still remaining is on that impregnable sea birds*

stronghold, Bird Rock; on this famous crag, much of which is in-

accessible, the sea birds are well protected by nature and by man;
here they will probably make their last stand or perhaps, let us hope^

be perpetuated for future generations within easy reach of civili-

zation.

Nesting.—When we visited Bird Bock in 1904 we estimated that

the total population was about 10,000 birds, of which about 1,800

were razor-billed auks; the auks apparently outnumbered either one

species of murre, but not the two species combined, and were exceeded

in abundance only by the gannets and the kittiwakes. The strong-

holds of the auks were mainly on the upper ledges, near the top of

the rock, where they had crawled into every available crevice or

cavity and under ever}^ overhanging rock to lay their single eggs.

Occasionally a razorbill's egg could be found on the open ledges with

the murres, or in the entrance to a puffin burrow, but, as a rule, thej'

were more or less concealed or under cover. The razorbills were the

tamest, the least suspicious, and the most sociable, or perhaps, I

should say inquisitive, of all the birds on the rock; I need only sit

still for a few moments in the vicinity of their nests, when they

would begin to gather on all the surrounding rocks in small parties,

eyeing me with curiosity, waddling awkwardly about and making a

faint guttural sound. They certainly looked very attractive in their

sleek coats of dark seal brown and pure white breasts; occasionally

one would open its mouth, showing the rich yellow interior, a marked

color contrast which adds brilliancy to its courtship display. I

noticed that whereas both the auks and murres usually sit in an

upright position, while perched on the ledges, they assume the normal

horizontal position, as other birds do, while incubating on their

eggs ; moreover, there is a bare space in the center of the breast of an

incubating bird in which the egg is held horizontally and lengthwise.

Although the egg is often laid on a bed of small stones, I doubt if the

stones are ever placed there for that purpose by the bitds, as more

often the Qgg is laid on the bare rough rock without any attempt at

nest building.

Audubon (1840) found these auks, on the south coast of Labrador,

breeding in deep and narrow fissures in the rocks.

One place in particular was full of birds ; it was an horizontal fissure, about

2 feet in height, and 30 or 40 yards in depth. We crawled slowly into it, and

as the birds affrighted flew hurriedly past us by hundreds, many of their eggs

were smashed.
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He says further

:

When the auks deposit their eggs along with the guillemots, which they some-

times do, they drop them in spots from which the water can escape without

injuring them ; but when they breed in deep fissures, which is more frequently

the case, many of them lie close together, and the eggs are deposited on small

beds of pebbles or broken stones raised a couple of inches or more, to let the

water pass beneath them. Call this instinct if you will ; I really do not much
care, but you must permit me to admire the wonderful arrangements of that

nature from which they have received so much useful knowledge. When they

lay their eggs in such an horizontal cavern as that which I have mentioned

above, you find them scattered at the distance of a few inches from each other

;

and there, as well as in the fissures, they sit flat upon them like ducks, for

example, whereas on an exposed rock, each bird stands almost upright upon

its egg. Another thing quite as curious which I observed is, that while in

exposed situations the auk seldom lays more than one egg. yet in places of

greater security I have, in many instances, found two under a single bird. This

may, perhaps, astonish you. but I really can not help it.

Eggs.—The razor-billed auk never attempts to raise more than

one young bird in a season and never lays but a single egg, I believe,

unless the first one is taken, when, of course, it will keep on laying.

Two eggs have frequently been found together and are probably

in such cases incubated by a single bird, but I believe that, in such

cases, the two eggs have been accidentally rolled together or have

been laid by two birds. Some specimens of the eggs closely resem-

ble certain types of eggs of the murres, but they can usually be

easily recognized. They are less pointed, as a rule, and are never

reall}'^ pyriform. In shape they vary from " elliptical ovate " to

" elongate ovate.'' They also never show the deep blue colors of

the murres' eggs. The ground color varies from " pinkish buff " to

" ivory yellow " or " Marguerite yellow " in some specimens, but more

often it is a very pale bluish white or greenish white and often dull

pure white. The markings are variable in size, shape, density,

and arrangement; sometimes the ^^^ is fairly evenly covered with

small spots and sometimes it is boldly blotched and scrawled;

frequently the markings are confluent in a ring around the larger

end. The colors in the markings are only the darker shades of

brown, from " warm sepia " or " bone brown " to black ; frequently

there are inconspicuous, underlying spots of various shades of

lavender, lilac, or gray. The texture of the shell is coarse, thick, and

lusterless. The measurements of 80 eggs in the United States Na-

tional Museum average 75.9 by 47.9 millimeters; the eggs showing

the four extremes measure 83.5 by 48, 78.5 by 51.5, 69 by 48.5, and

75 by 43 millimeters.

Young.—The period of incubation is about 30 days and both

sexes incubate. Audubon (1840) says that the young have " a lisp-

ing note " and are " fed freely on shrimps and small bits of fish, the

food with which their parents supply them. They were very friendly
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toward each other, differing greatly in this respect from the young
puffins, which were continually quarreling. They stood almost

upright." The young remain on the cliffs where they were hatched

and are fed by their parents until they are about half grown and
still unable to fly. The old birds then persuade, induce, or even

force them to fly or throw themselves down to the sea, an operation

which requires considerable urging on the part of the parents and
often results fatally for the young birds, in case the}^ happen to fall

on the rocks. Yarrell (1871) quotes from an interesting account

given by Mr. Theodore Walker, who has seen this performance in

the Hebrides

:

The habits of the razorbill and guillemot are very similar ; they both take

about three weeks and four days from the time they are hatched until they

leave the islands. When once they are enticed down they do not return to the

rocks ; not being full-fledged they could not very well fly up. They generally

fly down to the sea before sunrise. I have seen scores fly down to the sea on

a fine morning. At the time they leave they are not full-fledged, only the

wing and tail being feathered; the neck and line of the spine from tlie wing

to the tail is still downy. I observed one razorbill enticing her young one to

follow her down to the sea. I do not think it got any food that day, as it ran

about from one bird to another, crying all day and all night ; until nearly day-

light it was still crying, but by the time I put out the light it was nowhere

to be seen ; doubtless the mother had returned about that time and enticed it

off with food. Sometimes when the young one is obstinate, the mother will

take it by the back of the neck and fly down to the sea. It is great fun

watching the old bird teaching the young one to dive; the mother takes it by

the neck and dives with it ; up comes the young one again, only to get another

dose; but the young bird can not remain so long under water as the mother,

and it often dodges lier by diving for an instant. The young birds remain in

the sea for one or two days, when they all prepare to leave, the old birds get-

ting restless and taking short flights. One can generally tell the night before

they leave, as they make such a noise ; should the wind be favorable they take

their departure before sunrise in small strings.

Plumages.—The downy young is covered with soft thick down,
" blackish-brown " basallj- above, clear " bone brown " on the rmnp.

and paler buffy on the breast; the longer ^laments on the upper

parts are paler at the tips, grayish white or buffy on the back becom-

ing more rufous on the crown; the colors fade, as the chick grows,

and the light, downy tips, which give the youngest birds a decidedly

hoary appearance and conceal the darker plumage under them, wear

away or drop off, exposing the dark, "brownish black" juvenal

plumage of the upper parts. Macgillivray (1852) gives an excellent

account of the progress toward maturity which I quote, in part, as

follows

:

When about a fortnight old the covering is not down, properly so called,

but a downy plumage, composed of regularly formed, downy, oblong, very soft,

weak feathers, with disunited downy filaments ; those on the head and neck

extremely soft, on the lower parts a little firmer, and on the upper somewhat
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more so. There are regular primary and secondary quills, as well as tail

feathers, but all of looser texture than afterwards. The head, throat, hind

neck, and the rest of the upper parts, are brownish black, the throat paler,

with many whitish filaments. The white lines from the bill to the eye are

distinct, but the secondary quills have no white at the end. The feathers at

the lower part of the tibia are dusky.

Gradually these first feathers are substituted by others of a firmer texture.

Greenish-black quills, coverts, and tail feathers sprout forth ; the secondaries

terminally margined with pure white. The other parts are then invested with the

new feathers : The cheeks and throat now become white ; so that in this stage the

colouring resembles that of the adult in winter, whereas formerly it resembled

that of the bird in summer. The bill gradually elongates, assumes a darker

tint, and assumes some slight appearance of rugae; and the feet also become

darker.

On the head, neck, and lower parts the feathers are again changed, and at

length, by the end of September, the bird has acquired its full winter plumage.

In the first winter plumage, which is acquired as explained above,

young birds closely resemble the adults, so far as their plumage is

concerned, though the colors of the upper parts are duller and

paler, with more white or gray about the head and neck; but the

bills are very much smaller and entirely different in shape, more
pointed and lacking the grooves. A partial prenuptial molt occurs

in the spring, involving chiefly the head and neck, at which the nup-

tial plumage of the adult is assumed, but the bill still remains small

and only partially grooved. The postnuptial molt in August is com-

plete and young birds then assume the adult winter plumage, at an

age of 14 months.

The adult winter plumage is similar to the first winter, but it is

darker and clearer above and the white throat is more distinctly out-

lined; the bill is about the same as in the spring adult, but the white

stripes in the grooves are less distinct. The adult has a partial pre-

nuptial molt in the spring, involving at least the head and neck

and a complete postnuptial molt. The time at which the prenuptial

molt takes place seems to be very variable; I have seen birds molt-

ing as early as December and as late as May, but probably both of

these extremes are unusual. The postnuptial molt seems to be ac-

complished in August and September.

Food.—Audubon (1840) says:

The food of the razor-billed auk consists of shrimps, various other marine

animals and small fishes, as well as roe.

It obtains much of its food, such as small herring and surface

swimming Crustacea and other marine life, on or near the surface,

by swimming about on the ocean, often many miles from land, and
dipping its head under occasionally. But it must also be capable

of diving to great depths to obtain the various small mollusks on
which it feeds.
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Behavior.—While on Bird Rock, where I could easily compare all

three species in flight, I learned to recognize the two murres and the

razorbills by their shapes and attitudes on the wing. The razor-

bill is the shortest and most thick set of the three; it holds itself

very compactly, with the head well drawn in and the bill pointing

straight forward; the head, bodj^, and tail are all in a straight line.

The common murre on the other hand, carries its long neck and head

outstretched, but dropped somewhat below the level of the body.

The Briinnich's murre is intermediate between the two, in this re-

spect. All three of these species sway from side to side in flight,

showing white breasts and black backs alternately. Their flight is

swift and direct, accomplished by very rapid wing strokes. Doctor

Townsend (1907) has noted that, as the razorbills "fly away, they

show white on either side of a black median line, while the puffin

shows a continuous black back." Morris (1903) gives, a quotation

from Meyer, regarding their behavior while migrating, as follows:

During these migrations an interesting circumstance may be observed,

namely, that when the several divisions or groups of a flock descend upon the

sea to rest themselves, the parties that are behind alight some distance in

advance of those that first settled, so that when the first-arrived parties have

reci'uited their strength and taken wing again, the later-arrived groups having

alighted so much in advance, have had time to rest themselves also, and are

prepared in their turn to follow in the train of their former leaders as soon

as these have passed over.

The razor-billed auk swims lightly and swiftlj'^ on the surface,

with its head retracted and its tail pointed upward. It dives quickly

and strongly, partially opening its wings as it plunges forward and
downward. Like all of the Alcidae, it uses its wings freely in

" flying " under water, making great speed with the wings only half

extended. Mr. Edmund Selous (1905), who has had excellent op-

portunities for studying this, says

:

Razorbills also dive briskly, opening the wings * * *. Que remarks then

that the wings are moved both together—flapped or beaten—so that the bird

really flies through the water. In flight, however, they are spread straight

out without a bend in them, whereas here they are all the while flexed at the

joint, wing raised from and brought downward again toward the sides in the

same position in which they repose against them when closed.

It can dive to great depths, swim for long distances, and remain

under water for a long time.

The vocal performances of the razor-billed auk are not elaborate.

On its breeding grounds it indulges in occasional hoarse guttural

notes or low^ croaking sounds, which are not audible at any consider-

able distance. During its courtship, which has apparently never

been described, it may have a more varied or interesting vocabulary.

Morris (1903) says "the note is likened to the syllables ' arr ' and
'odd,' also to ' hurr-ray.'

"
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Although the razor-billed auk is said to be of a quarrelsome dis-

position, I saw no evidence of it on Bird Rock, where it associates

on friendly terms with the murres and puffins, sitting in little mixed
groups close together on their favorite rocks. It has few enemies,

tliough it is preyed upon by the large falcons to some extent. Its

habit of nesting in inaccessible crevices on high cliffs has ]jrotected

its egga from the gulls and has saved it from total extermination by

egg hunters. Its eggs were gathered in large quantities, with the

"ggs of the murres, when it was abundant, but now the eggs of the

razorbill are too scarce and too hard to get to make it pay to collect

them. Nuttall (1834) refers to this as follows:

Its flesh is quite palatable, aUliough very dark, and much eaten by the Green-

landers, according to Cranz, forming their chief subsistence during the months
of February and Slarch. These birds are killed with missiles, chased, and
driven ashore in canoes, or taken in nets made of split whalebone. Their skins

are also used for clothing. The eggs are everywhere accounted a delicacy,

and the feathers of the breast are extremely fine, warm, and elastic. For the

sake of this handful of feathers, according to Audubon, thousands of these

birds are killed in Labrador, and their bodies strewed on the shore.

Winter.—The razor-billed auk is a hardy bird, pushing north

through the ice in early spring and being driven south again only

by the advent of cold weather. Late in the fall large numbers are

seen migrating around Nova Scotia to their winter haunts on the

New England coasts, following in the wake of the last of the flight

of scoters and brant. They fly well off shore as a rule and spend

most of their time on the open sea; consequently they are seldom

seen and they are probably more abundant than we realize. Long
Island probably marks about the southern limit of the normal winter

range of this species, where it is known as the " sea crow." Dr.

William C. Braislin (1907) says that they—

occur on the beach chiefly by reason of their being driven in by winds and surf.

It is doubtful whether even a few survive this experience. They do not will-

ingly approach the sands in mild weather and in the fury of a gale, exhausted

with their struggles and benten by the surf, they probably nearly all succumb.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the north Atlantic and
Arctic Oceans. From New Brunswick (Grand Manan), Gulf of St.

Lawrence (Bird Rock), and Newfoundland, and north along the Lab-

rador coast to Greenland (west coast to Tasiusak). Also from Ice-

land, Faroe Islands, and British Isles (south to Channel Islands)
;

east to coast of Norway and Lapland. Recorded as far north as

Mallemukfjeldet, northeast Greenland, latitude 81° 12', but not

breeding. May possibly have bred in Maine many years ago.
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Whiter range.—South along the Athmtic coasts. From southern

Labrador, New Brunswick (Grand Manan), and Ontario (Toronto,

Hamilton and western Lake Ontario) south to New York (Long

Island) and New Jersey. Earely or casually to Virginia (Cobbs

Island and Smiths Island) and North Carolina (Lookout Cove).

No records for Great Lakes west of Lake Ontario. Michigan records

discredited. In Europe from the British Isles and Baltic Sea south

to the Mediterranean Sea and the Azores and Canary Islands; east

to the Adriatic Sea.

Spring migration.—Northward along the coast in March and

April. New York : Long Island, March 5. Rhode Island : Newport,

April 10 (latest). Massachusetts: Marthas Vineyard, May 12 (lat-

est). Nova Scotia: Cape Sable, May 4. Arrive on breeding grounds,

Gulf of St. Lawrence, about April 15.

Fall migration.—Southward along the coast during November

(perhaps earlier). Massachusetts: November 1. New York: Long
Island, November 14. New Jersey: Delaware River, November.

Virginia : Norfolk, October 15.

Egg dates.—Gulf of St. Lawrence : 76 records, June 10 to July 25

;

38 records, June 21 to July 4. Great Britain : 24 records, May 17, to

June 30; 12 records. May 28, to June 5. Ungava: 2 records, June 13,

to July 1. Bay of Fundy: 2 records, June 11, to 17.

PLAUTUS IMPENNIS (Linnaeus).

6BEAT AVE.

HABITS.

Contributed by Charles Wendell Townsend.

The great auk is extinct. So thoroughly and suddenly did its ex-

tinction come about that at one time the bird was considered to be a

myth, yet a comparatively few years ago it existed in great numbers.

The date of its final taking off, the cause of its disappearance, former

abundance, distribution, and habits are all matters of exceeding inter-

est, about which much has been culled by diligent searchers from

various historical and traditional sources as well as from investiga-

tion of the remains of these birds found at their breeding places and

in shell heaps. To Alfred Newton, J. Steenstrup, Symington Grieve,

and Frederic A. Lucas w^e owe most of our knowledge of this inter-

esting bird, and their writings will be freely drawn upon in the

present epitome.

Nuttall (1834) forcibly illustrates the erroneous opinions that ex-

isted and still exists in the popular mind as to the range of this bird.

He says

:

The great auk, or northern penguin, inhabits the highest latitudes of the

globe, dwelling by choice and instinct amidst the horrors of a region covered
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Tith eternal ice. Here it is commonly found upon the floating masses of the

gelid ocean, far from land, to which alone it resorts in the season of pro-

creation.

This is far from being the case, for it is doubtful whether the great

auk ever extended its range north of the Arctic Circle and its remains

have been found in shell heaps as far south as the Bay of Biscay on

the eastern side of the Atlantic and Florida on the western side. The

only record of this bird north of the Arctic Circle, namely, at Disco,

in Greenland, is considered by Newton of very doubtful value.

The positively known breeding places of the great auk are quickly

enumerated. The chief of these on the American side of the Atlantic

was Funk Island, a rocky island 32 miles off Fogo on the northeastern

side of Newfoundland. It is possible that the bird also bred at Pen-

guin Islands on the south coast, and Penguin Islands near Cape Freel.

The latter islands Avere visited in 1887 by Lucas (1887), but he found

no evidence of such former occupation. He says

:

There can be little doubt that the extent of the breeding range of the great

auk has been, as a rule, much overestimated, and the writer's own belief is that,

like the gannet, the garefowl was confined to a very few localities.

The Bird Rocks in the Bay of St. Lawrence, Cape Breton, and the

Virgin Rocks, southeast of Newfoundland, are all more or less doubt-

ful former breeding sites. The records of its occurrence in Greenland

are very few and all doubtful. Capt. George Cartwright, that acute

observer and recorder, who frequented the Labrador coast from 1770

to 1786, was familiar with the bird and has w^ritten a classic account

of its status on Funk Island, but never mentions any breeding place

on the Labrador coast. I believe that he would have described it if

any such existed to the south of Hamilton Inlet.

The fact that Gosnold found great auks at Cape Cod in the spring

and summer of 1602, and that Joselyn says one was taken at Black

Point, near Portland, Maine, in the spring, has been used as an argu-

ment in favor of former breeding places at Cape Cod and elsewhere

along the New England coast. Hardy says that the shell heaps along

this coast were made almost entirely in summer, and, as these con-

tained great auk remains, therefore this bird probably bred at Cape

Cod and elsewhere. The conclusion, however, is not warranted, for

there are many species of sea birds at the present day that summer far

south of their breeding grounds, owing either to sterility or imma-

turity. Also many sea birds that breed in the north tarry along the

coast until June and are back again in July.

Catesby (1771) gives a list of " European water fowls which I have

observed to be also inhabitants of America, which, though they abide

the winter in Carolina, most of them return north in the spring to

breed." In this list " penguin " is included. As has been already
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staled, bones of the groat auk have occurred in shell heaps as far

south as Florida. At Ormond, on the Halifax River in Florida, two

left humeri of this species were found. In the shell heaps of the

Massachusetts coast the bones of the great auk have several times

been found, at Marblehead, Ipswich, and Plum Island. I have my-
self found them at Mount Desert Island, Maine.

On the eastern side of the Atlantic one comes first to Iceland,

which was probably the last stronghold of this bird. Here are to be

found numerous rocky islands or skerries where the great auk un-

doubtedly bred. Several of these bear the name of the extinct bird,

and are called Geirfuglasker. Eldey, or Fire Island, where the last

birds were taken, is one of a chain of volcanic Bird Islands {Fug-

lasker) lying off Cape Reykjanes, the southwestern point of Iceland.

At a few places in the British Isles remains of this bird have been

found and there are historic references to their occurrence at St.

Kilda, the Hebrides, Orkney, Shetland, and Faroe Islands and at

Waterford and Belfast, Ireland. At the Scottish Islands they

probably bred. In the shell heaps or kitchen middens of Denmark
remains of this bird have been found, and there are traditions of

its existence in this region. There is some evidence of its occur-

rence on the coast of Norway and it probably migrated all along the

European coast as far as the Bay of Biscay. The last of these

birds, two individuals, were taken alive on June 3, 1844, at Eldey,

a skerry or rocky islet off the southwest point of Iceland. Their

viscera are now preserved in the Royal University Museum, Copen-

hagen, but it is not known what became of the skins and bones. The
narrative by Grieve (1885) of this capture is of such a tragically

historic character, it is quoted here

:

As the men clambered up they saw twu garefowls sitting among numberless

other rock-birds {Uria troile and Alca tarda), and at once gave chase. The
garefowls showed not the slightest disposition to repel the invaders, but imme-

diately ran along under the high cliit', their heads erect, their little wings some-

what extended. They uttered no cry of alarm, and moved, with their short

steps, about as quickly as u man could walk. Jon (Brandsson) with out-

stretched arms, drove one into a corner, where he soon had it fast. Siguror

(Islefsson) and Ketil pursued the second, and the former seized it close to

the edge of the rock here risen to a precipice some fathoms high, the water

being directly below it. Ketil (Ketilsra) then returned to the sloping shelf

whence the birds had started, and saw an egg lying on the lava slab, which

he knew to be a garefowl's. Whether there was not another egg is uncertain.

All this took place in much less time than it takes to tell it.

This date, June 3, 1844, is probably the last authentic date. A live

bird was said to have been seen on the Newfoundland Banks in

December, 1852. and a dead one to have been picked up in Trinity

Bay, Newfoundland, in 1853, but these records are considered of

doubtful authenticity by Grieve (1885).
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The fundamental cause of the extinction of the great auk was the

systematic onslaught made for various reasons by so-called civilized

man. Breeding on remote islands, the bird had little to fear from
savages and other mammalian enemies. Although it could not fly,

it could easily take care of itself in the water.

By most of the men of those days when the great auk flourished the

idea of its extinction would have been flouted, and, even if they

could have realized it, they would not have viewed the death of a

species in the same manner as do the more enlightened of the human
race at the present day. Richard Whitbourne (1622) wrote:

God made the innocencie of so poor a creature to become such an admirable

instrument for the sustentation of man.

The reasons for the slaughter of this bird were primarily for food,

later for bait, for its fat and its feathers, and last of all, when it

was doomed to extinction, the finishing blow was put by collectors.

Sir Eichard Bonnycastle in his "Newfoundland in 1812" says:

In winter many of tlie arctic ice birds frequent tlie coast, but the large auk

or penguin (Alca impennis), which, not 50 years ago, was a sure sea mark
in the edge of and inside the banks, has totally disappeared, from the ruthless

trade in the eggs and skin.

Cartwright (1792) in his journal under date of July 5, 1785,

'prophesies the speedy extermination of the great auk. He says:

A boat came in from Funk Island laden with birds, chiefly penguins. Funk
(Island is a small flat island rock about 20 leagues east of the island of Fogo,

in the latitude of 50° north. Innumerable flocks of sea fowl breed upon it

[every summer, which are of great service to the poor inhabitants of Fogo,

[who make voyages there to load with birds and eggs. When the water is

[smooth, they make their shallop fast to the shore, lay their gangboards from

the gunwale of the boat to the rocks, and then drive as many penguins on

board as she will hold; for, the wings of those birds being remarkably short,

Ithey can not fly, but it has been customary of late years for several crews of

'men to live all summer on that island for the sole purpose of killing birds for

the sake of their feathers ; the destruction which they have made is incredible.

If a stop is not soon put to that practice, the whole breed will be diminished

to almost nothing, particularly the penguins; for this is now the only island

they have left to breed upon; all others lying so near to the shores of New-

foundland, they are continually robbed. The birds which the people bring

from thence they salt and eat, in lieu of salted pork.

The following note by J. A. Allen (1876) describes more in detail

the horrible slaughter for the feathers

:

Mr. Michael Carrol, of Bonavista, Ne^^•foundland, has recently given me the

following very interesting facts respecting the extermination of the great auk

(Alca impennis) at the Funk Islands. In early life he was often a visitor to

these islands, and a witness of what he here describes. He says these birds

were formerly very numerous on the Funk Islands, and 45 to 50 years ago were

hunted for their feathers, soon after which time they were wholly exterminated.

As the auks could not fly, the fishermen would surround them in small boats

and drive them ashore into pounds previously constructed of stones. The birds

55916—19—Bull. 107 15
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were then easily killed, and their feathers removed by immersing the birds

in scalding water, which was ready at hand in large kettles set for this

purpose. The bodies were used as fuel for boiling the water.

The remains of the huts and pounds are still on the island, but

the birds are no more ! The quantity of great auk's bones and even

of mummified remains found on Funk Island by Lucas and others

all testify to the destruction that went on there.

It would seem as if nature herself wished to help in the destruc-

tion of this bird, for, in 1830, a submarine eruption took place off

Reykjanes, Iceland, during which a skerry frequented by great auks

sank under water.

As in the case of many species that have become extinct, men at

the time have not realized the fact. Thus, in 1848, Hugh Strickland

makes no mention of the great auk in a paper on species recently

extinct. Yarrell in 1842 speaks of it as " a very rare British bird,"

but no hint is given of its probable fate. When the fact of its

extreme rarity was discovered, it was believed that it had merely

retreated into the more inaccessible northern regions and Arctic

expeditions were requested to search for it.

Nesting.—As has been pointed out by Lucas (1887) the gregarious

habits of the great auk and its predilection for certain breeding

places has been an important factor in its extermination. He goes

on to say that there were apparently plenty of suitable breeding

grounds for the great auk in Maine and Labrador, and had the bird

bred in small colonies at localities scattered along this wide expanse

of territory, it would have been in existence to-day. The habits of

the great auk are largely matters of history to be gathered from old

writers. It bred in colonies on rocky islands as has already been

shown; and possibly, although not probably, on sandy shores. No
nest was built, and the single egg was laid on the bare rock or the

accumulation of guano. Pennant (1765) says:

If the egg is taken away it will not lay another that season * * * It

lays its egg close to the sea mark, being incapable, by reason of the shortness

of its wings, to mount higher.

The later statement is not entirely correct for the bird as at Funk
Island, already described often nested a considerable distance from

the water.

Eggs.—[Author's note: The series of 10 eggs of this extinct bird

in the Thayer Museum is probably the finest series of these rare

eggs in existence in any one collection. In shape they are nearly

" ovate pyriform " and suggest in general appearance large murre's

eggs. The shell is thick, tough and roughly granulated. The

ground color is dull, dirty white or even yellowish white in one.

This yellowish egg is covered quite uniformly with fine scrawls or

irregular lines of pale gray or drab. The other eggs are more conspic-
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uously and unevenly scrawled or blotched, chiefly about the larger end
with black or very dark brown, sometimes with lighter brown, drab
or gray.

The measurements of 40 eggs, obtained from the Thayer collec-

tion and through the kindness of Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain, average

123.7 by 75.5 millimeters ; the eggs showing the four extremes meas-
ure 140 by 70, 126.5 by 83.5, 111 by 72, and 116 by 69 millimeters.]

Behavior.—Contemporaneous writers, especially some of the older

ones, show considerable imagination in their description of this bird

and its habits, but many of their accounts are evidently truthful and
are of great interest. A number of these are quoted here as a con-

tribution to the life history of this extinct bird.

The following description is by M. Martin (1753), who lived for

three weeks on St. Kilda in June, 1697

:

The sea fowl are first gairfowl, being the stateliest as well as the largest

sort, and above the size of a solan goose, of a black color, red about the

eyes, a large spot under each, a long broad bill ; it stands stately, its whole body
erected, its wings short, flies not at all ; lays its egg upon the bare rock, which
if taken away, she lays no more for that year; she is whole footed, and has
the hatching spot upon her breast, i. e., a bare spot from which the feathers

have fallen off with the heat in hatching; its egg is twice as big as that of a
solan goose, and is variously spotted, black, green, and dark ; it comes without
regard to any wind, appears the first of May, and goes awiiy about the middle
of June.

Cartwright (1792) under date of August 5, 1771, wrote in his

journal

:

During a calm in the afternoon Shuglawina went off in his kyack in pursuit

of a penguin; he presently came within a proper distance of the bird, and
stuck his dart into it ; but, as the weapon did not enter a mortal part, the

penguin swam and dived so well that he would have lost both the bird and the

dart had he not driven it near enough the vessel for me to shoot it.

Plumages.—On the 18th of August, 1821 (or 1822), a great auk
was captured near the Island of Glass or Scalpa (one of the Heb-
rides). A description of this bird by Fleming (1824), who was
present at the time, throws light on the change from nuptial to

winter plumage of the species. He says

:

^

A few white feathers were at this time making their appearance in the

sides of its neck and throat, which increased considerable during the following

week, and left no room to doubt, that, like its congeners, the blackness of the

throat feathers of summer is exchanged for white during the winter season.

Food.—As to its food, according to Grieve (1885), Fabricius said:

The great auk fed on Coitus scorpiun. or the bullhead, and Cyclopterus

Inmpus, or the lump fish, and other fishes of the same size.

It is said that one was caught about 1812 near Papa Westray,
Orkney, on the open sea by some fishermen, who enticed it to the side
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of the boat by holding out a few fish, and then striking it with an
oar. Another bird was caught in a similar manner at the entrance

to Waterford Harbor in May, 1834. They were also caught by
baited lines on the Newfoundland banks. The bird caught at

Waterford partook greedily of potatoes and milk. It " stood very

erect, and frequently stroked its head with its foot, especially when
any favorite food was permitted. When in Mr. Gough's possession

it was chiefly fed on fish, of which fresh-water species (trout, etc.)

were preferred to sea fish. They were swallowed entire. It was
rather fierce."

Behavior.—It was a common saying among mariners that this bird

never strayed away from soundings, but the fact that individuals

were from time to time found on the coast of the British Islands in

the nineteenth century at the time that they did not breed at any
point nearer than Iceland, it is evident they must have wandered over

deep water. That thej^ were capable of making long journeys is

shown by their remains in regions so remote from their breeding

haunts as Florida. Professor Newton (1861), writing on Mr. J.

Wolley's "Researches in Iceland" respecting the garefowl, says:

They swam with their heads much lifted up, but their neclis drawn in ; they

never tried to flap along the water, but dived as soon as alarmed. On the rocks

they sat more upright than either guillemots or razorbills, and their station

was further removed from the sea. They were easily frightened by noise, but

not by what they saw. They sometimes uttered a few low croaks. They have

never been known to defend their eggs, but would bite fiercely if they had the

chance when caught. They walk or run with little short steps and go straight

like a man. One has been known to drop down some two fathoms off the rock

into the water. Finally, I may add that the color of the inside of their mouths
Is said to have been yellow, as in the allied species.

This last fact would give us a hint as to their courtship, and sug-

gest that they opened wide their mouths for display during this

performance.

Like all the Alcidae it used its wings in swimming under water,

and, as large wings are an impediment in subaqueous flight, these

parts had become reduced so much in size that although they were

ideal for use under the water, they were useless in the air. In these

respects the bird resembled closely the Penguin of the Southern seas.

The rapidity with which it swam above and under water may be

judged from the fact that " one chased by Mr. Bullock among the

Northern Isles, left a six-oared boat far behind." Circumstantial

evidence of the use of its wings under water is presented by Fleming

(1824), who says it dives and swims under water, "even with a long

cord attached to its foot, with incredible swiftness."

Audubon (1840) says:

The only authentic account of the occurrence of this bird on our coast that I

possess was obtained from Mr. Henry Havell, brother of my engraver, who, when i
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on his passage from New York to England, hooked a great auk on the banks of

Newfoundland, in extremely boisterous weather. On being hauled on board,

it was left at liberty on the deck. It walked very awkwardly, often tumbling
over, bit everyone within reach of its powerful bill, and refused food of all

kinds. After continuing several days on board, it was restored to its proper
element.

Of the voice of this extinct bird we have but scanty record. Some
of the older writers speak of a croak. Dr. Fleming, as quoted by
Grieve (1885), said:

When fed in confinement it holds up its head, expressing its anxiety by
shaking its head and neck and uttering a gurgling noise.

Grieve (1885) listed 79 or 81 skins of the great auk, 2 or 3 physio-

logical preparations, 10 skeletons, 121 or 131 birds represented by
detached bones and 68 or 70 eggs still in existence. The numbers of

these have slightly increased, especially in the list of detached bones,

which would bring the number of individuals up to many thousands.

The value of the skins and of the eggs has increased many fold and
has reached fabulous sums.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Formerly coasts and islands of the North Atlan-

tic. The best-known breeding place was Funk Island, Newfound-
land. It also bred on the Faroes and on islands off the 'southwest

coast of Iceland, where the last pair of birds were taken alive in

June, 1844. Although recorded from Greenland (Disco Island), it

is now considered doubtful if the species bred north of the Arctic

Circle. A cast was found in a loam deposit in southern Sweden that

agrees with the egg of this species and this probably marks the east-

em limit of its range.

Winter range.—Probably south along the coast from Newfound-
land and Cape Breton to Maine and Massachusetts, casually to South

Carolina and Florida; and from Denmark to France and northern

Spain. One was found dead in Norway in the winter of 1838.

ALLE AL.LE (Linnaeus).

DOVEKIE.

HABITS.

Although not so strictly confined to the Arctic Ocean in winter as

Ross's gull there is no more characteristic bird of the Arctic regions

than the " little auk," which swarms as abundantly, on the Atlantic

side of this continent, as the various auklets do in Bering Sea. It

winters much fartlier south than the little auklets, but it returns to

its summer home at remarkably early dates, as soon as it can push

northward into the forbidden regions of ice and snow, a hardy little
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Arctic explorer that loves those inhospitable shores. It penetrates as

far north as 82° and has been found breeding up to the seventy-

eighth parallel of latitude, probably farther north than any other

species regularly breeds.

Spring.—Mr. William Eagle Clarke (1898), writing of the migra-
tion of this species on Franz Josef Land, says:

It arrived at Frederick Jackson Island in 1896 on the 25th of February, as
related by Doctor Nansen. On the 10th of March Doctor Nansen mentions that
" millions " were seen flying up the sound at 6 a. m., and " when we went out
at 2 in the afternoon there was an unceasing passage of flock after flock out to

sea, and tliis continued until late in the afternoon." On the 17th of March they
were in plenty at the Gully Rocks, and, as far as could be seen they were all

in full summer plumage. They continually occupied and deserted their breed-

ing-cliffs during April, May, and early June. After the 10th of June the little

auks were seen on the rocks every day during our stay. They bred in the

cliffs, at both east and west ends, at Cape Flora in great numbers, though most
plentifully in the Gully Rocks.

The approach of the Arctic spring and the arrival of the birds is

well portrayed by Dr. 1. 1. Hayes (1867) as follows:

The snow had mainly disappeared from the valley, and, although no flowers

had yet appeared, the early vegetation was covering the banks with green, and
the feeble growths opened their little leaves almost under the very snow, and
stood alive and fresh in the frozen turf, looking as glad of the spring as their

more ambitious cousins of the warm south. Gushing rivulets and fantastic

waterfalls mingled their pleasant music with the ceaseless hum of birds, myriads
of which sat upon the rocks of the hillside, or were perched upon the cliffs, or

sailed through the air in swarms so thick that they seemed like a cloud passing

before the sun. These birds were the hitherto mentioned little auk, and are a

waterfowl not larger than a quail. The swift flutter of their wings and their

constant cry filled the air with a roar like that of a storm advancing among
the forest trees. The valley was glowing with the sunlight of the early morning,

which streamed in over the glacier, and robed hill, mountain, and plain In

brightness.

Nearly all Arctic explorers have referred to the astonishing abun-

dance of the little " rotche," as this species is called, on its breeding

grounds. The following two quotations by Morris (1903) will serve

as illustrations:

Captain Beechey says:

They are so numerous that we have often seen an uninterrupted line of them
extending full halfway over the bay, or to a distance of more than 3 miles.

This column, on the average, might have been about 6 yards broad and as many
deep. There must have been nearly four millions of birds on the wing at one

time.

Meyer writes:

The incredible numbers of this species that have been seen by voyagers, on

the surface of the northern seas, are very remarkable; it is said that they cover

the surface of the water, and the floating masses of ice as far as the eye can

discern, and when they take flight they actually darken the sky.
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Etah, Greenland. D. B. MacMillan.

I

Etah, Greenland.
DOVEKIE.

For description see page 237.

D. B. MacMillan.
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Nesting.—Mr. W. Elmer Ekblaw contributes the following ex-

cellent account of the nesting habits of the dovekie:

The nesting sites are determined probably by several factors, perhaps of

equal significance. These sites are always along cliffs with rather steep talus

.slopes, of rather large fragments, among which the birds can find entrances,

and cavities well enough within shelter to be safe from winds and weather
and predatoi-y animals. In suitable talus slopes its nests extend frofn near the

high tide water mark to the top of the slope, in every possible place. Because
of the slow disintegration of the rocks, as compared with the breaking off of

the fragments from the cliffs, the talus slopes are piles of coarse rocks with
cavities, passages, crevices, and tunnels everywhere among them. In these

cavities and passages at various distances from the outside, according to the

convenience and safety of the place, the nests are placed. Frequently a mat
of grass grows over the surface of the rocks, but since it is only a superficial

mat, and as long as openings are left for the ingress of the birds, this does not

detract in the least from the desirability of the site. Along Foulke Fjord,

on the cliffs south of Cape Alexander, and near Sonntag Bay I have found
thousands nesting on what was apparently only a grass slope with an occa-

sional projecting rock, but examination revealed the fact that it was only a

concealed talus slope after all. Where the breaking down of the cliff above,

or where there is considerable rolling of the surface rocks, the grass does not

form, though upon the margins of the talus tongues, and in a semicircle about

their terminations when they do not reach the sea the grass mat encroaches.

In a few cases the grass mat has so deeply covered the talus that the auklets

have abandoned it, because they could not enter. Not only in the talus piles

does the dovekie nest, but also iL crevices—almost without exception in hori-

zontal crevices—it makes its home as well ; but this only when talus slopes

near at hand have nests too, for this little bird is most socially inclined, nest-

Sng, feeding, swimming, flying, and migrating in great gregarious flocks.

It builds no nest. Its one egg, or rarely two, is laid on a rock or shelf in a

passageway or cavity, usually in a niche along, or at the end of, a passageway.

This rock, after many generations of auks have nested there, is covered with

more or less damp dung, upon which the egg or eggs are laid. Several nests

may be very close together, or considerable interval may occur between a nest

and its neighbor. The entrance to a nest is usually marked by a white patch

«on the rock, where more than the usual amount of dung is deposited, for when-

ever one of the old birds alights at the entrance, he, or she, almost invariably

defecates. The earliest eggs are laid in the last week of June, but it is during

the first week of July that laying is at its height, at Etah. In the last week in

June the Eskimo women begin gathering the eggs, but they are not so plentiful

as they become a week later. Each female lays one egg and this is the usual

number. Rarely two eggs are laid, and in four cases of this that I saw the

eggs were slightly smaller than the normal egg.

iiggs.—The single egg is " ovate " or pointed ovate in shape. Its

shell is smooth but without luster. All the eggs that I have seen are

plain bluish white and immaculate: I have never seen any of the

alleged spotted eggs of this species. The measurements of 44 eggs,

in various collections, average 48.2 by 33 millimeters; the eggs show-

ing the four extremes measure 51 by 34, 49 by 35.5, 45 by 33, and 46

by 33 millimeters.
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Mr. Ekblaw says:

The eggs are quite uniform in size, and also in color. Most of them are a

pale blue, the blue being but a tinge. From this pale blue type they vary in

both directions slightly, to quite white and to pale robin-egg blues. However,

most of the eggs are a typical pale-blue color. Though not a precocial bird the

dovekie lays an abnormally large egg, so large, in fact, in proportion to the

size of the bird that the mother could with difficulty and little success keep

more than one egg warm. The shell of the egg is so thick that the inside must

be cooled slowly when the old birds leave the nest. I can not state that the

male takes part in the incubation, but I have seen whichever bird it is that is

not on the eggs, come to the entrance of the nest and enter with his pouch

distended with food, in the same manner as it is later when the young are

being fed, so I presume that the food is for the incubating bird, male or female.

The eggs do not always mature. I have found many that had spoiled and nut

hatched. Some of these were probably old eggs of former years, but about 1

"

egg in 10 was spoiled.

Young.—The young begin hatching about the middle of July, and from then

almost until the last week in August some are being hatched, though the most

of them hatch about the middle of August, or a little before. They at once

become voraciously hungry, and tax the energies of both parents to satisfy

them, even though the day be 24 hours light. The young birds, as soon as they

hear any noise outside the entrance, set up an impatient shrill chirping, which

continues until the old bird feeds them by disgorging into their bills the con-

tents of its well-filled pouch. The consoling, soothing murmur of the old bird

to the young, and .the satisfied chirping of the young shows how solicitous the

one is, and how grateful the other. The birds of adjacent nests often leave

and arrive together ; when they come with a great rush of wings, they usually

alight together in a group on some prominent large rock near their nests, and

then after a survey of the vicinity, hop or fly to their respective entrances.

Before leaving, they gather together similarly.

The first birds come off the nest about the middle of August, and the last

not until the last of the month, so that the latest departures from the nesting

sites are those retarded by their belated young. Thus after the great number

are gone south, a few still remain a few days—these belated young and their

parents. On August 24, 1915, when I went up on the slopes along the fjord

to collect young and old birds for the winter's food, the birds had already

begun leaving, so that the number was noticeably diminished. The departure

continued constantly through the day, great flocks rising over the south cliffs

and passing out of sight southward. The following day the most of those

remaiuing left, and this was the day of the greatest exodus. On the 25tli we
found most of the young gone, though a number remained, and of these several

had not yet developed the wing feathers needed for their flight, and could not

leave for at least a week or 10 days yet. Many of the young were leaving

the nest. Apparently when they are sufficiently developed they emerge from

their nest and impelled by an instinctive impulse essay the first flight ; I could

not see that any coaxing was resorted to by the older birds. The young bird

waddled awkwardly about the rocks, watched not only by his own parents but

by all the old birds as well. From time to time he would stretch and flap his

wings, and then finally when those about him rose in flight he, too, took to his

wings. He quickly fell behind the most; but at least one, sometimes two, old

birds stuck by him. His flight was awkward, and he could easily be distin-

guished in his erratic course, from the old birds. Some of the weaker ones
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I'eturned soon to the rocks or sank to the water to rest, but the stronger ap-

parentlj' sailed away out of sight.

Plumages.—Ridgway (1887) describes the downy young as "uni-

form sooty slate color, paler or more grayish below," The juvenal

plumage soon appears and is practically complete before the young
bird leaves the nest, the last of the down disappearing on the chest,

belly, and rump. Strangely enough, the juvenal plumage is similar,

in color pattern, to the nuptial plumage and entirely unlike that of

the first winter; the entire head, neck, and throat are "clove brown;"
the upper parts are similar, but blacker, and the lower parts are

white. Within a few Aveeks, before the end of September, the young
bird prepares for its fall migration by a complete molt of the body
plumage, producting the first winter plumage, much thicker and of

firmer texture. This plumage is very much like the adult winter

plumage, but the upper parts are duller and browner, and the bill

is smaller and weaker. At the first prenuptial molt young birds

become practically indistinguishable from adults.

Adults have a partial prenuptial molt late in the winter or very

early in the spring and a complete postnuptial molt in August and
September. The clear, glossy black back is characteristic of the

winter adult.

Food.—Mr. Ekblaw writes to me

:

The food of the young dovekies is largely made up of the so-called " shrimps "

{Schizopoda-Myris'i) so numerous in Arctic waters, and the so-called "black-

berries." the little black " arthropods " that ai'e numerous in the water too.

I think it is this latter food that gives rise to the pink and lavender dung of

the dovekie. The intervals at which the young are fed varies, but they are

usually measured by hours, though when food does come it is in quantity.

The food of the adult bird is probably the same as that of the young while in

their summer home. This food it obtains in the sea, usually most easily, ap-

parently in certain currents, or about headlands, ice pans, or icebergs. Be-

fore the nesting period begins, the bird spends long periods in the water off-

shore. It travels considerable distances after food, those at Etah going at

least as far as Cairn Point and Force Bay to the northward.

Audubon (1840) found in the stomachs of dovekies "shrimps

and other Crustacea and particles of seaweed." Nuttall (1834) men-

tions marine insects and a small species of crab as included in their

food. According to Yarrell (1871), Major Feilden's notes state:

During the breeding season the pouch-like enlargement of the cheeks give

them a singular appearance. The contents of the cheeks is a reddish-colored

substance, which on closer examination is found to consist of immense num-

bers of minute Crustacea. The adaptation of the mouth in this species as a

receptacle for the food required for their young does not appear to have at-

tracted much attention among naturali.sts ; and yet a little consideration would

have shown that some such arrangement must be required. With fish feeders,

such as Alca, Vria, and Fratcrcula, no difficulty arises in transporting food

to their young; but in the case of Mergulus alle, which, I believe, subsists
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entirely on minute Crustacea, the bill is manifestly incapable of conveying
the requisite amount of food, especially as very often the breeding places of

the little auk are found inland, at considerable distances from the sea.

Mr. William Brewster (1906) writes that the stomachs of several

killed on Fresh Pond, Cambridge, Massachusetts, were " filled with

the remains of young alewives," which abounded in the pond.

Behavior.—Mr. Ekblaw says of the behavior of the dovekie:

Like the murre and the guillemot, the dovekie floats either high or low in

the water, and dives more easily from the lower position. They dive very

quickly, and remain submerged for some little time. Observations of approxi-

mately 761 birds in 51 groups gave an average of 33 seconds for submergence,

when frightened by the approach of the steamer off Cape Walsingham, August
11, 1913. The maximum time of submergence was 68 seconds. The dovekie,

like the murre and guillemot, uses his wings as well as his feet in diving,

veritably flying through the water. On the dive it tips down as it goes under,

just like a " bobber " on a country boy's fish line, and then starts down at

an angle of from 45° to 60°, only its little white tail visible, like a white bubble

sinking fast into the depths.

The flight of the auklet suggests in the wing movements, at least, that of

the chimney swifts. It is a good strong flier when the expanse of wing sur-

face in respect to the weight of the bird is considered, but it does not fly

nearly so swiftly as the guillemot or murre, and in direct flight can not escape

from its enemies, the great burgomaster gull or the gyrfalcon. I have several

times seen the burgomaster gull far behind a flock of dovekies start in pursuit,

and though the little birds exerted themselves to the utmost to escape, the big

gull in a few movements overtook them, scattering them. The victim he singled

out then found his only hope of escaping in dodging his pursuer and taking

refuge in the water or among rocks. Likewise I have seen guillemots take

wing with the dovekies and soon distance them. The dovekie has a habit

of stooping from a considerable height at a very steep gradient, like a hawk
stooping to his prey, and at this time, the descent is meteoric in noise and

speed. At such a time, if one happens to be standing at the base of its descent

or near it, he receives an impression of great speed, undoubtedly more or less

correct, for the Impetus of their rapid descent must give a high velocity. On
straight flying, however, the flight is not out of the ordinary—quite what one

would expect from a bird with such relation of weight to wing expanse.

Morris (1903) says, of its vocal powers:

The note of this interesting little bird is a pretty chirrup or pipe, partly

plaintive and partly lively ; it resembles the syllables " try " and " eye " fre-

quently repeated, especially when engaged with the nest.

The note has also been likened to the syllables " al-le."

The important place which the dovekie fills in maintaining the

balance of life in the far north is well shown in the following obser-

rations by Mr. Ekblaw

:

The dovekie is preeminently a social bird. Its vast colonies on these north-

west Greenland shores form one of the most striking features of the coast and

play an important part in the ecologj' and human economy of the region.

They furnish the food for the many foxes of this region ; without these birds

the foxes would be so few that the natives could not secure adequate clothing.
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and these " Arctic Highlanders " could not have pei'sisted here as the most
northern people of the world. No trading station would have been established

by the Danes ; one of the chief incentives to some of Peary's and other expedi-

tions of the coast would have been missing. The grass slopes about the rook-

eries, the luxuriant herbage being due to their dung, support the largest num-
bers of hare and ptarmigan, and probably afforded the richest pastures for the

caribou before the introduction of firearms effected their extermination from
some of the areas along the coast. The burgomaster gull and the gyrfalcon

feed upon the dovekie throughout the summer and rear their young upon them
too. The fox, burgomaster gull, and gyrfalcon are the chief natural enemies of

the dovekie; in additon, the Eskimo, the raven, and perhaps some of the water
animals prey upon the birdlets ; the whitewhale, so the Eskimo say, catches

and eats many.

The fox preys not only upon the bird but upon the eggs as well. Through
the nesting season and while the young are growing the foxes frequent the

talus slopes, gorging themselves and laying in their winter stores. Lurking
J)ehind a rock until a flock alights near and then rushing upon the birds,

stealthily creeping upon a flock and pouncing upon them, or crawling into the

holes after them—in one way or another the fox gets all he wants. And the

auklets recognize him as an enemy, for at his approach, if they detect him,

they are off in confusion and haste.

The most terrible and persistent of the dovekie's enemies is the burgomaster

guU, for the only refuge from him is a hole in the rocks. Even the swift

gyrfalcon that pursues them relentlessly in the air is not so inexorable, for

from him they can escape in the water. When a burgomaster singles out a

dovekie as his prey the only hope for the auklet is to escape into a hole in the

rocks, or by a quick dash into a flock succeed in diverting the pursuit to some
other luckless dovekie. The burgomaster displays much agility and skill in

following up the evolutions of the frightened dovekie. and often catches him on

the wing. When the dovekie dives into the water the burgomaster hovers over

him like an aeroplane over a submarine, following his underwater course, and

the moment he comes up striking at him to force him under without a chance

for rest or breath, repeating this until the little fellow is exhaused, when his

big tormentor seizes him and makes a meal of him in a single gulp. The
dovekies live in deadly terror of the gull and gerfalcon, and whenever one of

these big birds sails along the cliffs it is the signal for a panic-stricken flight

of the dovekies. The raven is not so feared because not so greedy, and be-

cause he likes a varied diet, and does not bother them so much. Teedly-

ingwah, a reliable Eskimo, says he has seen white whales catch many dove-

kies and eat them, and that he has found the whole birds in the stomachs of

the whale.

The importance of the dovekie as a food bird to the Eskimos of

northern Greenland is "well illustrated by the following quotation

from Mr. Figgins's (1899) notes:

To me the dovekie was the most interesting as well as the most numerous
bird observed, and it is surprising that they survive the persecution to which
they are subjected. During years when game is scarce, the natives depend

almost entirely on the dovekie for food, and they are caught by the thousands

and stored in great piles for winter use. Without the dovekie the little tribe

of north Greenland Eskimos would long since have perished of hunger. The
ground about their villages is thickly strewn with the Ijnes of the dovekie,

giving abundant proof of the millions which have been devoured. When on
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the water they are entirely safe from the natives, but seem to be very stupid

when on land and are then easily captured with nets. When one alights on a

rock it is immediately joined by others, until there is a struggling mass, as if

it were the ouly rock in the neighborhood on which to alight. At such times

they are easily approached and the quick use of a net or a well-directed stone

usually results in the destruction of a number.

Again (1902) he says:

Dovekies display great curiosity, and if the hunter sits quietly in full view

be will soon have an audience of them near him, all bent on occupying one

rock, regardless of its size or of their numbers. A compact flock of birds

soon results, and a well-directed stone thrown into their midst does great

execution. Stones may be thrown a number of times at the same flock before

they decide to adjourn.

Dr. Hayes (1867) gives us the following graphic account of how
he accompanied an Eskimo on an auk-catching expedition in Green-

land:

The birds were more noisy than usual, for they had just returned in im-

mense swarms from tlie sea, where tliey liad been getting their breakfast.

Kalutunah carried a small net, made of light strings of sealskin knitted to-

gether very ingeniously. The staff by which it was held was about 10 feet

long. After clambering over the rough, sharp stones, we arrived at length

about lialfway up to the base of the cliffs, where Kalutunah crouched behind a

rock and invited me to follow his example. I observed that the birds were

nearly all in flight, and were, with rare exceptions, the males. The length of

the slope on which they were congregated was about a mile, and a constant

stream of birds was rushing over it, but a few feet above the stones, and. after

making in their rapid flight tlie whole length of the hill, they returned higher

in the air, performing over and over again the complete circuit. Occasionally

a few hundreds or thousands of them would drop down, as if following some

leader, and in an instant the rocks for a space of several rods would swarm all

over with them, their black backs and pure white breasts speckling the hill

very prettily.

While I was watching these movements with inuch interest my companion

was intent only upon business, and warned me to lie lower, as the birds saw

me and were flying too high overhead. Having at length got myself stowed

away to the satisfaction of my savage companion, the sport began. The birds

were beginning again to whirl their flight closer to our heads—so close, indeed,

did they come that it seemed almost as if I could catch them with my cap.

Presently I observed by companion preparing himself as a flock of unusual

thickness was approaching, and in a moment up went the net ; a half dozen

birds flew bang into it, and, stunned with the blow, they could not flutter out

before Kalutunah had slipped the staff quickly through his hands and seized the

net. ^^'ith his left hand he now pressed down the birds, while with the right

he drew them out one by one, and for want of a third hand he used his teeth

to crush their heads. The wings were then locked across each other to keep

them from fluttering away, and with an air of triumph the old fellow looked

around at me, spat the blood and feathers from his mouth, and went on with

the sport, tossing up his net and hauling it in with much rapidity, until he

had caught about a hundred birds; when my curiosity being amply satisfied,

we returned to camp and made a hearty meal out of the game which we had

bagged in this novel ;ni(l unsportsni.in-like manner. While aii immense stew
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was preparing, Kalutunah amused himself witla tearing uff tlie birds' slcins

and consuming the raw flesh while it was yet warm.

Winter.—Although large numbers of dovekies migrate as far south

as the coasts of New England a great many spend the winter near the

edge of the Arctic ice pack, off the coasts of Labrador and New-
foundland, on the Atlantic Ocean, and even in southern Greenland.
They leave their northernmost breeding grounds about the first or

second week in September and work slowly southward as cold

weather advances, reaching the New England coast in November.
They are generally common and sometimes abundant on the Maine
coast in winter, but south of the neighborhood of Massachusetts Bay
they are rare, or irregular in appearance. Wliile with us in winter

they ordinarily spend their time out on the open sea, several miles

from land, skimming over the tops of the waves or swimming about

singly or in little groups; they are more often seen in the vicinity

of sunken ledges or about little rocky islets than off the sandy shores

of Cape Cod. In stormy weather they are often driven in near the

beaches or even into harbors, creeks, and rivers. There are numer-
ous instances on record where these little sea birds have been driven

far inland and have perished from hunger and exhaustion. Mr.

William Brewster (1906) relates his recollections of a memorable
flight of this kind " which inundated eastern Massachusetts on

November 15, 1871," which probably "comprised nearly, if not

quite all, the birds which were living at that time off our coast."

On the date just named a violent easterly storm, accompanied by tor-

rents of rain and an exceptionally high tide, forced 'm^iltitudes of dovekies to

seek refuge in the fresh-water ponds and rivers near the coast, and many
birds were picked up in an exhausted condition in fields, meadows, barnyards,

and even in our city streets. Within the area to which this paper relates they

appeared in the greatest numbers in Charles River between Cambridge and

Waltham, in the Mystic Ponds, and in Fresh Pond. The sheet of water last

named was visited by hundreds, which came in singly or by twos and threes,

and occasionally in flocks of from 10 or a dozen to 30 or 40 individuals each.

The larger flocks often i-ose and left the pond, when disturbed, but the single

birds, although somewhat restless, were absurdly tame. Some of them were

taken alive, others killed with oars, and very many shot by collectors or

sportsmen, 50 or more being captured in all.

DISTRIBUTION.

Breeding range.—Coasts and islands of the north Atlantic and

Arctic Oceans. Baffin Land, Ellesmere Land, northern Greenland

(Disco Island, Cape York, and Kane Basin), northern Iceland (Isle

of Grimsey), Spitzbergen, Franz Josef Land, and Nova Zembla.

Often ranges north in summer to latitude 81° or 82°. Has been re-

corded in July in 77° north, 151 east (near Bennett Islands), near
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Melville Island in August, and two birds seen near Wainwright Inlet,

Alaska, August 10, 1914.

Winter range.—P>om southern Greenland (Ivigtut and Arsuk)

south along the coast to New York (Long Island), rarely to New Jer-

sey (Cape May, Egg Harbor, Delaware River), Virginia (Chinco-

teague Bay, Cobbs Island, Smiths Island), North Carolina (Curri-

tuck Sound, Roanoke Island), and South Carolina (Beaufort). Also

from the British Isles and the North Sea south along the coasts of

Holland, France, and Spain to the Azores, Canary, and Madeira

Islands.

Spring migratiou.—Birds leave the coast of Maine about March 15.

Massachusetts: May 1 (latest). Rhode Island: April 27 (latest).

New York: Long Island, in April (latest May 29). An unusually

late record is Vermont: Bennington, May 31. Grand Manan: May 4.

Latitude 48° 20' north, longitude 46° 30' west: May 22. They arrive

in Greenland: Davis Strait, May 20; Baffin Bay, May 18 (rarely in

April) ; Bowdoin Bay, May 8; Smith Sound, May 26; Spitzbergen.

March 28; Franz Josef Land, February 25.

Fall migration.—Probably starts in July in Greenland: Davis

Strait, common in July; Foulke Fiord, last, September 3; Cape
Parry, last, September 11; Bowdoin Bay, last, September 6; north-

eastern Greenland, latitude 75°, August 2 (latest). Labrador: Cape
Harrison, September 18. Anticosti Island, Gulf of St. Lawrence, in

September. Birds reach New England usually in November, Early

dates are: Maine coast, July 15. Massachusetts: Cape Cod, Septem-

ber 10; Nantucket, October 11. Connecticut: September, 1874. New
York: Long Island, August.

Casual records.—Wisconsin : Point Washington, January 11. Mich-

igan: Detroit River, November 30. Bermuda Island, January 28.

The two Ontario records prove to refer to specimens of the ancient

murrelet.

Egg dates.—Greenland : 19 records, June 7 to July 28 ; 10 records,

June 16 to July 12. Iceland : 4 records, June 3, 8, and 28, and July 12.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATES.

hautone plates.

Plate 1.

Egg of great auk In the collection of Col. John E. Thayer, Lancaster, Massachu-

setts, formerly in the collection of Sir William Milner, Nunappleton, Yorlc-

shire, England, and purchased by him in 1847 from M. Perrot, a dealer in

Paris, a photograph presented by Col. J. E, Thayer.

Plate i.
'

Upper: Nesting site of western grebe near Crane Lake, Saskatchewan, June
8, 1905, referred to on page 3.

Lower : Nest and eggs in the above locality.

Plate 3.

Upper : Nest and large set of eggs of western grebe, referred to on page 5.

Lower : Young western grebe recently hatched, a photograph presented by Mr.

William L. Finley.

^ Plate 4,

i
Upper: Nesting site of Holboell's grebe. Lake WInnipegosis, Manitoba, June 11,

1913, referred to on page 10.

Lower : Nest and eggs in the above locality.

Plate 5.

Upper : Another nest and eggs in the same locality.

Lower : HolbceU's grebe on its nest, a photograph purchased from Mr. S. S. S.

Stansell.

Plate 6.

Upper: Nesting site of the horned grebe, Crane Lake, Saskatchewan, June 7,

1905.

Lower : Another nest in the same locality. Both referred to on page 21.

Plate 7.

Upper: Distant view of horned grebe's nest, eggs covered, Magdalen Islands,

June 22, 1904, referred to on page 21.

Lower : Horned grebe on its nest, published by courtesy of Bird-Lore.

Plate 8.

Upper : Nesting colony of eared grebes, Dry Lake, North Dakota, June 26, 1901,

a photograph presented by Mr. Herbert K. Job.

Lower: Nest and eggs of eared grebe in Franklin Gull colony, Lake of the

Narrows, Saskatchewan, June 12, 1905, referred to on page 29.
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Plate 9.

Upper : Nest and eggs of pied-billed grebe, June 8, 1901, referred to on page 40.

Lower: Another nest, eggs covered, same locality and date.

Plate 10.

Upper: Pied-billed grebe on its nest, a photograph presented by Mr. Francis

Harper.

Lower: Young pied-billed grebes just hatched, a photograph presented by
Mr. Robert B. Rockwell.

Plate 11.

Upper : Nest and eggs of loou, June 7, 1913, from negative taken by Mr. Herbert
K. Job for the author.

Lower: Nest and eggs of loon, June 23, 1912, referred to on page 49.

Plate 12.

Upper : Loon on its nest, published by courtesy of Bird-Lore.

Lower: Young loon swimming among lily pads, a photograph purchased from
Mr. S. S. S. Stansell.

Plate 13.

Upper : Nest and eggs of yellow-billed loon, referred to on page 61.

Lower : More distant view of the same nest. Both from negatives taken by
Rev. A. R. Hoare for th«^ author.

Plate 14.

Upper : Nesting site of Pacific loon, referred to on page 68.

Lower: Nest and eggs of Pacific loon, July 4, 1914. Both photographs pre-

sented by Mr. Winthrop S. Brooks.

Plate 15.

Upper: Nest and egg of red-throated loon, June 20, 1915, from negative taken

by Mr. F. Seymour Hersey for the author.

Lower : Nest and eggs of red-throated loou, June 27, 1916. from negative taken

by Mr. T. L. Richardson for the author.

Plate 16.

Upper: Nest and eggs of red-throated loon.

Lower : Nearer view of same nest. Both photographs presented by Mr. Donald
B. MacMillan and pul)lislied by courtesy of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History.

Plate 17.

Upper: Burrow of tufted puffin, opened to show nest antl egg, .July 7, 1911.

referred to on page 83.

Lower: Entrance to burrow of tufted puffin. July 4, 1911, referred to on page 83.

Plate 18.

Upper: Breeding colony of tufted puffin, referred to on page 84, a photograph

presented by Mr. William L. Dawson.
Lower: Young tufted puffin, recently hatched, a photograph presented by Mr.

William L. Finley.
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Plate 19.

Upper : Breeding colony of puflins, referred to ou page S9, a photograph pre-

sented by Mr. F. A. Brown.
Lower: Puffins on the top of I'.iril Ttixk. near tlieir nesting liurrows, .Tnly 25,

1915.

Plate 20.

Upper : Entrance to burrow of puffin, June 9, 1909, referried to on page. 91.

Lower : Same burrow opened to show nest and egg.

Platk 21.

Upper: Nesting site of hoi-ned puffin, June 9, 1915, near St. Michsiel, Alaska,

from negative taken by Mr. F. Seymour Hersey for the author.

Lower : Another view of the same colony.

Plate 22.

I'pper: Nesting site of rhinoceros auklet, referred to on page 104.

sower : Nesting burrow in same colony, opened to show ne:«t and egg. Both

photographs presented by Mr. William L. Dawson.

Pl^\TE 23.

Entrance to burrow of rliiiioceros anklet, a photograph presented hy Mr.

William L. Dawson.

Plate 24.

Upper: Entrance to burrow of Cassin's auklet, ;i photogr;iph presented by Mr.

William L. Dawson.
Lower: Burrow of Cassin's auklet oi)ened to show bird and egg. a photograph

presented by Mr. George Willett.

Plate 25.

Upper: Nesting site of paroquet, crested and least auklets. July 7. 1911. re-

ferred to on pages 117, 121, and 129.

Lower: Nest and egg of paroquet auklet in above locality.

Piate 26.

Upper : Nest and egg of crested auklet, July 7, 1911, referred to on page 121.

Lower : Nest and egg of least auklet, July 7, 1911, referred to on page 129.

Plate 27.

Nesting colony of least auklets, a photograph presented by Mr. Charles H.
Townsend, locality referred to on page 129.

Plate 28.

Xantus's murrelet on its nest, a photograph presented by Mr. Donald R. Dickey.
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Plate 29.

Upper : Young Xantus's murrelet, recently hatched.

Ix)\ver. Nest and eggs of Xantus's murrelet. Both photographs presented by
Mr. Donald R. Dickey.

Plate 30.

Upper cNesting site of black guillemot, July 3, 1904, referred to on page 157.

Lower: Young black guillemots, nearly ready to leave the nest, a photograph

presented by Mr. Herbert K. Job.

Plate 31.

Upper : Nest and eggs of black guillemot, July 3, 1904, referred to on page 158.

Lower: Nearer view of same nest.

Plate 32.

Upper : Nesting site of pigeon guillemot.

Lower : Nest and eggs of same in same locality. Both photographs presented

by Mr. William L. Dawson.

Plate 33.

Upper : Breeding colony of murres, June 24, 1904, referred to on page 175.

Lower: Eggs in colony shown above.

Plate 34.

Upper: Breeding colony of murres and double-crested cormorants, referred to

on page 175, a photograph presented by Dr. Charles W. Townsend.
Lower: Young murre, nearly ready to leave the cliffs, July 24, 1915, referred

to on page 177.

Plate 35.

Breeding colony of California murres, referred to on page 184, a photograph

pre.sented by Mr. William L. Finley.

Plate 36.

Upper: Breeding colony of California murres, July 7, 1911, referred to on

page 185.

I^ower : Part of same colony.

Plate 37.

Young California murres, a photograph presented by Mr. William L. Finley.

Plate 38.

Upper: Briinnich's murres on their eggs, June 25, 1904, from negative taken

by Mr. Herbert K. Job for the author.

Lower: Eggs of Brtinnich's murre, a photograph presented by Mr. Herbert
K. Job.

Plate 39.

Upper: Breeding colony of Pallas's murres, July 4, 1911, referred to on
page 197.

Lower: Eggs In above colony.
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Plate 40.

Upper : Pair of Pallas's murres and their egg, July 4, 1911.

Lower : Group of nesting Pallas's murres, July 4, 1911.

Plate 41.

Upper: Breeding colony of razor-billed auks, June 25, 1904, referred to on
page 202.

Lower : Egg of same in above locality, a photograph presented by Mr. Herbert
K. Job.

Plate 42.

Upper : Flock of dovekies on water.

Lower: Flock of dovekies on rocks. Both photographs presented by Mr.

Donald B. MacMillan and published by courtesy of the American Museum
of Natural History.

Plate 43.

Upper : Young dovekie, half-fledged.

Lower: Dovekies flying over their nesting sites. Both photographs presented

by Mr. Donald B. MacMillan and published by courtesy of the American
Museum of Natural History.

COLOEED PLATES.

The eggs illustrated in the colored plates were selected from the collection

of the United States National Museum, except as otherwise indicated. After the

Museum catalogue number of each specimen is given the name of the collector,

the locality, and the date as far as known.

Plate 44.

1. Western grebe, 21563, Fort Klamath, Oregon, May 28, 1883, C. E. Bendire.

2. Mexican grebe, 24917, Brownsville, Texas, July 28, 1891, F. B. Armstrong.

3. Holboell's grebe, 6774, Porcupine River, Alaska, R. Kennicott.

4. Eared grebe, 33251, Stinking Lake, New Mexico, July 30, 1913, Stokley Ligon.

5. Pied-billed grebe, 27434, Brownsville, Texas, August 25, 1891, F. B. Armstrong.

6. Tufted puffin, 28483, Lapush, Washington, June 21, 1897, R. T. Young.

7. Horned grebe, 6737, Porcupine River, Alaska, R. Kennicott.

8. Horned puffin, 16730, Saint George Island, Alaska, July 12, 1873, H. W.
Elliott.

Plate 45.

1. Loon, 12951, Saint Croix River, Maine, G. A. Boardman.

2. Black-throated loon, 2633, Europe, H. Drouet (dealer).

3. Pacific loon, 9658, Anderson River, Mackenzie, .Tune 29, 1869, R. MacFarlane.

Plate 46.

1. Yellow-billed loon, A. C. Bent collection, Point Hope, Alaska, June 22, 1916,

Rev. A. R. Hoare.

2. Red-throated loon, 19046, Greenland, Governor Fencker.

3. Red-throated loon, 12621, Anderson River, Mackenzie, R. MacFarlane.
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Plate 47.

1. Cassin's auklet, 22163, Kodiak Island, Alaska, May 28, 1884, W. J. Fisher.

2. Paroquet auklet, 22157, Kodiak Island, Alaska, June 19, 1884, W. J. Fisher.

3. Crested auklet, 21431, Saint Michael, Alaska, 1884, E, W. Nelson.

4. Least auklet, 24077, Saint Paul Island, Alaska, June 5, 1890, Wm. Palmer.

5. Puffin, 19052, Greenland, July 23, 1879, Governor Fencker.

6. Wliiskered auklet, C. E. Doe collection, Kurile Islands (see page 126).

7. Large-billed puffin, 18480, Greenland, June, 1881, Governor Fencker.

Plate 48.

1. Ancient niurrelet, 25093, Sauak Island, Alaska, Chase Littlejohn.

2. Ancient raurrelet, 22154, Kodiak Island, Alaska, June 1, 1884, W, J. Fisher.

3. Tlhinoceros auklet, 27633, Smith's Island, Washington, April 22, 1895, G. W.
Dennison.

4. Rhinoceros auklet, 27649, Whitby Island, Washington, April 25, 1895, G. W.
Dennison.

.5. Marbled nuirrelet, 28473, Howcan, Alaska, May 22, 1897, G. G. Cantwell.

Plate 49.

1. Craveri's niurrelet, 17272, Isla Kaza, Gulf of California, T. H. Streets.

2. Craveri's murrelet, 17272, same data.

3. Kittlitz's murrelet, J. E. Thayer collection, Pavlof Mountain, Alaska, June
10, 1913, F. E. Kleinschmidt.

4. Dovekie, 19053, Greenland, July 23, 1879, Governor Fencker.

5. Xantus's murrelet, 28128, I^os Coronados Islands, Mexico, May 11, 1895, A. W.
Anthony.

6. Xantus's murrelet, 33226, Los Coronados Islands, Mexico, April 3, 1912,

C. S. Thompson.

Plate 50.

1. Black guillemot, 2518, Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick, 1859, Dr. Henry
Bryant.

2. Black guillemot, 9799, Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick, Dr. Henry Bryant.

3. Pigeon guillemot, 27472, Smith's Island, Puget Sound, Washington, May 9,

1894, G. W. Dennison.

4. Pigeon guillemot, 18711, Kodiak Island, Alaska, June, 1882, W. J. Fisher.

5. Mandt's guillemot, 31556, Whale River, Ungava, A. A. Chesterfield.

Plate 51.

1. Murre, 27587, Cape Whittle, Labrador, June 19, 1884, M. A. Frazar.

2. Murre, 27589, Cape Whittle, Labrador, July 18, 1884, M. A. Frazar.

3. California murre, 264.59, Farallone Islands, California, June 17, 1885, A. M.
IngersoU.

Plate 52.

1. California murre, 21450, Saint Michael, Alaska, August 3, 1880, E. W. Nelson.

2. California murre, 2117, Farallone Islands, California, California Society of

Natural History.

3. California murre, 2117, same data.
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Plate 53.

1. Briinnich's murre, 19049, Greenland, 1884, Governor Fencker.
"

2. Pallas's murre, 24072, Walrus Island, Alaska, June 13, 1890, William Palmer.

3. Briinnich's murre, 19049, Greenland, 1884, Governor Fencker.

Plate 54.

1. Pallas's murre. 16718. Saint George Island. Alaska, .Tuly 1, 1873, H. W.
Elliott.

2. Pallas's murre, 16719, Saint George Island, Alaska, June 27, 1873, H. W.
Elliott.

3. Pallas's murre, 18703, Lemida Island, Alaska, June, 1882, W. J. Fisher.

Plate 55.

1. Razor-billed auk, 24425, Cape Whittle, Labrador, July 12, 1884, M. A. Frazar.

2. Razor-billed auk, 27601, Cape Whittle, Labrador, July 17, 1884, M, A. Frazar.

3. Razor-billed auk, 27604, Cape Whittle, Labrador, July 20, 1884, M. A. Frazar.

4. Razor-billed auk, 27596, Cape Whittle, Labrador, July 3, 1884, M, A. Frazar.
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1— WESTERN GREBE
2 — MEXICAN GREBE
3 — HOLBOELLS GREBE
4— EARED GREBE

5 — PIED-BILLED GREBE
6 — TUFTED PUFFIN
7— HORNED GREBE
8 — HORNED PUFFIN

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 237
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\ — LOON
2 — BLACK-THROATED LOON
3 — PACIFIC LOON

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 237
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1 —YELLOW-BILLED LOON
2 AND 3— RED-THROATED LOON

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 237
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1— CASSIN'S AUKLET
2— PAROQUET AUKLET
3 — CRESTED AUKLET

7-

4— LEAST AUKLET
5— PUFFIN
6 — WHISKERED AUKLET

LARGE-BILLED PUFFIN

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 238
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1 AND 2 — ANCIENT MURRELET
3 AND 4— RHINOCEROS AUKLET
5 — MARBLED MURRELET

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 238
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1 AND 2 — CRAVERIS MURRELET
3 — KITTLITZ'S MURRELET
4 — DOVEKIE
5 AND 6 — XANTUS'S MURRELET

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 238
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1 AND 2 — BLACK GUILLEMOT
3 AND 4-- PIGEON GUILLEMOT
5— MANDT'S GUILLEMOT

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 236
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1 AND 2 — MURRE
3 — CALIFORNIA MURRE

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 238
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CALIFORNIA MURRE

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 238
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1 AND 3 — BRUNNICH S MURRE
2 — PALLASS MURRE
FOR DESCRIPTIOM SEE PAGE 239
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PALLASS MURRE

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 239
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RAZOR-BILLED AUK

FOR DESCRIPTION SEE PAGE 239
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